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ROOT 

 
t didn’t matter that Root had no idea how old she 
was. It didn’t even matter that some could care less 

if she existed at all. It was still Birthday all the same, a 
national holiday for all those born, everyone, young and 
old and in between. Which, of course included Root. 

It was a splendid affair, yes, with its gatherings and 
song. CandleCrackers commenced the day, blazing starry 
trails over morning rooftops. Treat Drizzles hid in bushes 
and branches, waiting to be found. “Happy Birthday” was 
put to every greeting and from corner bake stands, the 
deep rich aroma of maple cake drifted heavily. 

But the best part of Birthday, by far, was the Gift 
Shift, those thrilling hours of exchange when gifts were 
swapped in random, from person to person, all day long, 
until the eleventh hour when everyone in the entire 
country of Lanlynne got to unwrap their Ender Gift and 
see what they got. 

Root was thrilled to wonder what her Ender would be 
this year. However, just as thrilling was her Starter Gift. A 
Starter Gift meant something. It was given to its recipient 
with dear care and import. It was wrapped to say you are 
special.  

A curious moon peeked over Root’s shoulder as she 
doted upon the final touches of her Starter Gift. She had 

I 
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gone into the forest every evening this month, hunting 
the elusive scales of a Dragon Bloom. These she now, 
ever so carefully, wrapped around the gift. Under the 
moon’s winking eye, it dazzled in pulses of green and 
gold and red. Fledger would love it! 

Of course, he would not end up with it, but that 
didn’t matter. It was the wrap that counted. In that magic 
swaddle he would see how much he meant to her. Fledger 
was many things to many people: bachelor, hermit, scribe, 
even a traitor to some. But to Root he was the closest 
thing she had to a father.    

She tucked the gift into a pocket for safekeeping and 
checked it off her list, leaving only one more thing to do 
tonight. The most important thing. She’d finally 
discovered the whereabouts of the BratJacker’s hideout 
and tonight she was going to rescue her friends from it. 
She just hoped the BratJacker hadn’t sold her friends 
already. 

Her nostrils flared. Was that smoke? She looked at 
the stove and leapt to the burner where a pan of 
Fudgenuttery Goopcakes bubbled in ready. Perhaps too 
ready. She removed the pan and slid the cakes onto two 
plates already loaded with sausages. 

In the living room, she could hear the Aunts. They’d 
been celebrating all evening long. Not just Birthday’s 
impending arrival, but having sold all their goods at the 
marketplace earlier this afternoon, every last turnip and 
broccoli. And best of all, being that they had stolen every 
last turnip and broccoli from neighbouring gardens, it 
cost them nothing.  

“Three hunnered and eighty six Junos!” Octavia 
bellowed from behind the door. Root envisioned her 
kissing the pouch of coins and tucking it, like she always 
did, back into the humid folds of her huge cleavage. 
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Octavia and Carblotta Karbunkulus, known to all as 
the Aunts and called much worse behind their backs, 
owned the Jobbery. It was where work was doled out to 
those desperate enough to do it. Crooked work but it fed 
an empty stomach. And living under their roof, Root 
knew the meaning of an empty stomach.  

Even there in the kitchen she could hear her belly 
gurgle with hunger. But she dared not steal even a taster 
for fear of a cuff along her ears. She did however lick a 
drip on her finger and swoon in the sticky goodness. She 
would have liked to have licked the entire bowl and 
spoon but… 

“Root! Root you wart! Where’s my Goopcake?” 
“Coming!” she called, taking a plate in each hand as 

she raced from the kitchen. 
Arriving in the living room, she cringed. It was a 

mess. A mess that she would have to clean up, no doubt. 
Resentfully, she maneuvered around flytraps, bottled ale 
floating with cigarillo butts and crusty Aunt feet.  

She had grown up with such scenes, yes, but she had 
never belonged to them. Hers was always a ghostly 
presence, fair skin nearly translucent next to their russet, 
weathered pelts. And though the wind often tangled in 
her long pumpkin hair it was nothing like the wiry scalps 
of the Aunts. And, just to be clear, their eyes were black 
with no resemblance to the indigo hue that had settled 
into Root’s eyes. 

Octavia was the eldest of the two, squat and pudged 
with nostrils the size of barrel lids. Her teeth pushed out 
like wild fungi when she laughed, which wasn’t very 
often. 

Carblotta, on the other hand, was a starved and 
scrawny thing whose long limbs dangled like limp celery. 
Her nose constantly whistled. Constantly. It was worse 
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than a kettle. 
Root removed their empty, first-course plates as they 

sat, cackling and clinking mugs. A song rang from their 
throats as raw and ragged as the drink they were polishing 
off. 

 
Happy Happy Birthday Morn 
Now pass along the brew 
Raise a glass t’bein’ born 
A toast t’me ‘n you! 
 
The moment the Goopcakes and sausages were set 

down, Root turned for the calling of her midnight rescue 
mission. She aimed for the door, taking each tiptoe with 
utmost care so as not to be noticed. The last thing she 
wanted was another chore.  

She had her fingers around the handle and was just 
about to pull when something snagged the leg of her 
pants. She looked down to see Kluk, the bad-tempered 
house rooster. His crooked beak was clamped on her 
hem.  

He was a jerk, that rooster. He had a spray of feathers 
over perma-bossy eyes and the rest of him came in like a 
badly patched quilt. Root hated him and felt guilty about 
it because she loved animals and the rapport she often 
felt with them. But Kluk was one of those beasts one 
could quite easily hate, being that Kluk quite easily hated 
everything else.  

What bugged Root the most was that the Aunts called 
him Klook with an annoying long vowel. Doesn’t that 
just change everything, knowing that now? Kluk the 
rooster was Klook the rooster. And oh how Klook the 
rooster milked the sway of such a title. There was 
something about that long vowel that made him think he 
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was much more important than a mere rooster. He was a 
Capital R Rooster. And a jerk one at that. 

Especially now.  
Root tried to, as quietly as possible, yank her pant leg 

free, but all that did was spur a thrashing of wings. A 
good loud thrashing of wings that immediate got the 
Aunts’ attention. 

Carblotta blinked and bellowed, “Wha’dya think yer 
doin’?” 

“Nothing,” Root lied, scowling at the foul fowl. 
“You was takin’ off is what I think. Takin’ off afore 

yer work was done!” 
“But, I—” 
 “No butts in here save for the one that’s gonna get 

booted if it don’t get t’work.” Octavia barked. “Now, get 
on out and fetch us some goods t’sell!” 

“But you haven’t even paid me for the Luck Teeth I 
scavenged for you,” Root protested. “Or that whole bag 
of Glimmery I got from the Junke lot!” 

“Yer point?” 
“And it’s Birthday tomorrow!” 
There was a cackling laugh before Octavia said, “You 

think Birthday applies t’you? You forget how you was 
found?” The cackle fattened, taking Carblotta’s high-
pitched whinny into it. “How we spied yer own mama 
tossin’ ya away when you wasn’t but a baby!”  

“Just tossin’ ya and leavin’ ya t’die,” Carblotta 
guffawed. “Ain’t nothin’ Happy Birthday ‘bout that!” 

Root squeezed her hands into fists. 
“Y’best be fergettin’ ‘bout any special Birthday 

malarkey and be grateful y’gots what y’gots!” Octavia 
snarled. “Now, get on down t’Longeye’s and get us some 
of his prize winnin’ kohlrabi!” 

She did not mean borrow the kohlrabi and certainly 
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not buy the kohlrabi. She meant ‘take this here bag, get 
yer butt down there, yank what y’can afore anyone sees 
ya, and steal that there kohlrabi.’ 

Root snatched the bag from her Aunt’s pudgy fingers 
and stomped to the door. 

“Bring back some of his brew bottles too!” Carblotta 
bellowed after her. “And don’t come back ‘til y’got 
somethin’ worth comin’ back fer!” 

Halfway down the lane, as clouds swallowed the 
moon and glutted raindrops began to splatter, Root could 
still hear the Aunts and their belching, Goopcaked 
celebrations. 

But Root was the one to have the last laugh. She had 
no intention of raiding Longeye’s garden tonight. Uh uh. 
She was going to go deep into the gloomy, gnarled trees 
of FogSquat Forest, to the BratJacker’s secret hideout, 
and she was going to rescue her friends. 
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THE BRATJACKER’S HIDEOUT 

 
 

oot’s friend, Sisiline had been one of the first to go 
missing. After that, kids disappeared two, 

sometimes three at a time. Every day. Just vanished. 
Rumours concluded that there was a BratJacker on 

the loose. Probably came east from the Soot Market, 
looking for slaves to sell off. But no one seemed to do 
anything about it. Not even the Dominion, which was 
supposed to protect its people.  

Root soon realized she was on her own to find her 
friends and, after seven desperate months of searching, 
she finally located the whereabouts of the BratJacker’s 
hideout. 

FogSquat Forest was just outside of Shade Howl. At 
its tree line, with rain still a cold mizzle in the air, Root 
looked back at the town. Once called Shade Hollow, it 
had been a fine inland town with character. Travellers had 
always stayed longer than intended, enjoying the cool 
relief of its leafy valley and the growing fancies of its shop 
windows. Now, more than a decade later, after the long 
weary of war, there was more grime than paint, the valley 
lay thinned and night strays made the streets howl.  

Still, it was home. And as Root took her first step into 
the trees, she hoped she would return to it. 

R 
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The hideout was guarded by a couple of henches. 
Finks they were called, which was fitting. They’d turn in 
their own mothers for a few measly coins. But clearly, 
children were a far better catch than their mothers. 

Root learned that the Finks left the hideout at ten 
bells every night to hunt for more kids. Thus, at nine and 
a half bells she was already deep into the twisting 
darkness. 

At that moment she had no idea the fog was watching 
her. She was busy concentrating on what dangers lurked 
in branches and the tangled path below her feet. And 
even if she had known that the fog had turned its thick, 
soupy eyes toward her, it wouldn’t have stopped her. She 
was fixed upon her mission. 

So when at last she came across the fog’s 
impenetrable wall with its definite ‘do not enter’ feel and 
the eerie sounds and creatures that slithered through its 
haze, it mattered not. She was prepared. 

Even so, she needed to know exactly what she was 
dealing with. She broke off a long tree branch and braced 
herself as she dipped it into the fog. Immediately a dark 
decay spread along the branch, splintering its way up to 
her hand. She let go. The rest of the branch was ravished 
under a spate of sharp, raspy groans.  

Okay then.  
Root dug into her pocket and pulled out the very 

thing she had prepared: a large and rather squirmy insect. 
The average person would have shrieked and leapt back 
from such an insect, what with its long, folding, flapping 
body and red bulbous eyes. But Root had an affinity with 
the beasts and bugs of the earth (Kluk aside) and this 
creature was no exception. She held it up to her face.  

“You ready Jonesie?” 
The insect waggled a crooked little stinger.   
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Root set it down onto an old, decaying stump. From a 
second pocket she pulled out and sprinkled sparks of 
light in front of the insect, like crumbs. Jonesie wasted no 
time sucking the tiny sparks up and, satisfied, straightened 
its thorax, nodded to Root and started to sing.  

It was a mesmerizing song - the haunting, beautiful 
cries of nature, the fluttering of moonlight. From the 
moment it unfurled, the fog’s hazy wall loosened and 
stretched long, misty tendrils toward it.  

Root watched the fog loop and swirl, hundreds of 
murked spectres fading in and out, pulled like magnets to 
the music. Before long the fog hovered above Jonesie like 
a micro-milky way. 

And as it wisped away from Root, she now gained a 
clear view of what it had been hiding: an old barn and 
corn field, clinging to the earth like abandoned shadows, 
repelling even the merest consideration of visitors.  

Root felt bumps ignite across her arms. She smiled 
and stepped from the trees. 

 
*****  
 
The barn was dim and damp and it smelled like 

chicken poop. Very unhappy chickens, by the look of it. 
And no wonder, the way they were stuck in here with 
musty old air, filthy water and feed. Poor things.  

Root spied a shuttered door up in the hayloft and 
decided it would be the chicken’s escape. Not to mention 
her own. But not quite yet. First she had to find what she 
had come for. And being that she was not welcome here 
she had better find it fast. 

Bang! Root swung around, eyes wide, heart slamming. 
It was just a rat scurrying over a fallen crate. She breathed 
and went back to her search. No time to lose. 
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She squinted into the shadows. Her friends were here. 
Somewhere. Probably hidden in another room.  

Prowling over rusted, old equipment, she winced as 
her finger stabbed into a nail. She popped it in her mouth, 
ignoring the nauseating taste of iron and continued. 
Where were they? She skewed her eyes, taking in every 
plank and corner, looking for a door.  

Bang! 
She knew it was not the crate this time. She made her 

turn slowly. There were two of them. The tall Fink was 
smiling so triumphantly that his iron-plated front teeth 
looked like swallowed trophies. In his hand was the 
frayed end of a well-used noose rope. The other Fink 
released an orb lamp into the air. It hovered between 
them, its round flaming light flickering in their hungry 
eyes.  

“Well, I’ll be,” the tall one said. “The most notorious 
street rat troublemaker in all of Shade Howl, right here in 
our little hideout. Happy Birthday to us. I suppose yer 
lookin’ fer our goods eh. Well, I'm afraid yer all outta 
luck, girl.” 

He snapped his fingers. The second Fink nodded 
menacingly and then he too snapped his fingers. 

The tall one scowled at his mate. “What're you doing, 
Gus? I’m the snapper.” 

He waited for Gus’s rather slow brain to blink 
understanding and then he snapped again. This time Gus 
nodded appreciatively. 

The tall one rolled his eyes. “Yer s’posed t’get ‘er.” 
“Right! Sorry. Okay, go again.” 
“Fine. On my snap.” The tall Fink snapped again. 

Only it was rather feeble. “Wait. That was a bad one.” 
Another snap seemed to do the trick. Both he and 

Gus sprang toward Root. She took a step back, allowing 
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them to snare a net trap that heaved them into the air, 
dangling. 

Gus was confused…again. “Uh Stan...Wasn’t this 
s’posed t’catch her instead of us?” 

Stan grit his teeth. “Shut up, Gus.” He glared at Root. 
“Think yer smart, eh! Well, you ain’t never gonna find our 
goods. Y’won't even find the door!” 

Root barely even heard him. She had already taken his 
orb lamp and turned back to task. She was now staring at 
a wall crawling with spiders. Her eyes widened in 
revelation. She swiped at the spiders. They dropped 
heavily over her feet, but she was too excited to notice.  

She could feel the stirring of her blood now. She 
reached out and scraped at the wall…not a wall at all but 
a thick, guised web made to look so. It shredded in her 
fingers. And there, behind it…a secret door!  

This was no ordinary door. Across its whole front 
was an intricate mechanism of gears and locks daring her 
to come closer. 

 “She found the door, Stan,” Gus noted. 
“I know what she did,” Stan barked. “She just got 

lucky. She won’t find the handle! Not in a million years!” 
Root straightened and scanned her eyes around the 

rest of the barn, seeking out a clue.  
Stan saw his chance and slipped out a small knife 

from his pocket. In no time he had one line of the net 
sliced and was scraping the blade across another. 

Aha! Root walked straight for a ginger-feathered 
chicken. Its wings flapped indignantly as she shoo’d it 
away and looked in its nest. An egg. A weird looking egg. 

Hmmm.  
She grabbed hold of it, but the moment it was out of 

the nest, it vanished in her hand. What the...? She looked. 
The egg was back in the nest. She grabbed it impatiently, 
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but it disappeared again. And there it was back in the 
nest. 

The Finks sniggered in smug delight. She ignored 
them and noted the nest carefully. What was the catch?  

She spied another nest beside this one - empty. 
Hmmm. Could it be? Well, it was worth a try. She 
reached in the empty nest and scooped at absolutely 
nothing. But this time, when her hand came back, lo and 
behold there was the egg! Now firmly in Root’s palm, it 
shifted into a heavy pewter substance. A handle.  

Ha! She held it up for the Finks to see. They stopped 
laughing.  

She took the handle to the door and assessed her next 
challenge. Where did it fit? How did it attach? 

Behind her Stan slashed faster at the net. 
Root’s eyes lit up as the mechanism suddenly made 

sense. She reached her hand and dropped the handle into 
a hollow at the top of the door. She held her breath. 

The handle held for a moment and then it was rolling 
down a carven path of the door, traveling its many 
intricacies, over, under, like the Billieball games Root had 
seen in town, unbolting each lock along the way until, 
reaching its destination, it stopped and clamped into 
place.  

“Um, Stan.” 
“If you don’t shut it, Gus, I’m gonna shut it for ya.”  
Stan’s knife was making headway now as it tore madly 

across the netting, enough to free a hand. 
Unaware, Root bit her lip and quickly turned the 

handle. But it didn’t move. She tried again. It would not 
budge. 

A loud rumble erupted from behind the door and, 
with it, a horror of muffled cries. Fear flared in Root’s 
eyes. She yanked at the handle. 
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A slow wicked laugh coughed up behind her, one she 
could no longer ignore. She turned to face Stan. 

“You just triggered the nailer,” he taunted, “which 
will impale everything behind that door in thirty seconds 
if there’s no key in the handle’s slot.” 

Gus looked at Stan. “But we’ll lose our goods!” 
“We’ll lose more than that if the Wolf found out they 

escaped!” Stan’s eyes flashed at Root. “See! Toldjya 
y’couldn’t find ‘em!” And once more, his ugly iron-plated 
teeth gleamed in triumph.  

Looking at him, Root was struck with a revelation. 
She lunged forward, ripping at Stan’s face. He flailed for 
escape but Root would not let go.  

Behind the door the cries grew louder. Desperate fists 
pounded for escape as the nailer rumbled on. 

Root’s hand yanked away from Stan. In her grasp was 
his plated tooth. In his mouth was a gaping hole where it 
used to be. She raced to the door and fumbled to put his 
tooth plate in the handle’s slot. It was the key! 

The hysteria behind the door rose to a frenzied pitch. 
Just when she thought she had it, Root accidentally 
dropped the tooth plate. She dove to the ground and 
groped for it as spiders scattered. 

Stan watched, his knife bringing him ever closer to 
freedom. “Five...four...three...two...” 

Root found the tooth plate, leaped up and plunged it 
into the slot. She waited, the muffled cries torturing her. 
Just as her hope faltered, the handle shifted and clicked. 
The door slid open. 

Frightened children flew past Root and the Finks to 
the outside. Some were around the same age as Root, kids 
barely cusping adulthood, but most were younger. Too 
young. 

Gus squirmed, accidentally kicking Stan, who lost the 
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knife. It slid down the net. Stan cursed, reaching for it as 
his hard-earned money ran beneath him, toward freedom. 

“Heya Root! Thanks!” Root turned to see Brecken, a 
wheat-haired boy, slightly older than her. He was smiling 
despite a film of dirt and sweat across his face. “Woowee! 
Wasn’t sure if we were gonna make it outta that one! 
Good job, kid.” He patted her on the back. “Well, send 
my love to the Wolf, krips!” He gave a sharp jab to the 
Finks before taking off. “Comin’ Root?” 

 “Wait!” she called after him. “Is that everyone? Were 
there any left inside?” 

But Brecken was already out of the barn in a bid for 
the field. Root dashed into the cell. The spiked walls of 
the nailer were so close she could hardly escape the 
horrible ‘what if’ of her timing. She scanned the area. It 
was empty. She breathed a sigh of relief and ran from the 
cell. At the door’s threshold she froze. The net trap had 
been slashed through. It was empty. 

From the dark, the Finks, one on each side of her, 
lunged. She was gone in a flash, ducking, rolling and 
disappearing in the shadows. The Finks shared a 
glowering look and inched forward, scanning for 
movement. It came alright. Eggs. In the face.  

They yelped and dove at the nests. Chickens rebelled 
in a squawking, flapping explosion, feathers everywhere. 
In the distraction Root made for her escape. But the 
Finks were nothing if not persistent and her escape 
turned into an obstacle course of barnyard debris - 
rafters, hay stacks, barrows and…What next? Root had 
ended up in the hayloft and now craned around for 
ammunition. A barrel full of corn? Sure.  

Stan and Gus were pegged off by cobs as they came 
to the top of the ladder. Root waited until they were all 
the way up before she gave the barrel a heave. As it 
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mowed the Finks down, she freed a chain that was 
attached to a heavy sack, so heavy that, when it landed, it 
busted the barrel and pinned the Finks to the chest in 
corncobs.  

Root would have taken off then, leaving them there, 
groaning and dazed, but she noticed something in that 
pile of corn. One of the cobs had an odd reddish tinge to 
it. A spidering of realization took her spine. She reached 
for the cob and shucked it. As the silk peeled back she 
saw that inside was not corn at all but a stunning red 
jewel. Her eyes lit up. The Aunts would pay good money 
for this. 

“Aw c’mon, that-th mine!” Stan groaned with a fancy 
new lisp. “I th-tole it fair ‘n th-quare!” 

Root eased toward the door and opened the shutters. 
From here a chute stretched all the way down into the 
cornfield. 

“Well,” she said. “Let that be a lesson to 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa—” 

So much for that. She had tripped over a rebel 
chicken and was now sliding headfirst down the chute. 
She thudded to the ground, leapt up and brushed herself 
off. Her stabbed finger throbbed but nothing was broken. 

Her face split into a rather pleased grin.  
That is until the sharp pain in her ankle. She looked 

down. Rats. Tons of rats. Big, hackled, swarming, fang-
bearing rats. Root bolted. She ran, a blitz of arms and 
feet, dust in her wake, corn whipping her face, and even 
that was too slow.  

Every way she turned there was a vicious set of 
rodent jaws. In front of her, behind her. They didn’t even 
spare the scarecrow she’d thrown in their path.  

She gave a last push toward a clump of treetops, 
flying out of the maze with the ravens. Now she could see 
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FogSquat Forest and more importantly, the fog still 
swirling in its haunted galaxy. 

“Jonesie!” Root cried. “Stop singing!” 
Jonesie looked out into the field. There was Root, 

arms flapping, a horizon of rabid rats in hot pursuit. 
Jonesie stopped singing. 

Instantly the fog snapped out of its trance and began 
to return in snaking wisps to the field. Uh oh. Root 
wasn’t close enough to the forest yet. She would not 
make it across before the fog got her! 

She doubled her effort as the fog thickened into 
place, its agitated spectres swirling.  

“Aaaaahhh!” A rat had landed in Root’s hair. She 
frantically swatted it as more snapped at her heels.  

She could hear the eerie moan of the fog now. And 
then - Woah! - A pale, corpselike demon swooped right in 
front of her!  

She dove!  
A giant rat dove after her.  
Root landed hard on the forest floor. The rat was not 

so lucky. It was caught in the wall of fog and pulled back. 
Root watched it splinter and disappear into the thickness. 
A moment later she heard the shrieks of thousands more 
rats caught in the deadly fog.  

When silence returned at long last, Root got up and 
staggered off as Jonesie leapt onto her shoulder. 
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3 

STARTER GIFTS 

 
 
race Marlowe Fledger was the owner of the Copper 
Quill, a scribe shop. He was the most important 
person in Root’s life and not just because he gave her 

nicknames, like Spunks and Wuddlelump, but because 
nicknames like Spunks and Wuddlelump were code for 
You are loved.   

Fledger came downstairs from his bedroom in the 
attic of the Copper Quill and made straight for a book on 
an upper shelf. As was his morning habit, he checked that 
no one was watching. Satisfied, he tipped the book 
forward from a hinge, reached into the dark gap behind it 
and pulled out another book. This he took to the table. 

Finding a blank page, he grabbed his favoured quill 
and began to empty the epiphany that was cramming his 
mind. After a few fits and starts, when he was finally 
purged, he closed the book and headed for the kettle.  

While it filled, he took a good long scratch to his 
stubble and watched the slate sky drain down his window. 
The garden will appreciate this rain, he thought, admiring 
the shoots of carrots and kale and peas and…feet? 

Fledger grabbed his book and returned it to its secret 
cleft before racing out the door. 

 

D 
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***** 
 
“Root! Root!” 
Root pulled herself from sleep and looked into the 

relieved eyes of Fledger. 
“What in blazes are you doing with your bare feet 

sticking outta my Mulberry?” 
“I didn’t wanna wake you.”  
“Now, how many times have I told you not to bother 

with that nonsense?” Fledger said. “My door’s always 
open, you know that.” 

Root nodded. 
Fledger saw the branches in her hair and the new 

scrapes and bruises that ornamented her legs. He shook 
his head with a fatherly sigh. “Come on, then.” 

 
***** 
 
Bolstered by a cluster of fat, juicy grapes, Root 

watched Fledger putz around his tiny kitchen. Below her, 
she noticed a new crack in the floor tile. The Copper 
Quill was old. The wrinkles and rusting, the coughing 
from pipes, were all showing up more often now.  

Even so, for all its neglect, Root marveled in it, for 
the Copper Quill was a dwelling of oddity and wonder. 
Anything lettered from which one was willing to part, 
Drace Marlowe Fledger was likely willing to buy. 

There were books bound in sable fur and bone. Some 
in stained glass, others yoked in fine chainery. There was 
even one believed to be haunted by a Hagtooth of old. Of 
course, there were also the works of Fledger himself: 
sonnets, tales, and a growing collection of opinion as to 
the sorry state of the country. 

Fledger paused now with an earnest expression. 
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“Where’s that cursed--” 
“Behind the basket,” Root answered before he could 

finish. 
He gave her a crusty glance but, nevertheless, looked 

and found his pestle. He took it to his mortar. Only his 
mortar wasn’t there. He turned for another search and 
saw Root’s finger pointing at it under a towel.  

This was their routine. It had begun many years 
before, when he had caught her in his garden, a tiny waif 
helping herself to his carrots. Instead of chasing her away, 
he opened his door and made tea.  

Root fell in line with him now, always one step ahead, 
finding what he was missing: a spoon, cinnamon, his 
favourite chipped cup. 

“Well I hope you put a good dose of RotGutt in the 
Aunts’ Goopcakes,” Fledger said as his collection 
gathered on the counter. 

“Even if I did, they wouldn’t have noticed,” Root 
answered. “They’re practically made of it.”  

Fledger began grinding his tea leaves with accustomed 
expertise. Soon the muddled aromas of cardamom and 
lemon peel lifted. Root set a roll of twine beside his 
cheesecloth and lifted herself back onto her stool. 

She saw that Fledger had finished and already sealed 
his letters. She never tired of the deep orange wax design, 
a swirling of lines that etched out a bat with spread wings. 
Root had once asked Fledger why he had chosen a bat as 
his seal.  

“Because they see in darkness,” he had answered 
cryptically.  

But she knew there was more to it. And that ‘more’ 
would be along any minute now. 

As if having heard her thoughts, a bright orange and 
black visitor now appeared in a small opening high in the 
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wall. 
“Good morning, Wingbit,” Fledger said without 

looking up. The bat leapt from the opening and flapped 
about the room in high-pitched greeting. “I believe Root’s 
got something for you, my friend.” 

Root straightened an eager spine and held up a grape. 
Wingbit flapped over and dropped into her open palm, 
barely fitting across the whole of it. Her big dark eyes 
looked up at Root expectantly. 

The grape was the first of six, gobbled with delight. 
Afterwards, Root transferred the wee pet to her makeshift 
bed - a branch that Fledger had placed across a corner of 
the room.  

Root returned to her stool and saw Fledger’s back to 
her as he patted down his shirt. She knew exactly what he 
was going to do and she felt a thrill of excitement. 

He spun around with an extended hand and found 
her standing right in front of him, also holding out her 
hand with a knowing grin.  

“Happy Birthday!” they both said at the same time. 
Fledger laughed as they exchanged their gifts. “Can’t 

fool you, can I?” 
“Nope!” Root snickered and set wide eyes upon her 

gift. It was the most beautiful wrapping she’d ever seen; 
deepest, darkest black with a million tiny stars twinkling. 
Fledger had crowned it with a fiery-tailed comet that 
soared from end to end. 

“Well you’ve outdone yourself this year,” Fledger 
said, holding up his gift. “One petal of a Dragon Bloom is 
rare enough.” 

“I wanted it to be special.” 
His eyes beamed at her. “It is exquisite. I hate to see it 

go.” 
“Me too,” she said. “But always start how you want to 
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end, right.” 
“Indeed. Now, how did you become such an 

intelligent young whipper?” 
“Learned from the best.” 
The kettle called out just as the bells of Shade Howl’s 

clock tower rang. 
“Oh!” Root leapt from her stool. “Gotta go!” 
“Where’re you off to in such a hurry?” Fledger said as 

he wrapped a towel around the kettle’s hot handle. 
“Can’t say,” Root smiled. “It’s a surprise!” 
Fledger gave her another one of his parently looks, 

the one with the single raised eyebrow. “Stay away from 
the Aunts today, Root. There are Badges swarming all 
over Shade Howl, looking to arrest anyone even hinting 
at shenanigans, Birthday or otherwise. The Jobbery being 
the ‘otherwise’. ” 

“What’re shenanigans?” 
“Troublemakings.” 
“I won’t shenanigan. I promise.” 
“I’m quite serious, Root!” Fledger pressed. “If I have 

to…”  
But she was already out the door. “Happy Birthday, 

Fledger! I’m so glad you were born!” 
He sipped his tea and shook his head as he watched 

her run along the boardwalk. “Yes, happy Birthday, my 
little Wuddlelump.” 

If he’d have stayed a single moment longer he would 
have seen the Badge appear from around a corner and 
turn down the same rutted road as Root. And he would 
have surely called her back.  

But Fledger hadn’t stayed. He’d gone back to his 
kitchen, leaving both Root and the Badge to disappear 
into the dark alley. 
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4 

THE JOBBERY 

 
 
he alley was dappled in puddles that looked like 
bruised glass. Root skipped over them, passing 

Dominion posters that clung damply to the brick wall, all 
of them with the same bold lettering: 

 
THE GUARDIAN’S BIRTHDAY ADDRESS TO 

THE NATION - TODAY IN FAT QUAIL SQUARE 
    
Root noticed that someone had drawn ugly 

moustaches, lop-sided eyes and demon horns on almost 
all of the images of the Guardian.  

She took to rigging along the wall and climbed to the 
rooftop. From here she could see the whole of Shade 
Howl, its drifting smokestacks and festooned windows. 
Soon Fat Quail Square would be buzzing with Birthday 
celebrations and shoppers would be in full promenade, 
their brimming pouches eager to fetch the best meats and 
the freshest baking. 

The only thing marring this festive scene was a 
derelict workhouse in the distance, its crooked chimney 
erupting like a black boil.  

The Aunts’ Jobbery. 
Root heard Fledger’s warning in her head but the red 

T 
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jewel weighed so promising in her pocket. Selling it would 
allow her to repay at least some of his kindnesses over the 
years. Surely, that wasn’t considered shenanigans. 

She pulled it into the morning light and let the sun 
shatter red beams every which way. It was beautiful, to be 
sure. Well worth a fair few Junos. Maybe, Root thought, 
maybe even enough for her to buy an Ember Stamp. 
Imagine that!   

Ember.  
Ember could endow her with powerful magical 

abilities. A grand, artistic talent like the Musics or an 
inventor’s magic like Ingenium. She heard it even made 
some people fly. Ember could take Root from Shade 
Howl all the way to the renowned white halls of Century.  

She’d never have to raid another garden again. 
It was settled then. She bit her lip and told herself she 

would be extra careful as she slid across the shingles 
toward the Aunts’ ramshackle building. The morning mist 
had made the shingles deadly, but she was seasoned on 
these roofs. She had laid claim to them ages ago to keep 
out of the Pouch Biters’ reach.  

She spied her target, leapt from the eaves, down a 
series of side gear and rushed to the Jobbery’s iron arch. 
Here she scanned for Badges before slipping past the gate 
and slamming it shut.  

The Jobbery stood squashed-looking and rebellious at 
the end of Cork’s Prowl. A lane of cobblestone halted 
curtly at its dark iron gates, leaving a crooked path of 
quack grass snaking to its door.  

From a distance, one would probably not even notice 
the Jobbery’s halfness. But the closer one approached, the 
more obvious it became. It was as if there’d been a quake, 
a crooked fault line right down the middle of the 
structure. One half was a slabbering of brick with a puce-
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tinted trim: Carblotta’s preference. The other was wood 
planked in a hue Octavia lovingly called Mudly. Even the 
yard was a perfectly divided lot of plant life, though of 
what species no one could quite describe other than 
“Insolent!” and “Savage!”  

Yes, the Jobbery was something of a legend and 
adults frequently began its tale with “Beware the Jobbery, 
children! The Aunts’ll slave ya dry then lob ya in half and 
eatchya!”  

Truth be told, they weren’t that far off.  
The mist was still hanging around, dripping and 

leaking off everything. A spider web was globbed of it. At 
the Jobbery’s front door a sour smell wafted up in 
greeting. Root cringed. Though she was grateful the 
Aunts had plucked her from a baby’s death and given her 
a cradle of chicken feathers, more and more often she felt 
an overwhelming desire to put Nipping Ink in their socks. 
Or clip their moustache hairs a little too close. Even 
engineer an ‘unexpected trip’ over Kluk. 

Fledger’s warning pounced in her brain again. She 
looked around. The coast was clear. But still…She took a 
deep, girded breath and laid her head in careful thought 
against the half Mudly, half puce door. 

But instead of barring her way as usual, insisting on a 
good slug of the knocker, the door cracked open with an 
ominous squeak. Even the rain seemed to pause at this 
oddity. The Aunts never left the door unlocked. Root 
immediately switched gears, all senses piqued. She took 
hold of the handle and walked cautiously into the dimly lit 
house. “Hello!”  

No answer…unless one was to consider the horror of 
snoring sounds that would muffle a hurricane. There they 
were, sprawled and drooling, taken at last by the long 
hours of revelry. Root was actually rather impressed with 
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the crooked wishbone shape of Carblotta’s legs. But more 
impressive was the fact that Octavia had somehow 
managed a grey mud mask over all those sweaty cheek 
folds.  

Root wisely thought it best not to disturb their 
slumber. Waking an Aunt was like waking a Foul Fiend 
from the grave. She slipped the jewel in her pocket and 
turned back for the door. Only, she tripped on the rug. 
The half-puce, half-Mudly rug that she had never in her 
whole life even noticed before. 

The Aunts must have disrupted it in their bleary 
celebrations and now a fold in its middle had managed to 
send Root flying face first to the floor.  

That’s when she noticed something altogether 
startling.  

A trap door!  
A trap door that had been underneath the rug! She 

stared in disbelief. In all her years, she had never known 
any surprises in the Jobbery and now here was one laid 
out right in front of her. 

Root figured the carpet had been to: 
A) Serve as some sort of cover up.  
B) Serve as a strictly decorative decision. Or… 
C) Serve to pad the nasty tail feathers of Kluk, who 

was now planted firmly upon said carpet with a seriously 
cocky look in his eye. 

The good thing was that Kluk…well, Kluk couldn’t 
cluck. He more wheezed than clucked, sort of like a 
squeaky toy with the squeak half dead. So when Root 
pulled the rug out from under him, Kluk’s alarm was a 
dud. Now, however, she had to stop him from yanking 
the rug back with his large, knobbly claws, which he was 
doing with great zeal.  

“Kluk! Stop it!” she whisper-yelled. “Go lie down!” 
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But the more she tugged, the more his sharp claws dug in. 
In desperation, her eyes whisked around the room. She 
spotted Aunt Octavia’s precious-ugly-rubber-peony-that-
she-even-watered and knew Octavia would go red with 
rage (well, redder), but she dove at it anyhow. She waved 
it in front of Kluk who snapped it up in his big, crooked 
beak, almost taking Root’s hand with it. Over the 
chomping of Aunt Octavia’s precious-ugly-rubber-peony-
that-she-even-watered, Root pushed the rug away. 

The trap door opened with a heavy creak, revealing a 
rather unwelcoming staircase below. Root, however, was 
far too curious now to care about a few cobwebs. A quick 
check to confirm the Aunts were still comatose and she 
descended the shallow steps of stone and mould, 
disappearing from view into musty smelling darkness. 

Her feet landed on flat earthy ground. The odour was 
pungent now and she was sure there was a drop in 
temperature to that of tombs. The room was, much to 
her expectation, a grimy den of tin and wax, rags and 
brew.  

Her steps were taken with great fear of what lay 
beneath them. She eventually found and yanked back a 
dust-filled curtain, allowing a shaft of light to fall inside 
and spread along the dirt floor. In its pale beam she crept 
slowly until she came upon an old wooden table. It was 
laden with boxes, but also a few candlesticks, an old 
watering can and…Aunt toenails. Ew. 

She began to move the boxes, pushing them, pulling 
them, and in a new buzz of curiosity, madly ripping some 
apart. That’s when the big ceramic watering can fell, 
breaking off its spout. Normally that would be a bad 
thing, but not in this case. Not when a mysterious amber 
pendant slipped out where the spout had been.  

Root’s heart stopped. She pulled its long delicate 
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chain and found the gemstone clutched in crystal fingers. 
It was beautiful, round and radiant as a Corn Moon. Its 
very touch struck Root with an instant powerful 
connection.  

“This is mine,” she heard herself say. She just knew it. 
She reached in again and this time pulled out a long, 

silver, wand-like object. On one end of it there was a 
shining globe with deep lines crisscrossing around it. On 
the other end was perched a sparkling silver bee with 
purple wings. Root knew instantly what it was. She’d seen 
something like it in Fledger’s teacup, though not nearly as 
fanciful. It was a honey dipper. 

Hmmmm. 
There was more. Root reached in and scraped the tips 

of her fingers into the farthest reaches of the watering 
can. This time her fingers slid around a piece of 
parchment. Her skin tingled as she pulled it into view. It 
was very old and yellowed, with deep lines along the 
folds, but the writing was still legible. 

 
Please help me. Take the child to the Robin’s Wing Nest. 
 
A bolt of rage shot through Root’s veins. Her mother 

hadn’t abandoned her at all! She had wanted to place 
Root in a Nest, a shelter for children where she could be 
safe. The Aunts had lied. All these years! Root hadn’t 
been tossed away. She’d been protected.  

 “Whatchya think yer doing down here where y’don’t 
belong? Hmm?” came a scabby voice in the shadows. 

Octavia waved her hand to rouse the surrounding 
torch stubs to life. Now in a good wash of light, she 
looked alarmingly menacing. Kluk was at her feet, a glint 
of gleeful anticipation in his eyes. 

Root flinched. “I was…I was—” 
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“You was snoopin’ is what I’m thinkin’,” Carblotta 
stepped out from behind her sister.  

Octavia held up her half-digested precious-ugly-
rubber-peony-that-she-actually-watered. The cakey grey 
clay of her facemask cracked along her anger creases. 
“You will pay for this. Triple your chores, you little pig-
rat-snot-grunt! And no breakfast, lunch or dinner 
for…for twenty years!”  

Both Aunts humphed and turned back for the stairs 
when something happened that stopped them dead in 
their tracks. 

“No.”  
Only two letters, yes, but oh the implication! 
The Aunts remained frozen for a full minute before 

both slowly turned back around.  
Kluk took a nervous step back. 
“What did you say?” Octavia’s face twisted in 

haunting grey smears. 
 “I said…” Root swallowed. “I said no.”  
“You will do what yer told,” Carblotta sneered. “Or 

you’ll be sent packin’!” 
“Right, and then where’ll the likes a you go? To Drace 

Marlowe Fledger? He can’t even keep his own shop fer 
much longer let alone have you drainin’ ‘im.” Octavia 
tsk’d. “Ain’t nothin’ fer ya out there, wart. Nothin’ that’ll 
take care a ya like we done!”  

“Yeah,” Carblotta squawked. “This is what we get fer 
sparin’ ya the cruelty yer own mama done? She and ‘er 
spiffy clothes. And that big streak of blue in ‘er night hag 
hair.”  

 “What?” Root snatched the image to her chest. 
“That’s enough now, sister,” Octavia growled 

through gritted teeth. 
But Carblotta was on a roll. “Looked more like one a 
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them fancy…Ouch!”  
Octavia had pressed all her weight onto Carblotta’s 

pinky toe. “That’s enough now, sister.” She glared back at 
Root. “The point is we saved you from—” 

“You saved me?” Root held up the note. “My mum 
saved me. At least she tried to. But you didn’t heed her 
wishes. You kept me for yourselves! Your own built-in 
slave!”  

Root’s mind flooded with the image Carblotta had 
conjured: a woman with a long blue streak in her black 
hair, hiding her baby, scrawling a pleading note. Her mum 
had not abandoned her! Her mum had loved her.  

Deep in her revelations, she had not noticed the 
sneaky advance of the Aunts. They had, in fact corralled 
her right into a corner and were dangerously within 
lunging range.  

In a flash she had a torch held under a heaping stack 
of parchments. “Don’t come any closer unless you wanna 
lose all your contracts!” 

The Aunts froze. Kluk’s beak dropped open. He 
lowered his tail feathers.  

The sisters cringed. Their maid! Their scavenger! How 
could they survive? A new plan was in need of immediate 
attention. They looked at each other and turned once 
again to face Root. But the usual nasty gawks were 
missing. What appeared instead was worse as they tried to 
smear actual smiles across their faces. It was something of 
a horror, the incongruity. 

Kluk peed. 
“Well, my deary dear,” came Octavia. “You found us 

out. We kept ya fer ourselves, that’s true. But who else 
woulda taken in a war-rat, fed ‘er and paid ‘er? Yer alive 
on accounta us. So how ’bout you be returnin’ that there 
stuff and--  
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Root clutched her belongings. “No! This is mi--” 
“Ours. Just like you’re ours,” Octavia purred. 
“Finders keepers,” added Carblotta. 
And they lunged. 
Root tossed the torch into the pile of contracts. Kluk 

squeaked and flapped his wings. As the Aunts sprung to 
douse the emerging flames Root was already halfway up 
the stairs. 

She flew out of the Jobbery and reached the end of 
the yard in record time. But a slick mud-drift caught her 
off guard. Her feet lifted off. She landed hard with the 
wind knocked out of her. She couldn’t move. Couldn’t 
breathe. The Aunts reached the door and spotted her. 
They moved faster than Root had ever seen. 

She dragged herself to her feet and made to run but 
now she was caught in the steel grip of Kluk’s beak. The 
Aunts moved even faster. 

“That’s it! Hold’er Klukie!” 
The battle that followed was something of a fracas, 

indeed. There was the mud, of course. Add to that a 
garbling, flapping rooster and a great barrage of 
backhands, choke holds and curse words.  

Eventually Root’s wits returned, and with them a 
furious revolt. She used everything available: teeth, nails, 
fists, feet, head. The Aunts tightened their strangle as 
Root jimmied a leg free and jabbed her heel into Kluk’s 
ribs. The startled rooster actually crowed and blindly bit 
one or both of the Aunts. There was a muddy blur of 
flailing limbs through which Root savagely twisted and 
squirmed and finally got to her feet.  

By the time the Aunts noticed, Root had already 
taken a burrow under the iron fence and dipped down 
Beacon Hill. They shrieked as they watched their meal 
ticket escape.  
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Kluk sat beak-wide, panting in the mud, coughing up 
bits of rubber peony. 

 
***** 
 
Root dodged behind a cobbler shop and leaned 

against a giant mound of discarded leather, desperate to 
catch her breath. 

“Well, well. What’ve we got here?”  
All Badges looked the same. The uniform was 

thermal, grey, and buckled, with the Dominion crest well 
displayed along the shoulders. They all had neat beards 
shaven into grids along the cheeks and their eyebrows 
fanned up and out so that even if they weren’t angry, they 
looked it.  

This Badge’s name was Fwank. And if his brows had 
been completely shaved off, he’d have still looked angry. 

“I didn’t do anything!” Root cried, as was her habit. 
“Uh huh.” In a flash Fwank had the red jewel in his 

hand. “The Siren. Nice. Reported stolen six months ago.” 
“It wasn’t me. I just--” 
But Fwank was not listening. Fwank was clamping a 

pair of heavy Dominion shackles around Root’s wrists. 
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5 

BADGE BLUFFS 

 
 

he Shade Howl prison house was not very busy. 
Root sat alone on a bench in her cell, watching 

the sky through a small window high up in the wall. The 
rain was moving on, unveiling a bright blue sky that made 
her wish she had wings.  

Through the cell bars she could see Fwank cleaning 
his finger nails with a knife. He was so unconcerned with 
Root that he didn’t even care that he’d just rolled up what 
his knife had collected and popped it in his mouth. Root 
cringed and returned her eyes to the unbearably cloudless 
sky.  

“Happy Birthday, Fwank!” A new Badge walked in, a 
woman. She didn’t have the standard beard but her 
eyebrows more than made up for that. They looked like a 
couple of stiff rugs glued to her forehead. 

The first Badge got to his feet. “Happy Birthday, 
Erlin!” 

Root watched them exchange gifts, both nicely 
wrapped she had to admit. The first was a round shape 
with tinseled tassels poking out all over. The second was 
long and flat with a soft fur wrapper that purred.   

“Well, who do we have here?” Erlin asked as she 
unlocked the cell bars. 

T 
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“Root Karbunkulus,” Fwank sniffed. 
“Ah yes. Carbuncle. Unfortunate name that is.  Means 

disgusting, pus-filled, blistery boil, didjya know that?” 
Root didn’t answer as she was propelled to her feet 

and pulled out with her hands still shackled behind her 
back. 

“That’s the one,” Fwank said. “Back again. She seems 
t’like trouble, this one.” 

“I didn’t do anything wrong!” Root snapped.  
“Then what do you call working for those two illegal 

spinsters in that seedy half-a-house with who knows what 
steaming in its nasty walls?” 

“I wasn’t working for them. I was escaping from 
them!” 

Fwank waved away her excuse. “Tell that to the good 
folks in Death Flat. I’m sure they’ll be happy to hear it.” 

Root’s very heart fell out of her. “D-death Flat?” 
“Yup. You’re movin’ up in the world. See, we’ve got 

more important things to do than chase troublemakers 
like you around all the time. So, it’s time you got some 
real discipline. What’s the matter? You don’t like an 
endless wall of bones rising up around a lake of fog and 
fire? No? Well, how about a sky with no sun?” 

Erlin laughed. “Yeah, last time I heard, a prisoner was 
given a single, flimsy raft of twigs, thrust into the murky 
waters and left alone to fend for himself among the raft 
islands where the cruelest prisoners wait t’break them.” 

Fwank saw Root stumble back. “Aw, don’t worry. 
You won’t last long enough to suffer. Much.” Root 
squirmed as he laughed and cuffed two more shackles 
around her ankles. 

Erlin looked at the quiet door and sighed. “Looks like 
your friend, Fledger’s not here to bail you out again. Too 
bad. Only reason I came. Did my hair and everything.” 
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She batted her lashes. “Not that he’d have the money for 
bail. Barely had enough t’clear you the last time.”  

“Or the first time,” came Fwank. “Has-been that 
Fledger is. Nothin’ now that he lost all his wealth. Can’t 
walk around in his silk shirts anymore, acting like he’s 
more important than the Guardian. ‘Specially with the 
likes of you draining him dry.” 

Root felt her insides clench with a mixture of guilt 
and defiance. “He’s not a has-been! He lost everything in 
the war!” 

“We all lost stuff in the war. Doesn’t mean we waste 
the rest of our lives, all alone, like hermits, with our heads 
in books.” 

“I’ll keep him company if he’s alone,” Erlin batted 
her lashes again.  

Root rolled her eyes - it wasn’t funny the first time - 
and turned back to Fwank. “For your information 
Fledger’s a Lexik! He works on books! He’s a master of 
encryptions and languages and codes!” 

“Pffft. Master’s stretching it. More like--” 
“And he’s alone because the war also took his wife 

and son!” 
“Well, I can help him out in the wife department,” 

Erlin wobbled her rug eyebrows up and down. 
Root wanted to rip them off and trample them. 
“Don’t waste your time, Erlin,” Fwank argued. 

“Drace Marlowe Fledger’s nothin’ but a failed, flopped, 
outworn, moldy—”   

 “Lazy,” Fledger added, appearing as if from a dream. 
“Fledger!” Erlin finally got an audience for her lashes.  
“Happy Birthday!” Fledger bowed and held out a 

small box wrapped in plain burlap.  
After Fwank took his foot out of his mouth, he and 

Erlin also produced their gifts. Root watched them move 
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from hand to hand until the Shift was complete. She 
noticed there had been none of the cheer that had been 
there only minutes before. Fwank in particular did not 
look pleased that he’d ended up with the burlap gift. 

“We pegged you out this time,” Erlin said.  
“Ah, well sorry to disappoint,” Fledger flashed a smile 

that nearly knocked her over. 
Fwank narrowed his eyes. “There’s a stiff price for a 

third arrest, Fledger.” 
“Really? Even if the first two were found to be false?” 
“They weren’t false,” Fwank growled. “They 

were…strongly suspected. There’s a big difference. And 
anyway, we got evidence this time. Enough t’lock ‘er up 
fer good. So if you wanna waste your thousand Junos, 
you go right ahead.” 

 “Oh,” Fledger sighed. “Well, I’m afraid I didn’t come 
with enough money.” As Fwank smirked in victory, 
Fledger reached into his pocket. “I did, however come 
with this.” He held up an official looking parchment.  

Fwank snatched it out of his hand. “What’re you 
playing at?” 

“Well, I’ve just come from the Dominion Courthouse 
where, as you can see, they have granted Root a pardon.” 

Fwank scanned the document. “I don’t believe it.” He 
flattened it on his desk. “Come here and have a look at 
this, Erlin.” 

While Erlin walked over, Root leaned in and snuck a 
peek at the parchment. She blinked. She could see as 
plain as day that all it said was: 

 
YOU ARE A FART FACE 
 
Fledger caught her glance and gave her a secret wink. 

She dipped her chin and tried to suppress her smile. 
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“Looks right to me,” Erlin said. “There’s the 
Dominion seal and everything.” 

Fwank held the parchment to the light, flipping it 
repeatedly, raring for any clue of possible tampering.  

“Is there a problem?” Fledger asked. 
“I don’t know how you managed to convince the 

court, Fledger, but next time you won’t be so lucky.” 
Fwank tossed the parchment on his desk. “Next time I’ll 
take her straight t’Death Flat myself!” 

“Lovely,” Fledger clapped his hands as Erlin removed 
Root’s shackles. “Once again, best wishes for Birthday!” 

Fwank was still scowling when Fledger tipped his 
head and nudged Root out the door. 
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6 

ERRANDS & EXCHANGES 

 
 

nce out of earshot, Fledger whispered, “Quicken 
your step, Spunks. I don’t know how long that 
little trick will last. I’m rather rusty with my Word 

Bluffs these days.” 
“I saw what it really said,” Root clipped alongside 

him. 
“Yes. Good to know at least some of my lessons 

weren’t altogether lost to boredom.” He ushered her 
across the street. “Although I see my warnings weren’t 
nearly as successful.” 

“I’m sorry, Fledger. I just…I wanted to pay you back 
for everything you’ve done for me and--” 

“What have I told you about that?” 
“I know but the Copper Quill is losing money and it’s 

all my fault!” 
Fledger paused for a passing carriage. “There are 

myriad rumours circling me and the shop, Root and none 
of them are to be trusted. Least of all that one. This way 
now. Skedaddle those feet of yours.”  

“How’d you know I was in prison?” 
“I have my ways. Although, you are becoming rather 

O 
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consistent. Now, I know you’re bursting at the seams to 
tell your tale and I do want to hear everything, of course, 
but if you could share whilst we run errands, I would be 
most appreciative.” 

They wound their way toward Fat Quail Square as 
Root filled Fledger in on the shocking revelations of her 
morning. After a few minutes at a brisk pace, Fledger 
slowed and stopped looking behind him. Root saw his 
shoulders relax as he led her inside a shop with a sign that 
said Parchment and Prose. 

It was a very efficient looking shop, neatly ordered 
with the kind of word-things a Lexik like Fledger would 
admire: letter presses, book bindings, encryptions, 
cyphers. Root’s nose twitched with the smell of paper and 
inks. 

“Fledger!” cried a wide man with a wide moustache. 
“Master Bumplekins,” Fledger dug in his pocket. 

“Happy Birthday!” 
They exchanged gifts, this time with Root in the mix. 

She watched her delicate starlit gift swap away. Now she 
gazed upon a pyramidal shape with bright orange polka 
dots that moved across the paper like bubbles. 

“I need a new set of letters for the press,” Fledger 
said. 

“Ah,” Bumplekins nodded. “Follow me.” He led 
them to a corner where a giant bin was filled to the brim 
with metal symbols. 

“Wonderful,” Fledger said and called out, “H!” 
The letter H leapt from the bin and hovered midair. 

Fledger nabbed it and gave it an inspection. The door 
whistled and as soon as Bumplekins was gone to answer, 
Root continued her story.  

“So the Aunts lied about everything.” 
“You’re lucky that’s all they did.” Fledger said. “R!” 
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R squirmed out from under a W and drifted into the 
air. 

“My mum didn’t toss me away at all,” Root 
continued. “She…she loved me.” 

Fledger stopped at once and looked Root in the eye. 
“Yes. I do believe she did.” His eyes crinkled into a 
tender smile. 

Root felt a wave of cheery pink reach her cheeks.  
 
***** 
 
The saga of Root’s morning continued in the 

Luscious Leaf Tea Shoppe where a Gift Shift with the 
owner, Miss Marlo, landed Root a deep purple octagon 
with a chocolate ever-blooming bow. 

 The Luscious Leaf was actually outdoors once one 
walked indoors. A garden plot of wonder where one 
could pick ’n plant, as Miss Marlo called it. This meant 
one could pick a seed flavour from a canister, plant it in a 
dirt patch and watch it sprout to produce the desired leaf.  

Fledger had picked a Buttermelon flavoured seed and 
now stuck his nose into a feathery bush of Buttermelon 
leaves. Root, in the meantime, noted the Apiary where a 
queen bee helmed her buzzing chorus and thick 
spoonfuls of honey dripped into jars.  

“Oh! I almost forgot!” She dug in her pocket and 
pulled out her new honey dipper.  

Fledger took the instrument and admired it. “Where 
did you get this?” 

“It was with the note.” 
“Miss Marlo!” Fledger called.  
“Yes dear! How can I help you?” 
“You wouldn’t happen to have any Stealth Leaf by 

any chance?” 
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“Why yes, as a matter of fact I do,” she said and led 
them to a strange looking plant with clear leaves. She 
clipped a leaf and handed it to Fledger, who immediately 
held it above the honey dipper. The leaf served as a 
magnifying glass so that he could see the honey dipper’s 
miniscule details. 

“Ah yes,” he held it up to Root. “This, my little 
Poofietwit, is not what you think it is. Take a look.” He 
pointed at magnified embossment along the honey 
dipper’s silver shaft, where Root could now see words. 
She read them aloud: 

 
Identify for all to see 
The who and when and where of me 
 
She looked up at Fledger, confused. 
“It’s your Identikey, Root! It’s encoded with your 

history, a map of your family!” 
“A honey dipper?” 
“Yes, parents traditionally pick something sentimental 

to them. In your case, a honey dipper. My parents shared 
a love for knitting, so mine’s a sock.”  

“Mine’s a little hand trowel,” Miss Marlo added.  
Root’s heart leapt. “This means I can find out who 

my parents are?” 
Fledger shared a glance with Miss Marlo before 

answering. “Yes, but hold on…the war left many 
casualties, Root. It could take years to identify people, let 
alone plan reunions.” 

“I can wait!” 
Though Miss Marlo sniffled and turned away, Fledger 

seemed heartened by the stubborn hope that came from 
Root’s eyes.  

That is until a Thorny PepLeaf pricked him for 
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attention. 
  
***** 
 
Last stop was Peabody Punt’s Pie Pen, where Root’s 

gift went from purple chocolate octagon to dogs chasing 
cats around a tube. It was a rather loud gift that Root had 
to hide under her shirt.  

From behind a glass window, Fledger picked out 
Never Topple for the evening’s dessert. It was just as the 
name said. Despite a teetering, tottering tower of confetti 
cream, this pie was guaranteed to stay upright. At least 
until it met its plate, at which point one had to be a very 
swift catch indeed. 

Fledger added a couple of Vanilla Swigs to the 
purchase and then he and Root found a little round table 
on the Peabody Porch outside. They sipped, content to 
watch people traipse by with Birthday in their steps. 

“I wish the Aunts had taken me to the Nest,” Root 
slurped. “I’d be way better off.” 

Fledger paused. “No. You’d be dead.” 
Root looked at him. He had turned his gaze to the 

sky. “Fledger?” 
“During the war, when the enemy, Kakos threatened 

our children, our so-called Guardian built expensive Nests 
to protect them. I’m not proud that I leapt to this 
advantage while I had the money, but desperation ruled 
back then. And it didn’t matter in the end. Despite 
abundant funding, the Guardian had skimped on the 
cloaking veils.” He swallowed hard. “Kakos found the 
Nests with ease.” 

Root looked at Fledger. “Your son?” 
He nodded. “Nine Nests were lost, over four 

hundred children before the Guardian finally stopped 
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pocketing our payments.” 
Root had heard whispers of this before. People often 

spit after speaking of the Guardian. She shivered and 
reached for comprehension. “Why would a monarch--” 

“He’s not the monarch,” Fledger snapped “He loop-
holed his way in when the throne fell and has readily 
avoided a proper Trial for the crown.” He took a long sip 
of his Vanilla Swig. Root knew it was to ease his anger. 
“Anyway,” he raised his brow. “I’m still waiting to hear 
the rest of your story, the part where you’re off in the 
middle of the night, roaming Fog Squat Forest all by 
yourself.”  

Root choked on her drink. “How did you know?” 
“It didn’t, by chance, have anything to do with that 

so-called hideout that I thought you were joking about 
the other day?” 

By her silence he knew she was stewing. He could see 
the fierce knit of her eyebrows. 

“I wasn’t joking, Fledger,” she blurted. “Kids are 
being stolen! There’s a BratJacker called the Wolf. 
Sisiline’s gone. And Lannon too! Seven months now!” 
Root saw genuine concern streak across Fledger’s face. 
She continued, bolstered by his reaction. “I was in Fog 
Squat because I helped Brecken and about twenty other 
kids escape from the hideout.” 

“You what? Now that I didn’t know.” 
“They were being kept by a couple of Finks who were 

going to take them all to the Wolf.” 
“Why didn’t you tell me? You could’ve been taken 

along with them!” 
“I did. You just…you don’t always listen. But it’s 

okay. I know you get sad around Birthday.”  
Root watched Fledger’s expression move into 

something frail. He rubbed his eyes and looked at her. 
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“I’m sorry, Wuddlelump.” 
“Fledger!” A group of women in frilly skirts and 

scented wrists pranced over. “Happy Birthday!” 
Root rolled her eyes. The last thing she wanted was to 

Gift Shift with this group. She’d probably end up with 
some sort of stinky powder for her shoulders. Or a comb 
for her hair. Gag.  

She turned and saw a bunch of kids huddled around 
the window of Shade Howl’s only Ember Shop. She leapt 
to her feet. “Back in a sec,” and hurdled over the porch 
railing. Fledger would be awhile, she thought, running 
across the road.  

“Happy Birthday!” she announced with her arrival. 
“Oh hey Root!” one of the boys said. “Happy 

Birthday to you too!” 
This Gift Shift had eleven playing. Root pulled out 

her dogs ’n cats and watched them go from hand to hand 
in a maze of giggles and exchanges. Her own hand 
swapped a host of wild garnishings until she ended up 
with a lime green parcel upon which was growing an 
exquisite garden. It was striking in its grandiosity. In fact, 
all of the gifts in this Shift were.  

“You guys went to Century, didn’t you?” Root asked. 
“Of course!” one of the girls laughed.  
Century was where the wealthy lived and shopped 

and ate with clean white napkins. It was where every poor 
kid went on Birthday. The Gift Shifts of Shade Howl, one 
of the country’s neediest towns, were nothing compared 
to the ones in Century.  

Looking at hers, Root would have liked to unwrap it 
right then and there, but she knew that if you opened a 
gift before eleven tonight, it would combust and you’d get 
nothing.  

She regarded her friends with curiosity now. “What’re 
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you all doing here?” 
Several kids blinked at her as if she’d been sleeping in 

a cave. “Didn’t you hear?” one of them said. “There’s a 
new Ember Stamp!”  

Root’s eyes lit up. She moved past the group and 
looked in the window of the shop. There it was. 

The Ember Stamp. 
Nothing in the world was more thrilling to the senses. 

Nothing in the world was more magical. It stood upright 
on a pedestal. The handle was clear rounded crystal 
bestrewn with a shimmering web of gold. Inside the 
crystal there moved a sifting substance, not solid, not 
liquid, but vaporous as it swirled and pulsed and glowed. 
The net of gold dripped downward where it encased the 
Stamp’s base in a solid, lustrous gleam.  

Root could literally feel her tongue dry up. She 
pressed her hands on the window and traced her eyes 
over every curve. Behind her she could barely hear the 
drooling whispers of the other kids. 

“Ember,” someone said. “Now that’s a Birthday gift 
I’d love to get.” 

“Good luck with that,” came another voice. “One of 
those costs more than all of our fancy Century gifts put 
together.” 

“What’s Ember?” the youngest kid asked. 
“It’s a kind of essence that gives you magical powers.” 
The little boy’s eyes lit up. 
Another kid continued with equal awe. “The ordinary 

becomes extraordinary. You can do things you never 
dreamed of!” 

An older girl lifted the little boy up to the window so 
he could see the Stamp up close. “And that there golden 
Stamp is what gives you the Ember.” She pointed. “It 
stamps you with its mystic ink and boom! You’re 
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invincible.” 
“Can we get it?” the little boy begged. “Please!” 
“Sure,” the girl set him down. “If you’ve got a 

gazillion Junos.” 
“But I don’t have that many Junos.” 
She ruffled his hair. “Guess you’ll just have to be a 

Cold like the rest of us then.” 
“A Cold?” 
“Yup. It means Emberless. But it don’t mean you’re a 

lesser, no matter what you hear. Understand?” 
The boy nodded. But it was too late. The slap of 

inequity had made contact. He was a lesser, one of 
thousands. 

Root had yet to turn away, yet to breathe. She was up 
to her eyes in wishing. Fledger had managed to escape the 
frilly skirts and was now standing at her shoulder. 

“A new one,” he said with the same awe as those 
around him.  

“Yeah,” was all Root could muster.  
A blast of trumpets sent the lot of them leaping out 

of their skins. Everyone turned to see the centre of Fat 
Quail Square filling in with a lively marching band. Cued 
by the music, a blast of streamers and candy bubbles now 
exploded from hidden points along the perimeter.  

Root and the other urchins of Shade Howl bolted to 
the fore. They were not alone in their ambition; soon the 
entire area swelled with grasping hands and leaping legs. 
Root reached for a bubble. The moment it touched her 
finger it burst, revealing a bright red candy that spelled 
Happy Birthday. She popped it in her mouth and moved 
on for more.  

It didn’t take long for all the bubbles to be nabbed 
and soon after the band raised its trumpets again. This 
time a pair of minstrels in bright uniforms made a 
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synchronous march to a riser. They stepped up and 
launched into a song: 

 
Hear ye Hear ye 
The people of unflinching faithfulness  
Whose honour and duty won’t be suppressed  
We do confess 
Our gratitude simply can’t be expressed 
The healing of Lanlynne is your success 
But we digress 
The one who you really do want to bless 
Whose greatness no other man can possess 
Oh such finesse! 
Can you guess! 
Oh yes yes yes! 
All rise for the Guardian’s Birthday address! 
 
In the centre of the square, a candescence of light 

took full attention as a holographic figure gathered into 
form. The crowd ignited into whispers as the figure grew 
and grew until it towered over them. 

There he was, Lanlynne’s storied leader, bearing no 
resemblance to the villain that Root had expected and, in 
fact, looking more like a cunning ringmaster at a carnival. 

A handful of Lensers gathered around, capturing his 
image for the Newsies. Root could see their line-sketches 
fill out into full colour animations before fading and 
sketching him anew. Each one seemed to collar the same 
crafty smile. 

“Thank you, thank you very much. Yes, indeed, thank 
you!” the Guardian commenced. “My name is Studaben 
Picklepug.” He paused, nudging more applause. 
“Goodness, thank you, thank you. As the Guardian of 
Lanlynne, I welcome you to the time-honoured occasion 
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of Birthday, where we celebrate each other and the 
wondrous gift of life that has been given us all!” Another 
gap elbowed further applause. “Yes, thank you! As I think 
about our wonderful Birthday traditions I am reminded 
that, more than the simple exchange of gifts, the great 
people of Lanlynne have exchanged hard work and 
tenacity for our beloved country.” 

Only the cleverest of observers would have noticed 
the slight dip in the air, the silent tension that pocked the 
square after his last sentence. Being that Studaben 
Picklepug was not really there, but instead far away in 
Century, inside the luxury walls of the Dominion 
Ziggurat, he did not feel it. And anyway, looking at him, 
Root thought he might be too busy flashing around what 
looked to be shiny new teeth. 

She glanced up at Fledger and noticed the same tight 
jaw and distaste in his eyes as he’d shown on Peabody’s 
porch. 

“Indeed,” the Guardian continued, “today I am 
deeply humbled by the ceaseless gifting of Lanlynne’s 
best resource, its citizens! It is these small sacrifices of 
service that are creating a great country for generations to 
come!” 

“Booo!” a man yelled from the crowd behind Root. 
“Yeah,” another added. “What did we get in 

exchange?” 
“Nothing!” came the angry voice of an old woman.  
“As your loyal leader, I have seen…” the pretend 

Guardian continued, unperturbed by a tomato that now 
volleyed up and through his head. 

The crowd laughed and jeered. A few more things 
were lobbed, including a bottle that flew right between his 
eyes and shattered against a tree. The band and its 
minstrels ducked as Fat Quail Square blistered with more 
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rioting voices.  
 Fledger put his hand on Root’s shoulder. “C’mon, 

Wuddlelump. Let’s go.” 
They were not alone in their exit as many others 

turned from the oblivious prattle of the Guardian and 
walked away.   
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7 

THE ENDER GIFT 

 
 

ledger put his ‘Closed’ sign up on the door of the 
Copper Quill and got right to work in the kitchen. 

Root helped him chop and dice and boil and soon the 
whole shop filled with the zesty aroma of cream filled 
Strudel Noodles. While he sprinkled them with a finishing 
touch of fresh PepLeaf, Root set her favourite 
mismatched plates and two ivory goblets on the table.  
 
***** 
 

A gauzy white moon was high overhead by the time 
the Never Topple was set on the table. 

“You ready?” Fledger asked, hovering a knife over its 
creamy mounds. 

“Ready!” Root said, her plate aloft. 
Fledger sliced and served quickly. Root’s spoon 

caught a huge mouthful as it collapsed and spread its 
gooey sweetness. A second, much smaller serving was 
dropped in front of Wingbit, who dug in with an eager 
squeak. 

Around them the windows had deepened, sending the 
Copper Quill into a soft glow of candlelight. Their Strudel 
Noodle plates had been licked clean and Jinter Twostep’s 

F 
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warbled recording now dropped into its frisky chorus: 
 
Be not ye careworn 
Be glad ye were born 
 
Root and Fledger were halfway through the Topple, 

groaning in delight, when the door swung open and a 
hefty bullbarrow of a woman strode in. She wore a 
glittering red shawl and her hair rose in platinum stacks 
beneath a matching hat.  

“I’m in need of a book,” she said far louder than was 
necessary. From behind her a young girl stepped into 
view. 

Root was mesmerized by the girl. Her clothes clung 
to her in a shimmer of light and embroidery. She looked 
at Root with large, painted eyes and tossed a handful of 
gilt coils. She was like the splendid burst of a firework. 

“I’m afraid we’re closed,” Fledger said, pointing at the 
sign.  

The woman’s eyes furrowed as they browsed the 
shop. “Well I wouldn’t have even come, certainly not to 
Shade Howl, but I heard you were the one to seek for 
rare works.” 

“Yes, Madam..?” 
“Punyun. Hyvis Punyun.” 
“Madam Punyun. In the morning I would be 

delighted to—” 
The woman was already half way down an aisle. “I’m 

specifically interested in anything you might have on 
Masking Ember, Competitive Kindling and the like.” 

Fledger grit his teeth and chased after her. “Madam 
Punyun, if you don’t mind…” 

His voice drifted off with him, leaving Root standing, 
staring at the girl. She was about to offer Birthday 
greetings, when the girl disappeared in her own search 
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through the aisles.  
Root watched her turn along the Ember aisle and 

decided to follow. She knew every book on the shelf. 
Indeed, from the moment her little waif toes had first 
stepped inside the Copper Quill, Root had taken to daily 
refuge in Fledger’s collection, rummaging and savouring 
instruction.  

“These’re simple lessons to help one control Ember 
when it’s new,” Root said, holding up a book for the girl. 
“It teaches basic incantations like Flotus Char…or 
Flamma.” 

“I know how to use Ember,” the girl snapped. 
“Flotus Char!” She aimed her words at the book. At once 
it rose from Root’s grasp and floated in the air. “Oh, did 
you miss that? Well, maybe this’ll help you see better.” 
The girl held her hand open, “Flamma!” A flaming sphere 
of light grew in her palm. She released the orb lamp so 
that it dangled mid-air between them.  

“Oh,” Root said. “Sorry, I thought because you were 
looking, you were…” 

“What? Cold?” The girl’s eyes swept Root from head 
to toe. “Well, obviously you are.” 

Root was about to offer a few colourful words of her 
own when the girl abruptly sniffed the air and wrinkled 
her nose in distaste. If that wasn’t bad enough, the girl 
then pinched her nose as she passed the kitchen, straight 
for Fledger’s personal shelves where she reached for a 
book.  

Though it was a tattered leather thing without a title, 
this was no ordinary book. It was one of Fledger’s private 
own-mades and even Root wasn’t allowed to read it. 

“That’s not for sale!” Root ran up behind and pulled 
the girl’s hand back. 

The girl spun around and narrowed her eyes. Root 
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stood back, unsure what other Ember tricks she might 
have in her silk sleeves.  

“Come along, Hilly!” Hyvis Punyun appeared with a 
stack of books floating alongside her.  

The stack followed them to the counter where 
Fledger figured a tally and gestured Root to bag the 
purchase.  

Hyvis watched Root and tsk’d. “Don’t know what I’d 
do if my Hilly was Cold. Can’t imagine anything worse. 
Well at least you look somewhat normal.” 

With gritted teeth, Root put the last book in the bag 
and was about to hand it to Hyvis when Hilly grabbed it 
instead. A moment later, when she thought Root wasn’t 
looking, Hilly slipped Fledger’s book inside the bag. 

But Root had seen. And now her hand was clutching 
the bag in a tug of war with the snooty little thief.  

Fledger pulled Root back. “What on earth are you 
doing?”  

But Root would not release her grip. 
“Let go!” Hilly growled. 
Root yanked with all her might. The bag tore open 

and every book toppled to the floor.  
“My word!” Hyvis cried. 
Hilly dove to the floor and scrambled to put them 

back in the bag. In the distraction Root waved for 
Fledger’s attention and pointed at the books. He got her 
gist and stooped to help Hilly. 

“I’ve got them,” she said, quickly raking them in. 
Fledger drew back and blinked. He reached under 

Hilly’s hand and pulled out his book. Hilly froze. Her 
entire face flushed deep red. “Oh! How did that get in 
there?”  

“Indeed,” Fledger said with prickling suspicion. 
“It’s not for sale is it?” Hilly asked with far too much 
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innocence. 
“No,” Root answered. “As you very well know it is 

not.” 
“Your servant must have knocked it into the pile,” 

Hyvis said, pulling her daughter up. “She is Cold after 
all.” 

“Good day, Madam Punyun.” Fledger handed over 
her goods and ushered the woman to the door. 

Hilly followed her mother, ensuring a nicely aimed 
sneer as she left.  

Fledger locked the door this time and replaced his 
book. “Thank you for that.” 

“You’re welcome,” Root said. 
He noticed her lowered lids. “What is it?” 
“Just…when she called me Cold.” 
“Don’t pay any attention to people like that, Root. 

They are ignorant.” 
She nodded. After a moment she looked at him. 

“What’s it like? Ember, I mean.” 
Fledger scratched his chin in thought. “It’s like a…a 

sweet fever.” 
Root smiled. “Is it hot like people say?” 
“In a manner of speaking. When one is using their 

Pyre.” 
“You mean their special ability? Like your Lexism?” 
“Yes, but it’s like exercising a muscle; Ember will cool 

if you don’t keep it kindling. Also like my Lexism.” 
Root saw again that distant look in his eyes. “Why is it 

so expensive?” 
“That, I’m afraid, is an age-old tale of greed and 

corruption and one that I won’t allow to taint the 
occasion.” He picked up their plates and headed for the 
kitchen.  

Root slumped in her chair and dragged her spoon 
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through the rest of her Topple.  
 “The time may yet come when you will be afforded 

an Ember Stamp, Root.” Fledger said, picking up on her 
vexation, “But for now, use your brain. It’s the mightier 
anyway.” 

The bells of the Shade Howl clock tower began their 
first resonant ring of the hour. 

Root’s mood lifted instantaneously. “Eleven!” She ran 
to her jacket, which was draped over Fledger’s chair and 
jammed her hand into the pocket. A gift of pure, white 
feathers came out, its bow a fluttering pair of wings.  

The clock tower was on its fourth ring when she 
rejoined Fledger. He had retrieved his own gift, a cylinder 
shaped wonder studded in a million sparkling glass beads.  

The clock struck six. 
Root looked at her gift, determining which corner she 

would tear first.  
Seven…eight… 
Root locked onto Fledger’s eyes. They counted 

together.  
“Nine…ten…” 
Root’s fingers twitched in anticipation. 
“Eleven!” 
Her thumbnail dove in. It was a perfect break. As the 

wings lifted off and landed on the table like a butterfly, 
she unraveled a seam of feathers. The corner split off, 
leaving a dark opening. She bit her lip, peeked inside and 
slipped in a finger. A clump of soft white down came out. 
She blew it into the air and went back in. She could feel it. 
Something round. And flat.  

She pulled it out. It was a…what was it? 
A coin? Yes, but not a Juno coin. It was smooth 

bronze with a strange symbol on both sides. 
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She held it up to Fledger, who was admiring his own 

gift, a tiny owl trinket. The owl blinked and hooted. 
Wingbit tilted her head and squeaked in reply. The owl 
looked at her, hooted again and licked her tiny black nose 
before lifting off from the table. Wingbit, wholly smitten, 
gave chase, rafter to rafter. Hoot! Squeak! 

Fledger turned Root’s coin over in his hand. 
“Hmmm. I think this might be a Commons token.” 

“Really?” Root gave it a closer look. “So I can ride the 
Commons for free?” 

The cost of Lanlynne’s public transport had always 
been out of reach for Root. What a delight this would be 
for her stubbed toes and calloused heels.   

“Looks like it,” Fledger nodded. “Wanna switch?” 
“Nope!” Root laughed, cupping her nifty gift. She 

leaned back and watched Wingbit chase the tiny owl out 
the window and into the night sky. “Thanks for sharing 
Birthday with me, Fledger.” 

“The pleasure was all mine, Spunks.”  
As Fledger stretched his long legs, Root went to hang 

her jacket up. That’s when something fell from it. She 
blinked and drew in a shocked breath. 

She snatched the ‘something’ up and ran to Fledger. 
“Fledger look! I…I got a second one! A second gift!” 

It was a sparkling ocean’s vessel, cobalt blue, with 
watery waves rippling to its edges. 

Fledger straightened. “How can that be?” 
“I don’t know!” 
“Well open it!” 
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Root’s hands were trembling as she carefully pricked a 
corner. It splashed open, revealing a silvery glow beneath. 
She looked at Fledger. With his nod with approval, she 
tipped the gift over and let its fluid wrap drain onto her 
lap.  

“Oh my!” she whispered. 
It was a beautiful silver box. She held it with delicate 

fingers, allowing its swirls and curvatures into dazzling 
view. Root could see her reflection along the edges of the 
lid and in its centre was embossed a mysterious round 
emblem.  

 
“What’s that?” Root asked. 
“It’s a very old symbol,” Fledger said. “You see those 

runes in the centre of the circle? They spell ‘lose…find.’  
“And those ones in the outer circle?” 
“Bone Grit.” 
“Bone Grit?” 
“Yes, it means brave to the bone.” 
“What do you think this is, Fledger?” she asked, 

tracing her finger over the many intricate details of the 
box. 
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“Hmmm. May I?” 
She relinquished it to him and watched as he slid his 

hand over and under, looking for a latch or an opening, 
but finding nothing. After a time he shook his head. “I 
have no idea what this is. But it’s lovely nonetheless!” 

Root nodded and took it back into her cradling 
hands. “It’s the most beautiful thing I’ve ever owned.” 

Fledger smiled. “Well now, that’s a splendid ending to 
a splendid Birthday.” 

“Sure is!” Root beamed as she set the box down 
beside the bronze coin.  

The tiny owl swooped back in through the window. 
Wingbit swooped in after it. Root and Fledger laughed as 
the chase bounced from shelf to counter to chair to 
teacup to coat tree. 

That’s when Root’s jacket fell.  
And something rolled out. 
And Root and Fledger both gasped. 
A third Birthday gift!  
Root ran and scooped it up. She looked at Fledger. 

“H-how can this be?” 
Fledger had no words as his gaping mouth attested. 

Root’s brain kicked with wonderment. This was unheard 
of. Birthday ended with one gift. One gift at eleven bells. 
Not two. And certainly not three. Ever. 

“Go on,” Fledger said at last. 
Root reckoned her gift. It was heavier than the others, 

caped in delicate gold shavings like the layered shingles of 
a rooftop. She eked open a corner and peeked inside. She 
couldn’t bear it - the wrap tore away in a mad frenzy of 
excitement.  

Her jaw fell to the floor. 
Fledger got to his feet, eyes like saucers. 
It was an Ember Stamp! 
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8 

A SWEET FEVER 

 
 

or a very long time neither Root nor Fledger 
spoke a word. When, at last Root’s feet took her 

to the table, she held the Ember Stamp for Fledger’s 
inspection. He turned it over gingerly in his hands. 

“Is it…” Root couldn’t even finish her sentence. 
“For the life of me I can’t tell you how, but you, my 

dear have been given the gift…of magic.”  
A million words darted about Root’s mind, but she 

could articulate none of them. She was stunned 
speechless, staring at the mystical object that was going to 
transform her entire life. No more scavenging. No more 
begging. The Ember Stamp would change all that. It 
would give her power. It would give her magic! 

“Well then, shall I do the honours?” Fledger asked at 
last. 

Root felt a skip in her heart. “Right now?” 
“Oh. Did you want to wait?” 
“No!” Root stayed his hand and looked at him with 

wide, unbridled eyes. “I’m ready.” 
Fledger nodded and moved the Ember Stamp into 

the candlelight. “You see the base here?” 
“Uh huh,” Root said, fixed upon the gleaming form. 
“There is a very thin protective membrane over it. 

F 
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Removing it will ignite the Ember at which point I shall 
Stamp your palm.” 

Just the mention of it brought a tingle to Root’s hand. 
She stroked the fleshy skin, certain it was readying itself.  

“Alright,” Fledger said. “Now the Ember Stamp can 
only be used once, you understand? So we must get it 
right.” 

Root swallowed and nodded. 
Fledger’s eyes met hers. “Are you ready?” 
She could only nod again. Too many words were still 

bottlenecked in her throat. 
Fledger took a smooth clear breath and turned the 

Ember Stamp into position. Root watched his nimble 
fingers take hold of the membrane.  

“Will it hurt?” she whispered. 
“It will feel quite warm, but it won’t hurt.” 
Root chewed her lip and held out an unsteady hand. 

Fledger pulled the membrane. Root watched it peel back 
in a long, smooth stroke. Instantly the Stamp enlivened 
with a shock of colour. Inside the crystal handle Root saw 
the swirling colour start to glow and fizz. Then the flat 
end of the base bubbled and coiled, as if the Ember 
couldn’t wait to release. 

“Now,” Fledger said as he held the Stamp aloft. 
“Close your eyes and think of everything grand in the 
world.” 

Root did so. She thought of Fledger and the Copper 
Quill. She thought of tealeaves and cinnamon, Vanilla 
Swig and Never Topple. She thought of Dragon Bloom 
in the forest and running along sunset roofs, a silver 
honey dipper and a precious handwritten note.  

The Ember Stamp landed. She felt the quickening 
press of it in her palm. It was warm. So warm. So 
wonderfully, magically warm. It tingled with power, 
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sending hundreds…millions of energy pulses through 
each eager layer of skin. She felt heat swim the veins of 
her arm, up to her shoulder where it spread like a balmy 
sunbeam into muscle and tendon and heart.  Even her 
freckles flared with golden warmth. A wild eruption of 
goosebumps overtook her entire body. Now she 
understood what Fledger had meant by sweet fever.  

The Stamp lifted. Root opened her eyes and looked at 
her palm. The Ember had left a mark, a living breathing, 
ever-moving stencil in her skin. 

“It’s called an Ember Etch,” Fledger said. “It will 
continue to change for some time as you develop your 
skills, until it finds its perfect pattern, one that will best 
reflect who you are.” He held his own hand up. “See.” 

Root noticed a faint pattern of a winged chiropter in 
the fleshy folds of Fledger’s palm. “It’s Wingbit! That’s 
why you use that seal! But why is it so faded?” 

“Ah,” Fledger dropped his hand. “It’s because I 
haven’t been very active with my Ember. I’ve been 
rather…absent lately.” 

“Can Ember fade altogether?” 
“It will cool if it’s not used, as I said. But once one 

has been gifted with Ember one can always rekindle it.” 
He cleared his throat. “Speaking of which, you have 
much to do! You will have to learn to kindle your Ember 
once it makes itself known.” 

“What do you mean? It’s not here yet?” 
“Oh it’s there. But it takes time for it to settle before 

it presents.” 
“How much time?” 
“For some it can present immediately and powerfully. 

For others it may show up in fits and starts. Every Ember 
Bloom is different.” 

Root furrowed her brow. “What if it takes weeks?” 
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“It could! But there is a lot you can do in the 
meantime.” He stood up and browsed his many shelves, 
pulling various books into view. “From Ember springs 
forth all working Stamps - the magics you use every day, 
like…?” 

 “Flamma!” 
“Correct. Good.” He plunked a pile of titles in front 

of her. “I recommend you memorize these so you’re 
ready when it Blooms.”  

“I know those already.” Root leapt from her chair and 
filled the room with her excitement. “I wonder what my 
Pyre’s gonna be!” 

Fledger tilted his head. “You know all of these?” 
“Yep.” Root’s pace had taken to skipping now. “What 

if it’s a flying Pyre? Or…or Skin Swapping!” 
“Flying is rare, Root. Most Pyre’s simply enhance a 

talent that was already there, like baking--” 
“Or invisibility!” 
“Okay now, don’t go all crazy over your Pyre, Root. 

You need to kindle Ember gradually or you’ll wind up 
with your arm in a sling. Focus on the simple Stamps 
first…lighting a candle.” To demonstrate, he gently 
pulled upon a wick until a flame grew. “Or stirring a 
spoon.” Here he centred his spoon in the middle of his 
teacup, allowing it to stir on its own. “So that when your 
unique Pyre presents, you’ll be ready.” He sat down again 
and looked her in the eye. “The most important thing you 
need to remember, Root, is to always kindle from the 
good in your life. Light thoughts beget light Ember, the 
most powerful Ember of all.” 

Root sat with her bubbling excitement as Fledger 
cleaned up. A while later, though she was still wide awake 
and beaming, he drew the curtains and suggested 
bedtime. 
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He gave her a blanket and pulled down the stairs to 
his attic. She tucked up on his couch and watched his legs 
disappear at the ceiling. Her heart felt larger in her chest, 
almost as it if were too big and might seep through her 
ribs. She lifted her hand into a slant of moonlight and 
stared, trance-like at the swirling dance of etching in her 
palm.  

In the background Jinter Twostep’s recording shifted 
and started all over again from the very beginning.  

 
Be not ye care worn 
Be glad ye were born 
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9 

ENEMIES AFOOT! 

 
 

oot opened her eyes to the sound of clanging. The 
sky had returned to a fizzy grey but she felt a glow 

in her cheeks that would not be undone. She tossed her 
blanket and followed the noise, which led to Fledger’s 
printing room. She was surprised; he hadn’t used this 
room in ages. Even now, the door required a good nudge 
to open. Once inside she adjusted her eyes to the dim 
light and spied Fledger stooped over his old, long 
neglected press. It was a great, magical beast. 

“Flamma!” he said and an orb lamp blossomed in his 
palm. He directed it closer to his work area. 

“Whatchya doin?” Root asked. 
“I’m going to craft you a proper pardon,” he said. 

“One that’ll last. Can you pass me that bag?” He pointed 
to the letters he had purchased from Parchment and Prose. 

Root brought it over and watched as Fledger ran his 
hand across the cold typesetting then brushed it off, 
sending wafts of dust into the air.   

Root coughed and waved it away. “But…what if the 
Dominion catches you?” 

“They won’t. Trust me.” She saw flints of steel in his 
eyes. They crinkled into a smile, “But then it would be 
nice if you could avoid trouble for awhile. At least until 

R 
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we find that BratJacker.” 
She looked at him, the concern in his eyes, and 

nodded. “Thank you, Fledger.” 
A chime rang out from the main shop area. Root and 

Fledger both paused, for it was not a familiar sound. 
Fledger wiped his hands on a cloth. “Stay behind me,” he 
said and moved for the door.  

He peeked out. Root peeked out from behind him. 
They both saw it at the same time - Root’s silver Birthday 
box. It was on its fifth chime and pulsing with a pinkish 
glow.   

They drew into the room, Fledger scanning the 
peripherals, and approached the box. 

“Is it a Parley?” Root asked. 
“It may be,” Fledger said. “But nothing like the 

Parleys I’ve seen.” 
Most households had a Parley, a holographic 

contraption used to communicate. But a Parley came with 
a receiving latch and rune panel. This box had no such 
thing. 

 “I think….” Fledger pressed the symbol on top of 
the silver box. In an instant, the box broke open and 
there in its stead was a tiny room, an office of some sort, 
albeit only inches high, like the interior of a dollhouse. 
The whole of it was lined with rows of tottering desks. 
Each desk sat in the twitch and flicker of candlelight and 
adjoining stools were occupied with tiny little men and 
women at work.  

One desk swelled in size, managing to dominate 
attention and place the other chattering desks into the 
background. At this desk was perched a young woman 
with a snow bank of white hair. The woman seemed to be 
caught off guard and, after setting down a sandwich, was 
now trying to wipe away crumbs from her mouth. At the 
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edge of her desk a parrot squawked and shuffled closer to 
the sandwich.  

The woman shooed the bird away and shot an 
impatient glare at Root. “Well, it’s about time. I’ve been 
calling all night. I was ready to give up entirely,” she 
sniffed.  

“I’m sorry, I didn’t hear anything,” Root said. 
“Well then you should clean your ears.” 
“Oh, maybe the music was too loud.” 
 “Hmph. At any rate, you are the matron of the box I 

presume?” 
“Uh…” 
“Well are you or aren’t you?” 
Root looked at Fledger who said, “I think we can 

safely assume she is.” 
“Very good,” the woman said and she upheld a tiny, 

very official looking parchment. Root watched in 
amazement as it went from the woman’s hand to hers, 
growing as it did, so that it was now in proportion to 
Root.  

“What is it?” she asked. 
“I’ve no clue. I’m just the…ahem…messenger.” Her 

emphasis was clear enough for them to get her gist. They 
patted their pockets until Fledger fished out a coin and 
handed it over.  

The woman gave it a quick glance-over and an 
unimpressed sniff. Her parrot moved in and was about to 
pounce on her sandwich when she shoo’d it away again, 
picked the sandwich up and took a nice chomp of her 
own. “Go on then.” 

Root and Fledger shared a look. He seemed equally 
curious as to what this parchment was about. Root 
unrolled it and saw it to be a rather short letter, with fine, 
spindly, very official looking lettering. She cleared her 
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throat and read aloud. 
 
Upon the hour eleven if you Shifted your last Shift 
And found this silver box to be your Birthday Ender Gift 
Then know that luck has played its part and you have been 
commissioned 
To attend the Loyal Order of the Clade of Acquisitions 
If you, dear one, accept your call and thus your Finders Fate 
Then haste all speed and don’t look back! Adventure doth 
await!  
 
Rollicknateously yours, 
 
Madam Mordgidika Keen 
Historeus Aevum, Official Jury Representative  
The Clade of Acquisitions 
Mammoth Rock 
 
“What does roll-ick-nay-tious-ly mean?” 
Fledger went to a shelf, grabbed his dictionary and 

plunked it down in front of Root. She groaned, knowing 
the routine and opened it. She traced her finger along the 
‘R’ words. 

 
Rain: rigare, which meant wet. 
Rolf: from rodulf, meaning wolf. 
Rolle:  a parchment scroll. 
And there, Rollicknateously. 
 
“With exuberance…an expression of jovial goodwill.” 
“Lovely,” Fledger said. 
Root read the word again. Rollicknateously. She 

agreed; it was a good word, but what about the rest of the 
words? The entire letter in fact. Until that moment she’d 
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never even heard of the Clade of Acquisitions. What 
exactly was it?  

Fledger pinched his fingers along the edge of the 
parchment. Root released her grip and watched him pore 
over it from top to bottom. “No Frauderies,” he said, 
squinting his eyes. “Which means it is indeed from 
Madam Keen, with whom I have done business with in 
the past. So that’s good.”  

“It says she’s Historeus Aevum. What’s that?” 
“She’s Lanlynne’s foremost Chronicler, one who 

records our history.” He continued his scrutinizing. “No 
hidden Whoppers…no Reader Bluffs…And I don’t 
detect any Dark Ember either.” Fledger finished his 
assessment and handed the parchment back to Root. “It’s 
legitimate.”  

“Right then.” The woman set her sandwich down. 
“Just need yer signature and I’ll be on my way.” 

Root signed the receipt as the parrot, once again, 
moved in on the meal.  

“Oh!” the woman said. “Almost forgot. There’s a 
verbal post script.” She swallowed the last of her bite and 
thumped it down her chest. “You leave at nine bells from 
the west collection plate.” 

“Nine bells! That’s less than an hour away! And I still 
don’t know what the Clade of Acquisitions is!” 

The woman shrugged. “Have a rollicknateous day and 
thank you for using Parrot Post!” With a wave of her 
hand, the tiny room folded back into the silver box, 
taking desks, candelabras, and a sandwich-devouring 
parrot with it.  

Root and Fledger stood in silence for quite some time 
until roused by the sudden arrival of Wingbit. She had 
slipped in through the crack in the wall and now flapped 
about the room in frantic loops and squeaks. 
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Fledger’s eyes widened as he understood her warning. 
“Badges!” 

Root’s heart detonated. She looked at the door. 
“Where?”  

 “On their way,” Fledger answered. “Follow me. 
Quickly!” 

Root ran after Fledger, back into the printing room. 
“Are they coming for me?”  

“Yes.” He began a hurried search through the room’s 
clutter. “The Pardon must not have held.” 

A swell of tears blurred Root’s eyes. “They’re gonna 
take me to Death Flat!”  

Fledger lit up in memory. He lifted an old cup and 
picked up an ‘S’ lettered key. This he took to the press 
and set upon its missing ‘S’ in the typecast. At once the 
great machine roared to life. 

In its heaving might, Fledger faced Root squarely, 
with fierce eyes. “You will not go to Death Flat, Root. I 
promise.” 

She felt a shiver of hope in his words. Everything 
would be all right.  

That is until the press stuttered. And shook. And died 
in a cough of black smoke. 

Fledger blinked and gave his head a shake. “Right 
then. Let’s go!” 

“Where’re we going?” 
“The Clade of Acquisitions!” 
 
***** 
 
“The closest Commons Port is two blocks away,” 

Fledger said as he spied out the front window. He could 
see the Badges down the street now, Fwank and Erlin, 
and they did not look happy. “We’ll go out the back.”  
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Root dashed about in a frenzy, trying to pull on socks 
and boots and gather what little she had.  

“C’mon,” Fledger said. “Now.” 
Root was certain she was forgetting something, but 

there was no time to check. She and Fledger raced to the 
back and flew outside, into the garden. From there they 
fled down the alley, turned right and ran for two blocks.  

They had just spotted the Commons Toll Taker when 
Root heard someone yell… 

“There they are!” 
She looked. The Badges were hot on their trail. 

Fledger snatched Root’s hand and yanked her forward. 
She could barely keep up with his long strides but soon 
enough they arrived at the Port. The Toll Taker was a 
gargoyle-esqe Brute with ponytails and a giant horned 
nose. It spoke in a bored, raspy drawl. “Welcome to 
the—” 

“Yup!” Fledger cut it off. “How much?” 
“Six Junos.” 
Root produced her new token. 
“I dunno what poop juice you been drinkin’,” the 

Taker said. “But that’s no Commons Token.” 
“What?” 
“Never mind,” Fledger threw six Junos at the Taker. 

“Just hurry it up!” he cried, seeing the Badges nearly upon 
them. 

After a disapproving humph, the Toll Taker sucked 
Root and Fledger off their feet. They landed 
underground, on a curb, where a long row of Commons 
cars awaited. Each car had a single upright seat 
sandwiched between two giant spoke wheels. Fledger and 
Root leapt aboard, one in each.  

At the front of each car was a small hologram of the 
Commons Conductor. “Good day and welcome to the—
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” 
“Two please!” Fledger bellowed.  
“Very good!” The conductor trilled. Instantly, Fledger 

and Root’s cars pulled together like magnets. 
“Destination?” 

“Snoutgut and Skew!” Fledger cried as the Badges 
appeared curbside. “On the double!” 

The conductor waggled a finger. “Not until you 
fasten your straps. Remember: don’t be hasty, heed your 
safety.” 

There was a snarl and a mad fumbling of belts and 
buckles. Root shrieked as Fwank launched toward her. 

“There!” Fledger pointed to the strap across his lap.  
The conductor flashed a sated smile. “Thank you for 

choosing the Commons. Enjoy your ride.” 
The two connected cars tore from the curb, knocking 

the Badges into a groundward spin. Wasting no time, they 
recovered and jumped inside cars of their own. 

“Hang on!” Fledger called as he and Root hurtled 
forward in a hairpin turn and wheeled down an 
underground hill.  

“They’re behind us!” Root cried. 
And sure enough, there they were, Fwank and Erlin, 

angrier, uglier and more determined than ever. Fledger 
and Root veered a hard left, another right, and then their 
cars screeched to an unexpected halt. 

“What’s wrong?” Root cried. 
The virtuous face of the Conductor appeared again. 

“Grime’s Way! All aboard!” 
New cars attached themselves. Root heard a holler 

and saw the Badges grappling with their straps before 
leaping out and sprinting forward.  

“Fledger!” she yelled. 
“I know!” 
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The Badges pounced, but once again Root and 
Fledger’s cars whizzed from reach, now linked in a train 
with eight others. Root saw the Badges curse and leap 
back into their own.   

The convoy shot upward and erupted out into the 
streets of Shade Howl, where the sky doused them in 
heavy droplets. A bright red umbrella mechanically 
unfolded and placed itself over Root’s car. She looked 
behind her. Erlin and Fwank were also looking lovely in 
bright yellow umbrellas. 

The train of cars screeched to another stop. “Lost 
Mitten Port! All aboard!” 

Root and Fledger ducked as the eight surplus cars 
disconnected and two new ones affixed on each end. 
They were already well underground by the time Root 
noticed who was in the two cars.  

“It’s the Finks!” she screamed. “From the hideout!”  
Stan was already leaning out of his car, reaching for 

her. She lurched forward just as the cars hugged into a 
steep curve that almost took Stan’s arm off. 

“How many enemies do you have?” Fledger 
bellowed. 

Root didn’t answer. She was too busy clinging for life.  
The cars swerved at breakneck speed until breaking 

from the tunnel into an enormous open cavern. Root 
gasped to see hundreds of Commons cars, zooming back 
and forth, parking, connecting and loading passengers in 
a blur of organized chaos. Her and Fledger’s cars 
squealed to a stop. 

“Grand Commons Hub!” the conductor cried. “All 
aboard!” 

The Finks jumped out of their cars and raced toward 
Root. But someone rammed into them, knocking them 
back into the swelling crowd.  
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Root blinked. “What the…? Brecken! What’re you 
doing here?” 

“Root!” he called. “I think you’re being followed!” 
“Y’don’t say!” 
“Hang tight! I’m gonna go to the Conductor!” He 

pointed far up where an enormous sphere hung, 
overlooking the whole of the Hub. It was the Commons 
Control Station. 

Before Root could say anything, she and Fledger’s 
cars bolted again. Now they were connected to four more 
passengers. Root shrieked to see it was the two Finks in 
front and the two Badges in back. While she watched 
Stan make a second attempt out of his car, toward her, 
Fledger found himself in reluctant combat with Fwank.   

“Hey! Who’re you? You shouldn’t be here!” This was 
the Conductor. Root could see his tiny hologram looking 
off to the right. A moment later Brecken’s tiny hologram 
was there, pushing the conductor to the side.  

“Hang on Root!” he said. She watched him pause - 
“Hmmmm” - and consider the options of the console. 
With a shrug he pressed a button.  

Instantly all the Commons cars disconnected. Stan 
lost his balance and now dangled precariously from a 
spoke, while Fwank fell back into Erlin’s car.  

 “Use the handlebars!” Fledger called to Root as he 
sped alongside her. 

Root did as she was told. But everyone else in the 
entire Hub seemed to have decided upon the same thing. 
It was bedlam as she and Fledger wove onward with 
Badges and Finks at their heels, barely missing oncoming 
cars and passengers.  

“Get away from there!” Root saw the hologram of 
the Conductor push Brecken aside and slam down on his 
panel.  
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With a jarring jolt, all the Commons cars reattached. 
Root was now stuck between Stan and an old lady whose 
teeth had flown out of her mouth. As Brecken and the 
Conductor fought for control, the whole of Grand 
Commons Hub flew into further chaos. One moment 
Root was escaping, the next she was snapped back, about 
to be nabbed by her enemies.  

In a point of disconnection, Fledger raced up to Root. 
“Jump in!”  

Without hesitating, she unbuckled and made a 
perilous leap from her car, landing upside down in 
Fledger’s. As her legs flailed and she fumbled to sit 
upright, Fledger pushed his handlebars full thrust. They 
burst forward in looping dips and turns until they finally 
lost their chasers and sped down a tunnel, out of sight. 
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10 

COLLECTION 

 
 

y the time Root and Fledger arrived, wheezing 
and panting, at the Clade’s muster point, a great 

queue of kids already twisted into the morning fog. All 
Root could see was the handful of bodies nearest her. 
The rest were swallowed into the mist. Root pulled her 
hood up as she and Fledger took their place and 
instinctively reduced themselves to a whisper. 

When it was clear they had lost their chasers for good, 
Root stopped looking back and now considered what lay 
ahead. “But we don’t know anything about this Clade of 
Acquisitions, Fledger,” she said. 

“That’s not true. We know that its intentions are pure. 
We know that I can vouch for at least one person there. 
And most importantly we know that Mammoth Rock is 
outside of Dominion jurisdiction, which means you’ll be 
safer there than here.”  

“You mean they can’t arrest me as long as I’m in the 
Clade?” 

“Correct.” 
Root thought her legs would give out with relief. But 

now nervousness swept in. What exactly was she in for? 
A man appeared on a platform. Thankfully, he looked 

nothing of the stern grimness of a Dominion official. He, 

B 
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in fact reminded Root of a tidy little scarecrow.  
“May I have your attention, please?” Every mouth 

went quiet. This surprised and pleased him. He 
continued. “My name is Hickard LarDrumpe…Lar-
Droo-mp, the emphasis on the ‘oo’. I am your guide this 
day. On behalf of the Clade of Acquisitions I welcome 
you, young recruits. Please be expeditious when you are 
called for admission. The sooner we clear, the sooner 
we’ll be on our way.” 

LarDrumpe continued to call out orders from the 
shrouded pillars further up. As the fog lifted in the 
scattered rays of morning, Root, and indeed the whole of 
the queue, realized they were not headed toward pillars. 
The grey pillars in mind were actually a pair of Bulks. 
These giants stood easily the size of Elder cedars, with 
thick, flinty skin and hair matted in Wormrot. Their lower 
lips hung like wet, meaty drawbridges. Root fully grasped 
what it would be like to be mauled by one. 

“Bulks?” she stuttered under her breath and took a 
step back. 

“It’s okay,” Fledger said. “They’ve been tamed. They 
won’t do anything unless they have to. They’re just here 
to keep out troublemakers. 

“But I’m a troublemaker!” Root protested. 
Fledger laughed. “Yes, that you are. But I think 

they’re more concerned about troublemakers of a 
different sort.” 

Thankfully Root was distracted by the conversation 
ahead of her. A tall boy with dark hair had turned to a 
smaller boy behind him. “Hi, I’m Dwyn Puffler.” 

The smaller boy only nodded, for he too had spied 
the Bulks up ahead and was trying not to speak for fear of 
crying. 

Dwyn Puffler seemed utterly unfazed by the giants. 
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“Can’t wait t’start. You?”  
“Um--” 
“Wonder what we’ll do. I heard we might be moles. 

Or even scouts.” He raised his eyebrows. “Girls like 
scouts. You’re pretty puny, though. Think they’ll even let 
you in? Just kiddin’. But y’might wanna stand up a little 
straighter. Y’look like yer gonna pee your pants.” He 
smiled and gave the boy a friendly punch on the arm. 

Root would have liked to punch him back, on behalf 
of the poor boy, but she bit her ‘troublemaking’ tongue.  

At the gate between the two Bulks, on a raised 
platform, stood a girl, trembling. After some sort of 
inspection, the taller of the two Bulks lifted her from the 
platform onto the other side of a stone wall, where she 
disappeared from Root’s view. 

One by one, the recruits endured similar inspections 
and one by one they disappeared from Root’s view, until 
it was… 

“My turn!” The tall boy, Dwyn glided forward, far too 
eager for Root’s liking. This wasn’t a ride at the carnival, 
for crying out loud.  

Root watched the Bulks frisk him. He was an athlete, 
clearly, lean and alert. Even at this distance the cockiness 
of his eyes shone against the grey sky. Oh did he think 
himself special, grinning and winking at a bunch of girls 
as the Bulk lifted him to the other side.  

Root rolled her eyes when the girls giggled and waved 
back. The smaller boy survived the same Bulk inspection 
and then it was Root’s turn. She felt her knees weaken.  

“Actually, Fledger, I was thinking we could…” 
“It’s okay, Wuddlelump, you’re gonna be just fine.” 
“Next!” LarDrumpe called. 
“Look at me, Root.” Fledger drew her chin up. “I 

need you to look after these for me.” He pulled out a 
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small stack of books from his satchel. Root lost her 
breath. On top was her favourite: The Old Hat’s Fanciful 
Firsts. Endlessly read, dog-eared, and read again. Fledger 
had bound it anew for her when he’d noticed her 
devotion. And now it landed in her hands strung with a 
twine bow. Root’s eyes filled.  

“You there!” LarDrumpe pointed at Root. “Your 
turn. Away we go.” 

Fledger leaned down and took her by the shoulders. 
“You are loved. Got that?” 

Root wrapped her arms around his waist and 
squeezed. She could hear thunderous steps coming 
toward her. She broke away just as a massive Bulk 
stepped between them, barring Fledger from going any 
farther. 

“Farewell, my little Wuddlelump!” he called. 
“Remember, Brave to the Bone!” 

Root stumbled onto the platform and met the eyes of 
the Bulk as it growled, “Invitation!” 

She held her parchment aloft. As the Bulk leaned in 
for closer inspection, she could see her whole body 
reflected in its black eyes. The second Bulk spied her 
books and grunted with disapproval. Root shook her 
head and pulled her precious tomes close, her eyes 
frantically searching for Fledger. A massive Bulk hand 
yanked the books from her, tearing the twine and one of 
the covers. 

Root was about to lunge for them but caught sight of 
Fledger at last. He met her frightened eyes with a calm 
smile and shake of his head. She backed off and watched, 
preparing to scale the giant if need be. Unexpectedly the 
Bulk licked the books. Root cringed and looked at 
Fledger again. He gave her a soothing nod. A moment 
later the Bulk dropped the books back into her grasping 
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arms and let out a long groan. “Pass.” 
Root was lifted, in a wide arc, over the stone wall. She 

kept her eyes on Fledger the entire time, while he scaled a 
tree and craned to be seen, waving all the while. 

She landed in a tumble to the ground of a grassy 
enclosure where those before her bunched and waited. 
When she got up and dusted herself, she immediately 
looked for Fledger again.  But the tree was empty. A scan 
of the sky located Wingbit and she knew he’d made a 
quick exit. Then she saw why and her blood drained. A 
troupe of Badges stood on the platform, where she’d 
been only moments before.  

 
***** 
 
Hickard LarDrumpe wove a frazzled path among the 

recruits, doing a nose count. “Oh, now how did I miss 
you?” he said to Root, who was ducked down to all fours. 
“Ah never mind, just join the counted over there, if you 
will.” And then he was off to break up a handful of boys, 
including Dwyn Puffler, who had decided to play hot 
potato with his hat. 

Root ducked behind a central gathering and waited 
quietly. The Badges were no longer in sight but she would 
not risk their return and the cold wrist cuffs that came 
with them. 

Once the last of the recruits was cleared, LarDrumpe 
took an authoritative stance and raised his voice. 
“Welcome! You are now under the care and authority of 
the Clade of Acquisitions, where…yes?” 

Root had raised her hand. “Um…hi…so, when you 
say care and authority, what exactly does 
that…um…entail?” 

The man blinked in confusion. “It means you’re 
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under the care and authority of--” 
“Right, I got that part. But, I mean, hypothetically 

speaking, if one were to be, say a wanted criminal, not 
me, of course, someone else…a very…mean…man. 
Would the Clade, like, protect this…erm…wanted 
criminal while he’s under its…care?” 

“What exactly are you saying, young lady?” 
“I just…” A light flicked in Root’s brain. “I’m scared. 

Yes, that’s it. Now that we’re outside of the Dominion’s 
protection, what if a thief took advantage of that. 
And…uh…tried to steal from us. The Badges would take 
over the Clade and arrest him, right?” 

Hickard LarDrumpe puffed his chest. “The 
Dominion has no such authority and to do so would be a 
breach of official terms. However,” he softened into an 
uncle-ish gaze, “fear not, my dear. The Clade would know 
if there was a criminal among us and, let me tell you, the 
consequences would be swift and severe.” 

Root gulped. 
“Does that satisfy your misgivings?” 
“Yes…thank you.” 
“Good. Now then, the Commons have been stalled 

by an accident. Some hooligans in the Hub. Absolute 
disaster.” He did not notice Root add a guilty shuffle of 
feet to the flush of her cheeks. “Thus we must make our 
journey on foot. We are headed to the House of Gubelyn, 
an inn where food and lodging awaits. The journey is 
rather long, so we’d best get a move on.”  

He put his fingers to his mouth and whistled. At once 
an enormous dog came bounding through the air toward 
him. It was a Hovermutt, that wondrous breed of canine 
gifted with the unique ability to float above the rugged 
ground. Which made for very efficient travelling. 

This Hovermutt was larger than usual, Root thought. 
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Enough to carry a few extra riders. But, of course that 
was wishful thinking. With only one available Hovermutt, 
it was clear who was going to be walking on this journey 
and with the holes of her boots still oozing corn and mud 
Root hoped it would be a short trek.   

Hickard mounted his Hovermutt and glided to the 
front of the assembly. “Right then. Follow me. One after 
another. No dawdling. Gubelyn is expecting us.” 

He led the children from the open field, along a path 
that entered forest. Here they travelled all morning while 
nervous anticipation pressed in thicker than the oaks. 

Late afternoon brought about a small, toothsome 
meal of cakes and melon. Root savoured her bites alone 
on a tree log while friendships formed around her.  

“I don’t believe it.” She heard Dwyn whisper to a girl. 
“It’s true. I heard talk.” 
“Two hundred kids? How?” 
The girl lowered her voice and leaned in closer. Root 

had to strain to hear. “They say he put them in the 
underfoot Crawlways to do secret and dangerous 
missions. But someone heard about them so he cut off 
the Crawlway tails. None in, none out. The kids were left 
to starve or get eaten by the buried things. And he did 
nothing.”  

While Root shuddered, Dwyn scoffed. “Pfff, then 
how come no one knows about it?” 

“Shshsh! Pipe down, will you!” the girl snapped, “A 
wolf doesn’t kill a counted sheep.” 

“What’s that supposed to mean?”  
Root knew what it meant. 
“The kids were all homeless, no one to claim them, 

see,” the girl said. “The Wolf plucked them from the 
streets. No witnesses. And kept it secret.” 

Root felt a surge of fear. Was this what happened to 
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her friends? 
Hickard LarDrumpe rounded up his charges again. 

“Come on then. Off we go! Nearly there!” 
Now deep in the seam of maple and birch, with 

Shade Howl far behind, they at last came upon a clearing. 
Hickard pointed above the tops of the trees. “That is 
where we are headed. The House of Gubelyn.” 

Root’s skin thrilled in bumps. He was pointing at a 
rock formation bigger than whole towns. It grew out of 
the trees like some earthen beast. Mammoth Rock. Root 
recognized it instantly. From Shade Howl’s rooftops on 
clear days, she had been able to spy its granite layers over 
the vast forest. 

“There’s no inn on top!” a boy cried. “It’s the Shack.” 
Root drew in a breath. The Shack. The old, sick 

citadel of the monarchs. Technically, none of them could 
actually see its walls for it lay along Mammoth Rock’s 
plateau, too high to view. But its tragedy foretold. Once a 
stunning architectural feat, the hope of Lanlynne, now a 
tale told with tongue clucks and the shake of a head.  

“I heard it houses a Krux ‘cause someone was 
murdered there!” a second boy said. 

“Not just someone; the king himself,” the same girl 
who’d been talking to Dwyn answered. She seemed to 
know things, this girl. “King Validyn. Favoured one of 
the sacred line of Plenilune.” 

“And the queen? Was she murdered too?”  
 “No. But she never fully recovered from her grief. 

She was the beloved one of Celstyria, the Lady of the 
Daystar, and it’s said that the Daystar has not shone as 
bright since the tragedy.” 

“What’s a Krux?” another girl asked. 
Know-It-All-Girl cleared her throat. “When the king 

died, the queen was stricken with such despair that a 
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Krux was issued forth, a cold invisible menace intent on 
decaying the citadel and driving away anyone who dared 
to enter. Those who stay suffer dearly.” 

“Awesome!” Dwyn said and pushed his way past, 
stepping on Root’s foot. It took everything in her to hold 
back a return stomp or two.  

 
***** 
 
Root swallowed as she now stood in Mammoth 

Rock’s great shadow, preparing to ascend a staircase that 
carved along the cliff face all the way to the top. It didn’t 
help that many steps were either missing or broken. 

“Alright now. Last stretch,” Hickard LarDrumpe said. 
“One at a time. Pace yourselves.” 

He remained on the lower ground, ensuring everyone 
climbed and more importantly, ready to catch any who 
fell. Halfway up, Root decided to chance a glance down. 
Bad move. Dwyn was right below her with an annoyingly 
perky thumbs-up. And an even more annoying wink to go 
with it. She scowled and returned to the precarious climb.    

Her legs were burning by the time she arrived on 
Mammoth Rock’s top level. She must have trudged a 
thousand stairs. Her heart and lungs were entering 
mutiny. Several in her party hurled themselves onto the 
ground, gulping for air. 

Following a brief respite, they passed through a hedge 
and then, just as they had caught their breath, it seemed 
to leave them once more as the grandeur of their setting 
opened vast and magnificent before them.  

A massive lake took centre stage, surrounded by 
gardens and fine masonry, with the twilight sky in radiant 
background. The distant bailey was a village of grand 
buildings, but none so grand as what stood at the other 
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end of the lake. A marvel, to be sure. Root could not 
believe this magnificent architectural creature was the 
afflicted house of monarchs.  

“And this…this my friends is Guardian’s Gate.” 
Hickard gestured to an impressive archway above them, 
wrought in marble and iron. Within it were carved many 
extraordinary beasts and birds and along its crown was a 
celestial homage to sun, moon, and stars. 

From Guardian’s Gate, they trailed an overrun path 
flanked by statues, some of them heroes carved in epic 
victories, some of them spectacular creatures of old. 

One statue in particular caught Root’s eye. It was a 
woman. She was atop a beast that was raised onto its hind 
legs. Her long hair mingled with the beast’s windswept 
mane and in her hand was a delicately carved flask.  

Root was taken aback, not by the statue’s beauty, but 
by its damage. It was covered in bold, angry letters and 
slashes. And yet, at the foot of the statue were the words  

 
Kalliope. Brave and Beloved. 
 
Hickard drew up to the shoreline of the lake. “Now 

then, please stick together. The bridge is very slippery.” 
Root, like all the others, gawked around, confused. 

There was no bridge. There was only the incredibly long 
and incredibly wide lake. 

Unmoved, their guide raised his voice. “Hickard 
LarDrumpe, first scout, Clade, Bagnio Galitus,” he 
declared to no one in particular. 

At least they thought no one was there. But when a 
deep, bottomless voice rose up around them, they 
realized, very fast, that they were not alone. 

“Identify yourself!” the voice boomed. 
Hickard LarDrumpe inched his way closer to the lake 
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and bent over. He saw his whole face in the water’s 
reflection. 

“What’s he doing?” Dwyn asked. 
“He’s being identified,” Know-It-All answered. 

“Have you never heard of a Water Glyph?” 
“Pffft, of course I have,” Dwyn bluffed. “I 

just…didn’t know they made ‘em so big.” 
Know-It-All took this as another invitation to show 

off her illustrious bank of knowledge. “They don’t. 
Usually Water Glyphs are compact, with just enough 
water to conduct the communication.” 

“Right,” Dwyn pretended to understand. 
“Communication.” 

“Because, of course during the war, spies didn’t want 
to be traced.” 

“Right, because water is untraceable…” 
“No, because water can be thrown out and the 

message with it.” 
“Which is what I meant,” Dwyn exclaimed.  
Root watched them and shook her head. She moved 

closer to the shore where LarDrumpe remained stooped 
over like one of the nearby statues, about to topple. He 
looked uncomfortable. Root felt uncomfortable watching 
him. A breeze drifted through the trees and she shivered. 
Not because it was cold, but because, instead of rippling 
in its breath, the entire lake went impossibly still.  

The deep, thundering voice returned. “Welcome, 
Hickard Lard Rump, first scout, Clade, Bagnio Galitus.” 

Hickard’s cheeks flushed. “Actually it’s 
LarDruuuumpe, the emphasis is on the…” 

“Bring forth your charges, Hickard Lard Rump,” the 
voice commanded. 

Hickard spun around and glared, putting a quick stop 
to any snickers that had trickled out. “Alright, come on 
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then.” He pulled in those closest to him. 
It began as a low rumble; a deep, waterlogged groan 

that grew louder as the lake churned. Root was sure she 
was the first to see it, for she was the only one who 
gasped at its slow eruption out of the water. Then others 
saw it, a long, thick slab of stone, rising like a salvaged 
shipwreck. Great falls of water poured from it and Root 
was sure she even saw a few fish leaping to safety. 

It was a bridge! A masterly crafted work of stone, the 
breadth of a house at least, rising and connecting from 
the Shack all the way across the lake to their shore. The 
lights of its lampposts popped on one by one until the 
last one blinked to life right in front of them. 

Little streams of water were still spurting and draining 
here and there when they reached the bridge’s halfway 
point. Hickard allowed them a moment to stop and look. 
It was something he’d never been able to resist himself; 
the forest vast and green below, villages mushroomed 
among it, craggy layers of purple mountain, a once proud 
kingdom on all sides, and a breeze that gave one wings. 

Root felt like the soul of an artist’s canvas. She could 
have soared there eternal, but something grabbed her 
attention and promptly brought her back to reality. A 
dark shadow was crawling across a wall of the Shack. She 
could see brick crumbling away as it slid into a high 
window. She blinked and it was gone. 
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11 

THE HOUSE OF GUBELYN 

 
 

illewur Gubelyn was beyond annoyed. He had been 
watching a Plod attempt to paint the storehouse. He 

knew they were slow creatures, despite their long legs, but 
this was absurd. In the entire time he had been there, a 
good fourteen minutes, the Plod had managed two 
strokes. Even now the second stroke was just finishing. 

He had initially thought it dead. And yet the 
paw…the paw was actually moving, pasting colour along 
the plank with such lag that the paint was drying before it 
reached its destination. It was entirely painful to watch. 
He simply could not believe a creature so futile existed 
and that he was actually paying it! 

“Why is it so hard to get good workers these days?” 
he mumbled. “Bottomless money pit…should’ve listened 
to mother…” 

“Master Gubelyn!” A voice cuffed the silence. 
Gubelyn saw a man marching toward him, so angry 

that smoke seemed to waft from his ears. Wait a minute! 
Smoke was wafting from his ears. In fact, as the man drew 
closer, Gubelyn saw that the whole top of his head 
seemed to be scorched and his hair singed right off. Oh 
no. 

“You said the Krux was manageable!” the man 

H 
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roared. “I hardly see this as manageable!” 
“My good sir!” Gubelyn jumped into conciliation. “I 

am beyond grief! Please allow me to rectify the remainder 
of your stay by…” 

“Remainder? Hardly! You can rectify me by returning 
my money!” 

Gubelyn heaved a weary sigh and pointed toward the 
Registry. The man stormed off, flakes of ash flitting from 
his scalp. 

Hillewur Gubelyn returned to the Plod as it began its 
third stroke. He was about to snatch the paintbrush 
himself when he caught sight of someone leading 
hundreds of guests along the property. The Plod instantly 
fell from his mind. Relief set in. 

“Lard Rump’s here!” 
 
***** 
 
“You stand now amidst the artisan hutches where 

once gathered the greatest crafters and poets of our 
time,” LarDrumpe had engaged the recruits in a lovely 
tour of Mammoth Rock and was now leading them back 
to the House of Gubelyn. “To my left, down that path, 
are the boathouses. Further along the western cliff we 
have -- Master Danderly, please keep up - we have 
Théall’s temple…yes, awe-inspiring, isn’t it!” 

“Woah!” one of the kids cried, pointing to a massive 
field fully loaded with Hovermutts. These mighty canines 
dotted the landscape in endless assortment; shaggy, 
shorthaired, brown, grey, lean, stout. It was a sight 
trumped only by the groans of longing that spilled from 
the sidelines. 

“Woah, indeed,” LarDrumpe said. “That is Benoline 
Crabbitt’s Reserve, one of the last Hovermutt sanctuaries 
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of Lanlynne.” 
It took everything in Root to not bound over and lay 

claim of the lot. And by the looks on the faces of those 
around her, she was not alone. 

Hickard LarDrumpe swept his charges into the inner 
bailey. From a distance, the Shack had tricked them to 
look like a majestic vision, but now, upon closer 
observation, it was clearly no such thing. Perhaps in its 
day, but not in this day. In fact, it looked to be begging 
for death. Huge clay pots sprawled, cracked in mosaic 
graves. Statues lay stripped and limbless. Yellowed 
attempts at plant-life grew in gnarled clumps along the 
flagstone while the walls of the Shack itself insisted they 
might crumble away. 

Root saw a man bustle over in a shocking pink 
button-up. “Aaaaah, my friends. Welcome! Welcome to 
the House of Gubelyn, home of the finest hospitality and 
plumpiest beds!” His guests looked around, hard pressed 
to believe him. “I am your proprietor, Master Hillewur 
Gubelyn at your service!” He tipped a bow and cried, 
“Elgart!” before pasting another nervous smile into his 
cheeks. “Your usher, Elgart will be along any moment to 
help you register.” 

No one came. Gubelyn cleared his throat and called 
again. Nothing replied. He screwed up a newer, brighter 
smile and, as professionally as could be allowed, he 
screamed, “Elgaaaaaart!” 

At this, a spry old man came barreling out from 
around a corner. He wore pale coverings and his face and 
hands were pasted in a chalky substance. On his head was 
perched a thick protective hat of leather, and to the 
surprise of all, he was followed by a rather eager-seeming 
pail and mop. 

“Animata Pyre,” Know-It-All Girl whispered and 
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backed away from the spirited tools. 
“Yes, sir!” Elgart grinned at attention. 
The proprietor regained his politeness, “We have 

guests, Elgart.” 
“Oh, yes!” Elgart straightened and removed his hat. 

“Well, uh…your presence is welcome here at the House 
of Gubelyn…uh…” 

“I’ve already done that,” Master Gubelyn whispered 
through clenched teeth. “Perhaps you’d like to show 
them to the registry.” 

Elgart was quite happy to do so. “Right! Of course! 
Come along then, young ladies and gents!” 

Gubelyn drew up a third smile, this one blinking with 
relief. “Elgart will take care of you if you’d like to just 
follow him.” 

Dwyn Puffler, not surprisingly, ran to the front of the 
line, vaulting others as he did. Root rolled her eyes and 
made a point of avoiding him entirely. She resolved that it 
would be a permanent decision. 

A path was cleared by Elgart’s mop and pail. He’d 
also gestured a few shovels and a dustpan into the effort, 
offering ‘watch your step’, ‘under construction’, and 
‘careful there’ as he went. The guests were ushered to the 
Shack’s massive double doors, each overlaid with a stately 
H and G. Once becoming unstuck, they led indoors to a 
great hall. 

Root was astounded. Despite its weary underlay, this 
had, at one time, clearly been a hub of immense power 
and beauty. Before her, a grand foyer spread wide and 
inviting along a marble floor where ornate sofas and 
chairs clustered in greeting, each dominated by master 
works of art. 

Past the foyer was the registry hall where a row of tall 
desks waited, each one fussing in sundry duty. Elgart 
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directed his charges into a queue and they waited until the 
candle of a desk changed its golden flame to green. 

“There y’go,” Elgart tugged at Dwyn. “That’s your 
cue.” 

And so it went. Root’s green cue was way down at the 
end. She walked past the desks, noticing their tottering 
heights and the whipped mounds of white hair that 
sprang from the clerk sitting behind each.  

Her clerk was short and really, really plump. Meatball 
plump. He gestured for her to take a seat. “Welcome! My 
name is Slawlum.” He tapped the candle, returning its 
flame to a golden glow. “Name please.” 

“Root. Karbunkulus.” 
He stopped and looked up from his writing quill. 

“Karbunkulus? As in the pus-filled blistery boil?” 
Root grit her teeth and said nothing, prompting him 

to get on with it. After a few more pertinent details were 
secured, Slawlum extended his hand. “Now then, your 
Identikey, if you please.” 

“My…oh, right!” Root dug into her pocket and pulled 
out her honey dipper. 

“Excellent. Follow me.” Slawlum strode down the 
stairs of his stool to a door. Along one side of its frame 
there perched a panel of golden buttons, each differing in 
size and shape. Slawlum pressed one that looked like a 
skull and then pulled a lever below it.  

The door behind the frame spun upwards out of view 
and Root could see many other doors spinning past like 
the betting belts at the carnival. At last a heavy double 
door with large golden skull handles slid into frame. 

“Watch your step!” Slawlum smiled and pushed 
through. Root followed. 

Her eyes nearly fell out of their sockets. Surely this 
was a dream. She was looking onto a massive chamber. 
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She’d never seen a room so big. Or so lavish. It seemed 
the entire thing was awash in gold with crystal 
candelabras bigger than garden gazebos. She felt like 
she’d entered the very house of Théall, the Creator. 

Across the expansive tile there loomed a wall of solid 
gold vaults, endless in their reach toward an unseen 
ceiling. At the wall’s foot, a rank of vigilant sentinels 
stood in silence, head to toe in IceRock. And though 
Root could see no bodies inside the clear crystal armour, 
she knew these guards breathed. They guarded their 
silence with hands folded over long, gleaming broad 
swords. 

A cautious glance to Root’s right revealed she was not 
alone. From another door had come Dwyn Puffler. He 
was clutching a wooden spatula. Her eyes followed past 
him to another recruit, this one with a hairbrush. Root 
looked to her left. More. All standing with hanging jaws 
and household items. 

“When you’re ready, you may release your key,” 
Slawlum said. 

Even as he said it, there, in mid air, floating past 
Root’s nose was the wooden spatula. It had taken on a 
blue glow. She looked at Dwyn whose hand was empty. 
He curved it into his signature thumbs-up. 

Another key, a glowing yellow feather, floated out 
into the chasm. And another. And another. Root filled 
her lungs and opened her fingers. Her precious honey 
dipper seemed to sense its purpose as it alighted in an 
orange glow. It lifted from her palm and, as the others 
had, began a slow meandering through the air toward the 
golden vaults. 

Blue, red, orange, green. It was like the coloured 
lanterns of Winterset rising over Frozen Falls. There were 
so many glimmering keys that Root actually lost sight of 
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hers for a spell. She now honed in on a red glove 
hovering about one of the vaults. It lingered for a 
moment then moved on, unsatisfied, to another vault, 
this one circled by a blue pocket watch. 

The pocket watch departed, allowing the red glove to 
close in for inspection. Then…recognition! The glove 
promptly morphed into an actual key, which slid into the 
vault’s lock and clicked. The hatch swung open. Inside 
Root could see a golden box. It rose from sleep and 
floated into the open. Root watched the two, key and 
box, glide back across the chasm and into the hands of an 
ecstatic girl. 

This, of course sent the rest of the recruits into mad 
anticipation. With each key’s success came the elated 
jump for joy. One by one, keys found and bestowed 
shining golden boxes upon their delighted owners. 

All except Root.  
Her honey dipper seemed totally adrift. It went from 

vault to vault like a lost puppy looking for its home. 
Slawlum grew impatient. He sighed well over ten times. 
Then he looked altogether mystified when the key began 
a slow trek back to Root. There was no golden box in its 
wake. 

Root reached past her post to grab it before Slawlum 
could stop her. In a flash the sentinels moved and a 
dozen crystal broadswords gathered into a point at her 
chest. Slowly, very slowly her legs worked a backward 
return to her gasping clerk. 

She was trembling when the key finally landed in her 
palm and the sentinels returned to formation. 

“I’ll take that!” Slawlum snatched the honey dipper 
and marched back through the door to his desk. 

Root followed him with a stricken dread. By the time 
she sat down, he had already beckoned another clerk 
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over.  
“Her key came back empty,” he whispered. 
“What?” The other clerk, a woman with the same 

white cottony hair, gave Root a sideways glance. “A 
reject?” 

“I don’t know, Sherbit, that’s why I’m asking you!” 
His whisper had become rather intense so Sherbit ahem’d 
to remind him of Root’s company. 

Root watched them move into a corner and shake 
their heads. She could have sworn she heard the word 
troublemaker three times and criminal at least once. By the 
time they returned, her nails were chewed ragged. 

“We just need to step away for a moment,” Slawlum 
said. “Please, make yourself comfortable. We shan’t be 
long.” 

She watched them slip back into the vault chamber. 
Her tongue dried up. Would they find out she was wanted 
by the Dominion? Would she be dealt with swiftly and 
severely? Did swiftly and severely include Death Flat?  

Her stomach coiled in panic. She scanned the 
perimeters for escape. 

“Ahem.” 
Root was already on her feet when she saw her clerk 

at the door. He had a golden box in his hand. 
Danger surged across her heart. What information 

might spring from that box and snare her? “You found 
it!” she squeaked. 

“Of course I did,” Slawlum sniffed and took to the 
stairs of his stool. “Your vault had not been anchored 
properly, so your key couldn’t sense it, is all.”  

He gestured for her to sit. She did so, with a 
mounting fear that blocked all breath to her lungs.  

Slawlum unhinged the golden box and began pulling 
papers. Root watched with dire, calculating eyes, braced 
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for an emergency flight. There it was. Slawlum had 
paused over a page, raised a brow, and then cast a 
sideways glance. Root’s heart fled the scene. Her legs 
tensed and took her slowly to her feet.  

“Well, it all looks in order.” Slawlum clipped the box 
shut and folded his fingers in orderly completion. 

Root blinked. And buckled with relief. In the back of 
her mind she knew Fledger must have somehow worked 
his wonder. How long his Stamp would last was 
anybody’s guess. But she gladly accepted what grace this 
moment gave her. 

With her reprieve came a new clarity. “And…my 
family?” 

“Excuse me?” 
“The who and when and where of me?” 
“Oh.” Slawlum donned officialdom and rattled a 

hasty, well-worn speech. “I’m afraid, with recent errors of 
identity and mistaken vitals, law dictates that we may not 
release any familial information until official verification is 
made.” The spiel, having won the confusion of its young 
recipient, was capped with a toothy grin. “But, you’re on 
the waiting list now!” 

Root forced a weak smile. 
“Good girl.” Slawlum handed back her Identikey. 

“Master Gubelyn has agreed to provide basic rooms for 
the Clade recruits but you are welcome to upgrading if 
you so desire. For an extra fee of only two hundred 
Junos. Per day.” 

Root gulped. “No, thanks. I’m good.” 
“Very well.” He handed her a small wooden case. 
“Thank you.” She turned to leave.  
“Room nineteen forty-two,” he called after her. “In 

the eastern wing with the other recruits. Good luck to 
you, Miss Karbunkle.”  
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She flinched at his mispronunciation, but didn’t 
bother correcting him. 

 
***** 
 
“All righty, then,” Elgart said when he saw Root 

returning from the registry. “Follow me, kidlets!” 
Flanking the registry hall, two staircases of rich 

mahogany met at a mezzanine landing and wound 
upwards into endless floors. A broken spindle here and 
there could not hide their majesty. Elgart led the 
ascension, uttering more ‘watch your steps’ and ‘careful 
now’s’ as he went. 

A few floors up, Root felt an onset of cold air and 
just managed to skirt a stair with a gaping hole that she 
could have sworn was not there before. Once past the 
hole, the chill went away. The boy behind her was not so 
lucky. Elgart had to rescue his engulfed leg. 

“Forgot to mention. Careful of the cold spots,” Elgart 
announced, not just to the boy, but the whole group. 
“These here walls’ve got a mind of their own 
sometimes…like t’play tricks on unsuspecting guests. So 
long as you avoid the cold spots you’ll be just fine.” 

Root heard the word Krux whispered among the kids, 
something that had crossed her own mind. Before she 
could give it further thought, the arrival of the next floor 
brought about distraction. From here, Elgart read from a 
long list, assigning rooms and advising the new tenants to 
wash up and prepare for dinner.  

Root’s room was located on the fourteenth floor. As 
she approached, the Knocker, a young Brute with 
pierced, flappy ears, woke and extended a clawed 
handshake. “Welcome to the House of Gubelyn. Home 
of the finest hospitality and the plumpiest beds! You have 
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one unread message.” It released her hand and produced 
a letter, dropping it just before she reached it. She shot it 
a glare and scooped the letter off the floor. 

 
Dear Guest, 
 
Please note that, due to unfortunate circumstances regarding the 
Krux’s appearance in the dining hall, the Briefing shall be 
convened in the garden. Please accept our apologies for this 
inconvenience. We hope to have the furniture removed from the 
ceiling by morning.  
 
Your grateful host, 
Master Hillewur Gub 
 
Root didn’t know what to make of such a letter and 

wondered if it might be a joke. She crumpled it and 
opened her door, eager to scout a bed. She froze. The 
room was completely empty. No bed in sight.  

Correction: Her room was completely empty save for 
the creepy looking plant in the corner that saw her and 
straightened, displaying a row of deadly thorns and an 
expression that said die! 
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12 

BEDROOM IN A BOX 

 
 

s Root slowly inched herself back to the hall, a 
boy stepped out of an adjoining washroom. He 

saw the plant and sprang forward, scooping it up with a 
wagging  finger. 

“No, Bossy! Bad boy!” He looked at Root. “Sorry 
about that. Bossy’s kinda nervous around people.” 

The boy was orderly looking, with hair swept tidily to 
one side. There was an earnest look about him but, still, 
he was in Root’s room uninvited. With some sort of plant 
thug, no less. 

“Who are you? What’re you doing in my room?” she 
asked.  

“I’m, well, my name’s Lian Blick.” He offered a timid 
hand. “And…um, I think there’s just been a mistake with 
the rooms. They must’ve double booked by accident.” 

Root softened and shook his hand. “You were 
invited?” 

Lian nodded. “You?” 
“Yeah.” Root eyed him. He was immaculate from fur 

collar to gleaming shoe. “Where’re you from?” 
“Century.” 
Her eyes widened as a sleek mansion with fountains 

conjured in her mind. Suddenly the boy’s features exuded 

A 
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refinement and Root felt self-conscious. She casually 
slipped loose strands of hair behind an ear and covered 
up her dirt-filled fingernails. 

 “How about you?” the boy asked. 
She pretended not to hear him. She could tell he was 

already making assumptions by her clothes. She had just 
left Shade Howl behind. She didn’t want it following her. 

She held up her wooden cube. “What’s this for?” 
“Suite supplies,” he said, holding up his own cube. He 

opened it to show her how it worked. Inside was a 
miniature of the room they were in, only it was replete 
with luxurious furniture and décor.  

Upon pressing a button, the room transformed. It 
was now exactly as it had been in the cube. Root was 
surrounded by a luxury she had only dreamed of.  

Beyond excited, she opened her cube. Her face 
dropped. Inside was nothing but a flimsy cot, a rickety 
old side table…and an escaping fly. 

Oh. 
She felt her cheeks burn, but swallowed her pride and 

pressed the cube’s button anyway. At once the room 
shifted from sheer decadence to stark bleakness. 

She could barely look at Lian whose discomfort 
seeped into the room with hers. But rather than laugh at 
her as she’d expected, he pressed another button on his 
cube. Root’s flimsy cot disappeared, replaced by the 
opulent bed. She looked at him. 

“I didn’t like it anyway,” he said. “Honest. My dad 
made me order it.” 

“What would you do different?” she asked, convinced 
there could be nothing better than the silken sheets and 
pillows before her. 

Lian looked startled at first, as if such a question 
could not exist for him. But Root’s eyes were genuine in 
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their curiosity and he felt his heart leap over a fence. He 
looked around to make sure they were alone before 
pulling up a holographic catalogue from his cube. He 
flipped through it until he came across his longtime 
favourite.  

A moment later, Root was swaying gently on a bed 
that hung from an enormous tree bough. Its bedding was 
like soft grass and it smelled of the freshest, rain-kissed 
clover. 

She swung her legs with delight. “This is awesome! 
What else would you do?” 

She watched a smile run free from him, as if it had 
just escaped. 

“Close your eyes,” he said. “Keep ‘em closed...keep 
‘em closed...wait for it...okay!” 

Root opened her eyes. Woah! Lian had transformed 
the whole room into a spectacular woodland oasis, 
complete with waterfall. Bossy was pleased indeed. 

“This is…wow! Amazing!”  
“Your turn,” Lian said, handing her his cube. 
“Naw, I—” 
“Aw c’mon.” 
Root’s eyes twinkled. She leapt down and flipped 

through Lian’s catalogue. A minute later the bed was 
trundling the wild curves and loops of a track along the 
walls. The rest of the room was alive with carnival lights 
and games and even a treat kiosk.   

They shrieked in delight as the bed scooped them up 
for a ride. The wooden cube continued to pass between 
them, transforming the room in vivid rushes of 
imagination. 

If anyone had looked through the window, they 
would have been ambushed by flashes of colour and 
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shape, as if musing gods had taken over and pulled out all 
stops.  

Root had never had so much fun in her life. And 
from the look on Lian’s face, neither had he. By the time 
the room was finished, they had an epic den indeed and, 
moreover, an unexpected friendship. They admired their 
handiwork over a shared bite of Maple Slab from his 
lunch bag. 

A curt knock on the door interrupted them. 
“Yes?” they both called. 
“Young Master, is that you? It’s me, Swinston.” 
Lian’s shoulders drooped. “It’s my dad’s attendant.” 
He waved his hand and the two locks of the door 

promptly sprung and clicked into place. Root tried not to 
stare. He had Ember. Of course he did. She instinctively 
looked at her Etch, bemoaning its delay. 

Swinston was not impressed. “Master Lian! If you’re 
in there, I demand you let me in!” 

 “I don’t think he’s gonna go away any time soon,” 
Root chuckled. 

Lian sighed and waved his hand again. The locks 
unfastened and the door opened. 

Upon spying Lian, the man was overcome with relief. 
“Young Master. I have searched everywhere. Thank 
goodness, you’re all right!” 

“I’m fine, Swinston.” Lian was plainly annoyed. 
Swinston leered around the room. “What’re you 

doing in the eastern wing? You are the son of Lord 
Blick.” 

“I happen to like it here.” 
“And what, may I ask, is wrong with your 

arrangements? Ah, let me guess,” he imitated the boy, 
“Too big and too clean.” 

Root lowered her chin and smiled. 
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“Well, they are.” Lian insisted. 
“I’ll hear nothing of it. If you have concern, take it up 

with your father.” 
“Like he ever listens to me,” Lian groaned as he 

gathered his belongings.  
Swinston swiveled a narrowed eye toward Root as he 

ushered Lian to the door. 
“Wait,” Root held up Lian’s wooden cube. “What 

about your--”  
“Oh, that must be yours. I didn’t get mine yet.” There 

was a wink in his smile. “G’bye, Root. And good luck.” 
Before she could answer, Swinston quickened him 

through the door and slammed it behind them. 
 
***** 
 
Root set a ladder to her newly fashioned drift bed. It 

had stationed itself, for now, by the window. She climbed 
into its cumulus layers and closed her eyes. Oh what a 
bed. Her very own, no less. 

She reached for her books and hugged them to her 
chest, bringing Fledger into her heart. Her fingers traced 
over the letters and binding. The first book, The Old Hat’s 
Book of Fanciful Firsts was a simple text in beginner 
Stamps, most of which she had already memorized. She 
loved it for its warm humour.  

The second book, The Opus of Wits was her favourite. 
She loved the feel of its weight and the way Fledger had 
embossed the letters in gold. In truth, she could barely 
understand this book. It was highly advanced, as Fledger 
had said, its contents at the level of a master Wits Pyrist. 
Even so, Root surprised him with a mild translation. She 
had combed through it enough times to understand that 
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Wits was a Pyre with great heat and that the master of 
such a Pyre could enter the mind of another. 

She had loved this idea instantly and used to while 
away her younger hours imagining her thoughts 
somehow, magically leaping across space and landing in 
the middle of her parents’ sentences. Hello, this is your 
daughter. Come back. 

She opened her eyes and floated them across her 
room. How could this be real? She’d somehow managed 
to cram every childhood daydream along its walls and 
flooring. There were the requisite stripes, on tea mugs 
and lamps. There was the giant caterpillar of Marble 
Melts, an every-sided drawer cabinet, cobwebs strung 
with tiny party lanterns, blue shutters, paper stars, a candy 
bead curtain, an oracle dartboard, an orange tub… 

She sat up. 
Her very own tuuuuuuuuuub! 
The water took its time filling the glazed porcelain. 

Root’s anticipation was through the roof. She decided she 
would happily drown in the steam alone. And, once in, 
she would scrub. She would scrub until her skin was pink 
and the grunge of Shade Howl was forever lost down the 
drain.  

She had just turned off the faucet when a loud snort 
startled her. She dropped to her knees and gawked 
around the room. 

The snort came again. It was a little clay pig that Lian 
had added to the décor. Only it was not clay at all. It was 
fleshy and wiry and moreover, breathing. It rolled over 
from its position on her bedside table.  

“Who’re you?” Root demanded. 
“I am your Klok,” the little pig yawned.  “And as 

such, it is my duty to inform you that the Briefing starts 
in two minutes. In other words, you’re late.” 
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13 

RIVALS 

 
 

 oot rushed to the back of the citadel where a flux 
of kids bottlenecked into a large, open foyer. At 

least a hundred more were already claiming turf in the 
foyer, cheering some action Root could not yet see. 

As she moved to the front she caught sight of an 
animal. It was small, not even to her knees, with a thick 
ringed tail and two very frightened eyes. It seemed to 
have wedged itself under a table and now Root could see 
a boy moving toward it. 

The boy pointed his fist. A flare dartled from a large 
ring on his finger and the next thing Root knew the 
creature was decimated. There’d been a cry of despair and 
then dead. Just like that. She stood in horror as cheers 
erupted around her. 

When the shouts became louder she looked to see 
that there were three more ring-tailed creatures 
desperately vying for escape. The crowd actually gave the 
boy room to hunt them, laughing as he sent more killing 
flares into their desperate path. Root was shocked that no 
one was helping these creatures, which were hardly a 
danger worthy of such attack. 

She held back, looking for a door she could open, 
hoping to entice the animals out. They were fast, very 

R 
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fast, zooming in and around the foyer, taking to walls, 
drapes, even the large chandelier. But despite their quick 
defenses, the boy took them down one after the other to 
the great entertainment of a crowd that Root decided was 
of the cruelest mentality. 

When there was only one animal left, a desperate, 
trembling thing, cowered in a corner, Root sprang 
without thought. She had the animal in her arms in no 
time and was warning the boy not to take another step. 

The crowd boo’d her. Boo’d her. She couldn’t believe 
it. 

“What’re you doing!” the boy yelled. He was a bony 
thing with sly, puny eyes. 

“Leave the poor thing alone!” Root yelled back. 
“Can’t you see it just wants to be set free?” 

“What’re you talking about!” the boy looked baffled. 
“Get outta the way!” 

“No!” 
“You better move or I’m gonna…” 
A sound filled the room. It was like a spin of music 

going down a drain. Nearly everyone in the crowd 
moaned in protest.  

The boy’s eyes narrowed at Root. “You stupid feebus! 
You just lost me money!” 

“Who cares about your money! These animals lost 
their lives!” Root tucked the creature closer. 

“Are you serious?” The boy looked at the crowd, “I 
think the kracker might be serious!” 

A wall of faces broke into searing laughter. 
“It’s a game!” the boy hissed. He took the ring off his 

finger and showed her its embossed lettering. “Rival Ring 
Sporting Guild…It’s not real!” 
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Root’s mouth gaped open. A game? “But what 
about…?” She lifted the animal. It was stiff like a 
taxidermic trophy. “Oh! I’m sorry. I thought it was…” 

The boy blocked her path. “Sorry doesn’t get me my 
Junos back!”  

“Leave ‘er alone, Kor. She didn’t know.” Root saw 
Lian move into the open.  

The boy, Kor, stiffened, then glared at Root. “How 
can you not know? You from Shade Howl or something? 
An alley rat?” 

More laughter. Root felt heat rise in her cheeks. 
Lian tugged her forward. “C’mon.” 
“Where d’ya think you’re going?” Kor intercepted 

her. “You owe me a Quarry. How ‘bout I take that little 
gewgaw around yer neck as payment!” 

Behind him, a stalky boy with a protruding lower jaw 
laughed, “Gew gaw,” and reached for Root’s amber 
necklace. She clutched it and swerved back. 

“Just ignore them,” Lian said, pushing past. 
Kor turned to Lian. “Wow, the corndip’s actually got 

a voice. Guess he thinks he’s pretty important now ‘cause 
he got invited into the Clade. Don’t kid yourself, Blick. 
Everyone knows you’re just here to dip quills. How else 
would a feebus like you get called?” 

“Woah,” Root broke in. “Just ‘cause I wrecked your 
dumb game doesn’t mean you can snark off to everyone 
else.” 

“Ooooooo, look! Blick’s got himself a howler for a 
girlfriend!” 

A few snickers came from the herd behind him. 
Root’s whole body steamed. She hurled the now defunct 
Quarry at Kor’s head.  
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He caught it with ease. “That all you got, Gewgaw?” 
He squeezed the animal until it flared and burst into a ball 
of fire. 

Root shrank back, once again cursing the tardiness of 
her own Ember.  

“Cut it out, Kor.” Lian waved his hand, withering the 
fire into ash.  

“What’re y’gonna do, feebus?” Kor snapped, ensuring 
his very annoying pace wasn’t about to slow anytime 
soon. “Tell your big, important daddy? Can’t handle it 
yourself?” 

“Pretty sure he just did,” came a voice from behind 
Root.  

All eyes turned to see Dwyn Puffler walking defiantly 
toward Kor, space fully given him. A hedge of girls sighed 
as he passed. One, a pretty thing in an over-the-top pink 
tiara, elbowed her way to the front for a better view. 

Wait a minute! Root blinked. The girl was Hilly 
Punyun, the snoot who tried to steal Fledger’s book. Root 
groaned as she realized the girl must have also been 
invited to the Clade. This was getting worse by the 
minute.  

“And I’m hungry,” Dwyn puffed his chest, “So if 
y’don’t mind, I’d like to get my dinner.” 

Kor returned Dwyn’s glare, “I will turn you to dust.” 
Undaunted, Dwyn drew in closer, “I’ll see your lame 

little dustball and raise you a fist in your pasty, insect-like 
face that even a mother would cry to look at and stomp 
with a stinking mop of fish juice that’s still better than the 
rotting stink of your breath.” 

Wow. In that single run-on sentence, though no one 
understood a word he said, Dwyn won a host of new 
admirers. Root herself was somewhat impressed. The 
lesser of two evils, she thought. Even so, she didn’t need 
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him to fight her battles. Her attempt to intercept, 
however, was diverted by the carbonated arrival of Master 
Hillewur Gubelyn. 

“Ah, wonderful. You’re all here. Well then, let’s not 
waste any time. You must be starving!”  

He threw open an immense pair of stained glass 
doors. Root looked past the threshold and blinked. She 
could not believe her eyes.  
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14 

THE CLADE OF ACQUISITIONS 

 
 

illewur Gubelyn beamed. He had managed to 
evade the Krux’s reach and now ushered his 

guests into an enchanted garden court where golden lights 
twinkled along a border of trees, keeping the night at bay. 
Root noticed they were not strung lights, but living buds 
of the actual boughs. 

  “Spark Willow,” Lian said, tugging her forward into 
a sea of meticulously adorned tables. “They’re native to 
Elder Weald in the northeast.”  

“Is that what Spark Bark comes from?” 
“Uh huh. C’mon.” 
A gilded moon hung so low it looked like one could 

reach up and scoop from it. Gubelyn disappeared into a 
bustle of workers while Root and Lian found a festive 
table further into the garden. A glowing bouquet took its 
center, gently illuminating their faces. 

The table sat near to an immense Spark Willow tree, 
by far the grandest in the garden. Its girth was nearly the 
width of the Copper Quill and, to Root’s amazement, 
several full size tables were cradled among its twisting 
boughs. 

“Clade Jury,” Lian pointed out. 

H 
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Gubelyn’s workers ascended and descended carven 
stairs along both sides of its enormous trunk. 

A round-faced boy in knickers and suspenders 
approached their table. He looked to Root like one of 
those cherubs she had seen floating around in old 
paintings. Even his cheeks had a rosy stipple. She 
remembered that he was the one who’d been nearly 
swallowed by the Krux on the staircase. 

“Anyone sitting here?” His hands nervously clutched 
the back of a chair. 

“No, go right ahead.” Root smiled as he slipped in 
beside her and folded his hands in his lap. “My name’s 
Root. And this is Lian.” 

The boy’s cheeks turned rosier. “Lian Blick? Nifty! Is 
your dad Lord Blick, then?” 

Lian nodded uncomfortably. 
“Wow! I’m Milden Ibbbs, with three b’s.” 
“Isn’t your dad on the Jury? Milwart Ibbbs?” Lian 

asked. 
“Yes he is!” the boy beamed. “His first time. He’s 

more nervous than me, which is saying something!” 
Rich, savoury bowls of soup were placed in front of 

them, followed by fresh baked rolls still steaming warmth. 
It was the beginning of a sumptuous meal. A luscious, 
succulent, deliciously sumptuous meal that Root would 
not easily forget. Their glasses were filled and refilled with 
what tasted like grape cream and dessert arrived in 
mounds of molten chocolate. 

When she finished, Root thought she might explode. 
She pushed her chair from the table and tried to twist a 
long breath in with all that food.  

“You okay?” Lian asked. 
She nodded. “Just…never eaten so much.” 
With her hands over her stomach she regarded the 
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other many guests of the courtyard. She spotted Kor. He 
was beside the jut-jawed boy who, along with the rest of 
the table, sat in silent, undivided attention while Kor 
blabbered on. 

At a table to Kor’s right, impossible not to notice, sat 
Hilly Punyun, her pink tiara serving up more glare than a 
lighthouse beacon. She was gazing dreamily at something. 
Root followed her eyes, which, by no surprise, led to 
Dwyn Puffler. He surely crackled with charisma, all 
waving arms and elbowed punch lines. His table of new 
devotees was positively mesmerized. Root shook her head 
and laughed. 

A hush skimmed across the garden. Lian poked Root. 
She drew back around and saw that Hillewur Gubelyn 
had risen from a table in the giant Spark Willow.  

Lian filled Root in on his story. “Hillewur Gubelyn,” 
he began, “is eighteenth in a long line of merchants who 
have attempted to convert the Shack into a business 
venture of some sort, this latest, of course, being a so-
called luxury inn. Each attempt, however, has failed…” 

“’Cause of the Krux,” Milden added with an anxious 
cough. “I wish we were placed somewhere else. Why did 
they have to put the Clade here?” 

“Because it’s not in Dominion jurisdiction and that 
way the Guardian can keep his greedy paws off,” Lian 
said. “At least that’s what mum says.” 

“Gee, she and my friend, Fledger would get along 
splendidly,” Root laughed. 

With a gold napkin, Gubelyn dabbed the corners of 
his mouth and placed it on a podium clutched in the 
leaves of the biggest branch. He cleared his throat “Good 
evening. It is my honour to welcome you all to my 
humble inn. I’m sure you have much to discuss, of 
course, but first, a quick reminder that we share these 
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walls with a Krux. Thus the needful call to avoid cold 
spots at all times. If you do find that you have stumbled 
upon the Krux and experienced 
some…erm…misfortune, the Curatives wing is available 
at all hours.  

“Now then, please allow me to thank those whose 
generous support has allowed us this superb feast.” He 
unfurled a list. “Foremost, for his unceasing patronage, 
Master Grotius Vulcherk.” 

A man with oily strings of white hair stood up, 
looking not unlike a corpse. He pushed the tall stiff collar 
of his cloak to one side and bowed. The audience 
response was mixed. Kor’s table seemed to appreciate 
him the most. 

So that’s Grotius Vulcherk, Root thought. Though 
the man had never shown his face in Shade Howl, his 
name had been bounced around often enough at the 
Jobbery. There seemed to be a lot of things this man 
wanted to wrap his fingers around. Dark things. The 
Aunts had tried to get Root to take one of his scavenging 
jobs, to no avail. Even his name had made her skin crawl 
and this night was no different.  

“Doesn’t look the encouraging sort,” she commented. 
“The only thing Grotius Vulcherk encourages is the 

gaining of riches,” Lian agreed. “Besides having an 
investment in the Shack, he owns a buncha shops across 
Lanlynne, practically one in every town. Mum says he’s 
got connections with the Soot Market. She won’t even let 
me near his windows.” 

Root knew of the Soot Market and wasn’t surprised. 
“Maybe she thinks he’d sell you,” she joked. But looking 
up at the man’s cadaverous eyes, she wondered if it might 
not be true. “Where is your mum, anyway?” 
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“Well, after she dropped me off at dad’s she said she 
was leaving for Foxton to paint a portrait - she’s a 
Chroma Pyrist. But usually she’s at her house in Century. 
Opposite direction of dad’s.” 

“Milwart Ibbbs,” Gubelyn announced. 
Milden tugged Root’s sleeve, alerting her to a small 

thin-haired man with a genial disposition who stood 
briefly and waved. “That’s my dad!” Milden beamed. 

His large, doting eyes captured Root and, with a pang, 
she clutched the image of a woman with a radiant streak 
of blue in her hair, the obscure piece of a vanished 
puzzle. 

“And now, without further ado, the moment you 
have been waiting for! Please welcome Lanlynne’s 
Historeus Aevum, Madam Mordgidika Keen!” 

Root recognized the name from her invitation and 
craned to see a woman with long feathers of silvery white 
hair descend from a table in the Spark Willow. She drew 
up to the podium and paused, casting a powerful 
presence. Her smile drew many lines and from them two 
eyes shone like dewdrops. The entire garden court, guest 
and server alike, stilled with awe.  

“Good evening, gentle guests,” Madam Keen 
presented a cool, liquid voice. “Welcome to the Clade of 
Acquisitions.”  

She waved her hand. Immediately the buds of the 
Spark Willows dimmed and, in the centre of the 
courtyard, a much larger candescence stole attention. It 
came from the biggest Imitari Root had ever seen. 
Normally these holographic lanterns were compact and 
easy to carry. Not this one. Within its vast crystalline 
bounds, a massive object gathered into form, igniting the 
crowd into excited whispers. 
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The object was a round pewter disc with runic 
symbols along its outer perimeter. Root realized it was the 
same symbol that was in her invitation.  

“There was a time,” Madam Keen began, “when that 
emblem spurred awe in the hearts of all. As the insignia 
of the Clade of Acquisitions, it meant that the lost were 
to be found again and that darkness would be brought 
into light. It is the symbol of the Bone Grit. The Finder. 
Led by the greatest Bone Grit of all time, Kneebone 
Grayshank, these masters found rats and strange moulds 
before the same plagued our land. They found water 
when the rains stopped and IceRock for the warrior 
blade. 

“Bone Grits were loved by the people, courted and 
blessed by royalty. They were the Master Finders of their 
age. And that is why you are here. Whether you found us 
or we found you, the Fates have brought us together. 
This day, each and every one of you has a chance to raise 
the legendary Clade from the ashes and continue in the 
footsteps of greatness.  

“You have before you an invitation to declare 
yourself, to go forth and seek out your first Find.” She 
paused to let her words settle. Then she regarded her 
audience, one by one, with sober eyes. “If you feel a 
stirring in your heart, pray you stay and honour its 
meaningful beat. Give it the opportunity of a lifetime, the 
chance to become greater than itself.”  

Root definitely felt a stirring in heart. Sure, it was 
something to do with the obvious protection from 
Dominion’s grasp, but even so, the very notion of 
Madam Keen’s offer, the chance to place her feet upon a 
hero’s path, that was why her heart truly pattered.  

“And with that,” Madam Keen curved her speech 
into tangible notes, “let us get right to it then shall we! 
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You are here to find. And just what exactly are you to 
find?” 

The Imitari ignited again. The Clade symbol swirled 
away, replaced by something new. Something 
extraordinary, whose very arrival took the courtyard’s 
breath away. 

Madam Keen positively beamed, “The Miist of 
Kalliope!” 

It was beautiful. Its enlarged image hung in the 
Imitari’s light for all to see, a gleaming flask, round bellied 
with a long, elegant neck. Around its base, golden hands 
reached skyward and its front yielded a colourful mosaic 
of precious gems. Among these, in its centre, a great ruby 
dominated. 

Root took one look at it and flooded with 
goosebumps, but also a strange dread. Instinctively she 
knew that this was going to be a big job, way bigger than 
the cheap scavenging contracts of the Jobbery. 

Madam Keen launched into history. “The Miist of 
Kalliope was an elixir of profound healing, even 
rumoured to have transcended death. It was unique to 
Kalliope’s powerful brewing Pyre, never able to be 
duplicated.”  

At this, the Imitari swirled and shifted into an image 
of Kalliope herself, a raven-haired beauty that stole the 
breath. 

“She had many vials on hand that saw much conflict,” 
Madam Keen continued. “In fact, hers was the name 
most often called on the battlefield.” 

Again the Imitari shifted its light and the terror of war 
came into grisly view. Here, men and women lay in the 
throes of misery and death.  

Madam Keen continued, while the Imitari accorded 
with further visuals. “Kalliope would arrive and release 
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the Miist’s power upon the suffering masses. Its purple 
healing dew would settle over the land like a cool drink 
and within moments those that were lifeless walked 
again.” 

Her audience remained rapt as the miracle of the 
Miist unfurled. Chests heaved with breath and renewed 
life surged along the battleground. At length, the Miist of 
Kalliope returned, spinning and sparkling before them.  

“Yes, a potent force to be sure,” Madam Keen sighed. 
“Now a long lost fragment of Lanlynne’s rich history. 
Meant for the care and study of our most esteemed 
chroniclers but, alas, obscured somewhere among the 
terrible shadows of war.”  

The Imitari switched off, pulling Madam Keen back 
into focus. “That, my nimble Finders, is your mission…to 
find the historic Miist of Kalliope and return it to its 
rightful place in Lanlynne’s halls.” She clasped her hands. 
“And here to share the details of your quest is the 
honourable Lord Borgnine Blick.” 

The room energized as a man descended the stairs of 
the Spark Willow. Lian sat up straight, triggering Root to 
do the same. 

“Is that your father?” she asked. 
He nodded, not taking his eyes off the man. 
Lord Blick had a smooth, bald head and commanding 

eyes. A rich purple uniform clad him stiffly and 
importantly. He cleared his throat and set a pair of glasses 
upon his nose. 

“As Madam Keen mentioned, I am Lord Blick, 
Brédin Master,” His was a powerfully rich voice, a voice 
of respect and authority. “Though it is my sincere desire 
you will not need the services of a Brédin…”  

“What’s a Brédin?” Root asked. 
“Shshsh…” Lian whispered. 
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His father continued. “Be warned, this is no trivial 
hunt for a lost treasure! This is a quest for the very souls 
of our heroes past!” His words entranced the audience. 
“But, as your predecessors faced hardship, thus shall each 
and every one of you. You may be dragged into the very 
trenches of doubt. There shall be times when you will 
surely beg for the comforts of your homes. Indeed, this 
quest is not for the faint of heart.” 

“Wow,” Root swallowed back the fear that was 
beginning to grip her insides. “Your dad sounds pretty 
serious.”  

“He’s always serious. He even laughs seriously,” Lian 
whispered.  

Root’s doubts were soon trampled by the now 
swelling thunder of Lord Blick’s epilogue. “But among 
you, from the fires of bravery shall rise victors! New 
heroes! Not beaten, not broken, but rebirthed. Never to 
know the suffering of petty lives again!” 

The final note of his speech rang like a distant bell of 
old, conjuring images of majesty and greatness. Root felt 
like her heart was soaring in the wind. 

Lord Blick’s voice fell earthbound again. “In honour 
of the Bone Grit range, you have permission to move 
freely throughout Lanlynne as per the direction of your 
intuition. However, for the purposes of safety and 
accountability, there will be parameters. Firstly, you will 
be divided into Bonds of three.” 

Root felt her body seize with his words. Her eyes 
darted around the courtyard. Who would she be stuck 
with?  

Lord Blick continued. “As you can see there will be a 
great many Bonds on this quest, indeed participation is in 
the hundreds. So herein lies your greatest challenge …” 
He paused, charging the nervous rustlings of the room to 
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cease. “As the Bone Grits of old were required to test 
their merit, so too must the Bone Grit of today. In this, 
the first Find, there are only six Miists to be found. Thus, 
those Bonds who return with one of the six shall remain 
in the Clade. Those who do not, shall be sent home, 
blessed to pursue their true callings.” 

An explosion of angst erupted at the tables. Root’s 
head felt as thick and wild as a snowstorm. There was no 
true calling for her outside of the Clade. The only thing 
awaiting her outside its gate was Death Flat. She had no 
choice but to find a Miist. 

Lord Blick raised his hand for quiet. “Each Bond will 
receive a truss pack. It will include pertinent aids such as 
Roads, Bloworms, funds et cetera. It will also include 
BeanBugs, which are the only means to summon a 
Brédin. These BeanBugs are not to be misused. They are 
there for your protection if you have exhausted all other 
measures. To those of you with selective hearing, let me 
make myself clear. Never is this tool to be used carelessly. 
The Brédin’s time and mine are not to be mistreated.” 

“I don’t understand. What’s a Brédin?” Root asked 
again. 

“Let’s just say I’m glad they’re on our side!” Milden 
said with childlike glee. 

Lian was not so enthusiastic. “They’re ancient beings 
gifted with immortality and the wisdom it affords them. 
They’re renowned for their higher pursuits of peace, 
poetry, and fine art. Paradoxically, they are also among 
the most powerful military forces in all of Lanlynne.” 

“And your dad is Brédin Master?” Root’s eyes were 
wide. 

“A position that’s passed down from generation to 
generation!” Milden added, raising his brows. 
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“So you’ll be Brédin Master, too?” Root loved this 
idea. 

“I don’t know,” Lian shifted an unsteady gaze to his 
father. “I’m not…I’m not like him.”  

In the arms of the great Spark Willow, Lord Blick 
pressed on. “Each Bond will be given a reporting Rover 
who will serve as your guide. He or she will aid in 
navigation and general wilderness survival, but will not 
take a leadership role. Theirs is to be an entity of non-
interference, a mere aid not unlike the aids in your truss 
packs.”  

Despite his desire to continue, Lord Blick could not 
ignore the hand that now waved from the table in front 
of him. “Yes?” he semi-growled. 

“Uh…hi,” Root said. “Uh, I’m just wondering 
sir…this Find sounds kinda risky. I mean…will there be 
some sort of…payment included in those truss packs?” 
From behind her, she could hear the gasps of the crowd. 
She turned around. “What? It’s a fair question.” And 
indeed, in her experience, it was. She had learned, the 
hard way, that payment from the Aunts came a lot sooner 
when its details were hashed out in advance. And even 
then there was delay. 

Before Lord Blick could reply, a man stood up from a 
table in the giant Spark Willow. “Allow me, Borgnine.”  

Root watched the man descend and make his way to 
the podium. His eyes seemed to take in the whole of the 
garden court with enormous concentration, as if sweeping 
it for clues. A short beard of loose braids covered his 
chin, each tip wrapped in soft, mellowed hide. He gave 
the impression that he had seen many trials and from him 
came an Ember heat Root could hardly ignore. Lord 
Blick himself moved aside, nodding with esteem.  
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The man looked directly at Root. “What is your 
name?” His smile was kind. 

“Root…Karbunkulus.” 
She tried to tune out the snickers behind her, but 

Hilly’s voice was hard to ignore as it yelped, “Ew! She 
was named after a boil!  A blistery pus-filled carbuncle!”  

“Well Root,” the man’s smile was unaffected by the 
chatter. He, in fact, seemed delighted by her boldness. 
“Thank you for a very wise and assertive question. I am 
happy to inform you, all of you, that you received your 
payment yesterday.” His eyes twinkled at the sea of tilting, 
blank faces before him. “In the form of a coin,” he 
added. 

This brought about gasps of recollection and soon the 
courtyard was digging into pockets and pulling out the 
same coin that had come to Root on Birthday, the one 
with the strange symbol.   

“Ah grand!” the man clapped his hands together.  
“What is it?” Root asked. 
“Your reward!” he said.  
“A weird coin?” 
The man laughed. “A weird coin that shall reveal a 

very special payment upon your victorious return! A 
reward, unique to each of you, that will be of the most 
benefit you could ever hope for!” 

Now this was payment, Root thought, as did every 
one else now clutching their suddenly very precious coins. 

The man’s smiled landed on Root again, “I hope that 
answers your question.” 

“Yes, sir! Thank you very much!” 
“Who is that?” Root whispered to Lian the moment 

she sat back down.  
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“That’s Jorab,” he whispered back. “Now, he’s 
amazing. He should be Guardian. He and Madam Keen. 
Pfff, they should be the Monarchs.” 

“That what your mum says?” 
“That’s what everyone says.” 
Lord Blick returned his military clout to the podium 

and cleared his throat. “Now then, the Bonds. These will 
be your family, your comrades for the duration of the 
Find. Please pay attention. Once your name is called, you 
will join your fellow Bondmates and wait patiently.” 

The room snapped to attention. Some of the recruits 
clutched each other. Some crossed fingers. Some closed 
their eyes and silently begged for the perfect mate. As 
Lord Blick read off names, more than one bawled once 
separated from a friend or placed with someone less 
favourable. 

Hilly squealed with delight as she was put with two of 
her closest friends. All three shrieked with such blare that 
some of the Willow sparks went out. 

Lord Blick continued down the long list of names, 
which, despite its length, had all at the edge of their seat. 
Finally, he called out, “Root Karbunkulus!” 

Root stood and dug for breath. She closed her eyes 
and planted Lian’s name firmly in her mind. 

“Lian Blick,” came Lord Blick’s resonant voice. 
Lian and Root sprang into a clutch and bounce of 

flurried relief that was soon halted by the disapproving 
glare of Lord Blick. They channeled their glee into 
twitching dams and awaited the third name. 

“Dwyn Puffler!” 
And, just like that, the moment died. Root’s relief 

emptied like a flitting balloon as Dwyn rose and strode 
toward them. Sure, he had demonstrated a certain amount 
of bravado standing up to Kor, but how would she deal 
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with that swagger, that winking, waving, punching, 
vaulting, insufferable swagger? She barely managed to 
applaud. 

Dwyn passed Kor’s table, and with far too much 
coincidence, took a sudden pitch and fell, face first, to the 
floor.  

“That was no accident,” Lian whispered. “Kor 
tripped him!” 

Root watched Kor smirk not unlike the Aunts on 
market day. Dwyn got to his feet. Undaunted, he waved 
like a plucky top hat, smoothing over any doubt as to his 
charm. As he sauntered toward Root, she resolved that, 
despite his swollen head, he was a much better pick than 
Kor. 

The moon had sunk so low that Lord Blick had 
become an impressive silhouette in its middle. Finally, he 
came to the anticipated end and relinquished the podium, 
once more, to Madam Keen. 

Her smile spread into every corner of the courtyard. 
“And thus ends our--” 

“Ahem!” 
Madam Keen flinched and looked to a table in the 

giant Spark Willow, where a woman stood and waved. 
Root groaned - it was Hilly’s mother, Hyvis Punyun - but 
found solace in seeing Madam Keen’s eyes roll with the 
same exasperation.  

“Ah yes,” Keen’s words squeezed out of a rigid smile. 
“Here to share Clade rules and regulations, please 
welcome Madam Hyvis Punyun.” 

“Thank you!” Hyvis gushed, jostling Madam Keen to 
the side. “I was honoured to be involved in this 
extraordinary event the moment my daughter Hilly was 
called. There she is! Stand up Sweetlet! Go on! Show 
them your new gown, my little Spritzer!” 
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Hilly stood up and waved to the crowd as if she were 
a queen. Madam Keen loudly cleared her throat, 
prompting Hyvis back to task.  

“Anyway,” Hyvis humphed. “Upon finding out my 
Hilly was called, my duty as a parent was to ensure, first 
and foremost, her safety; she was to be working among 
a…well, a diverse sort, after all. And what better way than 
to join the Jury!” She laughed ineffectually, like an 
elbowed joke. “With that in mind, I took it upon myself 
to assemble some rules.” 

She held up a small booklet and took in her audience 
like a scholar to toddlers.  

“This is The Finders Book of Propriety. It shall be 
your sacred creed, children. In it I have detailed the rules 
that each and every one of you shall obey, for your own 
good, of course. There are, in total, 989 essentials.” She 
cleared her throat. “Number one…” 

“Thank you very, very much!” Madam Keen had 
jumped with extraordinary speed. “I’m sure they can read 
the rules in their own time.” She squeezed between Hyvis 
and the podium until Hyvis relinquished with a very 
pointed glare. “Now then,” Madam Keen sped through 
the last of the briefing. “A storm is headed our way. 
Please proceed with initial planning and research indoors. 
Your Rovers will be joining you to help with any 
questions and concerns. Thank you and good night.” 

Root, Lian and Dwyn stared at each other. 
“Well, let’s go,” Dwyn said at last. And the three of 

them, a Bond, one of hundreds, drifted indoors, no 
longer curious recruits, but Finders of the Loyal Order of 
the Clade of Acquisitions.   
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15 

VALADORS 

 
 

he Bond decided to meet in Dwyn’s room, as it 
was halfway between the other two. Once inside, 

Root laid claim to a stool that came with a spiraling 
pedestal. It had twisted up to the ceiling and was now on 
its way back down, offering her a three hundred and sixty 
degree view of Dwyn’s assorted oddities, all of which 
were regarded with no shortage of amusement. There was 
the broken lamp blob, which was supposed to morph 
into whatever shape, size or colour was required, a bank 
of Quarry Quest Games with the timers already run out, 
athletic posters with Dwyn’s face replacing the actual 
athletes and a motley crew of instruments that were yet to 
be tuned. 

Dwyn himself sat on an oversized rocking bed, utterly 
engrossed with the supplies of their truss pack. Lian, 
armed with book and quill, jotted down notes from an 
upturned laundry basket. Centre to all was the Miist, 
hanging midair, in the light of a handy compact Imitari. 

“This is the best!” Dwyn said. “I’m gonna so kick 
Finder butt. I’ll be even better than that first Bone Grit, 
Elbow Graystink.” 

“Kneebone Grayshank,” Root and Lian both 
corrected. 

T 
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“Right. I heard a kid say his Ember came like lava 
through his veins, so torched that, even as a child he 
could find the very throne of ThéAll if he wanted to. He 
was that amazing.”  

“Well if he was, it didn’t last,” Lian said.  
“What? Why?” 
“Legend has it that greed hardened his heart and he 

set his finds upon dark Losts. Like secrets. The kind of 
secrets that led to more Losts, like missing bodies. Then, 
it was said he found something that changed the course 
of history.” 

“What?” Root and Dwyn asked at the same time. 
Lian shrugged. “Records don’t tell what it was, but it 

was bad enough to have prompted the monarch to exile 
him forever.” Root and Dwyn said nothing, lost to 
wonder what he could have found that would create such 
a reaction. “Anyway,” Lian dipped his quill. “We should 
list our assets for the Find. Root, what’s your Pyre?”  

Root lowered her eyes. “I don’t know. My Ember’s 
not Bloomed yet. Like, at all.” 

Dwyn, still mesmerized by the goodies of the truss 
pack, didn’t even seem to hear Lian. 

“Dwyn?” Lian said louder. 
“Mmm.” 
“Have you been Stamped?” 
“Yup.” He’d been admiring a strange object and now 

realized it was lint. He flicked it away. “But I’m Cold.” 
Root nearly choked. Lian’s mouth gaped. 
Dwyn’s eyes lifted from the truss pack. “What? You 

got a problem with that?”  
 “No,” Lian said. “When were you Stamped? 
“Months ago.” 
“That doesn’t mean you’re Cold.” 
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“Name one person whose Ember didn’t come in for 
months.” 

“My dad.” 
Dwyn stopped looting the truss pack. “Don’t play 

with me.” 
“I’m not. A Stamped Cold is very, very rare. If your 

Ember hasn’t come it’s more likely you’re just blocked 
somehow.” 

“Are you serious? How do I unblock it?” 
“You have to coerce it…keep kindling until it--” 
“Quick!” Dwyn leapt up, tripping over his own feet. 

“One of you teach me a Stamp?”  
“I don’t know any,” Root said. “I mean, I do. I’ve 

read up on a ton. But, I’ve never actually done any.” 
Dwyn got onto his knees. “Lian?” 
“Fine. But later.” 
“Yeessss!” 
“Okay,” Lian gladly got back to business. “Moving 

on. My main Pyre is Natruism with a secondary 
Ingenium. 

Dwyn blinked at him with no small hint of 
annoyance. “Two kindled Pyres. Of course.” 

“What? It’s not that uncommon.” 
“Uh huh. So, Natruism. You can bend nature to your 

will?” 
“I wouldn’t say bend. I’m more of a conduit for 

which the Ember may channel to generate symbiotic…” 
He noticed their glazed looks. “Yeah, I can do nifty 
things with nature ‘n stuff.” 

“Great!” Dwyn said. “Well, I’m strong. With a 
secondary ‘cool’! Not to brag but…”  

“And bold.” Root added. “Taking on a trigger-happy 
jerk like Kor, with no Ember to back you. Either that or 
you’re just plain dim.” 
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“I’ve been called worse,” Dwyn chuckled. 
“Strong and bold.” Lian’s quill scratched the words 

across his page. “Good. That’s good. How ‘bout you, 
Root?” 

“Um…I’m agile, I guess. And pretty fast. I’ve also 
been called brazen a lot, but I think that’s a good thing.”  

“Agreed,” Lian added. “Especially when you asked 
my dad about the reward.” 

“Yeah!” Dwyn said. “I wanted to know the same 
thing but was too terrified to ask.” He turned to Lian. 
“Your dad’s scary!” 

Root smiled as Lian added, not ‘brazen’, but ‘brave’ 
under her name.  

“Okay, let’s see what information we can gather about 
the Miist.” He turned to a new page. “What little I do 
know,” he expounded, “is that Kalliope’s Pyre was 
Concoction and--” 

“What’s this for?” Dwyn held up something that 
looked like a chunk of soft putty. 

“It’s a universal key.” Lian grabbed the putty and 
jammed it back in the bag. 

“I remember Kalliope,” Root said. “She was one of 
those statues along Guardian’s Gate. Brave and beloved.” 

“Well, to some,” Lian clarified, “To others she was 
most despised…Don’t do that!” Lian had spied Dwyn 
about to dump out the contents of a velvet pouch. 

“What?” Dwyn stopped. “I was just gonna throw out 
this dirt.” 

“That dirt is our map. Our means of direction. 
Without it we will be lost, confused and likely dead.” 

“Cool! How does it work?” 
“It works by being left alone until it is actually 

needed!” Lian spewed. 
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Dwyn sorely put the pouch back into the truss pack. 
“So, what’s this Kalliope got to do with anything?” 

“She was only the creator of the Miist, the thing we’re 
supposed to find,” Root said, feeling the same 
exasperation as Lian. 

Dwyn rolled his eyes and flopped back on his bed 
with an impatient sigh. 

“You said some despised her…” Root pressed Lian. 
“There was one battle…” 
“Aw, not another story!” Dwyn groaned. “C’mon, 

let’s just go get the dumb thing!” 
Lian was not very good at being angry. His face got all 

tense and flustered. “I’m sorry but I’m not pointlessly 
running around with no destination in mind!” He 
stamped his foot.  

Root tried not to laugh. 
Dwyn, on the other hand, was not amused. “Look, 

this is a Find, not a laboratory project!” 
“Oh, suddenly you’re the expert on finding! A day 

ago you didn’t even know what a Bone Grit was.” 
Root braced herself for another chafed response from 

Dwyn, but instead he crinkled his nose. “Your ears go red 
when you’re angry.” And then he seemed to forget the 
whole thing.  

Lian however looked about to pop a tense and 
flustered vein. 

Thankfully Dwyn’s Knocker reduced any homicidal 
odds. “You have a message,” it announced and dropped 
the parchment on the floor. As no one else was inclined 
to move, Root picked it up and read it. “It says Log 
Prancecap the Fifth can’t make it tonight but will meet us 
in the dining hall for breakfast tomorrow morning.” 

Dwyn blinked. “Who’s Log Prancecap the Fifth?” 
“Our Rover.” 
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“Oh.” 
The Knocker appeared again. “You have a message.” 
Root caught it and read aloud.  
 
Dear Guest, 
 
Please note that due to unfortunate circumstances regarding the 
Krux’s reappearance in the dining hall, breakfast shall be 
convened in the library. Please accept our apologies for this 
inconvenience. We hope to have the chickens refeathered and 
back in the coop soon. 
 
Your grateful host, 
Master Hillewur Gubelyn 
 
Before anyone could say anything, the Knocker 

appeared once more. “You have a message.” 
Root read and paraphrased. “Log Prancecap’s now 

gonna meet us in the library for breakfast.” 
The Knocker, yes again, appeared and he did not look 

happy. “You have a message.”  
Root groaned as the fourth parchment reached her 

hand. “Gubelyn again. Dining room’s clear. Please don’t 
enter the library, the Krux has caused a book riot.” 

“You have a message.” 
“Seriously!” Root snatched the Knocker’s fifth 

message. “Prancecap’s gonna meet in the dining hall 
again.” She braced herself for a sixth but the Knocker 
seemed to be finished, and relieved to be so.  

She looked at her Bondmates. There was no reply, 
only a few stiff grunts. “Aw, c’mon you guys. We need to 
stick together if we’re gonna do this.”  
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Dwyn relented first. “Oh hey, guess who came up 
with the best Bond name ever!” He stood up, preparing 
to inspire them with his brilliance. “The…Champs!” 

Root and Lian blinked, barely able to contain their 
cringe. Dwyn’s heartiness was hard to resist, however, 
and though his Klok, a tiny beaver with excessively long, 
underused teeth yawned and reminded them that it was… 

“Way path-t your thleepytime.” 
…they vigorously doled out new names.  
After narrowing it down to three, all of which were 

utterly disagreed upon, they decided to draw lots. Lian 
opened the window against the fermenting storm outside 
and broke off a branch from a swaying tree. With a flick 
of his wrist, he lobbed it into three pieces of differing 
sizes.  They were about to draw when a deafening 
‘eeeyyyyaawwwkkk’ pierced the quiet. They sprang to the 
window and saw, strobed in branches of lightning, an 
enormous winged creature, fringed in crimson and 
purple, rising up from the forest into the grinding storm 
above.  

“Woah!” Dwyn cried. “Didjya see that!” 
“It’s a Valador,” Lian said. On their inquisitive looks, 

he explained, “A raptor species that actually flies into the 
heart of a storm rather than hiding from it.” 

“Why?” 
Lian shrugged. “No one knows for sure. The poets 

say it seeks its true self in the calm of the storm. In 
Lanlynne literature it’s often depicted as a symbol of 
inner strength.”  

As soon as the words came out, he and Root’s eyes 
locked. It was in their concurrent smiles, instant and 
unanimous… 

“Valadors!” they both cried. 
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Dwyn mulled the name over, testing it on his tongue. 
Satisfied, he held out his flattened hand. Root and Lian 
humoured him, layering theirs on top. He inhaled and 
proceeded in theatrical earnest … 

 
Valadors from land to sea 
Upon the wings of Victory! 
 
His Bondmates blinked.  
“Add corny to Dwyn’s list, Lian,” Root teased. 
“And poetic genius,” Dwyn added.  
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16 

THE HISTOREUS AEVUM 

 
oot had felt quite assured of the way back to her 
room, but she was mistaken. And now lost. She 

stole along the Shack’s dim walls until a ceramic vase, 
taller and wider than her, and looking somewhat familiar, 
enticed her into its corridor. It soon became clear this had 
been a bad decision. The torches became sparse so that 
everything she came upon was dark and distorted.  

She tried to abandon her keen awareness of the Krux, 
but her shadowy surroundings made that difficult. Every 
noise sent her heart shrapnel-esque into her chest. She 
heard a noise and wheeled around. There was nothing 
there, but she was now absolutely certain she wasn’t 
alone. She picked up speed around a corner and was 
relieved to spy the stairs. 

Halfway down, she came to a stop and tilted her head 
to listen. Rustling feet behind her came to their own hasty 
halt. That’s when she did what any smart kid would do. 
She leapt onto the banister and slid. She slid all the way 
down, at least five floors. At the main level she jumped 
off and looked up. No sign of movement. Still, she wasn’t 
about to cheer just yet. 

She spied a dim light in the adjoining wing and 
headed toward it. Another noise. This time when she 
turned around, she noticed a shadow dip back into a 

R 
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corner.  
She ran.  
It was a difficult flight, made so by the absence of 

light and a resulting stubbed toe. She cursed and looked 
behind her. Whoever it was, was gaining on her. She 
arrived at the kitchen and raced inside.  

It was still somewhat busy with late night 
preparations. A worker walked by with a trolley. Root 
ducked alongside it then dove behind a shelf of giant 
bowls. Here she was able to peek out and see her chaser.  

She blinked in disbelief. It was the Finks! 
A worker bumped into her, sending the bowls flying 

to the floor in a great loud crash. The Finks spotted her. 
She darted around the bowls and made for a back door, 
but it was locked. And now the Finks had her cornered. 
She could see the replaced metal in Stan’s mouth as he 
laughed and rubbed his hands together.  

Acting on instinct, Root sideswiped a nearby serving 
cart. It toppled over, scalding them with steaming crab leg 
soup. As Gus doubled over, Stan moved in. A swift kick 
in the rear drew Gus up again, putting his head in the 
path of Stan’s jaw. As they hopped and howled, Root 
scurried past and returned to the Shack’s main hall.  

Here she ducked behind a heavy curtain. The Finks, 
trailing behind, paused in the hall for signs of her. Stan 
spotted her boots poking out at the bottom of the 
curtain. He waved for Gus’s attention and pointed in 
silent victory. They crept close, smiling like demons. With 
one quick move the curtain was thrown aside. Root’s 
boots looked up at them. Root herself was nowhere to be 
seen. 

The Finks swerved around and caught sight of her 
bare feet skidding outside. 
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***** 
 
The storm huddled around Mammoth Rock with a 

swooping wind and a hem of lightning. Root ran through 
the bailey’s dark gardens and hid behind a tall broken 
pillar shrouded in night. Her heart had yet to stop its 
thump. 

“There she is!” 
Root turned to see Stan running toward her, a crab 

leg clamped on his chin. Gus was close behind. 
Root’s legs sprung and took her up the trunk of an 

Elm. From there, she ran, branch to branch, along a path 
of Elms, skirting the perilous edge of Mammoth Rock. 
She’d made a living shadowing turf and leaves like this, 
but the wind was too wild up here. It would toss her soon 
enough. 

She leapt onto the perimeter wall. And this is where 
her flight ended. Her arms flapped for balance as she 
looked upon a deadly drop into the forest far below. 

She turned. Stan and Gus were closing in on each side 
of her, a wide spill of soup across their crotches. She 
didn’t know what to do. Resist? Jump? Her mind had 
jarred.  

The wind volleyed around her. One wrong step back 
and she’d be falling to a terrible end. But one step 
forward held little relief as she stared into the Finks’ 
hungry eyes. 

Stan drew in closer.  
A second later he crumpled to his knees. What the…? 

Before Root could understand what was going on, a bolt 
of lightning struck the ground at her feet. She tipped back 
on the ledge, arms flailing. Her feet gave out from under 
her. 
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There was a snap and a whizzing sound and now a 
cord coiled around her, yanking her from the cliff. It sped 
her into the dark trees. All went black. 

 
***** 
 
“Flamma!” 
A large orb lamp flared, revealing a cozy room with 

fat chairs around a hearth, and Madam Mordgidika Keen, 
wet with rain. She turned to face an enormous toad 
staring at her grumpily.  

“What are you waiting for, Gruel?” she scolded the 
toad. “Release the poor thing.” 

Gruel opened his mouth and spit out none other than 
Root, gasping, head to toe in slimy gunk. She blinked at 
what had just expelled her: the fattest, wartiest toad she 
had ever seen.  Beside it stood the Historeus Aevum. 

“Sorry about that,” Madam Keen said. “It was a last 
resort.” She waved a hand toward Root. “Clayen char. 
Fyrian char.” 

The first Stamp had Root clean and dry. The second 
one brought flames to life in the fireplace. The woman 
then picked up a silver carafe, filled two cups with hot, 
creamy liquid and ignited them with tiny red flames. She 
blew on the flames until they burst into a deep red 
powder and settled into the drinks. One cup moved 
across the room to Root. 

“It’s Chorm. It’ll warm you up.” 
Root took a welcome sip. It slid into her as soothing 

as a shoreline ripple. “Thank you Madam Keen,” she said 
at last.  

“Mordge, if you please. Make room for our guest, 
Gruel.” 
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Gruel looked rather kingly in his plump and comfy 
armchair and was clearly loath to share it. Mordge shoo’d 
him with a wave of her hand. Even at this, he merely 
moved over. A bit. Reluctantly, Root sat beside him, 
staying on the seat’s edge. She tried not to squirm as his 
damp blobness spread out against her skin. 

Mordge wrapped a heated blanket around Root’s 
shoulders before sitting in her own chair, her long silver 
hair shining in the fire’s light.  

“Do you know those men?” 
Root nodded. “They’re Finks. They work for a 

BratJacker.” 
Mordge looked at her. “That is the first time I’ve seen 

a BratJacker risk the security of Mammoth Rock. You’re 
certain of this?” 

“Yes,” Root said. “They call him the Wolf. And he’s 
already taken a bunch of kids. A lot of them were…are 
my friends.” 

After a long, grim-faced pause Mordge said, “I am 
loath to see it’s worse than we thought.” 

“Worse than who thought?” 
“Myself and colleagues. We have long suspected there 

would be others wanting to gain the Finds of the Clade.” 
“You think he’s taking kids to make them find for 

him?” 
“Perhaps.” Mordge looked at Root with a raised 

brow. “Or maybe he recognizes something special in 
you.” 

Root sighed. “I found his hideout and rescued a 
bunch of kids he’d stolen,” she confessed. “His Finks’ve 
been after me ever since.” 

“Ah,” Mordge couldn’t hide her impressed smile. 
“Well, I am certainly glad you eluded them. They will be 
taken in custody now so I do hope you will stay.” 
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“Oh yes,” Root said. She was about to mention the 
alternative, a long, slow torture in Death Flat, but thought 
better of it. 

“Nevertheless,” Mordge said. “We shan’t risk another 
attempt. I will notify Lord Blick and have the Brédin 
scour the area. In the meantime, Gruel will take you back 
to your room.” 

Root could not hide her dread as she eyeballed the 
toad’s wide, slimy mouth. 

Mordge laughed. “I can assure you he feels the same 
way. Don’t worry. There’s no need to swallow you this 
time. Now, it’s late. Off you go. You’ve got a big day 
tomorrow.” 

Gruel led Root back to her room. Her drift bed had 
progressed to a new corner, where the lambent glow of 
tiny lanterns peeped from silver webs above. She set her 
ladder and dropped onto her sheets as heavy as sacked 
potatoes. 

And while she fell soundly asleep to the dance of 
wind and rain outside her window, Madam Mordgidika 
Keen stood at her own window, watching the storm as if 
it were hiding something terrible in its clouds.   
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17 

PARTING PACKAGES 

 
 

hen his snorting drew no response, the little 
Klok pig crawled onto Root’s head and placed 

his wet snout in her ear. “You’re going to miss breakfast 
if you don’t get up!” 

Once her brain grasped what he’d said, Root sprang 
from bed. She had forgotten that she was now the 
resident of a Krux’d castle, not to mention the sleeping 
resident of a rather lofty drift bed. And, overnight this 
drift bed had indeed drifted - all the way to the opposite 
wall of her room. Her landing, harsh and unpleasant as it 
was, was at least partially saved by an egg-shaped cushion 
on the floor.  

When reality groaned back to her brain, she made 
great haste in dressing. She was ready in no time and 
about to leave when she noticed the pig resting his head 
on crossed hooves, watching her. 

“Do you have a name?” she asked. 
The pig shook his head. 
“Well that’s not right.” 
The pig shrugged. 
“How about I call you Horologe? It’s an old word 

that means time keeper.” 

W 
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The pig thought about it, then nodded casually and 
closed his eyes. He waited until she wasn’t looking before 
allowing a smile to spread across his little face. 

 
***** 
 
The dining hall was a spacious chamber with pillars 

that fanned out into monarchal depictions across a round 
glass ceiling. Under its clear canopy, birds could be seen 
soaring in a blue sky or lightning could be spied crackling 
along black velvet.  

This morning the sun dominated. Its beams dappled 
through overhanging trees where squirrels looked down 
at the breakfast chatter of newly formed Bonds, each 
rallying and planning their Find.  

A Krux cold spot was discovered in a corner and 
though most managed to skirt it, poor Milden was not so 
lucky. He stepped right into it and was immediately 
treated to a fresh set of face warts, not to mention 
ensuing laughter from the crowd.  

Root skidded in and, sensing the Krux’s menace, went 
wide to join her Bondmates. 

“Is Prancecap here yet?” she asked, loading her plate 
with scrambled eggs and toast. 

“Not yet.” 
The Valadors waited for a good hour before 

impatience reared its head. Dwyn reached for the truss 
pack again, much to Lian’s annoyance.  

“I think we should go to Perderly.” Lian had been 
saving this announcement for when the Rover arrived, 
but so much for that. “It’s a town not too far from here. 
Used to be on the other side of Mammoth Rock until it 
was destroyed in the war and then rebuilt. Anyway…” He 
pulled a gigantic book from under his seat and flopped it 
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open, sending a thick mouldy smell into the air. “I 
stopped by the Word Pantry after our meeting last night 
and--”  

“No you didn’t,” Dwyn interrupted.” They’re book 
closets. Closets for books. You don’t stop by them at 
night. You walk past and go to sleep like normal people.” 

Lian paused, baffled by Dwyn’s very existence, and 
then continued. “Anyway, I found this one and read it.”  

The book was easily four inches thick. Dwyn was 
having none of it. “You read that whole thing…last 
night?” 

Lian nodded. 
“Pffff…Right. How?”  
“Slept on it.” The casual tone of Lian’s voice was 

hard to ignore. 
Dwyn and Root looked at each other. 
“You’re a SleepLeafer, too?” Root said. 
Lian smiled. 
“Are you serious?” Dwyn yanked the book and shot 

Lian a raised brow that said ‘prove it’. 
“Page five hundred and six,” Lian obliged. Dwyn 

turned to the page as Lian recited its contents by heart. 
“Perderly has a secret library that houses a rare book on 
Kalliope and the Miist. The only copy to exist.”  

Dwyn snapped the book shut. “Perderly it is, my very 
annoying friend!”  

Root laughed and tipped back the last of her juice. 
“Okay, so this rare book…” 

 “It was written by Sir Wilbury Heart,” Lian 
whispered, gesturing them in closer. “A man who fought 
in the Battle of Bloodsong, where Kalliope was killed. He 
was a close companion to her and claimed to be an 
authority on the Miist. I believe his book could lead us to 
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its last whereabouts. It will give us a strong start at any 
rate.” 

Agreed.  
Dwyn went for the corny hand slogan again but was 

diverted by the arrival of Swinston, Lord Blick’s 
attendant. Dwyn leapt up and grabbed his hand.   

“Master Prancecap! Welcome! I’m Dwyn. I can’t tell 
you how-” 

“Unhand me!” Swinston pried himself free. 
“Aren’t you our Rover?” Dwyn asked. 
“I most certainly am not,” Swinston turned to Lian. 

“You have a Parley, master Lian.” He presented Lian with 
a blue Parley that immediately lit up with a long resonant 
chime.  

“Your own Parley?” Root asked. 
“Your own butler?” Dwyn seconded. 
Lian’s ears went red. He pressed the receiving latch. 

The Parley animated to reveal a miniature ballroom where 
tiny, well-dressed couples swept along a shining floor, 
surrounded by adoring onlookers who tossed roses in 
their wake. 

In a corner, a woman wearing a bright smock stood in 
front of an easel, an array of paints and pots at her side. 
When she caught sight of Lian she drew up in greeting. 
“Oh there you are, lovest! How was your sleep?” 

“Great, mum. I’m sharing the recruits wing. Dad 
finally agreed.” 

“He did? Well, it’s about time. Bet Swinston choked 
on that one. Oh, hello, Swinston! Anyway, listen, I don’t 
have much time. I’m doing a portrait of the new 
SlamDigger dance champion. You’re okay? I mean, I 
know you can’t share details but…you’re eating? 
Socializing?” 
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“Yes, mum.” Lian’s cheeks flushed. “This is Root and 
Dwyn. They’re my new Bondmates.” 

“Oh! Well, hello there!” They waved as she wiped her 
hands on her smock. “I got you all something. It’s 
nothing really, just a little…well, when I heard there were 
to be Bonds, I thought it might be nice.” She reached up 
to pass Lian a soft bundle wrapped in simple brown 
paper. “I hope your Parley can get it…I might be out of 
range. Got it?” 

“Got it!” Lian opened it and found three grey cloaks. 
He passed them out to his giddy Bondmates. 

“They’re Wesh-fibred,” his mother beamed. “Warm 
in cold weather, cool in hot. Do you like them?” 

“Love ‘em mum. Thanks!” 
“Your father told me you were supposed to have 

given your Bond a name. Did you come up with one?” 
“Yeah, the Valadors!” 
“Oh, that’s a perfect name! Okay, hang on a sec. 

Here, pass the cloaks back.” 
“What?” 
“Just for a second.” 
Lian reluctantly collected the cloaks and handed them 

back to his mother, who pulled one of her paintbrushes 
from a pot.  

She dipped it into a deep red pigment. They watched 
as she touched the brush onto the cloaks, turning each to 
the same rich crimson colour. Then she played with a few 
other brushes while they waited eagerly. When she was 
finished she handed the red cloaks back to Lian.  

“What do you think?” 
He flipped one over to reveal her handy work. On the 

back she had painted the noble storm seeker, the great 
Valador, with its magnificent wings soaring to unseen 
heights. 
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“You like it?” she asked. “The colour is actually called 
Valador red. Honestly. Isn’t that nifty?” 

“Mum, this is amazing!” 
“Yeah, thanks Lian’s mum!” Dwyn already had his on 

and was hitching the golden clasp. 
“Estrella, if you please. And you’re quite welcome.”  
The SlamDigger champion arrived with his entourage. 

He cast off a huge fur and struck a pose that had Root 
snorting in laughter. “I, Lanlynne’s greatest SlamDigger, 
Log Prancecap the Fifth am arriv-ed!” 

The Valadors gasped. “Log Prancecap the Fifth?!” 
The man grinned and tipped his head. Only it didn’t 

stop there. The rest of his body also tipped forward and 
before they knew it, the face of Log Prancecap the Fifth 
had met the floor. 

Estrella dropped to her knees and turned him over. 
“Master Prancecap…Oh! Oh my!” She waved her hands 
in front of her nose. “This SlamDigger’s been celebrating. 
He’s more potent than a brew hall!”  

“Mum!” Lian cried. “He’s our Rover!” 
“What? Well, he’s not going anywhere! You better tell 

your father.” 
“I’m not telling him. He’ll explode.” 
Estrella and Lian directed pleading eyes to Swinston. 

He humphed and grabbed the Parley. 
Estrella blew kisses to her son as she faded. “Love 

you, sweetheart! Be careful!” 
“Love you too, mum! We will.” 
As soon as she and the gleaming dance floor and the 

unconscious SlamDigger had contorted back into the 
Parley, Swinston took it away, glaring suspiciously at 
Dwyn, who was replicating Prancecap’s victory pose.  

“Hey Lian,” Dwyn flapped his spiffy new cloak. “Add 
dashing rogue to my list.” 
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A shadow loomed over them. They looked up to see 
a man in rugged liveries and a weather-beaten hat that 
seemed to be a natural extension of his head, probably 
never taken off. Below its rim a mole squared visibly. 
Root could hardly ignore its size. A grape came to mind. 

“My name’s Benoline Crabbitt,” the man said with a 
low, growl of a voice. “I’m a Hovermutt Keeper. If you 
will just follow me, we’ll cover basic introduction and get 
right on with Selection.” 

He turned and made for the outside. 
Root and Dwyn looked at each other, gobsmacked. 
Selection?!  
Seriously!?  
They scrambled after the man.   
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18 

SELECTIVE SELECTING 

 
enoline Crabbit led the Valadors behind the 
Shack to a viewing area along the perimeter of 

the Hovermutt field. From behind a paneling of glass 
they could see the vast selection of Hovermutts enjoying 
the bright morning sun. 

“Wait here ‘til the others arrive,” Crabbit said. He was 
not a man of words, these being the first he’d uttered 
since greeting them. They watched the tracks of his heavy 
boots lead him toward a small shed. 

Root wasted no time window-shopping. She pressed 
her nose against the glass, wide eyes scoping the parading 
canines.  Dwyn, in the meantime, took advantage of the 
wait and jabbed his hand at Lian.  

“Nothing’s happening. You sure I’m not Cold?” 
“Yes,” Lian insisted. “But be careful. If your Ember is 

just blocked, you gotta coerce it gently.” He grabbed 
Dwyn’s finger. “Or you’ll hurt someone. Like me!” 

“How many Stamps can you do, Lian?” Root asked. 
“Um…about twenty five--” 
“Twenty five Stamps! Already? That’s incredible.” 
“Hundred. Twenty five hundred.” 
Root and Dwyn looked at each other. There were no 

words.  

B 
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 “Most are just y’know the normals,” Lian insisted. 
“But I’m crafting more Natruism Stamps all the time.” 

“Can you teach me?” Dwyn said, absently swatting at 
a fly. 

“Maybe if you were Natruid bent,” Lian watched him. 
“But something tells me you’re not.” 

“How d’you know?” Dwyn nailed the fly with a swift 
slap of his hand.  

Lian cringed. 
“Oh.” Dwyn looked at the squashed fly. “Sorry.”  
 “Do you use incantations?” Root asked Lian. 
“Sometimes. The words are really just needed in the 

beginning. But people keep them out of habit.” 
Dwyn wiped his hand, steeled himself and tried again, 

holding his hand stiffly in the air. 
“Well, yeah,” Lian said. “But you don’t wanna choke 

the Ember either. That just makes it worse.” 
“I feel a tingling! Or it could be my hand falling 

asleep.” 
 “Ha! Careful now, you might get Cold Cramp!” 

Kor’s voice was already painfully familiar. He had arrived 
unnoticed and now grinned over Dwyn, arms crossed as 
his friends snickered on cue.  

Without opening his eyes, Dwyn moved his hand 
toward Kor. “Well, if it turns you into a pile of krip crap 
then it’s worth it isn’t it?” He opened his eyes and though 
Kor was still standing in front of him, he gasped. “Hey, it 
worked!” 

Laughter from the ranks. The scales had tipped and 
Kor knew it. 

“Good, you’re all here.” Benoline Crabbit returned, 
holding a tall bin, which he tipped over and sat upon. 
“Before we get on with Selection, you must acquaint 
yourselves with the unique qualities of these fine beasts.” 
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His voice had warmed in their mere mention. If there’d 
been little regard for humans, for his mutts there was 
clearly an abundance. “A Hovermutt’s loyalty is fierce. 
Once a choice is made, it will allow no other on its back 
unless with agreement. This is an honour never to be 
taken for granted…” 

Root could not believe she was going to get a 
Hovermutt of her very own, something she’d only 
dreamed about. She gazed adoringly at every single paw 
and tail. Choosing seemed impossible. 

During Crabbit’s speech, many Hovermutts 
approached with curious glances, while some tramped by 
with nary a sniff. One fell asleep pushed up against the 
panel, his large black nose making a cloud of steam on 
the glass. He was larger than many, with slobbering lips 
and drooping eyes. 

“A Hovermutt is called so for a reason,” Crabbit 
continued. “It hovers. And let me remind you that it does 
not do so at all times, as the expenditure can be 
exhausting. Nor does a Hovermutt soar. To force it to do 
so would be to put its very life in danger. It has neither 
the breath capacity nor the strength for a lengthy stay of 
heights. A standard knee length is a reasonable hovering 
height for travel. Of course it varies from one to 
another… ” 

Dwyn elbowed Root and gestured toward a puppy the 
size of a bathtub. It had bounded up and was now 
chomping quite happily on the sleeping Hovermutt’s ear. 
When there was no response, the pup geared up its back-
end and pounced again.  

“Kismet! Go from us, please. You’re distracting.” 
Benoline Crabbitt’s tone was kind but firm, and the 
puppy reluctantly obeyed. It was not long before she was 
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amused again, in the middle of the field, vigorously 
digging a hole. 

Whoosh! 
Every kid jumped as a grey Hovermutt swooped past, 

one second there, the next in a distant sprint for the trees. 
She was a fireball, by far the fastest in the field.  

 “I want that one!” Kor whispered.  
“…And they will be your closest ally, your most 

reliable friend, indeed your companion for life.” Benoline 
Crabbitt ended with a sentimental sniff. “Now, stand 
back while the panel is opened.”  

The glass split down the middle and opened with 
dragging delay. Once wide enough, Root squeezed 
through and set to race into the field. 

“Hold!” cried the Hover Keeper. Root and the rest of 
the kids waited while his crusted boots sloshed past. 
Without saying a word, he led them at a slackened pace 
into the center of the field. “Be patient. The Hovermutt 
must not be forced.” 

They stood for a brutal length of time, anxiously 
waiting for some sort of signal to go, while all around 
them Hovermutts drifted and gawked.  Root thought she 
was going to go mad with anticipation and thought to say 
something when Benoline Crabbitt raised his hand, 
“Shshshsh, it’s time.” 

Just as he said this, a Hovermutt came bounding 
through the air toward them. He was a dynamo, brindled 
in black and ginger. His ears flopped as he charged and 
lunged at Root. She flew to the ground while he 
proceeded to lick every available inch of her face. His tail 
spun like the blade of a cooking wheel. 

“Ah, very good,” Benoline Crabbitt was pleased. 
“Stogie, has selected you, Miss Karbunkulus.” 
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She was barely able to stand as Stogie continued to 
inundate her with sloppy wet hellos. “Selected me? I 
thought I was the one selecting.”  

“What? You?” Benoline Crabbitt snorted, his slight 
toward humans returned. “Highly unnatural. Only a Soot 
Dealer would do such a thing. And Stogie would be smart 
enough to know the difference! As his tail surely 
indicates.” 

He opened his bin, pulled out a wood-bound booklet 
and handed it to Root. She looked at its title - Stogie - and 
hugged it to her chest.  

“You’ll find everything you need to know about ‘im,” 
Crabbit scratched behind Stogie’s ears. “From history to 
favourite foods. You’ve got yourself a bit of a 
troublemaker, Miss Karbunkulus. You prepared for that?” 

Root nodded. “I have a great affinity with 
troublemaking, sir!”  

Lian arrived. He was on the back of the humungous, 
droopy-eyed Hovermutt. Once he dismounted, it 
stretched and plunked its enormous body back on the 
ground. 

“You already have one?” Dwyn asked. 
 “Yup, this is Pilsnips.” Lian lifted Pilsnips’ great 

head. “He’s very pleased to meet you!” 
Kor drew up to the fast grey Hovermutt, which was 

now lying under a shady tree. “I want that one!” 
Crabbitt arrived at his shoulder. “It doesn’t look t’me 

like its mutual, son. I suggest you--” He stopped upon 
hearing a howl and turned to see a kid in the distance 
being chased by a Hovermutt. He shook his head. “See, 
that’s what happens when y’force ‘em.” His great boots 
strode toward the kid, leaving the rest of the group quite 
alone and braced for the same kind of welcoming Root 
had received.  
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All except Kor, who had moved in closer to the grey 
Hovermutt. “I don’t care what he says. You’re mine.” He 
took another step. The Hovermutt growled and pricked 
its ears back. 

“Leave ‘er alone, Kor!” Dwyn stepped in front of 
him. “She’s obviously not interested!” 

“Out of my way, krip.” 
Dwyn crossed his arms, not going anywhere. Like a 

bull, Kor’s jut-jawed friend caught him from behind and 
took Dwyn to the ground. As they wrestled, Kor lunged 
at the grey Hovermutt. A moment later he cried out, 
“Ouch! That stupid mangy mutt bit me!” 

“It didn’t bite you,” Dwyn yelled. “It nipped your 
finger because you weren’t respecting it!” 

Enraged, Kor straightened and skewed his eyes at the 
Hovermutt. 

In a blur of motion, his own hand swept up and 
slapped his own face. Then it grabbed his own hair and 
yanked him to the ground before pummeling him in the 
stomach. While he screamed and hurled himself about, 
his jut-jawed friend tried to save him. It was a clumsy 
attempt that only attracted more laughter. When Kor’s 
hand finally let go, Root dropped to the ground and tried 
to help him up. 

 “I’m sorry…I didn’t mean for it…I mean it 
just…happened.” 

“Get away from me!” Kor leapt to his feet, “You did 
that?” 

Root was hesitant. “I…It just happened and--” 
“You’re gonna pay for that, Gewgaw!” Kor raised his 

arm but was stopped by the unexpected grip of pasty 
white fingers. They wrapped securely around his bony 
wrist revealing long nails, broken and stained. “I hope 
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you’re prepared for the consequences of that, boy,” the 
man smiled coldly. 

Root instantly recognized his cadaverous face from 
the Briefing. Grotius Vulcherk. Speaking of mangy, she 
thought as she stared at the stringy clumps dragging along 
his shoulders. 

“Look what she did!” The imprint on Kor’s cheek 
was rising into a welt. 

Vulcherk turned to Root and narrowed his eyes. “You 
did this?” 

“I didn’t mean to…It just…He said he was gonna 
attack that Hovermutt!” 

“As if!” Kor balked. 
“You were!” Root insisted, “I heard you!” 
“She lies! I said no such thing!” Kor turned to Jut-jaw, 

“Did I, Flinkus?” 
“I said no such thing!” Flinkus echoed in a dither. 
“Yes, he did!” Root now tried to rally her own troops, 

“Didn’t he, Lian?” 
Lian looked pained as he shuffled his feet between 

them and shook his head. 
 “It doesn’t matter if he said it or not, he was gonna 

do something to hurt it!” Dwyn blurted. 
“And what proof do you have of that?” Dwyn gave 

no answer, surrendering to Vulcherk’s obvious knack for 
intimidation. “Perhaps you too heard a tiny voice in your 
head,” Vulcherk mocked, “like your friend…” 

“Root Karbunkulus!” Kor spat the words. 
“Yes, I remember,” Vulcherk said. “Like the boil. Let 

me make myself perfectly clear, Root.” Spit came out 
with his ‘T’. “Troublemakers are not tolerated in civilized 
company—” 

“Nor is bullying.” Jorab’s arrival thawed the chill in 
the air, though the wide application of his comment 
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certainly ruffled Grotius Vulcherk. “What seems to be the 
problem?” 

Vulcherk backed off. “Nothing more than a youthful 
brawl, Jorab.” 

“Yeah! How d’y’like her handiwork?” Kor flashed his 
stinging cheek. 

“Oh? Now, why would she do that?” Jorab asked. 
“She said I was gonna attack a Hovermutt!” 
“Really? And were you?” 
Kor stuttered, suddenly unable to look at Jorab 

directly. Jorab turned to Root. In his gaze, she too 
buckled and averted her eyes. 

“She insists our young Kor Bludgitt had uttered 
threats,” Vulcherk sneered. “But no one, not even her 
friends concur.”  

“I see.” Had Root looked up she’d have seen the 
curious glint in Jorab’s eyes. 

Instead she kept her lids lowered. “I thought…I 
mean, I was sure Kor had…but…” she looked at her 
friends, “I guess I was just assuming…It’s my fault, sir. I 
got so mad and it just happened. Before I knew it Kor 
was pulling his own hair. But I had only wanted to stop 
him…I’ve never done anything like this in my life. ” 

“I imagine one of the fingers just came out of the 
dam, so to speak.” Jorab said. “Ember, when newly 
kindled, is turbulent at best. Time and discipline will 
permit better control. Were you able to stop?” 

“Oh, yes. As soon as I realized.” 
“And she apologized!” Lian said. 
“Did you not hear her, Master Bludgitt?” 
“I heard,” Kor snapped. “Fine. Better not happen 

again!” He stomped off, Flinkus in tow. When he was out 
of Jorab’s view he mouthed ‘Gewgaw’ with a threatening 
point of his finger and left.  
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The spectators, including Vulcherk, naturally 
displaced, leaving Jorab alone with Root, Lian and Dwyn. 

“I can’t believe you did that, Root! That was the 
best!” Dwyn crowed. When he saw Jorab’s eyebrows 
raise, he back-pedaled. “I mean uh…too bad about Kor’s 
massive red mark, huh?” 

Root smiled uneasily. She had wanted this for so long, 
and now that the Ember had finally sprung from her like 
a fury rising, she had never expected her joy to be so 
fierce. 

Jorab offered a reassuring voice. “I’m sure both you 
and Kor have learned from the experience. As part of its 
lesson I trust you will, in the future, learn to reject such a 
course of action but…” he placed his hands squarely on 
Root’s shoulders, “…do not reject the intuition that led 
to it.” He held her gaze for a moment longer then 
straightened again, broadening his voice to include Lian 
and Dwyn. “Now then, I have some rather unfortunate 
news. As you are aware, Master Log Prancecap the Fifth 
will not be able to participate as your Rover in this 
mission. I’m afraid, due to timeliness and lack of 
volunteers, you will have to use me as your Rover.” 

If ever there were a sound of dropping jaws. Jorab as 
their Rover! They’d be invincible! Root wondered if this 
hadn’t been the clever work of Madam Mordgidika Keen. 

As if having read their minds Jorab added, “Of course 
I am bound to the same rules of non-interference as all 
Rovers. I am not your leader. I will apply my knowledge 
and experience to your journey but any and all decisions 
are to be yours. As well, my availability will be limited as I 
am often called away.” 

They had yet to close their mouths. 
Jorab amusedly accepted their silence as approval. 

“Right then, what are our plans this afternoon?” 
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Lian snapped out of it. “Well sir,” he asserted, “We 
are bound for Perderly. I learned of a secret library there 
that houses a rare book. This book may offer pertinent 
information on the Miist.” 

“I see. Most excellent. I strongly suggest the road 
through Springberry Bridge.” 

“Oooo riiiiight…the stealth way!” Dwyn said eager to 
wax danger with his new Rover. 

“No, it’s quite lovely this time of year.” 
Dwyn blinked. “Oh.”  
“I shall meet you all shortly at the starting gate.” Jorab 

patted Dwyn on the back, turned and hopped over the 
fence.  

They waited until he was out of earshot before 
bursting into victorious cheers.  

Crabbit arrived with a bruised and whimpering child. 
“I believe you have been selected Dwyn.” 

Dwyn turned to see none other than the grey 
Hovermutt sitting shyly just behind him. She had large 
brown eyes and when he looked at her, her stub of a tail 
wagged, bringing her whole bottom along with it. She 
howled a gentle, happy howl and lay an old shoe at his 
feet. Dwyn’s entire heart filled with her right then and 
there, utterly, eternally. He embraced her with long 
scratches behind the ears and a ridiculous amount of 
cooing. 

Crabbit handed him a wood-bound book with a title 
that said Hanah. 
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19 

ON YOUR MARKS… 

 
 

uardian’s Gate swarmed with activity. An early 
summer sun steeped surrounding flowers and 

shrubs in cheery warmth. Gubelyn’s workers had done a 
commendable job of repairing the area. With a bright 
banner waving and considerable attention given to clean 
up, it was a handsome contrast to its earlier condition.  

Jury officials stood with pleased expressions upon a 
platform adorned with ribbons and flowers. Finders 
darted about on Hovermutts and Dwyn posed in the 
center of a coil of simpering girls, among them Hilly 
Punyun, who was standing the closest and giggling the 
loudest.  

Root and Lian stood off to the side, watching her 
suspiciously.  She was without the dazzling gown and 
tiara. Today, she and her Bondmates, Pidge and Sharmay, 
sported fashionable traveling ensembles. The requisite 
pink was well established by this point. 

“This is our Bond name!” Hilly trilled and the three 
of them pirouetted, revealing emblems on the back of 
their cropped capes: The Pinks. 

Will wonders ever cease?  
The letters were rounded like a pink pearl inside the 

G 
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pillowy pink velvet of a glittering pink clamshell. While 
Lian and Root’s eyes rolled, Dwyn’s positively doted. 

“Do you like it?” Hilly flipped her hair, barely missing 
Lian’s eye. 

Dwyn’s slushy response, “It’s…wow!” had Root 
nearing nausea.  

The young admirers carried on with an endless slew 
of giggling, leaving Root and Lian quite happy to have 
been ignored. 

“I still can’t believe it!” Hilly said with the same 
homicide-inducing trill. “I mean, I grew up playing Grit 
Games! You know, where we got to dress up in those 
cheesy Bone Grit costumes and race to find everyone’s 
hidden treasure! And now I know why I won all the 
time!” 

“It’s true,” Pidge fawned. “She won all the time.” 
“Yeah, even when she didn’t.” Sharmay tagged. 
Hilly blinked at her friend. “What’s that supposed to 

mean?” 
“Yeah,” Pidge snorted.  “What’s that supposed to 

mean, Sharmay?”  
Sharmay turned earnest eyes to her leader. “I mean 

like, when you threatened to cut off my eyebrows if I 
didn’t hand over the prize. That was only halfway 
winning…right?” 

“That wasn’t Grit Games, Sharmay!” Hilly snapped. 
“That was Flourishan Games.” 

“Yeah, Sharmay. And it was lips, not eyebrows.” 
“Oh right. I keep forgetting,” Sharmay shook her very 

lightweight head. “I think I have Magnesia.” 
“You mean amnesia.” 
“Whatever. I’m still pretty.” 
Lian and Root gaped in awe at what had just 

transpired before their eyes. They moved out of range 
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where they could contemplate how such things endured.  
When Hilly and her companions finally sashayed 

away, Dwyn returned, a goofy smile still stuck on his face. 
“You shouldn’t fraternize with the enemy,” Lian 

warned.  “And of all people, believe me on this, Hilly 
Punyun is the enemy. I wouldn’t be surprised if she 
Hindered you just now.” 

“I was just being friendly,” Dwyn scoffed. “Besides, 
that rule book thing says we’re not allowed to use our 
Ember against each other.” 

“Hilly Punyun doesn’t play by the rules. And anyway, 
the Finders Book of Propriety also says…” Lian began 
reciting, “…inter-bond relations are strongly advised 
against.” 

“Okay, Master Mulch,” Dwyn laughed. “You stick to 
earth worms. I’ll handle relations.”  

Root distracted them with a gesture toward a far 
corner, where a crowd gathered. They craned their necks 
to see the commotion and were aghast by the discovery.  

It was Kor. He sat on the back of a heaving beast of a 
Hovermutt. This canine was so formidable, it looked like 
it could eat its kind for breakfast. But worse than that, 
Kor’s Bond was dressed in crisp quality uniforms of royal 
blue. Emblazoned on these were the words Kor’s Kings 
with a golden crown topping the K’s. In fact everywhere 
one looked there was a golden Kor crown, from the 
Hoverbeast’s draping to the burgeoning supply bags.  

“Poor Tamik,” Root heard a couple of girls tsk beside 
her, “First she gets stuck with those two and now she has 
to put up with that ridiculous Bond name.” 

Root followed their eyes to the girl on Kor’s Bond, a 
slight figure with a ponytail like a long, blue-black raven 
feather down her back. She kept a distance from the 
clamour, preferring to amuse herself with the aerials of a 
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dragonfly instead. She saw her friends beside Root and 
crossed her eyes, mimicking Kor’s over-the-top swagger. 
The girls laughed sympathetically. 

“Poor thing. But what can you do when you’re 
outvoted?” the first girl said. 

“And out-moneyed,” her friend added. 
Root looked again at Kor’s Kings and saw that 

indeed, money ruled in this case. Their Hovermutts were 
impressively laden with supplies superior in every way. 

“How’d they get all that stuff?” Dwyn drooled. 
“I imagine they bought it,” Lian answered dryly. “The 

Finders Book of Propriety, clause one hundred and 
thirteen: Upon approval of the Jury, Finders may engage 
external means of support to further their mission’s 
success.” 

“Authored by one of Lanlynne’s wealthiest, of 
course.” Root gestured toward Hyvis Punyun. 

Dwyn frowned. “Well, let’s get some of our own.” 
“The amount of Junos supplied us in our truss pack 

would cover the cost of Kor’s helmet alone,” Lian said. 
“Well, can’t your dad get us stuff? He’s Brédin 

Master, after all.” 
“No. And I’m not asking him either,” Lian snapped.  
In perfect timing, the chafe of his father’s voice 

cuffed Lian. “Since when does a Blick walk around with 
his shirtwaist hanging out?” 

Lian quickly straightened and adjusted his clothes. 
“Sorry, dad…sir. I hadn’t noticed.” 

“Well, start noticing. How can an entire army respect 
you if you don’t respect yourself?” 

“But I’m not even their lead--” 
“You will be.” Lord Blick was familiar with this 

trailing of conversation. “Like it or not, you will step into 
my shoes and carry on the Blick tradition. You will lead 
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legions and serve as highest mentor to the Brédin. I 
suggest you start remembering that when you dress 
yourself in the morning!” 

“Yes sir.” Lian had learned long ago not to argue with 
his father. 

“Good. Are you groomed for the mission?” 
“Yes, sir.” 
“Very well then,” Lord Blick clicked his heels and 

stiffened, “Do me proud, son.” He filed away, Swinston 
traipsing behind. 

Sheesh. And Root thought the Aunts were bad. 
“Kinda makes me glad I have no parents,” Dwyn said 

under his breath. 
This got Root’s attention. “What?”  
“I was raised in a Nest.” 
“And your parents…they…” 
“Never came back.” 
Root looked at him. In that single glance she’d caught 

it, the many starless nights when loneliness had tucked 
him in. Perhaps, there was camaraderie in Dwyn Puffler 
after all. 

A band cued and a troupe of brightly costumed 
performers burst from the trees, making their way 
through the cheering audience toward the stage. Hyvis 
Punyun, peacocked in green and yellow, greeted them 
with her signature squawk.  

“Ladies and gentlemen, Clade Jury and honoured 
guests!” her voice bellowed. “Welcome to the 
Commencement of Clade of Acquisitions, Bagnio 
Galitus!” She motioned the band into a ‘this is the 
moment’ prelude. “All Bonds please approach the starting 
gate!” 
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Root’s heart veered into a sprint. This was it. She 
moved with the herd toward a shining beam of red-
flecked light that stretched across Guardian’s Gate. 

“Where’s Jorab?” Dwyn asked worriedly. 
“Right beside you, dear boy,” Jorab said with a 

twinkle in his eye as Dwyn jumped. 
“And now without further ado.” Hyvis lifted a finger 

in the air. “Onward, loyal patriots! May the Light keep 
you brave to the bone!” Her finger came down and 
touched the red flecks of the light beam, changing its 
glow to green. 

The Bonds, hundreds all, filtered from Guardian’s 
Gate, a thundering host of cheers at their back. Root 
jumped on Stogie and, flanked by Lian and Dwyn, 
hovered past the green light to the cliff’s edge. Far below, 
the vast forest waited, with arms wide, to catch them. 
They looked at each other and drew in long breaths of 
courage. 

It was a sight indeed to see them then, these brave 
young Bone Grits, cascading off the great Mammoth 
Rock toward the awaiting world of the Miist of Kalliope. 
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20 

PUZZLES IN D MINOR  

 
 

he Valadors travelled a flagstone road, stopping 
only once, at Springberry Bridge (it being lovely 

this time of year). While Root and Dwyn scarfed down a 
lunch of cheesy bread planks and apple, Lian collected 
plant samples as if on a candy hunt. These he put into a 
burgeoning pocket of the truss pack, which, it hadn’t 
escaped Dwyn, was now with Lian most of the time. 

 
***** 
 
A glutted sun was just beginning to flood the heavens 

when the Valadors came upon the town of Perderly. A 
large stone basin with a fish-shaped fountain greeted 
them.  

“Perderly’s known for its enchanted fountains,” Jorab 
tossed in a Juno. “But be careful, not all of them are 
virtuous.”  

The stone fish sprang to life and snapped the Juno up 
with a mouthful of razored teeth. 

As they entered the narrow streets Root came to see 
that Perderly was a bright maze-like village whose lifeline 
seemed to pulse along the opening and closing of 
shutters. From these she saw people chatter and bellow 

T 
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and work in cheerful routine. And, indeed, as Jorab had 
said, every corner and cove boasted an enchanted 
fountain. 

They came bronze, stone, pewter, enormous and tiny 
as a cup. Some fountains danced as maidens, some roared 
beast-like and some even hopped from place to place in 
the shady grass.  

For a coin tossed into their waters, the maidens 
would offer a sip that made the drinker possessed of 
sudden courage. Others bestowed hidden surprises - the 
bigger the coin, the bigger the surprise. Some offered 
themselves freely in an assortment of flavours but if they 
didn’t like you, beware the flavour! One fountain housed 
secret water spirits that granted wishes, advice and 
prophecy. Another would let a person sleep in its basin 
without drowning. And yet another would reach up and 
drown anyone who took of its water without tossing a 
coin. 

 Root was thrilled to encounter streets so unlike 
Shade Howl. Perderly was a town recovered from the war 
and full of life. They came to the end of the street where 
three staircases awaited their choosing.  

The left won out. It sped them to a second tier of the 
town where a whole new set of snapping shutters 
serenaded. This street was rife with stands as shoppers 
and sellers exploited the warm weather, and children 
dodged about in bare feet.  

Unfortunately, in the middle of all this, there sat a 
sprawling black and grey superstructure that abruptly 
broke the charm. Grotius Vulcherk’s monstrosity was 
open for business and garnering much swarm from its 
mob of customers. The Valadors wished to neither line 
his coffers nor waste any precious time, so they moved 
on. 
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“Alright, so where’s this library?” Dwyn was eager for 
action. 

“This way,” Lian said, crossing to another staircase. 
This one zigged and zagged until opening onto a small, 
quiet square. Here sat a plain fountain with a simple 
pedestal in its centre. It was nestled beside a music barn 
that was to feature a town dance that evening. 

“There’s supposed be a secret entrance nearby.” Lian 
searched while Root and Dwyn made sure no one, 
especially another Bond, was looking. 

As if it had been waiting for them its whole life, the 
fountain sprang to life and belted out a tuneful greeting 
that had birds scattering to the sky. “Riiiiiise sir! In words, 
alas, drown Iiiiiiiii!” 

Perhaps ‘tuneful’ wasn’t the best description here. 
The welcome was apparent, yes. Dulcet tones? Not so 
much. 

Dwyn covered his ears. “What’s it doing?” 
“Oh no,” Lian moaned. “It’s a Crooning Fountain!”  
Great. 
They groaned and searched for the entrance. Now 

serenaded. Jorab watched amusedly from a bench where 
he seemed to be having a lovely moment with a family of 
finches. 

“Draw, Ooooooooo coward!” the fountain wailed. 
Dwyn grit his teeth. “I can’t find anything with that 

stupid fountain screaming in my ear,”  
“Guys,” Root called. “Take a look at this.” 
They gathered around her, blinking up at the warbling 

beast, where a plaque sat on its stone basin. Lian leaned in 
and read the engraved message. 

 
Raise your voice, face the plaque 
Say the same thing forward and back 
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“It’s a password of some sort.” 
“Wait a minute!” Root remembered something. As a 

Lexik, Fledger’s mastery of text had gained the Copper 
Quill myriad ancient codes and encryptions. Many a night 
he had spent amusing Root with word puzzlery. Which is 
exactly what this fountain was doing. “Palindrome!” she 
cried. 

Dwyn blinked. “What-indrome?” 
“Palindrome. It means the same thing forward and 

back.” She grabbed a stick and wrote in the dirt. 
  
Draw o coward  
 
“That’s what the fountain was singing,” Dwyn said. 
Root nodded and pointed at the words. “See! It’s the 

same thing forward and back.”  
Dwyn’s eyes lit up. “Cool! So we just have to come up 

with a new one then, right?” 
“I think so.”  
 “Okay, hang on a sec.” Lian began pacing, mumbling 

word combinations under his breath. 
The fountain slipped into a new ‘pacing’ melody. 
After a minute Dwyn realized Lian was walking in a 

pattern. “He’s doing figure eights,” he whispered to Root. 
“So?” 
“Well, don’tchya think that’s kinda odd?” 
“No.” 
“Circles maybe. Straight lines, sure but…” 
“Oh, give it a rest, Dwyn.” 
“What? Who paces in figure eights?” 
“I do,” Lian stopped. 
The fountain stopped with him. 
“Okay, okay,” Dwyn put up his hands. “Pace away.”  
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Lian continued. As did his accompaniment. Soon the 
fountain was swelling into a rousing key-change. 

“Quiet!” Lian yelled. 
The Fountain halted, mid-belt, with an injured look. 
“Wait!” Dwyn cried. “I know one!” He walked over 

to his beloved Hovermutt and posed with his arm around 
her great neck. 

“Hanah!” Root and Lian cried. 
But the fountain only smirked and crooned louder 

than ever. The Bond looked at Jorab, who shrugged as 
the finches picked his hand clean of breadcrumbs. 

“Wait!” Dwyn said. “It’s a crooning fountain. I bet 
you have to sing it!” 

Lian stepped back. “No way! I don’t sing.” 
“C’mon! We’ll do it together.”  
 “Fine,” Lian scowled. “But no listening to me!” 
“No one’s gonna listen,” Dwyn insisted. “Just 

c’mon.” 
As they gathered around the plaque, Dwyn elbowed 

Root. They muffled snickers as Lian cleared his throat 
and faced the fountain sourly. All three took a unified 
breath. 

But only one actually sang. 
“Haaaaaaannnaaaaaaah!” Lian warbled and cracked. 
Even the fountain laughed.  
“Hardy har har,” Lian glowered as his friends wiped 

their gleeful eyes. 
Whatever his chagrin, it was worth it, for the pleased 

fountain now winked and began to drain water from its 
basin. A distinct scraping sound rose as the basin then 
shifted into an opening that plunged into the ground 
below. As it grew wider, a descending staircase formed 
before their eyes. 
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 “Well done,” said Jorab, now sporting the whole 
family of yellow birds on his shoulders. He gestured to 
the cramped, dark staircase and offered, “After you,” with 
a smile.  

It became apparent that such a staircase, with its 
cobwebs and cold, groaning stone was not a very 
welcoming sight. At least not to Lian, whose mouth 
promptly dried up. 

Dwyn, on the other hand, saw triumph in those steps, 
and pushed forward eagerly. Root followed, only 
somewhat eagerly, her instincts firmly on high alert. Lian 
eventually took the rear, clenching his teeth, not eager at 
all. 

 Jorab’s tall frame could not fit in the narrow 
cubbyhole and so was left to keep watch as the Bond 
made for the secret library on its own.  

Dwyn capped the descent with a rousing, echoing, 
repeating chorus of “Haaaaannnnaaaaah.”   

Much to Lian’s annoyance. 
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21 

LIMERICKS IN THE DARK 

 
he narrow staircase corkscrewed endlessly. There 
was no light, save for that which came from its 

opening, and that was waning with each downward step. 
Eventually, the Valadors encountered a torch and 

were able to gain its benefit via the palindrome game. The 
torch had challenged with a very impressive “A nut for a 
jar of tuna,” to which Root had replied with a 
remembered favourite, the equally impressive “No.” 

The staircase twisted and plunged deeper into 
claustrophobic silence, effecting the awful impression of 
being buried alive. Cobwebs that were way bigger than 
should be, wisped like ghosts across their faces. 

At last they came to some flooring, a landing where 
they could spread out slightly. It was here they spied a 
single door, arched wood against the old stone. Red paint 
chipped with age along the grain and a torch flickered 
from each side. It was an acceptable setting, marred only 
by the sickeningly large spider sleeping on the brass 
handle. 

Root tucked her hand in her sleeve and swatted the 
creature away. It dropped with an audible thump and 
looked to be extremely cross as it teetered on a round 
hairy back. In a matter of moments it would be back on 
its feet and lunging. Root hastily rapped against the door. 

T 
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No answer. 
The big fat hairy angry spider gave a heave and landed 

on its feet. It looked even bigger and fatter and angrier 
now. 

All three of the Valadors sprang to the handle and 
pushed. The sluggish door began to move. But the spider, 
oh it was motoring now. It flew at the last leg to enter the 
room, Lian’s. Lian slammed the door in the nick of time 
and they heard the second audible spider thump that day. 

They caught their breath, surveying a chamber that 
was floor to ceiling in books. Tables housed them, 
swaying inward from the weight. Corners harboured 
them. Shelves brimmed with them and what couldn’t fit 
in those was stacked in teetering piles along with 
parchment and other scribing paraphernalia.  

There seemed to be a good inch of dust all over, 
leaving everything a dull powdery grey, like the dead ashes 
in the fireplace across the room. 

They had yet to notice the man slumped on the wing 
back chair for his wild ashen hair and pale complexion 
blended with the dust. A cat, also grey, curled across his 
bony knees. Its glowing green eyes were the only colour 
in the entire room. 

The old man had been staring at them since their 
hasty spill through the door. His rasped “Welcome” was 
not expected. Lian screamed and fell backward into a pile 
of scrolls. The old man waited, unstirred, for the ensuing 
chaos to placate before continuing. “I...” he spoke very, 
very slowly, “am the Li…brar…i…an.” His eyes rounded 
as if he’d just finished the climax of a terrifying story. 

Root’s voice had recovered first. “Uh, hello sir. Uh, 
we’re here for a book.” 

“A book!” the man bolted upright, then ever so 
slowly seeped back down into his chair. 
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“What…kind…of…book?” He smoothed his pale, thin 
hand over the cat. 

Root and Dwyn pushed Lian forward. “It’s uh…it’s 
called Tales of the Miist by--” 

“Tales of the Miist!” The man echoed with wide, 
moon-cut eyes. They expected he might defy age and leap 
to a shelf, but an arthritic flick of his knobbly finger came 
instead, gesturing the three closer. They obliged with 
reluctant, sideways glances. When they weren’t quite near 
enough, he gestured them closer. To their growing 
annoyance he did this two more times. On the fourth 
flick, as they drew close enough to see the white hairs of 
his nostrils, he took a deep breath to speak.  

A deep, long, preparatory breath. 
The kind of inhale that indicated great wisdom to 

come. 
Any minute now. 
The Valadors hung on the cusp of such revelation for 

a very long time.  
No such thing came. 
They stared at each other, then back to the 

mummified face. Still nothing. 
“Uh, sir?” Root whispered. 
The man began to snore. 
“Oh for crying out loud,” Lian dropped all pretense. 

“He’s sleeping! Dwyn wake him up.” 
“I’m not waking him. He gives me the creeps. Look, 

his eyes are still half open! Let’s just look for the book 
ourselves.” 

Agreed. As they rifled through shelves and stacks, the 
Librarian woke again. He spent a moment or two casually 
observing before wheezing another fossilized, 
“Welcooome.” 
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This time it was Dwyn tripping over a pile of quills 
and inkpots.  

Lian, however, was not in the mood for repetition. 
“Look sir,” he spouted, “we’re here for a book. It’s the 
only one of its kind. It’s called Tales of the Miist by Sir 
Wilbury Heart.” 

The man smiled and eked a laugh that shortly turned 
into a whooping hack. They waited impatiently, half 
hoping he’d just get it over with and croak. Once he 
recovered, the now familiar arthritic finger gestured Lian 
forward again. Lian was not amused as he grit his teeth 
and stomped closer. 

“You won’t find it here…” the old relic wheezed. 
“What’re you talking about? This is the only place it 

can be!” 
“This,” the Librarian announced, eyes full-blown 

again as if his spooky tale had taken a cliff hang, “is the 
only place it was!” 

The Valadors froze.  
“Was? What do you mean?” Lian said. 
“What do I mean? What do I mean? Aaaagh-whoof-

kah-kaaahhh.” The cough again.  
It took everything in the Bond to not shake the old 

corpse into some semblance of life. Instead, all they could 
do was watch in bitter silence until the choking 
spluttering affair was ended and he was ready to speak 
again. When it did and he was, to their horror the enemy 
finger gestured once more. 

“Look!” Dwyn swatted the finger away, “We’re not 
here for ghost stories. We just need the stupid book!” 

The cat hissed and leapt from the man’s lap, forcing 
Dwyn into backward stumble.  
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Root gave chase and scooped its furry form into her 
arms. “Just relax, Dwyn, and let the poor man talk.” She 
sat, stroking the cat, thankful of its dawning purr. 

The Librarian’s croaky rasp returned, oblivious to 
Dwyn’s scowl. “There once was a Bond on a quest…” 

Heads turned. 
The Librarian smirked and resumed his limerick. 

“Whose palindromes made it our guest…” 
“He’s talking about us!” Lian cried. 
The man shook his head and continued. “They’d 

come for a look…and left with a book…” 
Lian crashed into outrage. “What? No way! I was the 

only one who had that information! No one else knew 
about this place!” 

The librarian sat back, the same smirk creased into his 
wrinkles. 

“He’s probably lying,” Dwyn broke in. “Look at ‘im. 
He’s playing some sort of evil trick on us!” 

“It’s a limerick, Dwyn” Root said. “I hardly think 
villainy would resort to rhyme.” She was certain the poem 
had merit. She turned back to the Librarian and took his 
bony white hand. “Please. Go on.” 

He stared at her for a long time before shifting his 
crumbling gaze to Lian and Dwyn. Nope. His lids closed 
and turned away in clear rejection. 

“See!” Root cried. “You offended him! And now he 
won’t tell us anything!” 

Dwyn couldn’t care less. He was quite ready to go. 
Lian followed him to the door, still ranting over losing 
the book to someone else. Root remained, repeating the 
limerick. When she’d exhausted all possible rhymes, she 
set the cat down with a morsel and turned, fuming, 
toward her Bondmates. 
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“Exchanged for a roseate crest,” came a voice behind 
her. 

All three swung around to see the librarian snoring, 
his mouth a tunnel of gurgling apnea. The cat had 
returned to his lap and now stretched a long back leg. 
“Thanks for the bread,” it purred. 

Root’s mouth gaped wider than the librarian’s. Her 
eyes lit up. “You’re welcome!”  

“You’ll have to excuse the ol’ man. He doesn’t like ill 
manners.” The cat pointed his meaning to Lian and Dwyn, 
who blinked with nervous regret. “I’m Wickletosh. But 
my friends call me Wicks.” 

“Hi, Wicks,” Dwyn began. “I’m--” 
“I said my friends call me Wicks,” the cat growled. 

Dwyn shut up. 
“Hello Wickletosh. I’m Root Karbunkulus.” 
“Hello, Root. Please, call me Wicks.” 
“Wicks it is!” Root beamed. 
“So, didjya get that last part?” The cat asked, 

preserving Root’s exclusivity. The others were verbally 
disowned.   

“Would you mind repeating it?” Root asked, rather 
enjoying the attention. 

“Not at all.” The cat stretched again before 
smoothing his whiskers and reciting the limerick in full. 

 
“There once was a Bond on a quest 
Whose palindromes made it our guest 
They’d come for a look 
And left with a book 
Exchanged for a roseate crest” 
 
The Bond poured over the words but no revelation 

came. 
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“Maybe this’ll help.” From a book on the librarian’s 
chairside table, Wickletosh pulled out a glitzy pink 
emblem. 

Instant recognition! Hilly Punyun! 
“You mean the librarian took The Pinks’ logo in 

exchange for the book?” Root asked. 
The cat nodded. “That clam’s genuine pink sapphire!” 
“But how did she know?” Lian said, batting all 

understanding. “I had the only--”  
“Forget her,” Dwyn said. “What about us? Now 

what’re we gonna do?”  
He was right. Now what, indeed? As of this moment, 

they were behind, with no leads and no alternate plans. 
“That book you wanted,” The cat was now 

licking…well, where cats lick. “By Sir Wilbury Heart?” 
“Yes?” Lian drew in. 
Wickletosh ignored him and turned a whiskery smile 

to Root. “Bet he could help you.” 
“Sure, if he was still alive,” Root sighed. 
“He is.” 
The Bond snapped to attention. 
Wickletosh continued. Licking. It was awkward. 

Finally, he spoke. “He lives in the lighthouse on Moody 
Bay. Old, mind you, but y’never know.” 

Hope flooded back! Root swept the cat in her arms. 
He bid her farewell and soon the Bond was back above 
ground. And for the third time that day, against the 
relodged stone of the basin, the acutely audible thump of 
an unforgiving spider was heard. 

Jorab had fallen asleep with the Hovermutts in the 
cooling shade. When they woke him and shared their 
news, he was delighted, “Sir Heart is a dear friend!”  

They gawped. 
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“You mean we could have avoided the whole library 
fiasco if we’d just told you his name?” Lian groaned. 

Jorab winked. “What, and miss out on the 
adventure?”  

The Crooning fountain was the only one who found 
that amusing. 
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22 

TIDINGS OF SIR HEART 

 
 

hick shrubs and trees of the Valador’s journey 
gradually gave way to grainy white sand and the 

occasional clump of dried grass. The ocean’s damp, salty 
sigh began to dominate, along with an amassing wind. 

Several times Root noticed Jorab’s attention to the 
sky as if concerned it might somehow disappear. 

Once clearing a high peak, they could see Sir Wilbury 
Heart’s lighthouse in the distance. The horizon, nothing 
more than smoldering embers, cast the gangling tower 
into deep silhouette. It leaned toward the sea, a precarious 
shadow on a crag of rocks while wave after wave crashed 
beneath it. 

“Look out!” In one fell swoop Jorab managed to grab 
Root, Lian and Dwyn and throw them to safety beneath a 
dead log. Within seconds, a frighteningly large and dark 
Something flew overhead; the roar of its powerful wings 
had hidden cleverly among the rowdy gusts. Once it had 
found distance Jorab raised himself off the piled bodies. 
“Sorry ‘bout that. He’s hunting and we don’t want to…”  

His words were lost on the rigid Bond, now goggling 
the bay, where the same terrifying Something perched like 
a monstrous warden on the very top of Wilbury Heart’s 
lighthouse.  

T 
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“Is that a Shield?” Dwyn asked. 
“It is.” Jorab nodded gravely. 
“Weren’t Shields used for the war?” Root asked, her 

eyes yet to break away.  
“Yeah,” Lian answered. “But lots of people still have 

them for protection. My mum has one.” 
“Why? Aren’t we in a cold truce?”  
“In my mum’s own words: ‘I’d rather trust a Shield 

than the words of Studaben Picklepug’.” 
Root wrapped her cloak tighter. She didn’t know 

which felt worse, the uncertain times or the Shield that 
was to protect from such times. 

The Bond arrived in darkness. A single window near 
the top of the lighthouse glowed miserly and all that 
could be noted of the Shield was the deep sheen of 
feathers and the puncturing weight of yellow eyes. They 
gathered about the door, trying to evade a wind whose 
sole purpose was to harass. All were suitably tormented 
by the time Sir Wilbury Heart arrived. 

From his appearance he was, as the cat had suggested, 
old indeed. But the cat had failed to mention the other 
rather shocking traits of Sir Wilbury Heart. His face for 
instance. It was more of a landslide - one eye here, one 
eye there, with a nose that seemed to mash to the left and 
a mouth that sagged shapelessly. Root wondered what 
could have happened to him and reasoned that whatever 
it was pretty much justified the creepy Shield perched on 
his lighthouse. 

Sir Heart’s eyes, however, belied both his age and his 
appearance. They were bright and keenly alert. He 
wrangled the Bond in with voracious warmth and dragged 
about the room fetching blankets and toasting their 
insides with steaming cinnamon tea and honey. 
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He gave Jorab a particularly lengthy embrace, 
“How’ve y’been, y’ol blug!” and made sure his old friend 
sat in a most comfortable chair with his feet up. Soon, all 
were thawed as a fire snapped and stole away any thought 
of the cold outside. 

With damp clothes steaming over the mantle, Sir 
Heart at last joined his guests. “Now then, my old 
friend,” he said to Jorab. “Tell me what brings you here 
and with such a troupe of traveling companions in your 
service?” He smiled warmly at the Bond. 

“On the contrary, my dear Wilbury,” Jorab 
announced. ”I am in their service, their Rover in fact. 
They come by duty of the Clade of Acquisitions.” 

 “Ah yes, I’ve heard. Do tell.” The old man leaned in. 
Jorab handed it over to the Bond and lounged back 

into the vintage folds of his chair.  
Root cleared her throat. “We’re in search of the Miist 

of Kalliope. Our journey’s led us here, to you, as we’ve 
heard you hold the highest knowledge of its existence.” 

“Ah, a wise Finder t’boot! Indeed I do, child.” Sir 
Wilbury Heart poked at the hanging cloaks, a deep 
concentration spreading across his face. For some time he 
seemed to drift into a mesmerizing dance of olden days 
until at last he spoke. “Young as she was, Kalliope was 
my dear and trusted friend. We rode into many trials and 
wonders at each other’s side. All were blessed to have her 
in company for she, of course, was the great Healer. 
Without her we would not have defeated the first enemy 
Vor. Alas, today we fight a greater enemy. The Murk 
Lord is the evil we endure now.” 

“The Murk Lord?” Root asked.  
“Aye. Kakos,” Sir Heart glowered. “The face behind 

our most bloody war, indeed the evil that killed my dear 
friend Kalliope, too young and too soon.” His audience 
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respectfully paused with him. He seemed to transcend 
place and time as he called back the demons of memory. 
“Kalliope’s Pyre was Concoction. Her prodigious skills 
and desire created a potent elixir that could literally heal 
hundreds if not thousands at a time…” 

“The Miist,” Lian said. 
“Yes…yes…” Sir Heart switched gears, “I remember 

as if it were yesterday. The joy on the soldiers’ faces when 
she was spotted over the haze. I had ridden ahead and 
sent word of the sick and wounded…thousands near 
death. Others desperately lending aid to the Curatives.” 

He smiled nostalgically now. “She came from the 
West as the Daystar was rising and casting glorious light 
upon her. Hope spread through the camp and some 
soldiers were healed by the mere anticipation of her 
arrival.” Sir Heart breathed raptly, grief now taxing his 
face. “She removed the stopper from her flask as she’d 
done so many times before, but something of the most 
hideous nature happened. Instead of the sweet, 
quenching breath of life, an unspeakable violence fell 
upon the land. There were waves of darkness and despair. 
I’ll not ever forget the screams. 

“I woke some two days later, the sole survivor, 
though there are times when I wish I hadn’t, for what I 
saw haunts me to this day…Death…and more death. 
Even Kalliope herself. The land was charred with putrid 
smoke rising from it in stacks…and thus it remains. The 
Black Hills.” 

His ghastly features were all put into perspective as 
Root pondered Sir Heart’s own terrible suffering at the 
hands of such horror. She shuddered. 

After a time Dwyn spoke. “Sir…what happened? I 
mean, she didn’t mean to…” 
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“Of course not. She was Kalliope, the gentlest 
creature to have walked Lanlynne’s earth. No, my boy. 
My belief? Someone else did the deplorable deed. And I 
do not hesitate to say they waited especially for her arrival 
and when she released the Miist, they, at the same time 
released their more powerful and deadly concoction onto 
the battlefield. That way they could mark her as the 
source.” 

The fire was low. Outside, the wind and sea sounded 
fit to engulf them. Root sat in silence. The images Sir 
Heart had conjured led, frustratingly, to more questions 
than answers. Did Kalliope annihilate all those people? If 
not, then who? 

“I think we should go there,” Lian said. “The Black 
Hills.” 

 Sir Heart furrowed his brow. “They say a darkness 
grows there, feeds off the battle’s lingering terror. If you 
go, you must seek out the Keepers. They are powerful 
and will help you.” 

Lian looked at his Bondmates. They nodded. As 
hideous a place as it sounded, it was their best option. 

“Very good,” Jorab said. “The Black Hills are on Loz, 
the largest of the Squawnch Islands.” 

“Hold now,” Sir Heart interjected. “What you do not 
know, what only a select few do know, is that safe 
passage across the gulf is by ferry.” Sir Heart narrowed 
his lower eye. “And there is only one ferry given such 
shelter…run by the Sea Wraith.” 

Any remnant of courage in Dwyn skidded to an 
abrupt halt. “Um…No, thanks.” 

“You needn’t be afraid,” Jorab assured him. “The Sea 
Wraith is peaceful as long as you do not offend it, which 
I’m sure you will have every intention of not doing.” 
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“Oh I’ve got no problem with Wraiths. It’s water I 
don’t do.” 

“You’re scared of water?” Lian asked, incredulous. 
Dwyn felt all eyes upon him. “Pffft. No,” he balked. 

“You are.” 
“What? No, I’m not.” 
Sir Heart looked at Dwyn. “It’s the safest way, son.” 
Dwyn clenched his jaw. “Fine. But if Lian starts 

crying, it’s not my fault.” 
“What the…? You’re mad. I’m not scared of water! 

Root, tell them!” 
The room erupted into laughter but Root noticed 

Dwyn was awful quiet after that. 
Sir Heart faced the Bond, “Well then, you must ready 

yourselves.” 
Root felt a skipping panic in her heart. “What? Right 

now?” 
“The Sea Wraith only travels under light of moon. 

And we are in the last crescent. It’s your choice, but it will 
be three days before the moon is seen again. Of course, if 
you stay I would be honoured to show you my prize 
arachnid collection.” 

Apparently pet spiders sleeping bedside was not as 
tempting as Sir Heart had thought, for the boys bolted 
upstairs in search of travel supplies and Root was pointed 
in the direction of the larder. 

While she collected fruit and nut-muffins and other 
provisions, she heard gruff whispering from down the 
hall, between the two men. 

“It has its risk, definitely. Do you think the Bonds will 
succeed?” This was Sir Heart. 

“Perhaps,” came Jorab’s reply. “One Miist has already 
been found.” 
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Root dropped her supplies and scrambled to hear 
more. 

“Are you certain you should go?” Sir Heart asked. 
“There’s not much choice, I’m afraid,” Jorab 

answered. “If it is true, we must prepare for the worst.” 
Sir Heart shook his head. “And what of the Valadors 

then?” 
“You and I both know what the Wolf is capable of. 

Our watch for their safety must be diligent.” 
“Aye.” 
“You will bait the Wraith, then?” 
“I will.” 
“Good,” Jorab gestured down the hall, where Root 

ducked from view. “Tell them I will rejoin them shortly. 
And if anything should happen, the Brédin are only a 
Bean Bug away.” 

“Off you go.” Sir Heart held the back door open. 
“And, Jorab…don’t waste your breath on semantics. 
That’s what he wants. When the shepherds argue, the 
wolf has won.” 

“Thank you, my friend. Look to the sky for word.” 
Jorab stepped outside and disappeared into the night. 

 
**** 
 
Three makeshift beds were set up in an upper room 

of the lighthouse. Root wasn’t sure how she felt about 
getting the bed closest to the window where the whole 
building leaned toward the jagged rocks and wild waters 
below. But as she looked at Lian and Dwyn’s bunk bed, 
tied against the far wall so it wouldn’t slide down the 
floor into hers, she guessed they weren’t much better off.  

She waited until they were alone to tell them what 
she’d heard between Jorab and Sir Heart, ending her 
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report with a paraphrase of their last words, “If the Clade 
isn’t careful, the Wolf will take its sheep. As in, us.” 

“Who’s the Wolf?” Lian asked. 
“A BratJacker,” Root and Dwyn both said. “He steals 

kids and usually sells them,” Root continued. “But it 
looks like this one wants to keep us.” 

“Why?” 
“Mordge said the Clade suspected there were others 

who wanted to gain their Finds.” 
“It makes sense,” Lian said. “The Miist alone must be 

worth a great deal of Junos.” 
“But it sounds like the Clade is onto him,” Dwyn 

said. “So we should just keep our focus on the Miist.” 
Root nodded. “Especially if one’s been found 

already.”  
“I can’t believe a Bond already got one so fast,” Lian 

shook his head. 
No one said anything. Root could feel the misery of 

this small defeat trying to get a foothold in her. 
“Well, there are still five left,” Dwyn pitched his voice 

into hope. “That’s plenty. We can still win.”  
He put his hand in the air, awaiting the groaning 

placement of theirs on top, when a knock on the door 
interrupted them. It was Sir Heart. 

“I hope you are finding your humble arrangements 
comfortable?” 

“Oh yes!” Root smiled. “Thanks again, Sir Heart.” 
“The pleasure is mine.” He winked his lower eye. 

“Now then, I have your Wraith Baits.” He held up three 
thin, white fish bones, finely carved into elaborate shapes, 
each with a sharp, curving point. He set one down on 
each of their bedposts and faced them. Upon seeing the 
pale colour of their faces, he chuckled, “There is no need 
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for alarm. Once you are at shore, just pay with your 
Quantifier and all will be well. Good night then.” 

“Good night,” came their stiff reply as he snuffed out 
the torches. 

Between the crashing waves below and her own 
squirming thoughts, Root found it hard to sleep. Who 
had found the first Miist? The thought of Kor flaunting it 
like one of his stupid Rival Ring Sporting Guild quarries 
made her stomach ache. And the idea of Hilly parading it 
through the halls of the Shack made it doubly so.  

It wasn’t right. Root didn’t have the luxury of just 
wanting to win. She needed to. Losing meant only one 
thing: a crawling terror in the realms of Death Flat. She 
grit her teeth and stoked her blood and seared the Miist 
of Kalliope into the forefront of her mind. We will find it.  

A pinch in her palm alerted her to her Ember Etch. 
She lifted it to the starlight. The Etch had shifted into a 
tangle of ambiguous lines. She wondered if it was 
reflecting the same tangle she felt in her breath.  
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23 

WRAITH BAIT 

 
 

idnight’s inky gloom had long crawled into the 
lighthouse when Root jolted upright in her 

bed. That’s when she saw it, the Sea Wraith, hovering in a 
towering shadow at the end posts. She wanted to shriek 
but terror had seized her throat and anyway, no one 
would hear her; Lian and Dwyn’s bunk bed was gone 
from sight. The window too was vanished. There was 
only darkness. And the Sea Wraith. 

A hooded cloak flowed over the specter. From this 
hood no face was seen; only long, grey tentacles that 
squirmed in silent breath. 

Root’s voice finally came to her in a tiny squeak. “A-
are you the Sea Wraith?” 

It moved a scaly, grey hand into view and here Root 
saw that it was gripping the Bait that Sir Heart had 
anchored.  

“O k-kay,” she whispered. “So…what do I do?” 
There was a long hissing sound, like the whisper of 

ocean shells as the Wraith held out its other hand. Root 
guessed it wanted her to grasp it. She swallowed back the 
lump in her throat and stretched her fingers.  

In the moment of connection, she felt a tug and was 
off her feet. When she landed, she was no longer in the 

M 
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lighthouse. She was in a small boat, gazing upon the 
daunting immensity of the ocean and the dark night that 
possessed it. 

She was utterly alone save for the Sea Wraith, which 
had taken hold of a long oar and now stood in shadow at 
the boat’s stern. There was another wordless rasp as it 
stretched its fishy hand toward her again.  

Root had no idea what this meant. She looked down, 
trying to decipher how deep the water was and if she 
should jump, when she heard a whimper and saw Lian 
appear beside her. He was in his own tiny boat, with his 
own silent Sea Wraith taking up an oar. 

“Lian!” Root watched him scramble upright. 
“Where’s Dwyn?” 

He composed himself and assessed their surroundings 
before meeting her eyes with a worried shrug. Root felt 
her heart drop. Maybe Dwyn wouldn’t come. 

The Sea Wraiths held out their hands. 
“I think they want something,” Root said.  “But I 

don’t know what.” 
Another rattling hiss tickled her ear, but now, with a 

moon to offer light, Root spied a cloud of mist streaming 
from the Sea Wraith’s dark hood. “Wait!” she pointed. 
“Look!” 

She and Lian watched as the Wraith’s cold filmy 
breath crystallized into actual letters.  

F-A-R-E 
Fare. 
“They want their fare!” Lian said. “How much?” 
In another misted wheeze, the Sea Wraith spelled its 

answer: ONE DROP OF BLOOD, NO MORE NO 
LESS. 

“Blood?” Root could feel the queasiness in her 
stomach.  
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Lian, however, was already onto the practicalities of 
such an expense. “What if we accidentally give more than 
a drop?” 

THEN YOU ARE OFFERING YOUR LIFE 
“Offering my life?” Lian blanched. “To what?” 
TO THE SERVICE OF THE SEA WRAITH 
He and Root shared a nervous glance as she asked, 

“And too little blood?” 
AN INSULT! THE SEA WRAITH SHALL SEEK 

RECOMPENSE 
“How much?” 
ALL YOUR BLOOD 
Root and Lian shrank back in silent terror.  
“Hang on,” Lian said a moment later. “Sir Heart said 

to use a Quantifier!” He swung the truss pack around and 
started digging. Moments later he pulled out a round 
pewter dial and began calibrating it, mumbling about not 
having used one before and how he should have slept on 
a particular book. 

Root, meanwhile, kept her eyes on the shoreline, 
hoping Dwyn would appear. She couldn’t bear to 
continue without him, surprising herself at how much 
she’d come to enjoy his company. His many little 
annoyances had actually grown on her.  

“Okay, uh…Time? No. Water? No…” Lian fumbled 
with the Quantifier. 

“Are you sure you can do this?” Root asked with 
more skepticism than she’d intended. 

“You wanna do it?” Lian snapped. 
“No. Sorry.” 
“There it is.” Lian carefully spun the Quantifier’s dial 

point to blood. “Okay, amount? One…drop. Done.” He 
finished, his hands trembling. 
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They scanned the shore again. Root could see that 
Lian too had made room in his heart for Dwyn, for his 
eyes held the same mournful shape. Impatience stirred in 
the Sea Wraiths and they realized they could wait no 
longer.  

Lian pulled a thin thread of silver light from the 
Quantifier and held it over his finger. He sucked a deep 
breath into his lungs. Then, with eyes squeezed, he 
pricked the thread deep into the tip of his finger. 

His Sea Wraith stretched a draping sleeve, revealing 
skin and bone of a water-dwelling world. Long scaly 
fingers caught the blood as it fell from Lian’s finger. 
Tssssssssssss. Then silence. 

They waited. If Lian had given too little, would blood 
just start draining from them? If he’d given too much, 
would the Sea Wraiths drag them to the watery depths 
below? Thankfully, it was neither. The Quantifier was 
accurate. Lian extracted the same fare from Root’s finger 
and the satisfied Wraiths pushed their long oars from the 
wet shore. 

“What the…where am I?” This voice did not come 
from any of the four present. It was a high-pitched yelp, 
spit up by a newcomer. Root and Lian beamed at the 
sight of Dwyn, spluttering in his boat, his face as pale as 
the watching moon. 

He came! 
Lian wasted no time. He leapt onto shore and, 

without explanation, grabbed hold of Dwyn’s flailing 
hand. 

“What’re you doing?” Dwyn cried. 
“I’m paying your fare!” Lian pricked Dwyn’s finger 

and fed it to the third Sea Wraith.  
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“Blood?” Dwyn spewed. “I have to give my blood to 
some brine ghost? Bad enough I have to ride across a 
huge, bottomless ocean with it!” 

Lian ignored him and jumped back into his boat.  
And with that, the three specters dipped seamless 

oars into the boundless sea. Sir Heart’s lighthouse swiftly 
faded from view and all that was heard was the pounding 
of three young hearts. 

Correction: three hearts and one loud, rather grating 
voice.  

“Hey! Slow down!” Dwyn shrieked, gripping the sides 
of his boat. 

And “Easy! You’re gonna tip this thing!” 
And “Look out! There’s a wave!” 
And “I think we sprung a leak!”  
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24 

THE BLACK HILLS 

 
 

re there brakes on this thing?” 
“Hey! You splashed me! My Wraith splashed 

me!” 
“Do you even have a license to ferry?” 
“Woah!  Not so fast on the turn!” 
The night had drawn on like this, making even Root 

and Lian entertain visions of seaweed down Dwyn’s 
throat. His Sea Wraith too seemed to have reached its 
wits end. Root watched the letters that seeped from its 
mist cloud: 

DOES HE EVER SHUT UP? 
And from her Wraith, HOW DO YOU STAND IT? 
Root thanked their lucky stars that the patience of the 

specters had held. Though, the very second a red sun 
streaked across the horizon and a shadowed land came to 
view, Dwyn’s Wraith literally picked him up by the scruff 
of his collar and dumped him, screaming and flailing onto 
the lumpy sands of their new shore.  

Loz of the Squawnch Isles. 
Of first priority - once Dwyn was recuperated and his 

grievances fully aired to the world at large - was to find a 
suitable resting place. This was discovered under the dry 
canopy of a soft pine just off shore. From its shelter, 

“A 
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lulled by a beautiful dance of luminescent lights across the 
beach, the Bond fell into deep sleep.  

They slumbered well into the afternoon, waking at 
last to the lilting cry of sea birds. The sky was vast and 
vacant. There was no wind here and the sun gleamed. Yet 
a crisp chill remained. 

As Root attempted a fire, Dwyn hunted down Lian 
along the beach where the latter was once again lost in 
the wonder of his Natruid Pyre. 

“Lunch is ready,” Dwyn said as he reached him. 
Lian didn’t look up. “Okay.” 
“More samples?” 
“Yup. I wouldn't step there if I were you.”  
Dwyn froze and looked down to see a puddle. “It’s 

just a buncha algae.” 
Lian kept calm attention on a tube-shaped coral. 

“Remember those light swirls all over the beach last 
night?” 

“Yeah.” 
“They’re called Death Brights and they were in a 

feeding frenzy. Stepping into that buncha algae would 
induce another one.” 

“So?” 
“So, each one has four tiny cuspates, the likes of 

which are used in butcher blades in order to ensure the 
cleanest slicing off of a head.” 

“Oh.” Dwyn swallowed and stepped back.  
Lian finished extracting his coral and, using a Funnel 

Stamp, very carefully enticed the deadly light swirls into it 
- not without pretending to drop them first. Dwyn’s 
shriek was well worth it. When finished, he maneuvered 
past with a smirk on his face. 

 
***** 
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After lunch, Lian pulled out a familiar velvet pouch 
from the truss pack. His friends stopped to watch as he 
sprinkled its contents, a plain mound of dirt over a patch 
of ground. 

The dirt began to sift and merge with its flooring, 
becoming an incredibly detailed relief map of the entire 
island of Loz, including two mountain ranges, three lakes 
and an expansive forest. A face formed in the top right 
corner.  

“Good day to you, sir! This is your all day, every day 
Road at your service!” The face grinned. 

Dwyn and Root stepped closer, thrilled to see the dirt 
in action.  

“Hey, Road,” Lian replied. “Do you know where we 
are?” 

“Of course. You’re on the Eastern shore of the Island 
of Loz.” Road highlighted a convenient X for visual 
effect. 

“How do we get to the Black Hills?” Dwyn asked. 
While engraving a circle around the area of the Black 

Hills and a series of arrows leading to it, Road 
commented like a tour host.  

“The Black Hills are located on the edge of the 
Filligrin Forest.” It forged potential routes from the X to 
the Black Hills. “I recommend the northern path. Less 
than a day on foot. It will take you past the Squawnch 
Caves but it is hunting season and the Squawnches will 
have taken to the Isle of Quoz.” 

“Um,” Root interrupted, “what’s a Squawnch?” 
Lian looked at the earthen map. “History, Road.” 
“Please?” 
“Please,” Lian said curtly. 
Road sifted itself once again, forming a blank 

landscape. “The Squawnches began as a colony of 
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criminals who developed a Soot Market trade in 
Lightning Stalk weapons.”  

At this, Road detailed a long leafy reed from which a 
constant bolt of lightning ignited. 

“They ravaged the islands, using dark Stamps to make 
the Lightning Stalk grow faster. This corrupt Ember soon 
infected their water and food supply, stunting their 
growth, marring and discolouring their skin, rotting their 
teeth, and so forth.” 

Road pushed the earth into a revealing sculpture of a 
Squawnch, showcasing its squat, crooked body and a host 
of unsightly deformities. It looked feral, like it might eat 
them. 

“They managed to nearly destroy the Lightning 
Stalk,” Road continued, “which, now frail and close to 
extinction produces far less than what buyers had paid 
for. Thus most Squawnches are forced into labour to 
repay debts.” 

“Thanks, Road,” Lian said. “Upsy daisy.” 
Road funneled back into its velvet pouch. The 

Squawnch held out until the very end, its long fingernails 
scratching for escape. It was very unnerving to watch and, 
as they had to now trespass Squawnch lands, Root hoped 
it wasn’t an indication of things to come. 

They packed up quickly and soon were crunching 
pine needles along a wide path. Once deeper into the 
forest the trail thickened with moss and the crisp smell of 
resin. The Bond kept a bold pace, at least until the 
Squawnch grounds were met. Thankfully with abandoned 
silence. Following an anxious tiptoe past caves, each 
flanked by gnarled unwelcome totems, they arrived, as 
Road had indicated, at the edge of Filligrin Forest.  

Ahead was a wrought iron archway. The words Rest 
Now were placed at its center, while clumps of wild roses 
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twisted in and out, exhaling a paradoxical pleasantry into 
the air. 

Lian stopped to inspect a tree.  
“C’mon, Lian!” Root groaned.  
But Lian wasn’t plucking samples. He had noticed 

vicious markings across the trunk. He looked around. No 
footprints. But it was quiet here. Too quiet. He hurried to 
catch up with his friends, keeping an anxious eye behind 
him. He did not hear the low growl that seeped out from 
the forest shadows. 

The Valadors passed under the archway. And froze. 
Nothing could have prepared them for the startling 

image in their midst. The mossy green of the forest had 
ended jarringly, replaced by scorched grass and smoke 
geysers as far as the eye could see. Nothing lived here. 
Nothing could. Instead, sinking into a mass of charred 
hills and larger ranges were thousands upon thousands of 
black granite headstones. Each had been meticulously 
carved into the image of the life lost. 

Root, in recalling the Black Hills tragedy, couldn’t 
help but feel overwhelmed by the sight. It was 
devastating. 

They stood for some time before Dwyn spoke. 
“Where can we…I mean…I don’t know where to start.” 

It seemed wrong to disturb this place. Not to mention 
foolish. Dwyn received no answer. Instead Root followed 
her own meandering intuition among the headstones, 
fathoming the horror, scanning expressions…pulling her 
cloak tighter. 

Something darted across the archway. Lian wheeled 
around. Nothing. He scanned the forest. Something was 
there. He could feel eyes watching him. 

“Uh guys…we should find the Keepers before--” 
But Dwyn was already wandering his own path into 
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the Hills. Lian looked around again, panic growing in 
him. He tightened his grip on the truss pack and chased 
after Dwyn. 

Root wandered further into the Death Yard’s gloom. 
A Smoke geyser sprung up, sending her back in a fit of 
coughs. She leaned against a dead tree to catch her breath. 
This place was the work of some force she’d never 
known until now, far beyond the burlesque cruelty of the 
Aunts.  

She crouched down and found herself staring into the 
intricately carved face of a young man. A plaque said his 
name was Norbert Grankle and below it an epigraph 
read: 

 
Be at peace, be at peace 
May the battle horns cease 
 
She imagined the terror of war, bereft of any 

comprehension. “You look so young,” she whispered to 
the headstone. 

“I was,” Norbert sprung to life in response.  
Root fell back, trampling over her cloak so that it 

nearly choked her. 
“Not much older than you at any rate,” Norbert 

sighed. “I was going to be married. Miss Lulu Swane.” As 
Root scrambled to her feet, Norbert carried on, 
unmoved. “Perhaps you know her?” 

At last Root gathered her wits. “Um…who?” 
“My beloved Lulu. She was from Divit.” 
“No…sorry.” 
“Alas,” Norbert sighed. “We are all forgotten.” 
“No you’re not,” Root braved. “Sir Wilbury Heart 

keeps your memory alive.” 
The headstone’s entire constitution brightened. “Sir 
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Heart? He was my chief. Bless him! Oh, he was a great 
leader. He and…” In perfect contrast, his marble face 
dropped. 

“Kalliope?” Root guessed. 
“Kalliope. I still can’t believe it and yet here we are.” 
Root trod lightly, “What happened?” 
“She…killed us.” He was clearly dead and yet 

disbelief consumed him. 
“Are you certain it was her?” 
His nod was weak, not certain at all. 
“Couldn’t someone else have?” Root pressed. “I 

mean, what if there was another who released a counter 
draught even more powerful and that’s what…” 

“She did it!” came a deep, gruff voice beside Root. 
She jumped to see another sculpted headstone watching 
them. This one was a man of later years. His bushy 
eyebrows creased with anger. “I saw the evil that spewed 
from her Miist!” 

Lian arrived, distracted, and hurried up to Root. “I 
think there’s something following--” 

“Hello lad! I’m Norbert.”  
Already on edge, Lian jumped and clung to Root. 

“Uh...hi?” he said at last. “L-Lian.”  
A woman’s voice entered the debate. Her headstone 

captured a thin face with large, sad eyes. “I saw Kalliope 
and the look on her face was not of murder. It was shock. 
She was no less staggered than the rest of us!” 

This prompted an eruption of yeas and nays from 
other headstones. As they argued, the sun dipped behind 
the trees, plunging the Hills into dusky shadow.  

Lian tugged harder at Root. “We need t’go t’the 
Keepers.”  

A long, low howl erupted nearby. Lian jumped again.  
“It’s just a wolf,” Root laughed. “Calm down.”  
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The howl continued deep and slow. Then, all at once, 
it was gone, replaced by a crying yelp, the kind that can 
only mean the wolf was attacked. Silence followed. The 
kind that can only mean it was injured. Or killed. 

Root and Lian froze as every single headstone 
retreated back into lifelessness, leaving them alone to face 
the imminent danger. They stood back to back, scanning 
the forest, panic mounting. 

A blur of motion to the left! They spun around.  
There it was in a slant of diminishing light, a vile 

black demon, frothing at the mouth. Running was futile. 
Root squeezed Lian’s hand and awaited the inevitable. 

“Hey guys, we should get going,” Dwyn called from a 
distance. “It’s getting dark ‘n creepy around here.” 

In fractions of a second the beast was gone. 
“Dwyn! Look out!” Root cried. 
Dwyn heard crashing through the trees. He turned to 

see a monstrous beast launch out of the bushes. He dove 
into the headstones as it roared after him. 

Root and Lian heard Dwyn’s cries and tore through 
the Death Yard toward him. Stumbling along the broken 
light of a dingy sky, they at last came upon a frightening 
sight. A demon titan-ed over Dwyn, its black hide glinting 
in a mesh of silver scarring. Dwyn, who was crawling on 
the ground, did not see it readying to pounce. 

 “Dwyn! Behind you!” Root screamed. 
Dwyn rolled just in time but now the long tail of the 

beast swung around, revealing a claw-like hand at its end. 
The claw thrust forward and clamped sinewy black 
fingers around Dwyn’s throat. 

No one had noticed the second beast that now 
pounced from the darkness. It was a different species 
altogether, russet-coloured and much smaller. But it had 
the advantage of surprise. It leapt atop the black monster 
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like a bolt of shining copper and sunk long spired teeth 
into the fleshy black neck. The sound curdled blood as 
both creatures plunged into battle. 

When Root’s wits recovered she yelled to Lian, 
“Quick, we’ve gotta get Dwyn!” She noticed no reaction. 
“Lian!” 

But Lian did not move. His eyes were wide and his 
legs were locked. He didn’t even seem to hear her as he 
beheld the vicious creatures with a tremoring jaw.  

Root ran to Dwyn, who had broken loose and was 
choking for air. As they clutched each other and made for 
escape, the copper beast was thrown to the ground and 
the long clawed tail of the black beast returned.  

They swerved wildly as it stabbed at them, smashing 
headstones into rubble. A smoke geyser forced the beast 
back, allowing them a moment to scramble to safety.  

But then the monster turned toward Lian. 
“Lian!” Root yelled. “Run!” 
Lian’s face was pale and wet. He tried to move, felt 

everything in him wanting it, but his legs would not take 
him. And his blinking eyes could not turn away. The 
black demon drew up over him and plunged. 

“LIIIIIAAAAAANNNNNN!” 
His mind blinked. Reflexes threw his body aside. He 

spied the truss pack and crawled clumsily toward it with 
his back now to the monster. The clawed tail walked its 
ropy fingers toward him. 

A rock landed in the beast’s eye. It turned to see Root 
and Dwyn lob a few more. In one fell swoop Dwyn was 
thrown, crashing into a headstone. The monster then 
charged after Root. 

Lian crawled to Dwyn, who lay injured in a pile of 
rubble. He fumbled in the truss pack and pulled out the 
coral tube he had collected that morning. He held it out 
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to Dwyn. 
“Sco- Scopus…” he said almost inaudibly. 
Dwyn looked at him. “What?” 
“To…to stop it…” 
“I can’t do it, Lian. I don’t know how.” 
Root screamed. They turned to see the monster 

dragging her off.  
“Hurry!” Dwyn yanked at Lian. “Don’t let it reach the 

trees!” 
Lian tried to speak but his tongue was stalled. The 

Stamp choked in his throat, unable to come out. 
“What’re you waiting for?” Dwyn yelled. “Do it!”  
Fear immobilized Lian. He couldn’t say or do 

anything.  Dwyn pulled himself up and grabbed the coral. 
But it fell. He and Lian tripped after it. Lian reached it 
first and turned back toward the trees.  

He blinked. The monster was gone. Root was gone 
with it. 

Dwyn staggered forward. “Root! Roooooooot!” 
No answer. They waited for a sound, anything to give 

her whereabouts. Darkness pressed in, refusing its secret. 
Its silence brought Lian to his knees. Tears streamed 
down his face. He failed her. 

Dwyn looked at him with a mix of pity, confusion 
and denial. 

A voice cut through the air. It was Norbert. “She’s 
here! Hurry!” 

Dwyn tore off as Lian moved, stuporous after him. 
They found the monster bent over Root, who lay 
motionless in the grass. 

Dwyn leapt and stabbed a sharp stick into the 
monster’s clawed tail. The beast turned to him, roared 
and, before Dwyn could retreat, the claw had him by the 
throat again, this time lifting him up to hang like a noose.  
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While he dangled, choking, the monster took hold of 
Root’s limp body and began to drag her to the dark safety 
of the trees. 

Lian held his coral tube, watching, frozen, hands near 
to convulsion. He tried his Stamp again.   

“Sco-scopus…”  
But it was too weak. Nothing happened.  
Dwyn began to lose consciousness.  
Root’s eyes opened. She looked at Lian, 

begging…fading. 
He squeezed his blurred eyes shut. “Scopus F-

Fleogan!” 
A blinding flash of light burst from the coral tube. 

Along its beam thousands of Death Brights swirled forth 
and found target on the monster. A feeding frenzy of 
vicious bites bubbled up and split open its skin. The 
monster roared in pain and rage. Its claw dropped Dwyn, 
who gasped for air and crawled to Root. 

Lian held up the coral light, his knuckles white. He 
would not let go. Slowly the monster backed away from 
the demolished Death Yard. Lian kept the coral light 
aimed. His body nearly seized in the tension but he would 
not let go. At long last the monster reached the forest and 
was gone from sight. 

“To the Keepers!” Norbert cried. “In the pine! 
Hurry!” 

His eyes gestured to an enormous pine tree in the 
distance. Dwyn and Root limped toward it. But, just as 
they thought they had escaped, the scorched tail of the 
black monster snuck back around and struck. 

 A baneful claw sunk deep into Root’s back. 
Sound sucked from her ears. She arched and fell. 
There was a flash of copper. 
Time collapsed.  
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25 

KEEPERS 

 
 

 need Bitterflew and Greesucker!” 
It was a woman, blurred and muffled as if under 

water. Root’s eyes fumbled to see. Her throat was scraped 
of sound. Fire burned in her back. 

Logic rose and dipped out of reach. Something cool 
smoothed over her face. There was the smell of steaming 
oils, and strange plants. Then nothingness once more. 

When Root woke, the woman was still there. She was 
stout with round cheeks and she was pale…so pale… 

“Shshsh, rest, child. My name is Martika. I’m here to 
help.” 

Root squinted. The woman’s hair looked like a…a 
dandelion puff? Or was that just the…Root’s eyes 
drooped…her mind slid…and again the sky took her into 
its white. 

When Root woke the second time, her body felt 
pained and stiff. She had returned to the earth, its 
weighted creature once more. She looked around. She 
was in a small, rugged, yet tidy room. Outside a round 
window she could see the sun. It had befriended a clear 
forest patch, and here and there she caught sight of cut 
wood, a thriving vegetable garden and the sporadic 
movement of furry, about-their-business residents. 

“I 
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The drifting of voices came to her. 
“It was a Naskaw, wasn’t it?” This was Lian’s voice. 

“But I thought they were all killed off.” 
“Not all of them, as you can see.” This voice seemed 

to come from the woman, Martika. 
“What’s a Naskaw?” Dwyn’s familiar tone now. 
“They were created to feed off the young,” Lian said. 

“Literally, I’m not joking.” Root could hear fear still 
lingering in his voice. “They can sense us from across an 
entire forest, which is likely what that one did.” 

“Why the young?” Dwyn asked innocently. “What’d 
we do?” 

A man’s voice cut in. “They were created by evil in 
evil times.” 

“Let me guess,” said Dwyn. “Kakos.” 
“Here. Eat some breakfast,” the man said, diverting 

the conversation into quiet chews. 
Root used all her strength to pull herself from the 

bed. Her legs took her stiffly to the door. From its frame 
she saw a man milling about with a pan of eggs.  

He was long and sinewy and acutely pale, as if he’d 
failed to attract any sun in his lifetime. Most remarkable 
was his hair. It was like the woman’s, a stiff explosion of 
wire. Front, back, sides. 

“Well now. Good morning,” he smiled upon seeing 
her. 

The boys got to their feet. Root looked worryingly 
fragile but a pink smile rose in her cheeks. They ran to 
her side. 

“Easy now, she’s very weak!” Martika called after 
them. 

They eased her to the table, where the man set a 
steaming mug. “My name’s Alabiss. Al for short. This’ll 
give you some strength.” 
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He was right. After a few sips, Root felt a little better. 
She was even able to keep down some bread. While the 
boys fought over the last piece, she took in her 
surroundings. They were in the hollowed trunk of an 
immense evergreen. Its ruggedly carved walls skirted 
around them, freckled with homey knick-knacks. 

“I’m going to have a look around the Hills,” Alabiss 
announced as he jammed dried fruit in his pocket. Once 
he was gone, Martika joined the table of friends. 

“So, as Keepers, you and Alabiss watch over the 
Death Yard?” Lian asked. 

Martika nodded. “We do.”  
“Woah,” Dwyn said. “That’s some job you got, taking 

care of the dead.” 
“Taking care of the Eidolon,” Martika corrected, “can 

be tricky, yes. But they’re all quite nice once you get to 
know them. I’m what you would call a bridge between 
worlds. I escort them to the Spirit Realm when they’re 
ready.” 

“But there’s still so many here,” Dwyn said. 
“The Miist’s betrayal was an immense and shocking 

end. Many deny it. Come. Some fresh air will do our 
friend some good.” 

With that she seeped - literally seeped - through the 
wall and was seen waving at them from outside. 

 
***** 
  
In the Keepers’ yard, a sweet smell of pine and earth 

mingled through the breeze. Martika was a great-hearted 
host with a wicked sense of humour as she toured them 
through her rustic offerings. The sunshine and blue sky 
was just what Root needed. What they all needed. 

Eventually Martika led them out to the Black Hills. In 
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day’s light it was nothing like the menace of their first 
night. Here, the ebony faces smiled and nodded in 
greeting. 

“Grand afternoon to you, dear Keeper!” one of the 
headstones offered. Root recognized his voice. Norbert. 

“Grand afternoon!” Martika said. “You remember 
Miss Karbunkulus.” 

“Indeed, and what a relief to see you recovered, 
young lady!” 

“Thanks to you,” Root smiled.  
 Martika inspected the area closely. “Norbert, our 

guests here say there were two beasts.” 
“Yes, it was an Inx. Biggest one I’d ever seen! Came 

from outta nowhere and attacked the Naskaw!” 
“An Inx! Are you sure?” 
“Yeah, I’d recognize one anywhere…copper skin, 

hook teeth. We thought it was a goner, but it bounced 
back stronger than ever, just after Miss Karbunkulus was 
struck.” 

Before long several headstones were inundating 
Martika with their account of the attack. 

“And there was no champion?” she asked. “You’re 
sure?”  

Norbert nodded. 
“That means…the beast’s still alive?” Lian tried to 

mask the tremor in his voice. 
“Not necessarily,” Norbert said. “Could’ve ended 

deeper in the forest.” 
“Well, until we see the body, we need to be extra 

careful,” Martika warned. “Now that it’s wounded, it will 
seek even more energy to heal itself.” 

“In other words…us,” Lian said grimly. 
Martika patted Norbert’s shoulder. “Keep me posted, 

will you?” 
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“You bet, Keeper. Take care, now.” 
As the Bond trailed Martika back toward the giant 

pine, Lian could not hide his dread. 
Root took a hold of his hand. “You okay?” 
 “You heard what she said. It’s gonna come back.” 
Root looked at Martika. “Well, then it’s a good thing 

we’ve got the entire Spirit Realm at our disposal.” 
 
***** 
 
Lian and Dwyn were taught how to dress Root’s 

wound. Martika had called them to watch first. The 
second time they were on their own. The hardest part was 
getting over the horror of the smoldering holes. After 
that, it was a matter of following her written instructions: 

 
1. Cut Greesucker in half. 
 
Lian anchored an orange fuzz-melon while Dwyn 

carefully sliced it, splitting two perfect halves. Inside each 
bowl squirmed thousands of glistening peach-coloured 
tentacles, their suckers gasping open, shut, open, shut. It 
was unnerving and morbidly fascinating at the same time. 

 
2. Add Bitterflew 
 
Lian held both spoon and Quantifier in his hand. “I 

can’t remember, was it one Weekspoonful or two?” 
“Just one week,” Martika said. “The bandage won’t 

hold for two.” 
Lian measured one full Weekspoon of spiky black 

seeds and threw them into one halved bowl of the 
Greesucker. Immediately the tentacled sprigs went to 
work, munching, sucking and slurping the black seeds 
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deeper into their tubular insides. When even a speck of 
black no longer remained, the bowl folded inward like a 
shrunken bladder ball and paused. This was where the 
boys were supposed to have stood back but, instead 
moved in closer to see if the Greesucker had somehow 
died. 

Not the case. The Greesucker, very much alive, 
belched. A large black wad with a glowing orange tinge 
spewed from its belly, splashing slimy guts across both of 
their stunned faces. 

“I’ll get the Pasting Quill,” Martika chuckled as they 
blinked the gobbing gunk from their eyes. 

She returned with a quill. Its silver spine was long as 
an arm with sparkling iridescent feathers. The boys re-
examined the instructions. 

 
3. Stand back. 
 
Duh. 
 
4. Using Pasting Quill, apply salve. 
 
This was Lian’s favourite part. Using the feather, he 

spatula’d Dwyn’s face, scooping the compote away and 
carefully smoothing it over Root’s wound. Root sighed as 
the Greesucker balm set to work with a soothing tingle. 
Lian scraped Dwyn and himself spotless, ensuring every 
slimy bit was nourishing his friend. 

 
5. Apply bandage. 
 
This was Dwyn’s favourite part. He already had the 

jar in his hands. In this jar sat a very perturbed looking, 
bright green spider. And this spider was big. 
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Lian stood back. 
Dwyn slowly removed the lid and tapped the spider 

onto Root’s back. Luckily for her, she couldn’t feel its 
legs tickling across her skin, for the Greesucker had 
numbing effects. 

The Spider, aptly named a Walloping Green, looked 
up at Dwyn and scowled. 

“Oh right,” Dwyn took a sizable crumb from Martika 
and held it up for the Walloping Green to see. The spider 
zung a bright thread at the morsel. Dwyn dodged it. 
Barely. 

“Uh uh,” he said, though not with the same 
confidence Martika had shown. 

The spider scowled again. 
Lian stepped back again. 
Dwyn held fast, staring the spider down. At last the 

spider humphed and turned its sights toward the two 
holes foaming on Root’s back. It scurried over and 
perched itself on the edge of one. Dwyn leaned in to 
watch it spin a wondrous bright green webbing across the 
hole, sealing the Greesucker in. A bandage. When it 
completed the other hole, it raced back to Dwyn and 
looked up. Its work was done, now hand over the goods. 

Dwyn put the crumb in the jar and watched the 
Walloping Green hotfoot after it. He spun the lid tight. 

Lian later traded one of his samples for a few of the 
Greesucker’s suckers. As he squeezed the squirming 
sprigs into the truss pack’s pocket, Alabiss returned from 
his explorations. He was not alone.  

“Looks like we’ve got some more comp’ny, Marty.” 
He stepped aside revealing the new arrivals. 

Lian gaped incredulously. “No way!” 
“I don’t believe it,” Root added through gritted teeth. 
The Pinks. Hilly and her fuchsian sidekicks, Sharmay 
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and Pidge, stood before them, somewhat soiled from 
their journey, but otherwise perfectly smug. While Root 
and Lian were inclined to loudly protest the intrusion, 
Dwyn bounced happily toward Hilly. 

“Where’s your Rover?” Lian interrogated from afar. 
“She was a bore,” Hilly sniffed. “I promoted her to a 

different position.” She held her heavy bags out to Dwyn.  
He grabbed an apple from the closest one, “Thanks!” 

and took at giant bite, smiling in innocent oblivion. 
Hilly blinked and, with a mix of confusion and 

annoyance, handed the bags to Pidge instead. 
“Promoted her?” Lian scoffed. “You weren’t paying 

her!” 
“I am now,” Hilly smirked. 
A late lunch was prepared in the Keepers’ garden. 

With all settled around a simple stone table, Martika 
continued an earlier conversation with Alabiss. “You’re 
sure? Not even farther off near the stream?” 

“Nope, no bodies there either. Just more bloodied 
leaves. And these three youngins wandering about. Lucky 
I found ‘em too, in light of the obvious. Which leads me 
to assume you three’re looking for the same thing.” 

“I come from the Clade of Acquisitions,” Hilly 
announced as if running a campaign. “I am seeking the 
Miist of Kalliope.” Root was astounded that her 
Bondmates didn’t even flinch at the word ‘I’, as if they 
were nothing but servants to Hilly’s ambitions. Of course, 
they were, but did they have to be so obvious about it? 

Hilly continued, “It is my sincere desire that once I 
find the Miist, it will be allocated to the Archival Museum 
for careful scrutiny and preservation.” 

Boy did she have nerve. Root wanted to yank off her 
pink-tipped eyelashes and huck them into a steaming pile 
of Hover dung.  
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“I see,” Alabiss tilted his head in curiosity. “And what 
makes you so sure it’s here?” 

“This!” Hilly held up Sir Wilbury Heart’s book. 
“My book!” Lian cried. 
“My book,” Hilly corrected. 
“Right. I’d like to know how you managed that one.” 
“You’re just jealous that you didn’t get it first, sore 

loser.” 
“I haven’t lost, yet!” Lian announced. 
“Yet being the key word,” Hilly shot back. 
“Aw now, now, you two,” Dwyn teased. “Let’s just all 

hold hands in a circle and --”  
“It’s not funny, Dwyn,” Lian snapped. “When’re you 

gonna take this seriously?” 
Dwyn blinked with indignation. “Uh, y’might wanna 

ask yourself that, mister-standing-there-peeing-your-
pants-while-I-tried-to-save-our-butts.” 

It was a direct hit. Lian’s eyes watered. With an 
injured whimper, empty of words, he left the table.  

Anger erupted in Root. She turned to Dwyn with fire 
in her eyes. “Might I remind you that, had it not been for 
Lian’s coral light none of us would be here? And might I 
also add that any butt-saving was shared by me!” 

Hilly smirked. “Well, dissention in the ranks can’t be 
very productive,” she purred. “C’mon, girls, before the 
negativity rubs off.”  

“What kind of name is Standing-there-peeing-your-
pants anyway?” Pidge said. “Is it foreign?” 

Hilly closed her eyes and sucked in air, the way one 
does to staunch the urge to hit something. Or someone. 

Sharmay added to Hilly’s pleasure with “When’re we 
gonna hold hands in a circle?”  

“We’re not.” Hilly slid from her chair, minions in tow. 
“Bye, Dwyn.” 
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He shuffled out a lame nod and returned to his meal, 
careful not to look Root in the eye. 

 
***** 
 
Lian had taken a different room - one that he didn’t 

have to share with Dwyn - and stayed there even past the 
evening meal, which went in separate sittings anyhow. 
Root brought him a plate. She knocked and entered 
despite the curt reply to leave him alone. 

She set the plate down and looked out the window 
while he kept his back to her. 

“He’s right, you know,” he said at last. “I…I was such 
a… you almost died and--” 

“Stop it, Lian. You saved us. And I’m gonna be fine.” 
She pushed his plate nearer and threw a fork at him.  

Giving in to his hunger, he began to eat in earnest. “Is 
she still here?” he asked indignantly. 

“Oh, just let it go. So she found the book before us, 
so what?” 

“It’s not just the book. It’s everything. Like, how did 
she know to come by the Sea Wraith’s ferry when Sir 
Heart said only a select few people know about it?” 

“Well, maybe the book--” 
“There’s no mention of it in the book!” he spilled. 
“How do you know that?” 
Lian sheepishly pulled out Sir Heart’s book from 

under his pillow.  
Root couldn’t help but smile. “You sneak!” She 

plopped herself on the bed beside him. “What if Hilly 
finds out you stole it?” 

“She won’t even notice. She’s too busy with Dwyn.” 
He rolled his eyes. 

“Look, I know he can be a pain,” Root pleaded. “But 
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if we don’t patch this up, we’ll never find the Miist.” 
“Well, we’re not gonna find it here,” he said, opening 

the book to show Root. “After the battle, Kakos 
unleashed a band of looters over the Black Hills. They 
took everything.” 

Root’s jaw dropped. “Then why did Hilly come 
here?” 

“It’s written in the appendices, which she can’t even 
pronounce let alone read. Anyway, there’s mention of a 
Cookery of some sort where Kalliope tested concoctions. 
Might be worth checking out.” 

“Good idea,” she nodded. “Let’s make a plan in the 
morning.”  

She stood, uncrooking her spine, giving it ample time 
to catch up, and noticed a piece of parchment slip under 
the door. She picked it up. 

“What is it?” Lian asked. 
She smiled and handed it to him: 
 
Add ‘jerk’ to my list. And ‘scared of water’. And ‘sorry’. 
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26 

BEASTS AND DEMONS 

 
 
oot’s heart thumped out of her chest. It was the 
middle of the night; her head was still dream-spun, 

unable to find the real world. There’d been a scream. Had 
it arisen from her dreams? She flinched as a second one 
pierced the air. This time she knew it came from Lian’s 
room.  

Dwyn was already en route with a torch. Root joined 
him, as did Hilly and her Bondmates. When they arrived, 
they found Lian pushed into a corner of his bed, bone 
pale, his eyes swerving with fear. Before him lay the truss 
pack with its contents strewn across the sheets.  

A window’s shutters swung wide open. On the sill a 
small tabby cat hurdled itself to the outside. 

“What is it?” Root was already at Lian’s side. 
“The…the Naskaw…” was all Lian could manage 

before the sound of beating wings and a brilliant flare of 
light broke across the room. When normalcy returned to 
their eyes, they saw, in their midst, a figure with 
shimmering silver eyes that pierced the very soul. He 
looked to be a man, though otherworldly with a vital 
presence about him. Everyone gawped in awe as he 
maneuvered a pair of wings into a neutral position on his 
back. 

R 
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Hilly’s voice cracked. “A Brédin.” 
“Who called upon me?” The Brédin’s eyes cast about 

the gathered faces.  
Everyone swiveled to Lian, whose cheeks flushed 

from white to crimson, the BeanBug still tightly gripped 
in his fingers. It was a small creature with four fat legs 
and blinking black eyes. It’s plump middle, normally a 
wash of yellow, had turned blue the moment Lian had 
squeezed it and produced from it a squeaking pitch 
inaudible to every living creature, but a Brédin.  

And now the Brédin was here, stupefying the Bonds 
by his mere presence. He moved like a grace of wind 
toward Lian. “How may I serve you, Master Blick?” 

“I…it was…I saw a…a Naskaw…” Lian pointed to 
the open window. 

Without pause, the Brédin turned and, to the 
amazement of his audience, unfurled his silver wings. 
With one stroke he entered the night. 

Only the likes of Hilly Punyun could kill the majesty 
of such a moment. She turned a pinched face to Lian. 
“You called a Brédin?” 

“It was a Naskaw!” Lian spluttered. 
“Where?” She shook her gilt coils. “I saw nothing but 

a scared little tabby cat.”  
Root could not help but wonder how this girl 

managed to wrangle silken pajamas, caps, masks and even 
slippers under her pink imperative. It was inescapably 
disturbing. 

“I can’t believe you called a Brédin,” Hilly needled on. 
“Even after everything Lord Blick, your own father, 
said.” 

“He said use it wisely!” Dwyn broke in. “He didn’t 
say not to use it at all!”  

Lian looked at him with newfound appreciation. Even 
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so, the leader of the Pinks was not anywhere near an 
about face.  

“Wisely? You call that wisely?” She pointed past the 
window to the small cat whose glowing eyes now stared 
in at them. It hissed. “Oh no! It hissed at me. Better call a 
Brédin!” She laughed. Pidge and Sharmay tagged with 
squeaky little Pink snickers. 

That is, until the wall exploded behind them. 
Bodies were thrown. Wood splintered like buckshots. 

The Naskaw stepped into the torchlight. Its roar was even 
more ferocious than remembered. For now it was 
desperate. And vengeful. Worse than even this, the 
hideous claw, it moved in, lengthening its barbs and 
poising for attack. 

A new sound came, wrenching as it reached their ears. 
It was as if the earth itself had opened up and unleashed a 
stash of fathomless power. And indeed it had, for the 
translucent form of Alabiss flew through the wall. The 
sight of him, gauzy and throbbing with the force of the 
Holy Realm, did nothing to ease their terror. Martika 
arrived on his heels, so severe and swollen with energy 
that she was substantially unrecognizable. 

The Bonds ducked and crouched in corners, loath to 
watch the explosive clash of opposing forces. The 
Naskaw threw itself upon the Keepers, again and again, 
but it was no match for the Holy Realm. With a wave of 
their hands, it flung through the air and landed with a 
cracking of bones. It struggled back to its feet, but there 
was no vicious claw returning to the fray. Instead, the 
black demon retreated full speed, into the trees. 

“Outside!” Alabiss cried. He sounded altered and 
terrible in his power. His hair, ablaze, looked like 
lightning had erupted. His eyes were blinding white. 

Martika followed him through the wall to the outside. 
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The Bonds listened as the terrorful rage of the Beast met 
with the Keepers once more. It was a fury that rived the 
air and would not cease, even as they squeezed their eyes 
and cupped their ears for silence.  

Lian held the BeanBug, poised to rouse it again when, 
at last, the violence sought to dissipate and, with great 
resistance, fade away. 

Silence coated the mangled room. Lian released his 
grip on the anxious BeanBug. Root was about to collapse 
into relief when she saw, to her horror that someone was 
missing! 

“Dwyn!” 
The very air froze. All that moved were the window 

shutters, wide open and swaying in a terrible silence. Root 
and Lian dashed, without hesitation, from the rubble into 
the surrounding forest. 

“Hey don’t leave us here!” Hilly cried as she and her 
Pinks fell in line after them. 

It was a panicked search through disobliging trees, 
combing the dark for any sign of Dwyn. But he was 
nowhere to be found and soon they lost their bearings 
altogether. Now, in a circling rut of disorientation, they 
clutched together and tried not to think about what could 
have happened to their friend. 

Root’s ears pricked at a sound, a tiny mew. She 
followed it and found the tabby cat crouched over a 
mouse. Upon seeing her, the cat leapt away, leaving the 
poor stricken mouse trembling in a damp hollow. Root 
thought it odd that the mouse didn’t run, but instead 
stood there, twitching its little nose and whiskers as it 
looked up at her.  

Woah! Root jumped back with a gasp. The mouse’s 
ear had filled out like water entering a gumsack. She 
gaped as its nose erupted in suit, pushing into expansion. 
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Soon its whole body was growing and twisting until the 
mouse was no longer a mouse at all. The mouse, Root 
realized with stunning clarity, was none other than Dwyn. 
She and Lian caught him as he gulped for breath and 
collapsed into their arms. 

There was a fair amount of blinking all around.  
“Ew. Why were you dressed like a rodent?” Pidge 

cried. 
“He wasn’t a rodent.” Sharmay rolled her eyes. “He 

was a mouse.” 
“Whatever. He still smells like pig.” Pidge waved 

fingers over her nose.  
This time the blinking was pointed toward the two 

girls. 
“What?” Pidge snapped.   
“Nothing,” Root said. “It’s just…nothing. Anyway, 

Dwyn! Your Ember! It came in!” 
“A Pyre Bloom no less!” Lian crowed admiringly.  
Dwyn had barely registered their words. “Was I just a 

mouse…a-about to be eaten by a cat?” When Root 
nodded he added. “I think I’m gonna puke.” 

His Bondmates helped him to sit. “It was an 
instinctual reaction to the danger,” Lian explained. 
“That’s what you needed to unblock it.”  

“I can’t believe it. A Skin Swapping Pyre.” Root 
shook her head. “That’s amazing!” 

Hilly yawned. “A rodent is hardly amazing.”  
“See!” Pidge elbowed Sharmay. “Rodent.” 
Hilly’s glare put an immediate stop to Sharmay’s 

retort. “Look, can we just forget about his dumb Swap 
for a minute? What about my foot! I think it’s broken!” 

Lian looked at Hilly’s foot. “It’s sprained. You’ll be 
just fine. You just need some ice.” 

“What? You want me to freeze? It’s cold enough out 
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here with--” 
“Sh!” Root slapped her hand over a very shocked 

Hilly, who was about to bite down, when she heard a 
noise. 

A low, guttural growl.  
“Run!” Root screamed as the Naskaw lunged from 

the dark. 
The Bonds dashed away in all directions. A nightmare 

of torn limbs and corpses was imminent but for the 
appearance of Martika. A protective wall of light came 
with her, thwarting the Naskaw’s advance. Enraged, its 
demonic strength tore at her. Alabiss leapt into the 
commotion and wrapped another force field around the 
Bonds. 

Once again, out of nowhere, the copper beast 
appeared and pounced upon the Naskaw. The Naskaw 
turned to battle the beast full on, both trampling a bloody 
path into the twisting trees. The battle surged into a hair-
raising howl...a sound like bones cracking...a 
whimper...silence.  

When time granted safe passage, Martika released her 
shield and glided into the wounded trunks and branches. 
Alabiss and the others took up a concerned pace after 
her. 

All except Hilly, who groaned, “I’m not going 
anywhere. Not with this foot! Look at it! It’s bigger than,” 
she pointed at the Keeper, “your hair!” 

How? How this girl had managed this far in life, Root 
would never understand.  

“You two,” Hilly’s spectacle continued with a 
dramatic wave to her Bondmates, “You go on without 
me. Not like true friends would. But who am I to tell you 
what to do?” 

Pidge and Sharmay were rubbing both of Hilly’s feet 
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when the Valadors took up pace with the Keepers down a 
broken path into the forest.  

The troop, following Martika’s lead, veered eventually 
into a clearing where they found the Brédin standing over 
a sickening sight. Lying on its enormous side was the 
Naskaw. Blood oozed from the black flesh, simmering 
grass underfoot. Root felt the holes in her back singe at 
the sight of its limp claw. And the eyes. The eyes had died 
with violence still in them. 

“When I made chase, I saw, not one, but two beasts,” 
the Brédin said. “Nature would indicate they were seeking 
prey. But this was not so.” 

“Why would an Inx attack a Naskaw once, let alone 
twice?” Lian asked. “And without hunger no less?”  

“The Inx is known for fierce attachment to its 
family,” Martika explained. “It is not uncommon for one 
to seek revenge for the harm or death of its young. That 
may be what has happened here.” 

The Brédin took hold of the beast’s head. “Please 
stand back,” he cautioned and carefully opened its mouth. 
A putrid steam seeped out with a black tongue. 

“It’s gone,” noted Martika. 
The Brédin explained her observation. “Do you see 

its tongue?” He pulled the black muculent thing to length. 
“Do you see the round hollow in its center?” The Bond 
inspected and confirmed a deep crater in the middle of 
the beast’s tongue. “Normally in that hole, fastened by a 
fleshy netting, sits a black pearl. And whosoever takes the 
life of a Naskaw inherits that black pearl, which grants to 
them as many lives as the beast took.” 

“So that Inx now has more than one life?” Dwyn 
asked. 

“Indeed,” Alabiss nodded soberly, “if this vile 
monster was as tenacious as I think it was, then I think 
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that Inx shall live for a very long time.” 
After the Brédin bid his farewell, the Valadors helped 

in the burying of the monster. It was a carefully detailed 
ritual, under the Keepers’ constant watch, that ensured 
complete conversion into ash and aether. 

All were exhausted and begging for sleep when they 
returned to the giant evergreen. But instead of intended 
repose, they came face to face with a new demon. Three, 
in fact. Or rather, the ransacked aftermath of the three. 
The demons themselves were long gone. Hilly and her 
entourage had left in all haste, having helped themselves 
to drawers, shelves and, no surprise here, breakfast. 

“Oh no!” Lian raced to his room. By the time his 
Bondmates caught up with him, he was pulling out the 
truss pack from a hidden recess and sighing with relief. 
While he double-checked its contents, Root and Dwyn 
began to clean up. 

“I don’t understand why Hilly didn’t stay,” Root said, 
“Did she find out the Miist wasn’t here? But how? Dwyn, 
did you tell her?” 

“No!” 
Root wasn’t sure she believed him. “Why else would 

she have left? Somehow she knew. And now she’s got a 
head start on us. Again.” 

“Well, let’s go then,” Dwyn bid. “We can catch up if 
we hurry.” 

“We can’t just leave this mess,” Root argued. 
“Don’t you worry about this,” Martika entered. “This 

is nothing. You should see the Death Yard after a party.” 
“But my wound.” 
“It will be fine. Just keep it cleaned and covered,” the 

Keeper urged. “If you need to go, you best hurry before 
Wraith time is over. I can Bait them for you.” 

There was a mad dash of packing while Alabiss 
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waited at the door. Root and Dwyn joined him soon 
enough, but Lian seemed to be dawdling. 

“Hurry up Lian!” Root called. 
“Sir Heart’s book! It’s gone!” he cried, pulling 

everything out of the truss pack. 
“There’s no time!” Root impatiently stuffed 

everything back in. Dwyn helped as Lian ran to his room 
for one last search.  

He returned empty handed. “I’m sure it was in the 
truss pack. I remember--” 

“Hilly probably took it back.” 
“No, it was here when we got back and she was gone 

already!” 
“I can take a look,” Alabiss offered. “If I find it, I will 

meet you at the ferry.” 
Lian had no choice. He was hurdled out the door 

with the others. Morning hinted its arrival, highlighting a 
ledge of dark clouds across the horizon.  

“No way!” Dwyn stopped. “Seismic tons of water 
below me is bad enough; I’m not dealing with it over me 
too!” 

 “You won’t have to if you get in the boat!” Lian 
called. “It’s got protection, remember!” 

They spied a single Sea Wraith brooding silently at the 
shore and quickened their pace, happy to see a larger 
vessel for them to share.  

“Hurry!” Root noticed its oar beginning to push off. 
Lian fumbled with the Quantifier. They leapt in. 
They had no idea what had leapt in before them. 
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27 

A PERILOUS STAMP 

 
 

he Sea Wraith’s vessel thrashed amid swollen 
waves. Churning clouds and wind dove at the 

Bond mercilessly.  
“This is NOT protection!” Dwyn clutched his seat 

with white knuckles. 
He received no answer. Root and Lian felt the same 

distress and confusion. Why was the Sea Wraith not 
protecting them? A wind gale tossed another wave over 
the side. Something was definitely wrong. And the bolt of 
lightning that shot within an inch of the boat now proved 
it. 

Dwyn cast off his terror to rise and face the Sea 
Wraith. “Look!” he started then careened to a gasping 
halt. The Sea Wraith was nothing more than a broom 
with a robe set upon it. “It’s a fake!” he yelled as the 
others turned around. He seized an attached piece of 
paper reading it aloud. 

 
Dear Lian, 
My oh my 
I’m not so dim 
An eye for an eye 
Have a good swim 

T 
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With love, from Hilly 
 
“Hilly? What the…” Dwyn scrunched the paper and 

threw it overboard. His knees buckled. “I distinctly 
remember giving my blood to the Sea Wraith, not some 
old broom,” he yelled. 

Another wave crashed over them. 
“Hilly has a Masking Pyre,” Lian hollered over the 

wind. “She can make things look different than what they 
actually are. I shoulda known when we saw the sun rising. 
Even the Keepers can’t Bait a Wraith in day.” 

“She must’ve found out you stole her book!” Root 
said. 

“No,” Lian argued. “I’m sure I still had it after she 
left!” 

“Who cares!” Dwyn’s voice cracked with panic. “In 
case you forgot, we’re stranded in the middle of a sea 
storm!” 

It was a grim realization. 
And a belated one. 
The sky lost its temper at last. Rain heaved so 

violently that water reached their ankles in seconds. While 
breakers of sea and foam hurled at their tiny boat, Lian 
pulled out three fat BloWorms from the truss pack and 
handed them out. 

“Swallow it whole! It’ll keep you afloat!” 
 It was a nasty ordeal. They were fleshy, squirming 

things, the size of a finger.  
Of second order was Mesh Vine. Lian pulled it out 

from an inner pocket. By rolling and directing the ends, it 
quickly grew to form vests around their waists. From 
these vests sprung offshoots, each attaching formidably 
to the other. The storm’s full strength was upon them as 
the last strand secured. 
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It was only a matter of seconds before the boat was 
tossed over like a paltry toy. True to their properties, the 
Bloworms kept the Bond afloat and the Mesh Vine kept 
them attached. But this was meager consolation for the 
fact that they could only last so long in these conditions.  

Another wave swallowed them and held them in 
drowning panic. When they were thrown back to the air, 
Lian reached for Dwyn. “Reversa Natantem!” 

“What?” 
“It’s a Fish Swapping Stamp.” 
“Are you crazy?” 
“It’s our only hope!” Lian cried. “I’ll help you!” 
But the sea’s attack had capsized Dwyn into hysterics. 

“I can’t!” 
“Yes you can! Look at me! You can do this!”  
Lian’s expression gave Dwyn no choice. Warily he 

closed his eyes. “Reversa…” 
“Natantem!” Lian repeated. “Now forget about the 

water! Forget about us…just think about the fish! Put all 
your mind on the fish! What colour is it?” 

Dwyn said nothing. 
“What colour is it?” Lian shouted. 
“G-green!”  
“All of it?” Lian demanded. When there was no 

answer he yelled even louder. “Dwyn! Listen to me! What 
you see, your Ember sees! What colour are the fins!” 

“Uh…Grey!” Dwyn cried. 
“And the eyes!” 
Silence. 
“The eyes, Dwyn!” 
“Black!” 
Another great watery wall collapsed over them. 
“I…I can’t!” Dwyn’s entire body shuddered and 

gasped for air. “We’re gonna dr--” 
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“Do it!” Lian shrieked. “Now!” 
Dwyn squeezed his eyes tight. His face contorted with 

effort. The sea rose up in a drowning fury. 
“REVERSA NATANTEM!”  
Whoosh! Dwyn’s face disappeared into a wheel of 

five giant appendages. 
“A starfish is not what I had in mind!” came Lian’s 

determined voice. 
“It’s not like I meant it!” Dwyn snapped. 
“It’s okay!” This now was Root, in their centre. “Just 

try again!” 
Another wave engulfed them. When it broke, Lian 

and Root found they were now attached to a Blobfish. At 
least the head of one. The rest of Dwyn had Swapped 
into a crab. Lian screamed as a claw now pinched his 
hand. 

“Look I’m doing the best I can,” Dwyn yelped.  
In his next attempt, a pair of flapping wings did 

nothing to improve the matter. 
“A pelican’s not a fish!” Lian swerved from reach, 

nearly getting his eye poked out. 
“You think I don’t know tha--argh!” Krill had 

bucketed into Dwyn’s mouth. He spit it out as his nose 
drew out into a snout. 

“Dwyn, you’ve got to tighten it up!” Lian yelled. 
“Focus on the Swap, not the Ember!” 

 “My cord!” Root cried. The last thread of her Mesh 
Vine detached. She screamed as the distance swiftly grew 
between her and the boys. 

Dwyn closed his eyes and poured himself into one 
thought and one thought only.  

“REVERSA NATANTEM!” 
His legs snapped together. Thick luminous flesh 

wrapped them. A fish tail!  
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The rest of him formed a strange combination of 
blob head and squid arms. Good enough. He stretched 
one of the squid arms and wrapped it around Root’s 
waist. “Gotchya!”  

The last of his strength went to wielding his fish tail. 
Root and Lian helped by paddling and soon, despite the 
tempest’s grip, they started moving.  

 
**** 
 
The storm loosened its clutch. Below it, a ridiculous 

tableau of two waterlogged kids and an odd squid-blob-
fish found respite in the calm waters of a coral reef.  

 “I have to pee,” Dwyn announced. “But I’m too 
scared of where it might come out!” 

They quite literally laughed until they cried.  
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28 

SQUAWNCHES 

 
 

oot woke. A cold wind bullied itself over a gravelly 
white beach. She spied a message in the sand - Be 

Right Back - and her Bondmates’ unmistakable footprints 
leading into a thick immeasurable tree line.  

The ache of her Naskaw wound had retreated 
somewhat, perhaps a curative charity of the salt water. 
She hoped it was a sign she was on the mend. 

Only hours earlier they were at sea with Dwyn’s 
Ember as wild as the storm. And yet, his raw Stamp still 
managed to press into the world. She wandered into 
memory and heard Fledger’s voice. 

 “Start with the simple common Stamps,” he had said 
and more importantly, “Always kindle from the good in 
your life.”  

A hint of possibility nudged her and she wondered if 
she could try a Stamp of her own. Her friends were gone. 
This would be a perfect time in case things went awry, 
like they had with Kor. Something nice and easy, like 
Flamma. Indeed she knew the word and essence of its 
crafting off by heart.  

According to The Old Hat’s Fanciful Firsts, Flamma was 
an intermediate degree Stamp, fairly warm but not 
dangerous. It required focus and detail but nothing like 

R 
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what Lian had pulled from Dwyn. She felt a shiver of 
excitement and closed her eyes.  

The Old Hat had emphasized breathing, so she filled 
her lungs. In and out. In her mind she saw the 
instructions: Allow a gentle warmth into the hands, 
imagine the soft round edges of its container. 
Slowly…slowly…let the Ember rise.  

She heard Fledger’s voice again, “Kindle the good…” 
The images floated up with ease: A butterfly on Lian’s 

nose…Dwyn giving Root his blanket when she was 
cold… Stogie’s butt in the air, ready to play…Fledger’s 
infectious laugh…  

 “Flamma.” 
Root opened one eye to peek. A golden orb sat in her 

palm. It was small but luminous, would light no more 
than a closet, but it was real. She had done it. As her hand 
tingled with Ember and her heart tingled with joy, she 
raced through more remembered pages. There was no 
turning back now.  

After a minute, the orb sputtered out, but her smile 
was infinite. She leapt to her feet and chased her friends’ 
footprints into the jungle. She couldn’t wait to tell them. 

 
***** 
 
Root had never been in a wildwood like this before. It 

was astonishing. There were trees with roots thicker than 
roadways and trunks were carpeted in springy stretches of 
the greenest creeper she’d ever seen. In fact everything 
about this steaming jungle was richer and greener. 

A noise, dissonant against the blended hum, rose up. 
It was a roar or maybe a howl, definitely not human. 
Something in its tone told Root that it was not angry or 
hungry, but frightened. It came from a tall cluster of 
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broadleaf about twenty paces in front of her. She 
approached cautiously and peaked through a slivered 
opening in the blades. 

Her eyes stung with awe. The creature was a marvel 
to be seen, enormous and breathtaking. A Ghast Gorilla. 

His lustrous white fur seemed starlit against the deep 
of the jungle. He lifted his great chest and released a cry 
of anguish. Root looked down and saw his leg crunched 
in the cruel mouth of a metal trap. She watched his hands 
pull at its impassive teeth. Despite the obvious, there was 
striking nobility in the beast’s eyes. He was in pain, no 
doubt, but this glorious animal was not going to fall 
easily. In fact, Root decided at once, he was not going to 
fall at all. 

She stepped into the gorilla’s view. After a silent 
exchange, he nodded his head to receive her. She calmed 
her sirening blood and drew near the trap to assess. She 
would need something to pry the teeth open, something 
strong, a stick that could wedge inside. 

She looked around, dismissing branches too small for 
use, and saw…she blinked in disbelief…the truss pack? 
Yes, it was slumped against the stem of a large red 
trumpet flower. Something was wrong. Lian would never 
have left the truss pack behind. 

But first things first. She quickly dug through the 
pack’s contents. Surely there would be something here 
that could help the trapped animal. Lian had gathered so 
much that he had thought would come in use, yet none of 
it made sense to Root. One item fell out and, as she 
examined its putty like quality, she remembered the words 
of Lian, “…a universal key.” She looked at the small 
chunk of clay with no idea of its application.  

The gorilla’s massive hand gripped her shoulder. As 
he had relaxed the trap’s teeth had entered deeper and 
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now bit into bone.  
Root fumbled with the putty. When a key shape took 

form, she approached the trap. There was a keyhole as 
suspected. She placed the putty in and turned. Nothing 
happened. The clay merely twisted and broke away. 
Worse, the teeth constricted even more. And now the 
putty was stuck inside. Root tried to pick it out, but only 
scrapes of it came loose. The gorilla moaned in pain. 

To make matters worse, an unfriendly sound shot 
through the trees. Men. Approaching. Root panicked. She 
pried desperately at the cutting blades of the trap, yet it 
remained. The gorilla tensed as the voices grew louder. 
He flailed his fists and released a primal roar. 

“What was that?” a man called. Another mumbled 
something in reply and they were running toward Root. 
Choked for hope, she returned to the so-called universal 
key, fumbling futilely with it. The men were almost upon 
her when she screamed in desperation, “Just open the 
stupid lock already!” 

Instantly the putty became red hot and liquefied, 
burning her fingers. She dropped it and saw that the putty 
in the trap had also changed. It looked like lava bubbling 
inside the keyhole. She watched as it hardened into a 
black cast and - click - the trap eased open as if a flower 
had blossomed. 

Strength coursed back into the gorilla. He rose to full, 
daunting stature, sending Root off balance. His powerful 
hands steadied her. 

The men were now upon them. One of them saw the 
gorilla and yelled. The mighty beast swung Root up onto 
his shoulders. She instinctively grabbed hold of his neck 
and buried herself into the soft white fur.  

A dart of light shot past her head and burst into a 
tree. It missed, but it was enough to lose stability. She 
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slipped from the gorilla and immediately felt a shrill pain 
shoot up her leg. She had stepped into the trap and now 
felt its jagged grip around her ankle. She collapsed as it bit 
into her flesh. 

“There he is!” came a gruff voice. And another 
Lightning dart.  

The gorilla nudged Root. 
“Go!” she said. “When they see me, they’ll let me go. 

It’s you they want!” The gorilla hesitated. “Go!” Root 
yelled. And in one great leap the beast was gone, a 
magnificent ghost through the forest. 

The hunters raced past Root in an attempt to 
recapture their prey but he was lost to them. They 
returned, cursing, and dismounted from large rodents 
that, to Root, looked to be part rat, part hound. 

Squawnches, Root realized. These men were foul 
indeed. Dirty blackened hide clad them, riveted with worn 
steel. From each of their waists hung a grotesquely crude 
knife and stamped on the hilts of these Root noticed a 
distinct symbol. It was a tri-headed ouroboros, each 
serpentine head eating the tail of the other.  

 
 

In the Squawnches’ hands were clutched weapons of 
the same crude assembly. Root knew these were what had 
become of the Lightning Stalk. Unexpectedly, these 
Squawnches were tiny, coming up to Root’s knees. 

“You!” The first one advanced, giving her a view of 
black hair tufts shooting out of his ears. “You set ‘im free! 
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I oughtta cut out yer innards right now!” 
“Lookie here, Malkar,” the other one grunted. “Might 

be good fer Loathsbin.” He grabbed hold of Root and 
literally climbed aboard. He scaled her arm all the way up 
to her shoulder, where he fingered and squeezed her face 
in gruff inspection.  

Root could do nothing as her leg was still stuck in the 
trap and she felt like she would faint from both the pain 
of it and the sour stink of the Squawnch’s breath. 

Malkar, still standing at her knees wasn’t convinced of 
her value. “You sure, Broggitt?” 

“Sure as I’m pinchin’ its cheeks.” 
“Well, I say kill it. It lost us a good few Junos just 

now!” Malkar pointed his Lightning bow. 
Broggitt stopped his companion. “I think we could 

get a bit fer it. Not as much as the white beast but enough 
fer some feed ‘n drink.” 

After some consideration, Malkar grudgingly opened 
the trap. Its teeth had bore in so deep that Root could 
barely move. But this didn’t stop her from trying. Malkar 
was kicked to the ground and Broggitt was tossed from 
her like a rag doll. Her efforts however, though noble, 
were dashed just as soon as they’d begun. The arrival of a 
Lightning dart in her thigh made certain of that. A 
swelling cramp erupted, forcing her to her knees.  

Without delay, she was bound and swung over one of 
the rodents.  

“Yep, should get a pretty bit of coin fer this one,” 
Broggitt sniggered.    
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29 

THE SOOT MARKET 

 
 

t was the dank smell that brought Root, stiff and 
throbbing, back to consciousness. When her lids 

pushed open, she found herself inside some sort of cave 
cell with bars. The floor was damp and soiled with what, 
she didn’t want to know. And that smell. Musk and mold 
so acrid, it burned the inside of her nose. There were no 
windows, only flickers of dim light from an outer passage.  

It wasn’t until Root tried to move that she 
remembered the sizzling in her leg and saw that it had 
swelled to the size of a tree trunk. This, coupled with her 
Naskaw ache, made for a painful plight indeed. 

“Root?” 
 She spun around. Well, she attempted to. A slow, 

grunting shift was more like. “Wh…who’s there?” 
A young boy and girl came into the light. They were 

jungles of matted hair and dirt-smeared faces. Despite 
myriad cuts and bruises, Root gasped with recognition. 
“Sisiline! Lannon!” 

“It is you!” the girl, Sisiline, cried as Root staggered 
toward them. 

Six arms clutched into a grateful swaddle. “What 
happened?” Root asked. “You weren’t in the hideout 
when I found it.” 

I 
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“We were taken to the Crawlers,” Lannon said. 
“Sisiline and I were the only ones that made it out. And 
for that we were sent here.”  

Root had a million more questions and moreover an 
aching need to grieve in the news, but her leg nearly 
collapsed in a wave of pain. 

“That’s from the poison in the darts,” Sisiline said. 
“You need Tree Tears.” 

“What’s that?”  
“Antidote. They won’t give it to you unless you sell.” 
“Sell?” 
Lannon nodded, his face grave. “We’re in a Soot 

Market.” 
Just as his words struck, a distant heavy door 

screeched open and reality once again galvanized Root’s 
brain. 

A Soot Market. The last thing on earth she expected. 
Its very mention came only from whispered lips, a 
peripheral existence too vile for actual contemplation.  

Until now.  
She heard voices approaching from down the passage, 

foiling the mood with their repartee. Root half expected 
teacups to appear any moment. But no. It was a trick of 
the mind. The eagerness in the approaching figures was 
not a merciful thing. It was the sole tendering of greed.  

 “It’s spirited yes, but easy to break,” came a crackled, 
nasally voice. “For a small fee we could--” 

“Just make sure it’s strong. I can break it m’self!” shot 
a second voice, this one dropping the pleasantry and 
veering low, into nasty impatience. 

They approached Root’s cave and pointed a glaring 
light that cast their faces into silhouette. Root backed 
herself into a shadowed corner. 

“Here it is. Fresh, as you can see,” the nasally tone 
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pitched. 
 “You!” snarled the second, cruel voice. “Turn around 

so I can see you!” Root realized the voice was referring to 
Sisiline. 

“Right. Now stand in the light! Hurry it up!” 
Sisiline obeyed. The blinding beam of the light 

showed her skin, pale as gauze. She was barefoot, covered 
in bites. Her thin hands scratched nervously at their 
scabs. Trembling effort kept her legs standing. How was 
this so? Sisiline had been Shade Howl’s champion roof 
runner. Pity broke in Root’s heart. 

“Lift your head up!” the ugly voice boomed. 
When Sisiline did so, with eyes resigned, the nasal 

man launched his marketing spiel. “See, it has survived 
many a lashing and still stands on both feet. It has eaten 
and drunk less than rats and still breathes. Surely, such 
durability would be an asset on a trip such as yours?” 

Root stared upon the grievous tableau, welcoming a 
stinging ignition of rage. 

The cruel voice cut across her thoughts. “Any such 
durability has seen its time! It’s spent! It’ll be more of a 
burden than a slave!” 

“If it fell we would, of course, reimburse you for 
any…” 

“Reimbursement won’t help me when I’m on my trip, 
you wretched rat!” 

There was a wet sound, like the lurching of drool, as 
the nasally man backed down. “I beg your forgiveness, 
sir. Perhaps we shall move on?” 

The light began to draw back. Root reached out and 
grabbed Sisiline. Only too soon. 

“What was that?” the cruel voice demanded. 
The light was hurled back into the cave. Root was lit 

like a sun. 
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“That! What’s wrong with that one?” 
There was a shuffling of papers. “I…I don’t know. I 

have no file on this one. It must have just come in.” 
“You! Come here!” 
Root reluctantly dragged herself to the center of the 

cave cell. From here she could make out shadowy figures. 
The cruel man had a wide block of face. A mangled, 
beaten nose barely clung between his eyes, which were 
boring into her. The nasally man reminded Root of a 
weasel with a beak. And a stoop, from lack of spine.  

“It’s one of Malkar’s,” the nasal man said. “See, the 
leg’s still poisoned.” 

Root could see that he was smaller than the other 
man. Much smaller. Another of those Squawnches. 

“Can you fix its leg?” the tall one barked. 
“Oh yes, sir. A few drops of Tree Tears will do it.” 

There was a moment of silence, then a desperate sales 
pitch. “As you can see this one is still strong, fresh.” 

“You said the last one was too!” 
“But…but this one is even more so. See, even its 

cheeks have the fleshiness of strength and its arms are yet 
to--” 

“I am not an ‘it’!” The words flew out before Root 
could stop herself. On the other side of the bars she was 
met with silent, gaping stares. 

“What did you say?” the tall one snarled. 
“I…I said I’m not an ‘it’. My name is Root 

Karbunkulus. I was kidnapped and--.” 
The rest of her words were lost amid a rush of ugly 

laughter.  
“Carbuncle! Ha!” the tall one guffawed. “I got one a 

them on my butt! Big, fat blistery one!”  
Root clenched her fists and turned to stomp away, 

but she’d miscalculated the weight and size of her leg, not 
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to mention its blight. She yelped as pain shot up in 
protest.  

The two men laughed even harder. 
“I want this one!” the tall man roared at last. “I’d like 

to teach it a thing or two ‘bout respect!” 
“Very good, Master Klud,” said the nasally Squawnch, 

wiping gleeful tears from his eyes. “The auction begins in 
an hour. I shall open this one for bids.” 

“And don’t forget our deal, Loathsbin or I’ll stomp 
you like an insect!” Klud marched down the passage, 
happily reliving Root’s little stunt. 

When he was gone, Loathsbin whistled for a 
Squawnch guard. The guard entered the cave and shoved 
Sisiline and Lannon aside. When Root reached for them, 
she felt the end of the guard’s Lightning bow poking 
between her ribs.  

“Don’t even give those two another thought,” 
Loathsbin sneered. “They’ll be dead before the day is 
done. You hear that, you lousy wastes of space? You’ll 
make better money for me dead now! At least I’ll get 
something for your teeth!”  

Unexpectedly, he rose into the air, aided by a pair of 
huge moth-like wings springing from his back. “Clean ‘er 
up!” he commanded the guard before flitting away. 

The bars clanged shut and Root was prodded down 
the dim hall of caves. Eyes peered out from their prisons 
and watched her every step. The Squawnch guard trod 
behind, poking and pushing her toward a door. 

Behind this door, repugnant female Squawnches 
wiped up Root’s face and hands. Her hair was yanked 
back into a tight tail. Her mouth, nose and ears were 
inspected and her swollen leg was wrapped. If she was to 
sell, she would be lucky enough to get Tree Tears and her 
leg would be spared. She found no consolation in either 
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alternative and wracked her brain for a third, a way out. 
The Soot Market had had weight in the Jobbery, but 

even the Aunts would balk to think their prize scavenger 
had become part of its wares. Root herself would not yet 
admit to it. In every crack and cranny of the room, she 
scanned for escape. She wondered if Lian and Dwyn were 
here with the same resolve. Then a terrible fear struck: 
maybe they’d already been sold. 

Her thoughts were interrupted by the completion of 
the apparent preparations. A blank badge was pinned to 
her chest and she was prodded to the private chamber of 
the nasally Squawnch. 

“Sir Loathsbin?” A brutish female Squawnch, with 
rotting gums where her teeth used to be, pushed Root 
forward. “It’s a ready.”  

Gums lay papers on Loathsbin’s desk and bowed out 
of the room, leaving Root awkwardly placed in her 
captor’s glare. 

“Yes, you must’ve come with the other two krips,” 
Loathsbin said at last, suctioning a constant leak of drool 
from the corner of his mouth. 

“Where are they?” Root demanded. 
“You may do well to know (drool, suck) that such a 

tone will get you nothing short of fifty lashes from your 
new master, Klud. Indeed, (drool, suck) I’d do it myself if 
you weren’t worth so much. But,” he narrowed his eyes, 
“don’t press me. I’ve done much more for far less.” 

Gums returned. 
“What is it?” 
“A word, if yers pleases, sir.” 
Loathsbin rolled his eyes. Root watched fluttering 

wings lift him into the air, toward the Squawnch woman, 
where they assumed secret tones. 

In the distraction, Root surveyed her surroundings. 
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Loathsbin, apparently, was an avid collector. There were a 
great many shelves, each crammed with strange and 
exotic objects.  

A tiny dripping sound brought her gaze to a large 
glass encasement, where a melancholy tree spread its 
roots in a knotted net along the bottom. A full, fat drop 
of golden liquid slipped from its leaf, into the 
surrounding pool, and here Root saw a faucet waiting to 
release it. Tree Tears. She filed the image in her mind and 
moved on. 

Another object came into view. It was on Loathsbin’s 
desk, a small Eggory of smooth, round crystal. It was just 
like the ones Fledger kept at the Copper Quill with living 
memories of his wife and son, and many more of Root 
through the years. She couldn’t make out the scene in this 
one but she spied an inscription along the back. 

 
To Norbert, 
Come home soon! 
With all my love, 
Lulu 
 
Root’s brain jarred. She called up the sad confession 

of Norbert’s headstone: I was going to be married. Miss Lulu 
Swane. A gasp stifled in her throat. Loathsbin was one of 
the looting thieves who had raided the Black Hills!  

That meant… 
Every object came into sharp relief. Root scanned 

each intensely as her heart thudded. Wait! There! She lost 
her breath. It was tipped over on its side like a useless jug, 
but Root knew better. Her eyes pored over the mosaic of 
jewels, the open hands, the delicate stopper. It was the 
Miist of Kalliope!  

 “My most prized possession,” Loathsbin startled her. 
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She turned to him and saw, to her surprise, that he was 
not gazing upon the Miist, but something else altogether. 
She followed his eyes and felt her stomach revolt. Hung 
barbarically upon a large wall plaque were the velvet 
hands of a Ghast Gorilla. She felt bile rise to her throat. 

 “Now then, before you think I invited you here for 
dainties, let me make myself clear. You are an It. You will 
be sold as all Its are. And if, at any time, you even think 
to speak like you did in the cave, you too will end up on a 
plaque.”  

He finalized his threat by scrawling five letters across 
the top of his paper: S-L-A-V-E, the same of which 
seeped across Root’s badge like a trail of blood.  

He turned to Gums. Drool. Suck. “Take it away.” 
Back in the hall, Root was pushed through to a 

different chamber. This one was planet-huge. There was 
no end to its ceiling and walls. Chaos reigned as it battled 
to contain hundreds of creatures of every ilk; feathered, 
shelled, furred, and spiked, all in desperate attempts to 
avoid the crack of ruling whips. 

These dazed and terrified animals also displayed 
round badges, making it apparent that this was a holding 
chamber for those that were to be sold.  

Herded in a corner to Root’s left were wide-eyed 
babes like the noble gorilla she’d met only hours before. 
Young nurslings still dusted with brown and clinging to 
their mothers. A disruption ahead brought her attention 
to a dozen Squawnches trying to control an immense 
double-headed snake. 

“Awright, quitchyer starin’ at dat Tagit snake and 
getchyer amovin’!” Gums yawped.  

A wisp of wind from above made Root duck. 
“Make ways! We gots a fleet a Wingers here!” Several 

Squawnches walked past holding the ends of a large net 
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that loomed, vast and cloud-like, above. This net yielded a 
vivid display of colour, like the motley scraps of a 
rainbow. Wingers. Hundreds of fluttering Wingers. 
Thousands even. They were enormous; five times the size 
of their cousin butterflies. Some were nearly the size of 
Root. 

She saw that one had escaped the net. Its wings were 
deep green and veined in gold. It had landed on the back 
of a Squawnch. Then she made the grotesque connection. 
It was no Winger. It was only the wings, attached to the 
Squawnch’s back. Like Loathsbin’s. These delicate 
creatures were being sold for their wings. 

Gums gave Root a sharp poke and turned her down a 
dark passageway. The plump heaviness of Root’s leg was 
becoming unbearable. It dragged behind like a rock 
weight. 

The passageway wound into another chamber, a 
smaller one. The sight of its contents alarmed Root. All 
along its walls and in shadowed corners sat children. 
Their sad, haunted faces looked up, but said nothing. 
Root immediately scanned for Lian and Dwyn, but they 
were nowhere in the crowd.  

Gums gave Root one last push. Her fat, swollen leg 
held back, taking her into an awkward stumble to the 
floor. Normally there would have been a spectacle of 
laughter but no; these kids only knew hushed, anxious 
waiting.  

A boy came over and helped Root up. “You better 
stand,” he said. “If they see how bad your leg is, they may 
not bid.” 

“How is that a bad thing?” Root fired back furiously. 
She dragged her aching, bloated leg to a rock and sat, 
examining the boy. He was flimsy as they all were. He 
looked to be the oldest of the lot, around Root’s age, 
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though patches of thin hair and large ringed eyes gave the 
illusion of advanced years.  

“My name’s Krism.” He extended a thin hand. 
She reached for it. “Root.” 
“And this is Wilma.” The boy pointed to his shoulder. 

At first Root thought he had lost his marbles for there 
was nothing on his shoulder. But then she saw something 
move. Two things, in fact. Eyes. She squinted, and with 
the adjustment came the realization that she was staring at 
a pint-sized lizard, perfectly camouflaged with the dusty 
brown of Krism’s burlap. 

Root fixed her attention on his forehead next. A 
three-headed circle. All of their foreheads, three-headed 
circles. 

“That same symbol was on the Squawnches,” she 
said. 

Krism reached up and touched his fingers across the 
scar. “Kakos. The Murk Lord.” 

Root’s tongue shriveled. She’d grown up hearing 
about the children that had been taken by the enemy and 
forced into his service. And now, here they were, right in 
front of her, used up and then tossed into a Soot Market. 
Just like the Wolf had done to Sisiline and Lannon. 

A shiver of realization slid up her spine. What if the 
Murk Lord was the Wolf? 

“You’re supposed to stand by the door,” Krism said. 
“So that they can see us better.” 

“No, thanks,” Root scoffed. “I don’t plan on 
staying.”  

The boy looked puzzled. “Have you already been 
sold?” 

“No. My plan is to avoid that lovely experience 
altogether.”  

The children gawked and shifted uncomfortably. 
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Krism straightened. “Is that possible?” 
“Anything’s possible!” Root was already spying the 

corners and doors for escape.  
“Root?” a voice called out. 
She turned around. “Brecken? Seriously?” 
“What can I say? I’m consistent.” 
She saw that he was cradling one of his hands. It was 

awash in a strange blue tinge. “What’s wrong with your 
hand?” 

He held it up. “It’s a new wickedness of the Wolf. I 
don’t know how, but it’s able to round us up.” 

“What do you mean?” 
“It’s how he marks us now, so we’re easier to find, I 

guess.” 
“What does it do?” 
“I don’t know for sure. But I can tell you it hurts like 

mad and it’s only getting worse.” 
Root felt dread climb into her throat. “What’re you 

gonna do?” 
“Dunno. Any ideas?” 
A door unbolted and scraped open, blinding them 

with sunshine. From behind it a mass of voices was 
heard, along with a pounding of wood on a block. 
Loathsbin’s voice rose over the din. “Gather round! The 
auction’s about to begin!” 

A belch of cheers sent shivers down Root’s back. 
Two Squawnch guards appeared at the door and gawked 
about the chamber. Root tried to slip away, but they 
spotted her.  

“You!” one pointed. “Master Loathsbin wants youse 
first!” 

They grabbed her and, though she would not go 
easily, they wrangled her out the door, where her soon-to-
be master awaited. 
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30 

GOING, GOING…GONE! 

 
he sun beat down viciously in the Bidding Yard, 
creating a profusion of sweat among the bidders 

and an odour rivaling that of the cave cells. Conversations 
were raw and vulgar and crudest of all was the tongue of 
the man who’d vowed to take Root for himself. 

“I tell ya, Grank.” Klud shifted for optimum viewing. 
“That’s what it said, ‘I ain’t no it’!” 

The oafish companion next to him, Grank, shook his 
giant, empty head. “None r’spect these days.” 

“Well, I’m gonna teach it r’spect. I’m biddin’ on it and 
I don’t want no trouble from the likes a you!” 

Grank spit. It landed on a hulking, and evidently 
oblivious, neanderthal in front. “Don’t youse worry ‘bout 
me, Klud. I’m fer some a that Ghast meat and I heared 
they caught a whole fleet a Wingers! I’d like t’get m’hands 
on a pairs a them, too. Tired a Hovermutts. Too high 
maint’nce!”  

Grank spit again, his aim a far deterioration from the 
first. Klud wiped the gunk from his chest and landed 
Grank two great thunks in return.  

The buzzing and cursing abruptly hushed as 
Loathsbin pounded his mallet and raised a glossy pink 
shell to his mouth. He inhaled, long and deep, from its 
opening, allowing the vapours to amplify his voice. “How 
‘bout a strong and sturdy one, boys!” He pointed to a side 

T 
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door where the two Squawnch guards appeared, yanking 
Root onto the platform. The bidders whooped as she 
squirmed in and out of their frantic grasp. 

“As you can see this one has spunk!” Loathsbin’s 
nasally quack rang out. 

The Squawnch guards pinned Root in place and 
capped a rope around her neck. She stared upon a sea of 
toothless faces, laughing and hoarking and drooling with 
carnivorous want. Klud stood out like a pale Bulk in the 
crowd, sweat raining off his face. His smug eyes met hers 
before shifting to Loathsbin expectedly. 

“Do I hear fifty?” Loathsbin cried. 
Bids exploded as Klud uppercut his way to the front, 

trumping each one with a loaded increase. 
“One hundred! Two hundred! Four fifty! Five!”  
Root repulsed to see the calculated way in which 

Loathsbin swung the barter in Klud’s favour. Some 
bidders were ignored altogether. An eager few had raised 
the tender to a remarkable level, but now recognized the 
set-up and conceded. Klud, apparently, was not one to 
inconvenience. 

“Seven hundred!” roared Loathsbin, his suck ‘n drool 
in gleeful routine. “Do I hear seven hundred and fifty?”  

Eyeballs gawked about expectantly, but no one took 
up the challenge. Klud smiled like a lizard. Root could tell 
he had never been beaten before and, by the threatening 
swell of his chest, he was not about to be beaten now. 
The crowd held its collectively rancid breath. 

Root’s chin scraped at the rope around her neck. She 
wanted to thoroughly and irreparably die. She watched a 
few nearby thugs slap Klud on the back and addendum’d 
‘immediate’ to her death wish. 

Loathsbin raised his mallet. “Going! Going—”  
“Eight hundred!” The voice was slight, not like the 
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grunts and snarls of the other bidders.  
Klud swung around but the landscape of numbskulls 

revealed no one. 
In the born anticipation there was no way Loathsbin 

could ignore the offer. “Eight hundred!” He cast nervous 
eyes to Klud. “Do I hear eight fifty?” 

“Eight fifty!” Klud roared, his black eyes daring the 
cowardice bidder to respond.  

Loathsbin was nearly as shocked as his dullard 
audience. Who would pay so much for a slave?  

Apparently a slight voiced, invisible, either very brave 
or very stupid, person would. “Eight seventy-five!” the 
aforementioned cried. 

Wide-eyed gasps ran through the crowd. Heads 
bobbed. Eyes eventually sussed out the challengers, 
shocked to find two homely women in headscarves. Wait 
a minute. Those weren’t women. Root squinted her eyes. 
It was the Finks! Her jaw gaped in astonishment. There 
they were, Stan and Gus, somehow escaped from 
custody, giggling like naughty scholar boys, certain they’d 
won at last. 

Loathsbin pounded the auction block. “Eight 
seventy-five to the...erm…washing shrews in the back!” 

“Hey!” Stan hollered in offense, then remembered to 
pitch up his voice. “We’re respectable ladies.” 

“Nine hundred,” Klud growled and oh the homicidal 
glare that shot from his eyes. 

But Gus, poor uncomplicated Gus, was having way 
too much fun. “A thousand!” He declared in falsetto glee. 

Stan, seeing Klud stomping toward them, elbowed his 
sister shrew.  

Gus took that as, “One thousand fifty!” and giggled 
into his hands. “I think we won, Stan. The big ugly goon 
ain’t biddin’ anymore.” 
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The shadow of the big, ugly goon loomed over them. 
Gus gulped. Root dared not look, but, by the ensuing 
howls, she was certain Fink and Fist had collided. 

Loathsbin pounded the block. “Sold to Master Klud 
for nine hundred!” 

Gossip swiftly infected the stinking yard as a 
Squawnch guard dragged Root back to the dark chamber. 
He threw her inside and faced the rest of the children. 
“Stop a gapin’ and get yerselfs ready. Yer new masters be 
comin’ shortly!” He slammed the door. 

The children immediately choreographed a straight 
line. All except Brecken, who remained on the floor, 
picking his teeth.  

“Our Fink friends are out there,” Root informed him. 
“Followed your hand, I’m guessing.” 

“Ah. That’s what that foul smell was.” 
Krism held a spot to his left. “Root, here, beside me.” 
“Nope,” she sniffed. “I have no interest in servitude, 

thanks.” 
The children stopped fidgeting to stare at her. Even 

Wilma rotated her lizard eyes.  
“Atta girl.” Brecken stretched his lanky frame. 
 “But,” Krism’s normally resolute voice seemed to 

falter, “this is our duty. ”  
Around him came nods and bits of wobbly 

agreement. 
“Duty?” Root now returned them the same stunned 

expression. “The Murk Lord no doubt killed your 
parents, then took you and leeched your Ember until you 
were no good to him anymore! And now he’s selling 
what’s left of you into slavery! I’m sorry, but I’m not 
getting the duty part in all that.” 

The smaller children looked to Krism for guidance, 
but he said nothing. 
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“Now, c’mon!” Root’s voice entered urgency. “We’ve 
got t’get out of this place! Who knows a way out?” The 
fury in her eyes slammed up against a wall of rejection. 
“Come on you guys!” she pressed. “There’s got to be a 
way. You’ve been here long enough; you must know 
something!” 

Feet shuffled. Throats closed. 
“Root’s right,” Brecken said. “This is it - our only 

chance.” 
Seeing their overwhelm, Root softened with 

compassion. “I know it may seem sudden and scary, but 
in an hour it’ll be a whole lot scarier. We’ll be divided, 
alone and weak. That’s when it’s over. You understand? 
Now is all we’ve got.”  

The children heard her. Their eyes swam with 
confusion. Still, they remained silent.  

“Fine!” Root snapped. “Stay then, but I’m outta 
here!” 

Her attempt at an exit was rather less than dramatic. 
Instead of running out or even marching grandly, she 
dragged her inflamed, bulging leg toward the door. She 
had no idea what to do once she got there, but it was 
better than lining up like mindless martyrs. The room 
echoed with her grunts and the sound of her leg scraping 
across the stone. 

Krism watched her. Never in his life had someone 
even talked of escape, let alone attempted it. Though it 
was obvious she would never make it, there was 
something about her, this strange girl with pumpkin gold 
hair. A few cobwebs began to clear from the deep 
hollows of his mind. She was…the word came slowly as 
if from an ancient time…brave. And maybe - he slowly 
straightened - maybe she was right. 

“Wait!” he called out. “I’ve got an idea.” 
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31 

FREEDOM’S FLIGHT 

 
lud was pleased with his victory. His lordship over 
the auction block had remained intact and he’d got 

himself a defiant new slave to tame. He jostled his way 
through rioting bidders, toward the claims booth, but 
found himself diverted by a new commotion. 

“Wingers!” someone whispered beside him. Klud 
turned his attention to the platform, where even he was 
taken aback by the vision. 

It was a king-of-the-castle moment for Loathsbin. His 
spine very nearly straightened. “And now, as you can see, 
the rumours are true. We have captured an entire fleet of 
rare Wingers!” 

Klud expected another whoop from the crowd but 
the desire for these creatures created more of an ogling 
steam. These’ll fetch a princely price, he thought. And 
indeed Loathsbin’s greedy lips started with an incredible, 
“One thousand! Do I hear one thousand?” 

Frantic bidding pounced again. Five, twelve were sold 
in less than a minute. Thirty. A hundred. Loathsbin could 
barely keep up. He did not notice the great iron sidedoor 
that had slowly pushed open. A Squawnch guard, not 
pleased to be on stage, poked his head out and waved for 
Loathsbin’s attention. Klud watched the worried guard 
shuffle across the platform and whisper in Loathsbin’s 

K 
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ear. 
The happy hoarding in Loathsbin’s face veered into 

horror. “Before we continue,” he rasped, “a quick break.” 
He hedged the resultant curses, flew to the iron door, 

and disappeared. 
Klud narrowed his eyes and set his jaw. 
 
***** 
 
Though a soft padding of feet could be faintly heard 

along the winding passages of the Soot Market, nothing 
could be seen unless one really squinted. In doing so, one 
might notice two tiny rotating eyes working their way 
along the walls. 

Wilma had not been particularly enthusiastic about 
Krism’s idea, but was promised a thick and juicy 
Walloping Green if it worked. And work it did! By linking 
on to her curled tail, Krism was able to camouflage right 
along with Wilma and the wall into which she’d blended. 
And, when Root took hold of Krism and also blended 
into the wall, it was a very happy thing indeed.  

Soon all of the children were linked and camouflaged 
and silently stealing their way toward freedom. 

“You are absolutely brilliant!” Root whispered to 
Krism, who blushed for the first time in his life. He had 
been mulling the Wilma theory around for some time and 
the elation of its application was beyond anything he 
could have imagined. 

The queue’s flight was diverted by the sound of 
approaching feet. One boy panicked and let go of the 
line. Immediately, every child behind him became visible. 
Root grabbed hold of the boy and re-linked. The queue 
disappeared into camouflage again, just as the intruders 
came around the corner. 
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It was the Finks. Of course. 
Gus had caught the ripple of movement and now 

stared at the wall curiously. He reached out to touch it. 
His fingers hovered right in front of Brecken’s nose.  

 Stan slapped his hand. “Quit gapin’ at that wall, Gus. 
We gotta get our goods back b’fore that goon comes for 
‘em.” 

There was a great sigh of relief once the two 
disappeared around the next corner. Krism released the 
camouflage to take stock of the children. But he’d been 
too hasty. The Finks reappeared, walking backward with 
their hands in the air. Krism dove for Wilma. The kids 
globbed together. The queue vanished just as a Squawnch 
guard entered, pointing a Lightning dart at the Finks’ 
chests. 

“How’d youse two get back here,” he sneered. “Yers 
not authorized personnels.” 

“No,” Stan said, glancing sideways at Gus. “But your 
face is!” He kicked the Lightning Dart from the guard’s 
hand, prompting a brawl that had them crashing into the 
walls. In the first collision, two kids were cut from the 
line, appearing like phantoms to Gus, the only one to 
notice them. The kids quickly relinked and vanished. Gus 
blinked and rubbed his eyes. 

Stan and the Squawnch plowed into a second part of 
the line. A new group of children appeared. Gus reached 
for one just as they relinked. He disappeared with them. 

Another crash, another line break. Gus reappeared 
holding Brecken’s hand. They looked at each other and 
shrieked. Brecken yanked his hand away and disappeared. 
Gus stood there like a confused ox. 

Stan and the Squawnch guard plowed into Gus now, 
but a pair of rough hands appeared and yanked them 
apart. It was Klud. He was way too close for Root’s 
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liking. And he reeked of anger. She prayed the children 
would be able to keep silent and linked. 

“Where’s my slave, Squawnch?” Klud growled, 
holding the guard and Stan at a distance. 

“Right behind ya!” Gus pointed at the wall, exactly 
where the kids stood. 

Klud turned to him with a snarl. “I don’t like jokes, 
shrew.” 

“No, I swear. Look!” Gus started patting down the 
wall. He was almost upon the kids, inches away, when his 
whole body stiffened. He looked down. The Lightning 
dart had made a perfect landing in his thigh. He looked at 
Klud, who put its bow back in his sling. Gus collapsed 
with a groan. 

“Like I said, I don’t like jokes,” Klud sniffed. 
Stan filled with righteous anger. “Hey! No one hurts 

Gus but me, you--” 
This dart landed in Stan’s hip. He howled in outrage 

before toppling over Gus. 
Klud ignored him and turned to the Squawnch guard. 

“Now…Where’s my slave?” 
The guard cowered under his stare. “I-in da cell...M-

master Klud.” 
Klud cut a slow circle around the Squawnch guard, 

casing him with hot, suspicious eyes. He paused right in 
front of Root. She stopped breathing. He was so close 
she could see the long black hairs of his nose.  

“You sure about that?” he snarled. “You Squawnches 
would never stop a biddin’ unless somethin’ was seriously 
wrong.” 

“N-no sirs. Ever thing’s a-okay. We’s just gonna gets 
‘em now.” 

Klud, a great deal taller and stronger, grabbed the 
guard by the neck. If he had looked up, he’d have seen a 
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subtle movement of kids edging away. But he was too 
busy shoving the guard against the wall. “Then y’won't 
mind if I tag along. Wouldn’t want me announcin’ t’them 
bidders that yer mismanaging their goods now wouldjya?” 

The guard tried to smile over the clenched fist caving 
in his esophagus. “N-no sirs.” 

“Good. After you. And no funny stuff!” 
Once their exit was definite and silence long restored, 

Krism released the camouflage. A hundred kids appeared, 
whimpering and gulping for breath. 

Stan and Gus watched, stunned, as Krism sidestepped 
them in a bid for the guard’s dropped Lightning dart. 
They watched, further stunned, as he returned to the wall, 
grabbed the tail of some lizard and faded from view, 
taking the chain of children with him. Root crowned the 
moment with a smug wave goodbye. 

The Finks, legs swollen like soufflés, flopped and 
floundered after them until collapsing at last in failed 
misery. 

 
***** 
 
In the slaver’s chamber, Loathsbin verged on hysteria. 

“They can’t have just disappeared!” he shrieked at a 
guard. “What do you take me for?” He hovered low and 
peered along the floor. “There! You see! Footprints!” 

“Where?” the guard asked. “I don’t see no--” 
A siren pierced the air. Everyone froze, trying to 

source it. 
“It’s da holdin’ chamber!” one of the guards cried 

out. 
Loathsbin’s jaw dropped. 
 
***** 
 
The moment Root and Krism had swung the massive 

doors of the holding chamber open, animals large and 
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small spied the children’s flight and stampeded after 
them. Chaos erupted from every direction as guards 
reached desperately for control. It was no use; every beast 
had smelled freedom and nothing was going to stop 
them. 

Root caught Loathsbin’s arrival. He barged upon the 
scene, screaming for answers. A guard pointed across the 
chamber and Loathsbin’s eyes met hers. She could feel his 
rage as he watched her, the rebellious It, Root 
Karbunkulus, holding the door and directing his precious 
assets to freedom. 

He moved for the door, but was tripped up in the 
arrival of new guards. “Forget the animals!” he screamed. 
“Get her!” 

The attention of every Squawnch turned to Root. 
“Uh oh.” She bent low. 
“C’mon!” Krism yelled, unable to hold the other door 

much longer. 
Root nodded and leapt toward his outstretched hand. 

At the time it seemed practical to hide themselves in the 
trenches of the stampede, but now there was the danger 
of being trampled. More than once they narrowly escaped 
the stamp or horn of a fleeing beast. Thankfully, a pair of 
well-timed Fielding Fowl lifted the two onto their backs 
and forged their stilted legs through the chaos. 

While Root and Krism ducked to avoid an onslaught 
of Lightning darts, the double-headed Tagit snake reared 
up, sending the Squawnch guards in howling retreat.  

Klud arrived, spotted Root and raised his crossbow. 
A family of ravens attacked and, in no time, the crossbow 
was lost to their beaks and talons. 

“Get her!” Loathsbin flittered over the masses.  
The Ghast Gorilla’s enormous hand had come from 

nowhere. Loathsbin felt its force and the next thing he 
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knew, he was landed in a pile of dung. A colossal 
accumulation of the most rancid kind.  

A guard raced forward, holding his nose. “Sir, da 
mens! Da bidders! Theys seen the stampedin’ animals and 
rebelled! Theys attacked da platform where dem wingers 
was and…” 

“Was?” Loathsbin’s eyes narrowed into homicidal 
slits. “Was?” 

“Yes, sir…when deys attacked, da guards panicked 
and…and unloosed da net!” 

Loathsbin’s eyes blackened. He turned his slow, 
burning ire to Root. But she was nowhere to be seen. He 
scanned the whole of the chamber and beyond its gate, 
then returned his glare to the waiting guard. “Find her. I 
don’t care if you have to burn the whole jungle down. I 
want that girl. Now!” 

A second alarm screeched through the Soot Market, 
spurring the arrival of more guards, each one commanded 
to retrieve Root at all costs, and each one following the 
stampede into the jungle. 

But Root was not in the jungle. Root was straddling a 
double-headed Tagit snake and heading right back into 
the heart of the Soot Market. She and the snake had taken 
to the floorboards where it was easy to go unnoticed amid 
the confusion.  

Krism was with her, white knuckles clutching, eyes 
rimmed white. Root could understand his fear and yet, to 
her the snake was only trustworthy, like the gorilla had 
been. She couldn’t explain it, her affinity with animals. It 
was always so. As far back as she could remember. 

Root squeezed the snake’s thick, muscled body while 
Krism found purchase around her waist. They slid right 
past Klud, who was poised, his knife at the ready. Soon 
the great snake left the commotion altogether and entered 
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a dark dungeony corridor. Root quickly dismounted and 
reached into her pocket. 

No more than three minutes had passed before she 
and Krism had the keyholes of every cave-cell lock 
stuffed with putty. “Open the stupid locks!” she 
commanded.  

The Universal Key ignited with a red glow in each 
cavity followed by a unified ‘click’ that had every bolt ajar. 
Root willed the pain of her poisoned body into 
insignificance and ran, cell to cell, announcing freedom. 

She stopped at one in particular and called out to 
Krism. “Get everyone on the snake. I’ll be right back!” 
Inside, she found her Shade Howl friends on the floor, 
hunched against a wall. “Sisiline! Lannon! C’mon! We’re 
going home!”  

Their very bones had bowed out of service, but the 
sight of Root bolstered newfound will in them. Krism 
entered and, with his help, they were lifted to the waiting 
Tagit.  

“Root!” 
She turned to the voice and was overcome to see 

both Lian and Dwyn. Alive! They shared seating with 
many more, atop the mighty snake. Her joy took her, 
swollen leg be damned, at top speed. But she stopped 
short at the sight of something most unexpected. A boy, 
barely recognizable in a film of dirt and fear.  

“Kor?” 
He looked up, hardly able to meet her eyes. 
“Where’s the rest of your Bond?” 
“Got away,” he whimpered. “In the jungle.”  
She saw the painful inflammation of his leg and put 

aside her grudges. There was no room for such things in 
this place.  

 “Loathsbin’s chambers!” She announced before 
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turning to Lian and Dwyn with raised brows. “Everything 
we need is there.”  
 

***** 
 

The last of the Universal Key was used on 
Loathsbin’s door and soon a silent trickle of children 
made its way inside. Root led them straight to the Tree 
Tears. 

Within its glass encasement the melancholy tree wept. 
This time the faucet released its golden liquid into Root’s 
palm. She took a sip. The effect was swift and miraculous 
as it reached her leg. A feverish red healing flushed the 
pores and the whole of it shrunk before their eyes. 

“Okay now,” she whispered, moving aside for others. 
“One at a time…quietly.” 

The crowd slammed forward, any semblance of 
discretion lost as they fought for the Tree Tears’ recovery. 

“Woah!” Root struggled for control. “Easy! Slow 
down! One sip and get back on the Tagit!” 

Lian, Dwyn and Krism imposed themselves, 
thwarting elbows and suppressing panic. Presently, in a 
slow, sure, albeit turbulent fashion, the poisoned limbs of 
capture were saved.  

This left Root to focus on her prime mission and she 
wasted no time. The Miist was right where she’d last seen 
it. She maneuvered her way forward. There had not been 
even the slightest expectation of attack, so when it 
happened and her body crashed into the wall, she stooped 
in a daze of confusion. Her eyes refocused and saw Kor 
in venomous visage.  

“That’s mine, krip.” He turned and ran. 
Root dove after him, shoving her way through the 

crowd. He was almost upon the Miist when she reached 
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out, yanked him back and flew past him. She sprinted - 
the Miist was a mere yard away now - and set to leap 
when Kor took hold of a small boy and heaved him into 
her path.  

The boy crashed, head first, into the shelf and ducked 
as its contents toppled down. Something flammable met a 
torch and burst into flames. The blast sent Kor back, 
where he disappeared into the trampling crowd. 

The Miist had fallen safely into a corner. Root ached 
to fetch it, but the injured boy was choking and crying for 
help. She pulled him up, over her shoulder and carried 
him from the surging blaze to the safety of the outer 
corridor. He was set atop the Tagit and she hastily made 
her way back as Dwyn, Lian and Krism came out.  

Dwyn grabbed her. “No! The fire’s too big! 
Everyone’s out.” 

She pulled free and leapt inside with Dwyn’s calls 
echoing after her. The flames had risen into an 
impenetrable wall but she could still access the corner 
where the Miist had landed. Only it wasn’t there. She 
scoured the area, desperation rising in sickening waves. 
There was no Miist in sight. She caught sight of 
movement and turned to see Kor running away. 

“NOOOOO!” 
In the hall, still reloading the Tagit, her friends were 

set to retrieve Root, when Loathsbin’s chambers 
exploded outright, rocking them to the core. 

“Root!” Lian cried.  
Dwyn ran toward the blast. He pushed through 

smoke and ash and tripped over debris. Fiery timber 
splintered at his feet. Sparks hissed in his eyes. He 
staggered on in vain. 

Beside the Tagit, Lian endured a desperate patrol for 
movement. When none came and time abandoned hope, 
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he stepped toward the burning horror. That’s when he 
saw them, two hauntings of soot and char, limping 
toward him. He leapt to their aid.  

Root managed a final sweep for Kor but he was long 
gone, the Miist with him. “It’s gone,” she choked. “He 
won.”  

And if that wasn’t tragedy enough, a troupe of guards 
arrived, fixed for attack, Lightning darts primed. 

 “Stay on the Tagit!” Krism yelled, but when he saw 
the mighty snake rear up, he slammed into reverse. “Get 
off the Tagit!” 

More guards arrived, these with vicious rodents 
champing at the bit. Root, helping to unload, was startled 
when one of the Tagit’s heads bent low beside her. At 
first she thought it had been harmed for it tensed and 
trembled in enormous concentration. But then something 
extraordinary happened.  

The Tagit’s head began to actually strip itself from the 
other, tearing the shimmering scales and sinewy muscle. It 
was like the simple unpeeling of twine but in this case it 
was a snake and it was literally splitting its body in two. 
Two full, complete Tagit snakes. 

While the guards blinked in stunned silence, one 
snake was quickly re-loaded. The other remained 
formidable and poised for attack. The cargo’d snake slid 
from the scene, taking the whimpering riders with it.  

Root leapt for the tail, but the guards’ wits had 
returned and the onslaught of Lightning darts forced her 
into a corner.  

The Tagit struck. Guards fell in heaps. Even so, their 
numbers maintained an endless attack that brought them 
close to victory over the snake. Its great head teetered. 
Root watched as it thundered to the ground at her feet. 
She reached for it while the guards closed in. Its tongue 
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flicked her cheek. She knew what it was saying. Run! 
She looked one last time as it struggled to rise. Tears 

stung her cheeks. She could hear the final attack as she 
fled in a blind search for escape. 

A squad of guards gave chase, Lightning darts at 
every turn. As she bolted down another hall she saw, to 
her horror that she had come to a dead end. Her eyes 
skimmed for a window, a hatch, anything, but there was 
only the luring enclosure of wall.   

“Chrrr…chrrr…” 
What the…? She knew that sound. With a leap in her 

heart she squinted until two lovely rotating eyes came into 
view. 

“Wilma!” she cried. 
“We couldn’t just leave you here.” Krism appeared 

beside his pet lizard. Root flung her arms around him 
while the colour rose in his cheeks. 

Guards flew around the corner. Krism snatched the 
lizard’s tail and pulled Root in close. Their camouflage 
was flawless, a blend of wooden door and wrought iron 
trim. The guards ran right past. Root and Krism crouched 
and hurried as quickly as Wilma’s little legs could take 
them, toward the nearest exit. 

When they passed the loading chamber, Root was 
pleased to see it empty save for confused guards, 
rummaging the debris, saving what they could. The air 
toward the end of the passage freshened and renewed 
their strength. Root looked ahead and was rewarded with 
the sight of a luscious blue sky through a high round 
window. 

“Almost there!” she whispered. At the window, open 
and unguarded, there was no choice but to jump into the 
cloudless abyss. 

The landing was soft, thank goodness, made so by a 
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heaping slope of sand and mud. Dozens of guards rushed 
past, but Wilma had already merged them into the brown 
and black soils. From there she led them through the 
turns and detours of the jungle while guards and animals 
sprung into further reaches. 

When they came at last to the beach, Lian and Dwyn 
were there, waving. And better yet, a boat was arriving on 
shore. 

Jorab! 
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32 

SURPRISE! 

 
 

t was awkward getting Wilma balanced in a way 
that would camouflage the boat with the sea, but 

eventually, with the help of some netting and an oar, 
Krism was successful. 

Root watched the scattered guards along the shore 
grow farther and farther away. Some had seen the boat 
and fired but when it disappeared from view, they shook 
their heads and moved on. 

It was a long time before anyone spoke. In the quiet, 
Root noticed a shimmering scale on her sleeve. She 
remembered the Tagit and felt her throat pinch with grief. 
She was about to release the scale, with a prayer, to the 
waves when Lian stopped her. 

The soft touch of his hand lifted it mid-air. He 
whispered a Stamp. The scale sprung forth in a sunlit 
array of blossoms. Root looked at Lian, deeply moved. 
They released the bouquet to the waves and watched it 
drift eternal, toward the horizon.  

Root shuddered. Though in the safety of Jorab’s boat, 
there was no victory in her. Not with such losses. Not 
with the Miist gone.  

After a time, Dwyn began to share his story. “We 
were in some cave cell the whole time. When we realized 

I 
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they were going to sell us we hid in a dark corner 
whenever they came around. I tried to Swap but nothing 
happened.” 

“The market was built to allow no Ember in the 
prisoner cells, except by those with authority,” Jorab 
explained. “It’s common practice.” 

Lian continued the chronicling of events up until their 
escape. “And then!” He revealed the Bond’s truss pack, 
“In the hands of a Ghast Gorilla. Just walked up and gave 
it to me.” 

“He made it then!” Root sighed with relief while 
Jorab passed her a curious glance. 

A magnificent explosion erupted from the island. 
They turned to see the walls of the notorious Soot Market 
crumbling. And from the flames leapt a most wondrous 
sight. Thousands of Wingers billowed the air like jeweled 
confetti.  

It was a beautiful reckoning, watching their 
shimmering blush rise above the soot and smoke, but all 
Root could think about was the Miist of Kalliope in the 
hands of Kor.  

And she nearly collapsed altogether when Dwyn 
asked of news and Jorab’s answer was that two more 
Miists had been found. 

 
***** 
 
There was still ample light when the Bond arrived 

back on the mainland. Though this shore was far from Sir 
Wilbury Heart’s lighthouse, the same wind tore over it. 
They huddled close to Jorab, hoping he’d bend Clade 
rules and offer direction.  

“I am most relieved to see all of you survived,” Jorab 
said. “Unfortunately I am burdened by another urgency 
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that must see to my departure.” This is not what they 
wanted to hear. But before anyone could protest he 
added, “Though not until I have placed you securely 
under the safekeeping of a dear friend. That is, if you so 
desire.” 

Lian was not so easily dismissed. “But we need to 
move on,” he urged with no small hint of desperation in 
his voice. “We’re so far behind.” 

Root winced. She had to tell them about the Miist but 
lack of privacy made it impossible.  

 “I will return in no time,” Jorab assured. “Your stay 
shall be restful, brief, and I believe most rewarding.” He 
raised his eyebrows toward Lian. “My friend is Originio 
SmitherWeed.” 

Lian’s face alighted. SmitherWeed! Only the most 
powerful Natruid in all of Lanlynne! He looked at his 
friends. “Just for the night?” 

 
***** 
 
They took rest in a quiet valley, a short distance from 

SmitherWeed’s cottage. While Krism helped Jorab gather 
wood, Root caught Dwyn and Lian’s attention and led 
them to a meadow where summer had taken hold in full 
bloom. 

“Um…” she paced. “There’s something I gotta tell 
you guys.” 

“You okay?” Lian asked. 
“No,” she admitted, feeling her hands tremble.  
“Well, maybe this’ll make you feel better,” Dwyn said, 

handing Root the Eggory from Loathsbin’s chambers. 
 “Norbert’s Eggory!” She held it up, expecting to see 

Miss LuLu Swane inside, waving or blowing a kiss. But 
Norbert’s sweetheart had been replaced by Loathsbin. He 
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was in stiff repose, trying to look important while a fly 
buzzed around his head. “Ew!” Root held the Eggory at a 
distance “It’s Loathsbin!” 

“Shake it,” Lian said. 
Root shook the Eggory. A wash of colour engulfed 

Loathsbin. When it settled, he was no longer lounging 
with a fly, but he was still there, this time posing with his 
stupid auction mallet. Root shook the Eggory again. 
Loathsbin at his desk. Again. Loathsbin in front of a cave 
cell. Loathsbin in shorts and clogs.  

“Eeeeww!” She joggled the Eggory with both hands. 
At last he was gone. And there, swaying in a porch swing, 
the wholesome smile and sable locks of Miss Lulu Swane. 
She waved and blew a kiss. 

“Much better,” Root said. Now, back to her dreaded 
business. Her news practically strangled her in its 
confession. She swallowed. “Okay, so…um…I have to 
tell you guys something very, very bad.” 

“Like how bad?” Lian asked, not liking the sound of 
this. 

“Like terrible,” Root said, her throat dry as dust. 
“What is it? Spit it out.” 
“It was right there! I shoulda just grabbed it then, but 

stupid Kor pushed the kid. And then the fire and the 
explosion. And now it’s all over. And I’m so sorry!” She 
flung her hands over her face. 

“Um…is this what you’re on about?”  
Root looked through her fingers. And froze.  
Dwyn was holding the Miist of Kalliope.  
“What the…? Dwyn….How did you…?” She drew in 

closer, her eyes fastened on the mythical prize. 
“I saw it on the floor by the Eggory and grabbed it. 

Loathsbin musta been one of those thieves who looted 
the Black Hills. But by the look of it, he had no idea what 
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it was.” 
“I can’t believe it!” Root cried. “You got it!” 
“We got it!” Dwyn corrected. 
“We got it!” She erupted into luminous laughter and 

threw her arms around him. “We won!” 
Lian was swept up into their dancing fold.   
“Evermore from land to sea!” Dwyn sang. 
His Bondmates gladly joined him. “Upon the wings 

of victory!”  
They pranced as if the meadow knew no gravity, 

springing off flowers, trees, rocks. They would’ve gone 
for hours if not for the affected cough at their backs. 

Krism had been watching them for some time and 
now his eyes were fixed upon the Miist. Dwyn swaddled 
it hastily and slipped it back in his cloak.  

“There’s some peddlers on the road,” Krism said. 
“Jorab suggests we eat there.” 

Dwyn and Lian whooped and raced past him. In her 
joy Root skipped up to Krism, kissed his cheek, and 
pulled him along with her. 

 
***** 
 
As the Valadors approached the roadside peddlers, an 

aroma of smoked jerky made their mouths water.  
The wagons were small and flat. Goats tethered them, 

chewing cud in the shady grass. The party targeted the 
food stalls first, filling their faces with turkey legs, cream 
and corn, gingerbread nuts and steaming Piper soup.  

Root reclined under a tree to settle her stomach while 
the others roamed for more delights. She, herself was 
thoroughly satisfied. They had the Miist. It was all over. 
She was free. The relief was so complete in her bones, she 
felt weightless.  
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A woman’s voice mingled as a dream in her mind. 
“I’ll have you arrested!” 

Root opened her eyes. It was no dream. The woman 
was in front of her trinket wagon, bearing down on 
Krism.  

Root’s breathless arrival startled the woman. “Is there 
something the matter?” 

“Indeed!” the woman barked. “The matter is he was 
stealing my wares!” 

Root noticed familiarity in her face. “Madam 
Timbers?” 

The woman’s eyes narrowed with suspicion. “Yes?” 
“I’m Root.” 
“I don’t care who you are, unless you’re a Badge!” 
“I helped Fledger at the Copper Quill. Remember? 

You were in need of books when your daughter’s Ember 
had come in. An Artisan Pyre, wasn’t it?” 

“Indeed! And this filthy krip was going to steal the 
results of it!” Madam Timbers held up a small sculpture. 

Root looked at Krism. He was covered in guilt. She 
had to think fast. “My goodness! Fledger was right!” 

“Right?” Madam Timbers stiffened. “About what?” 
“Well, he had said that, being a Timbers, your 

daughter would be very talented indeed! But I don’t think 
he had pegged her this good! She’s a true prodigy!”  

Madam Timbers straightened, sniffing in pride. “She’s 
only eight, you know.” 

“I remember. Well, I can certainly see why my friend, 
here wanted to invest in her craft.” 

 “Oh?” 
Root turned to Krism, dug in her pocket, and held up 

her Reward coin. “Here. You left it under the tree.”  
Madam Timbers snatched the coin from Root, with 

hungry eyes. “My my, I’ve never seen one like this 
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before.” She relished its weight and sunk her teeth along 
its edge before deciding it was worth much more than the 
sculpture and thus a fair trade.  

Root felt a pang of loss as she watched the woman 
aim it for her stash box. But Krism’s hand stopped her 
and plucked the coin from her greedy fingers.  

“I changed my mind,” he said. 
He and Root walked from the trinket wagon to the 

shade tree, where they could hear Madam Timbers’ nasty 
squawks from a distance.  
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33 

COTTAGE CONUNDRUMS 

 
 

anlynne’s Natruid Master, Originio SmitherWeed 
was enjoying a lovely early evening snack on the 

thatch of his roof. It had been a long day and he looked 
forward to a nap before looking into a strange outcrop of 
Moon Barnacles in his pond. 

“Someone’s coming!” Betty cried from beside him. 
Betty was in her element. Her snooping, spying, nosy, 

insatiably curious element. If she could have leapt into the 
sky for a better view, she would have. But, being that 
Betty was a creeping Wisteria Vine, thick with lilac 
blossoms, she sufficed to a mere anxious craning of her 
leaves. 

“Headed right this way,” she narrated. “Up from the 
valley!” 

She was sixteen years old, Betty was, a winding mass 
of tendrils and stalk that had managed to advance her 
leaves far past the hidden cottage, along hedge and timber 
and the peaty forest floor, where she could ‘leavesdrop’ 
unnoticed, alert to every forest happening. In this case, 
the arrival of a man. With four manlings.  

Oh, it was all too delicious, the mystery! She could 
hardly contain herself as her branches eagerly gripped 
SmitherWeed’s shoulder. SmitherWeed was pleased. He 

L 
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had planted Betty for this precise reason, to inform him 
of any approaching outsiders. 

“What does the man look like?” he asked, now 
cocked cautiously over his walnuts and oatmeal. 

Betty described the man from braided beard to 
pointed boot, and was delighted to see SmitherWeed leap 
from his chair.  

“It’s Jorab! Lead them in will you, Betty!” 
 
***** 
 
It took quite some time for Root’s heart to settle after 

the unexpected greeting from a talking vine. She held 
onto Jorab’s tunic while Betty led them along moss and 
fern, all the way to the secret cottage. In the dimming 
light Root noticed nothing of the yard, only a goat on the 
roof that bleated in welcome. 

SmitherWeed appeared beside the goat, in a shoulder 
slung tunic and hair that looked like brushwood. “Jorab!”  

He swung down to greet his guest with an agility 
utterly unexpected for his age. “Ah, my dear friend, 
wonderful to see you again!” He smiled under a twig-like 
moustache. “Come in! Come in!” 

The Bond followed Jorab and found themselves in a 
cluttered home strewn with dried substances, strange 
looking instruments, jars of herbs and tonics, and a fat 
red chair. Through and around all this there scurried 
critters of the wild, bird and beast, left to their own avails. 
While Root and Dwyn watched their comings and goings 
and sleepings and groomings with great interest, Lian 
stared at SmitherWeed, trying to reconcile the legendary 
man with his fluffy down-cuffed slippers. 

“Wedgel!” SmitherWeed clapped his hands. His goat 
bounded from the kitchen, a plate full of goodies and 
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Chorm on his back. 
Dwyn was the first to dig in, cramming his cheeks 

with stuffed mushroom caps and sticks of grilled pear. 
Eventually he remembered his manners and stood back, 
allowing the others to help themselves. Krism was the 
only one who didn’t eat. He was flat out snoring across 
SmitherWeed’s couch before his head even hit the 
cushions. 

As she nibbled, Root read the labels on jars that 
teemed out of crooked shelves. Season Juice, Moon 
Tonic. These were strange concoctions, she thought, right 
up Lian’s alley. Indeed, Lian was already touring Dwyn 
through their properties. 

“This is Bulk Balm.” He held up a jar of creamy, grey 
ointment. “It calcifies the area of its application, usually 
to prevent the spread of infection until proper treatment 
arrives. But it has been known to turn whole trees to 
stone. And more than a few people.” 

Then there was Oil of Heart, known for its romantic 
persuasion. Dwyn seemed a little too excited about that 
one. Next were Creeps, whose tiny seeds could 
immobilize an opponent with fear; and the deadly Casus 
Belli, a bulbed root that, if swallowed, could take hold of 
someone’s very essence and strangle out all memory of 
who they were.  

“Woah! What’s that?” Dwyn pointed with wide-eyes 
at a particularly expansive plant that had managed to 
overtake one entire counter of SmitherWeed’s kitchen. 
He shuddered, imagining its leaves snapping up a small 
animal. 

“Oh, that’s Oregano,” Lian said. “It’s great in pasta.” 
SmitherWeed stifled a smile. “I understand you 

developed a form of stave against the Naskaw.” He raised 
a brow to Lian. 
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The budding young Natruid flushed, “Oh, um…I 
guess. It was nothing really.” 

“Nothing doesn’t exist. Something is far more 
interesting. Tell me, what gave you the idea?” 

“Well, um…I remembered that Ocean Tubulars have 
an inner lining that might be able to rupture from the 
fetter, and if conducted properly, eject the Death Brights 
with phosphoreum radiation.” He cleared his throat 
nervously. “I combined both a Lignite Stamp, to detach, 
and Scopus for target. That and Théall’s touch, of 
course,” he added humbly. 

“I see. Your skills are impressive indeed.” 
SmitherWeed nodded. “Perhaps you’d like to visit my 
inner Sanctorum?” 

Lian clutched his heart and beamed. He’d only 
dreamed of such an invitation. 

“Very good,” SmitherWeed beamed. “Tomorrow, 
then. After lunch.”  

Root and Dwyn had no idea what any of the jargon 
had meant, but felt swells of pride for Lian nonetheless. 

“May I inquire into the status of your Naskaw 
wound?” Jorab asked Root. 

“Well, it’s…” She realized she hadn’t even noticed it. 
“It feels all right. I mean, I can’t feel it at all.” She lifted 
the back of her shirt to show Jorab. 

“No wonder,” he said. “It’s gone.” 
“Gone?” 
“As expected. Tree Tears are among Lanlynne’s most 

powerful healing agents though they are rare and getting 
rarer still. I may even be so bold as to suggest Kalliope’s 
success was due in part to the masterful arrangement of 
them in her Miist. You can expect their potency to remain 
in your body for several weeks.” 

“Mine too?” Dwyn asked. 
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“Yours too. And Lian’s.” 
“Woah!” Dwyn’s eyes sparkled. “So, I could just 

impale myself and be fine?” 
“Though I am convinced of their efficacy, I wouldn’t 

push it,” Jorab smiled. “Oh, and as Master SmitherWeed 
has provided you with a delightful meal, you may want to 
return the favour to your companions in the stable.” 
There was a twinkle in his eye. 

“Hanah!” Dwyn tore from the cottage with Root and 
Lian at his heels. They arrived to the happy howling and 
slobbering of Hovermutts. Stogie plastered Root in 
welcome. Hanah wiggled her stumpy tail and laid an old 
sock at Dwyn’s feet. Even Pilsnips took up a trot to greet 
his Lian. 

After a hearty reunion with the Hovers scratched, 
well fed and tucked in, the elation of the day’s victory 
caught up, and the Valadors looked forward to a night of 
safe, joy-filled dreams. 

 
***** 
 
SmitherWeed’s home was small, but he managed to 

convert two back rooms into suitable sleeping quarters. 
Root had the smallest room to herself. It had a walled 
fresco of purple lilacs. Wait. Root blinked. It was not a 
fresco. It was Betty! 

“Good evening to you!” Betty chirped and waved a 
few leaves. “I do hope you sleep well! Here is your fresh 
apparel. Breakfast will be ready in the dining room 
whenever you rise. Sleep well, love.” 

Even with exhaustion in her bones, Root wasn’t sure 
she could sleep. This time tomorrow, they’d be back at 
the Shack - bonafide Finders of the Clade of Acquisitions. 
Bone Grits. 
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She found a robe, soft as velvet, and a pair of fleece 
slippers. Oh, but then she noticed the tub, the small 
kaolin, its belly glazed sky blue and filled with steaming 
clean water. Nothing was going to stop her from its 
soothing call. Nothing that was, except yelling voices 
through the walls.  

They came from the boys’ room next to hers and 
were getting louder by the second. She groaned and 
hauled her protesting body to their door.  

Dwyn was standing, yelling across the room where 
Krism stood with his arms crossed. Lian was in his bed, 
blinking and pulling the covers up to his chest. 

“I was just looking!” Krism said. 
“Ya right!” Dwyn scoffed. “As if I’d believe that 

crock!” 
SmitherWeed arrived in his nightclothes. “What’s 

going on here?” 
“He was trying to steal it!” Dwyn held up the mystic 

flask. 
“What’s this?” 
“It’s the Miist of Kalliope!” Dwyn let SmitherWeed’s 

cradling hands take it for inspection. “We found it in the 
Soot Market.” 

“The…Oh my!” The Master Natruid pulled out his 
spectacles.  

“I knew I shoulda hidden it better!” Dwyn turned 
back to Krism. “You were practically drooling when you 
saw it in the meadow!” 

Krism glared at him but said nothing. 
“You see, he won’t even deny it!” Dwyn said. 
“He’s not denying either way,” Root argued. “If he 

was going to take it, don’t you think he’d’ve just run off 
with it?” 

“He would’ve if I hadn’t caught ‘im!” 
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“I told you, I was just looking at it,” Krism insisted. 
“Well, of course he’s gonna lie,” Dwyn sneered. “He’s 

a Tint!”  
 “Tint?” Root couldn’t believe the word had just 

slipped so easily from Dwyn’s lips. Surely he didn’t know 
what it meant. 

Dwyn sensed her anger. “Well, that’s what Lian called 
‘im.” 

Root turned and faced Lian. “Enlighten me.” 
Lian shifted uncomfortably under his sheets and 

cleared his throat. “I didn’t call him one. I just said that 
some people believe those who served under Kakos no 
longer recognize right from wrong. They’re stained from 
his evil, so to speak.” 

“Tinted,” Root translated with disgust. “Those kids 
were ripped from their lives and enslaved! They may not 
know certain Century etiquette but they’re no different 
than us!” 

“Don’t be dumb, Root,” Dwyn balked. “Did you steal 
from that peddler? Yeah, I saw. And that’s why they’re 
called Tints.” 

Krism dove at Dwyn, who welcomed him with flying 
fists. A net of arms tried to pry them apart. 

 “Enough!” SmitherWeed cried. “Enough I tell you! It 
matters not!” When there was no reaction he shouted. 
“THIS IS NOT THE MIIST OF KALLIOPE!” 

Silence. Frozen, shocked silence. 
Root stopped breathing.  
At length Lian found his voice. “What do you mean?”  
“Do you have an Imitari?” SmitherWeed asked. 
Lian pulled it from the truss pack and called the Miist 

of Kalliope into its beam. He, Dwyn and SmitherWeed 
gathered around it. Root could not move.  

“You see,” SmitherWeed held up the Miist in his 
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hand for comparison. “Everything’s the same except the 
center jewel. In the Imitari, it’s red. But see, this one’s 
black.” 

 “So,” Dwyn said. “Just ‘cause a little shading’s off 
and yet everything else is exactly the same, you don’t 
think it’s the Miist?”  

SmitherWeed shook his head. “Kalliope chose the 
colour of the dominating gemstone with intense 
purpose.” 

He waved his hands to lift the surrounding gems in 
the Imitari’s Miist and saturate them into the large red 
one. The result was a radiant purple light. He turned back 
to the Miist they had found. 

“Black is not a healing colour. It absorbs all but 
reflects none. The opposite of the Miist.” He saw Root’s 
pale expression and shut down the Imitari. “I’m sorry.” 

“Ah good evening!” Jorab entered with the brisk 
night forest still in his cheeks. “I have news. Another 
Miist has been found!”  

The room flinched and in the brooding silence Jorab 
noticed the bloody cloth over Dwyn’s nose and Krism’s 
cut lip.  

“Ah. Perhaps our newest arrival would fare better in 
the company of others less burdened.” He smiled at 
Krism. “I would be delighted if you would join me in my 
travels this evening.” 

Root looked at Krism. He was a trapped animal, tense 
and anxious in the corner he’d backed into. She felt 
shame wash over her, but without strength to do anything 
about it. He broke for Jorab. Her hand reached out and 
caught his. He paused, then pulled away and walked from 
her sight. 

Jorab held compassionate eyes on the Bond. “I 
suggest a good night’s rest in the last stretch of your 
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mission.” 
 Lian looked at him. “Last stretch?” 
“Yes,” Jorab exchanged a glance with SmitherWeed 

before explaining. “Recent security concerns have 
determined that all remaining Finds shall be put under 
deadline. You have three more days.” 

A cry shot up Root’s throat. She ran from the room. 
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34 

DONE 

 
nd I’ll end up dying on a raft in Death Flat!” 
Root blubbered in a cradle of Betty’s blooms 

as the vine tsk’d and cooed like a mother.  
“There are two Miists left, Sweetpea. You still have 

time.” 
“No I don’t!” Root bawled. “Other Bonds are out 

there right now, close to finding one, while my Bond 
can’t even get along!”  

There was a commotion outside. Betty discreetly 
craned a tendril. “Oh no!” she cried. “It’s dangerous at 
night master Dwyn! Come back! I beg you!”  

 
***** 
 
It was cold. The grass lay in dewy torpor and Root 

could see her breath in the light of SmitherWeed’s orb 
lamp. 

 “I tried to stop him!” Betty chattered. “But he was 
on his Hovermutt and was just too fast.” 

 “Dwyn!” Root called as she and Lian made for the 
stable. 

“Hold!” SmitherWeed cried. “Let me send Betty 
first.” 

They braced themselves as the ground lifted off. The 

“A 
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great vine sent waves of feeling across the grass and into 
the forest, to the furthest reaches of its branches. Root 
and Lian waited impatiently as Betty sleuthed for signs of 
Dwyn. 

Finally she called out. “He’s here!” 
“Where?” cried SmitherWeed. 
“A good quarter jaunt East. And…wait oh no! 

There’s something else there! See, I told him!” 
“We’re on our way!” SmitherWeed led Root and Lian 

into the shadowy trees. 
“It’s attacked him!” Betty cried. “They’re on the 

ground! Oh!”  
“What? What happened?” 
“He’s…Oh thank goodness! He’s back on his 

Hovermutt! You’re going too far south. Go east. East!” 
Branches whipped their faces as they strained to see 

in the dark and keep track of Betty’s directions.  
“In case you forgot, it’s pitch dark in here,” 

SmitherWeed wheezed. “Which way is east?” 
“Right! Go right! Hurry! He’s moving fast!” 
“Is he still being chased?”  
“Well, there’s nothing after him at the moment but he 

stills seems to be racing for escape.” 
Revelation dawned in Root and she slowed to a stop. 

“It’s us. He’s trying to escape us.” 
Betty cried out again. “West! He’s veered west! Left!” 
And then the minded borders of the vine were 

crossed altogether and there was a terrible pause. 
“Betty?” SmitherWeed whispered. 
“He’s gone.” 
“Dwyn! Dwyn!” Lian cried. Not even an echo 

returned. He looked at Root, his face scratched and dirty, 
his eyes wide. “C’mon!” 

“No.” 
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“Wha’dya mean? We can’t just leave ‘im.” 
“We didn’t leave him. He left us!” 
“But--”  
“Don’t you get it? It’s over, Lian. The find. The 

Bond. Everything,” She tried to push air through the 
squeezing of her throat. “It’s over.” 

She trudged back to the cottage, leaving Lian’s mouth 
hanging open. 

 
 
***** 
 
The moon dared no appearance as Root fumed in her 

bed. She looked at her Ember Etch. It had shifted into a 
dark and twisty knot, like a dead tree. 
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35 

THE HOUSE OF MIRRORS 

 
 bird roused Root awake, a cinnamon speckled 
Meadowlark. Its bright yellow chest waxed with a 

lively tune. Root didn’t care. She packed, numb to its 
greeting, and left the room. 

Lian and SmitherWeed were outside, packing for 
travel, whispering to themselves. 

“What’s going on?” Root asked. 
SmitherWeed led the laden Hovermutts to water, 

giving the two Bondmates privacy. 
Lian shuffled his feet and cleared his throat. “Uh… 

Did you…did you know that the average person breathes 
about twelve to twenty times per minute?” 

“No,” she humoured him. “I didn’t.” 
He swallowed. “Ya, but being on the go like this, well, 

I figure ours would be closer to thirty-two, which works 
out to 138,240 breaths in three days. And well, the thing 
is, a lot can happen in 138,240 breaths, Root. It took way 
less than that to handle a Naskaw and a Soot Market. And 
only a fraction of that for me to know that…well, that 
you were gonna be the best friend I ever had.” 

Root looked at him. She could have sworn the sun 
looked at the same time for he was ringed in its light. 
“Lian…” 

“So, even if it’s just you ‘n me. It’s not over. Dwyn 

A 
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can keep that stupid fake Miist and--” 
“Lian…” 
“No! There’s still time. We can do this! I know that--” 
“You’re wasting your breath,” Root blurted. 
The sun vanished. Lian hung his head. 
 “So let’s go,” Root smiled. “We’ve only got, what 

138,000 left?” 
She saw it in his ears first, that glowing smile. He 

trotted after her. “There’s a town not too far from here 
called Fellows.” 

They joined SmitherWeed, who had their route 
mapped out. “Once in Fellows, you must stay with my 
old friend, Popky,” he said. “Though I fear I have been 
less than social over the years, I am sure if you tell her I 
sent you that she’d be delighted to keep you in her care. 
Lovely lady, and perhaps your trip will be doubly 
beneficial.” He winked at them. “She was a dear 
childhood friend of Kalliope’s!” 

And just like that, the sun again. 
 
***** 
 
It was a muggy day with a generous sop of cloud. 

Dragonflies and bees bounced along clover, while Root 
and Lian kept a hustling pace. She caught his frequent 
glances into the woods and side ditches. 

“What’re you looking for?” 
“Dwyn.” 
“You won’t find ‘im.” 
“I’ll have you know Pilsnips is a champion Noser.” 
“You tuned him to Dwyn’s scent?” 
Lian smiled devilishly. 
Root shook her head. “Even if Pilsnips locates him, 

he’s not coming back, Lian.” 
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“He might.” 
“Well, he wouldn’t stay.” 
“Why not?” 
“’Cause I’m gonna kill ‘im.” She hid her smile and 

prodded Stogie forward. 
 
***** 
 
True to SmitherWeed’s estimation, they arrived at 

Fellows, a town that nestled. It nestled among green, 
green trees and lush grasses and billowing hills. It lay snug 
in its little corner of the world, a fine stone village where 
the earth was tenderly tilled into a palette of flowers.  

Indeed, every crook and notch seemed gleefully 
crammed with colour. And with these came scents of 
tang and spice. It was a delightful welcome. At least for 
Root. Lian, on the other hand, began to itch and rub 
watery eyes. 

 “A reaction,” he sniffed through a handkerchief. 
A wallop of a welt rose along his neck, forcing them 

to stop so he could apply a proper analgesic. 
Unfortunately, though the welts vacated, a green tinge 
remained over his skin. 

“You look like you’re gonna be sick,” Root laughed. 
Lian huffed and hovered past the welcome plinth 

where a large stone structure of the Miist of Kalliope 
stood, moss-grown and neglected. Like the statue Root 
had seen at Guardian’s Gate, the words Brave and Beloved 
were defiled beyond legibility.  

They arrived in the main square of the town, where 
they spent the afternoon inquiring of the Miist. Mostly 
they were met with shrugs and amused expressions. 
When one man said he’d tell them, for the price of a fair 
few Junos, they decided to move on. 
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“Hey, there’s a Bond!” Lian pointed to a group of 
two girls and a boy, lounging lazily in a patch of grass.  

“Hey!” The Bond waved as Root and Lian 
approached. 

“Are you okay?” the boy asked Lian. “You look like 
you’re gonna be sick?” 

“I’m fine,” Lian scowled. “It’s allergies.”  
After a few introductions, Root’s curiosity got the 

better of her. “So, how’s your Find going?” 
“Not so good,” the girl sighed. “Apparently a Bond 

found another Miist earlier today, which means there’s 
only one left.”  

Root didn’t even hear the rest of the conversation. 
Her ears had numbed. Only one Miist left. She could 
hardly bear the clenching in her stomach. 

The Bond eventually went on its way, wishing them 
luck. Root and Lian responded in kind and left the other 
way. Neither said a word. There was nothing to say that 
wouldn’t just make them feel worse.  

Root felt a pull toward SmitherWeed’s friend. “We 
should probably go there,” she suggested and Lian didn’t 
argue. 

They sprinkled their Road along a garden plot. “Fifth 
dwelling on your left,” it dispensed happily. “Owner: one 
Popky Malegoris.” An arrow traced from their ‘X’ to a 
whimsical cottage of stone. They decided to walk and give 
the Hovers a break. 

Popky’s home was no exception to the flower rule. 
Blossoms of infinite design and colour renegaded the 
property. Stogie and Pilsnips refreshed themselves in a 
trickling fountain while Root and Lian made their way 
down the crammed path toward the door.  

As they approached, a knocker appeared - a cranky, 
one-eyed Brute, violently clanging a bell. The sound 
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pierced the lazy calmness of the day and sent more than 
one neighbour into a non-neighbourly glare. 

“Who is it?” came a woman’s timid voice on the 
other side. 

“Popky?” Root asked. 
“Yes.” 
“Uh, my name is Root and I’m with Lian. We’re 

friends of SmitherWeed. He sent us here.” 
There was a pause…a muffled whisper…another, 

longer pause…and then a clearing of the throat. “Stand 
back, please.”  

A beam of light unzipped the doorframe, allowing a 
slight woman in a faded yellow dress to step forward. She 
had limp, shoulder length hair and tired, ringed eyes. In 
fact, everything about Popky Malegoris seemed ragged 
and worn out and melancholy. 

The daylight was evidently too bright; she stepped 
back, shading her eyes, and the next few moments were 
spent in considerable inspection of her guests. She had 
yet to smile. 

“You say SmitherWeed sent you?” 
“Yes, he told us to come here, that you were good 

friends.” 
“Well, yes, but I haven’t seen him in so long.” 

Though certain Root and Lian were harmless enough, she 
hesitated before accepting them into her sitting room. 

“We’ve lost one of our travellers,” Lian said. “Maybe 
you’ve seen him. He’s a bit taller than me with dark--” 

“I won’t have seen him.” Popky glanced behind her 
as if something unpleasant could happen any second now. 
“I’ve been…home…a lot lately.” The smile, uneasy at it 
was, came at last. “Tea?” 

She led them to her front room before quickly 
abandoning them for the kitchen. They waited, unnerved 
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by the room’s bald, dead perfection. Shades closed tight 
across a large window, ensuring no chance of straying 
sunbeams. Every piece of furniture was precise and 
unspoiled. Caged. 

Most unnerving was the utter excess of mirrors. All 
shapes and sizes, on walls and propped up on tabletops. 
Everywhere one looked there were mirrors. Each 
polished to a perfect gleam. It made one rather self-
conscious, to say the least.  

“I look like I’m gonna be sick,” Lian said. 
“Y’don’t say,” Root laughed quietly. She didn’t know 

why she was being so quiet. It felt like speaking would 
somehow break something. Like a mirror. 

Popky was heard muttering as she made tea, but 
neither could make out a word. Her return bestowed a 
shining silver tea set and a neat assortment of biscuits. 
She set them without a sound and sat, stilted, on the 
sofa’s edge.  

Her smile looked like two fishhooks held the corners 
up. It was not a natural smile and it made both Root and 
Lian anxious. They took up their tea and a respective 
biscuit.  

Each tinkling from the stirring of spoons, each sip 
seemed to amplify the glaring silence.  

“And how is SmitherWeed these days?” Popky asked 
at last. 

“Good…he’s good.” Root sipped and cringed for the 
volume of her slurp seemed grotesquely amplified and 
reminiscent of Aunt Carblotta. 

“Good.” Popky seemed to be looking past them, at 
the potential Something again. Her nerves seemed on 
edge. “Excuse me.” She tugged the fishhooks up and was 
out of the room, vying for the kitchen again. 

Lian crossed his eyes and twirled his finger round his 
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ear: this bird was clearly missing a few medulla 
oblongatas. 

“Stop it,” Root tried to mask her laugh. “I hardly 
think SmitherWeed would send us to a mad woman.” 

“Well, he hasn’t seen her in a while. Maybe it’s a 
recent unfolding.” 

“Maybe she’s just shy. Let’s ask her about Kalliope 
when she gets back.” 

Lian preferred to rather not, and would have made his 
desire known but for the woman’s return. 

“So,” Root turned to her host, adopting a casual 
biscuit-tea dip. “SmitherWeed told us that you were 
friends with Kalliope.” 

Popky flinched, spilling her teacup. A sharp hissing 
sound caused Root and Lian to look down the hall. 

“That’s my old kettle,” Popky said. “I detest that 
thing, always making noises. Time for a new one I think. 
So, yes, yes Kalliope and I were…we were good 
friends…well, best friends really.” Her expression iced 
over. “Until she changed and left for fame and glory. I’m 
sure you know that story.” Just as quickly, she retracted 
the hostility and took a timid sip of her tea. 

Lian looked at Root, his brow raised to full told-ya-so 
height. 

“Actually that’s why we’re here,” Root ignored him, 
“for Kalliope’s Miist.” 

Popky’s face contorted. “I see.” She stood, eyes 
twitching.  “Excuse me.”  

Once again she was kitchen bound. Root and Lian 
listened as she added the slamming of things to the 
muttering routine. 

“She really does hate that kettle, eh?” Lian pulled a 
demon face that had Root snorting despite herself. 

When Popky returned, her hair was messier and she 
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looked more fatigued than ever. “You have to go now. 
I’m…I’m not feeling well.” She gestured for the door.  

Lian practically ran.  
Root obliged a brief thank you before the door was 

abruptly shut on her and sealed once more. 
 
***** 
 
The sky spritzed a pleasing relief from the desert heat 

of Popky’s house of mirrors. The Hovermutts glided 
alongside Root and Lian, who followed a tree-lined road, 
kicking rocks, awaiting new inspiration.  

“Well, at least we didn’t have to finish those nasty 
biscuits,” Lian said, not noticing that Root had stopped 
walking. “They tasted like Squawnch farts, I’m not 
kidding. I swear they were coagulating on my uvula, 
y’know that dangly bit in the back of the throat, and were 
gonna plug up my whole…Root?” 

She was no longer with him. She was on Stogie’s 
back, tearing up an alley in the distance. Lian leapt atop 
Pilsnips and lurched after her. He found her minutes 
later, staring at the back of a large three-story house. 

“What’re you--” He didn’t have to finish his sentence. 
He had followed her eyes. “What on earth!”  

Hilly Punyun had snuck out of the house’s topmost 
window and now dangled dangerously from the sill. A 
well-coiffed Hovermutt arrived and scooped her from the 
ledge. Root and Lian watched with gaping mouths as she 
hurried off into the winding streets of Fellows.    

 “What’s she doing here?” Lian snapped, entertaining 
an image of Hilly’s face receiving his fist. “She already 
came from Fellows to the Black Hills. So, why is she back 
in Fellows again? What’s she up to?” 

He turned to see he was alone again. The tail end of 
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Root, speeding to the front of the house, was all he saw. 
He caught up with her and immediately noticed the sign 
on the front porch. 

Kalliope Museum and Archives.  
They looked at each other and bolted for the door. 
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36 

KALLIOPE’S COOKERY 

 
 

he museum was a porched and gabled home of 
character, much like Popky’s, though bigger, with 

fragrances and colour from the expected abundance of 
blossoms. Root and Lian skidded inside. 

A man, who’d been nodding off in a chair, sprang to 
attention. “Oh, hey, ho! Welcome to the Kalliope 
Museum and Archives. My name is Kreek Nobly, at your 
service.” He took extra note of Lian. “You okay, young 
man? You look like you’re gonna be sick.” 

Root whispered. “It’s the Squawnch farts.”  
“I’m fine,” Lian ignored her. “We’re wanting some 

information about the Miist.” 
“Well, y’came t’the right place. What wouldjya like 

t’know?” 
“Um…where it is,” Lian said in earnest. 
Kreek laughed. “Well, as I told the others…” 
“Others?” 
“Of course. You’re the eighty-eighth and ninth to 

come through here in recent days. Students of the Miist, 
are you?” 

“You could say that,” Lian answered. 
Root could not hide her disappointment. All the time 

her Bond had wasted while most everyone else went 

T 
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straight for the most logical place, Kalliope’s hometown.  
“Well, as I told the others,” Kreek repeated, “the best 

place to start is the beginning! Follow me!” He led them 
to a modest kitchen. “Kalliope was born right here on the 
floor, a rather unexpected follow up to lunch, but a 
welcome encounter nonetheless. She was the only child 
born to Kalameer Dince and Arvinamin Wigglit, two of 
Fellows’ finest!” 

Kreek piloted an exemplary tour of the house, which 
included many revealing tidbits of Kalliope’s life, from 
childhood to her Pyre, to her last days. 

Root thought Kalliope’s bedroom was the loveliest of 
the house. A collection of beautiful objects was displayed 
and her bed lay in red silks that sparkled under a 
blooming chandelier. 

“Well done, kiddos!” Kreek said as they left the room. 
“You’re the first ones who didn’t try to grab something in 
this room. And it’s not like I don’t warn people. ‘Nice 
t’look at, I say, but if you touch, you can expect a nasty 
consequence’. Last one, a girl ‘bout your same age just 
ended up with a hand-brand.” On their looks he clarified, 
“It’ll be fine, fine…a bit scabby and kinda black mind 
you, but that’s what you get for grabbing things that 
aren’t yours.” 

Root caught Lian’s triumphant glare and knew he was 
conjuring the same gleeful sight: Hilly’s precious pink 
hand turning black and scabbed under Kreek Nobly’s 
disapproving eye. No wonder she snuck off out the 
window. 

The tour ended at a distinguished room in Kalliope’s 
lower chamber. A sign barred them from entering. 

“This one’s off limits,” Kreek said. “It’s Kalliope’s 
Cookery. Highly dangerous stuff she was working with. 
Too dangerous for the public, I’m afraid.” 
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“Mr. Nobly, sir,” Root interrupted. 
“Please, call me Kreek.” 
“Kreek. Did Kalliope have any friends? You know, 

good friends…confidants?” 
“She did,” Kreek sighed. “One in particular. A girl 

from her childhood…lived just down the street from 
here.” 

“Popky?” 
“Yes, how’d you know?” 
“We were just at her house and--” 
“You were? Well, that’s no simple feat.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“I mean Popky doesn’t see people.” 
“We noticed,” Lian said dryly. 
Kreek’s face saddened. “How did she look?” 
“She looks fine…I mean she’s well-kept and…” Root 

was a lousy liar. “Well, I’m not sure if she’s altogether…I 
mean…she seemed very distracted and I thought she 
might be sick or…” 

“Or mad,” Lian said it. 
Kreek sighed deeply. “She was so lovely…a gentle 

little bird.” He seemed to shed his age and drift. “She was 
the quiet one next to Kalliope, but her simple 
kindness…she enchanted all who knew her.” 

“So, you knew her, then?” 
“Knew her? Why, I was going to marry her!” Kreek 

exclaimed. “But, the day before the wedding, she 
suddenly called it off. Wouldn’t tell me why, only that I 
would never understand.” 

“And you never found out why?” 
“Nope.” Kreek’s heart was clearly still tortured. “I 

begged Kalliope to tell me but she was sworn to some 
sort of childhood secret with Popky. That’s all she could 
say.” 
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Root found herself burning with curiosity. What was 
this childhood secret that Kalliope took to her grave, 
despite their falling out? “Why did their friendship end?” 
she asked. 

Kreek shrugged and shook his head. “No one knows. 
The day Kalliope left Fellows for good was the day Popky 
stopped seeing people, stopped seeing me…and when we 
all heard about the tragedy on the Black Hills, she became 
a hermit in her own house.” 

Lian hadn’t taken his eyes off the barred door. 
“Kreek?” 

“Mmm?” 
“If we absolutely, totally, utterly promised that we 

wouldn’t touch anything at all, would you let us just take a 
peek in her Cookery?” 

Kreek paused. His eyes went back and forth between 
the two. “Well…” he thought about it some more, “Well, 
I guess since you showed your restraint up in her 
bedroom…oh, alright. But you won’t tell anyone, right?” 

“Promise,” Root and Lian held up their palms with 
their thumbs folded across. 

Kreek unbarred the door and led them inside. There 
was a distinct hush in the room that immediately induced 
whispers. 

“This was where Kalliope spent a great deal of her 
time in Concoction. Especially after her parents passed 
over.” 

The room was nimble and stocked. It seemed to have 
been left mid-invention, still cooking and fretting. It felt 
thick with Kalliope’s spirit. Orb lamps drifted lazily, 
casting pots, pans, cauldrons, stoves and all manner of 
instruments into mythical beings. A burly round carpet 
lay legendary in the center.  

Upon a larder chest sat a few typical items of no 
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consequence. Opposite this, against the wall, stood a 
great wooden table, this one encumbered with strange 
and provocative objects. This is where Root and Lian 
spent most of their time, scanning each unique item, 
contemplating its use. Some things, like a strange looking 
pipe, were still fizzing. It took all Lian had to not pick it 
up for inspection. 

The rain had stopped spattering the one small round 
window in the room, allowing a view of the deepening 
sky. Soon, it would be dark.  

“By the way,” Lian asked, “did you happen to see a 
boy with shaggy dark hair, blue button up and light 
trousers, a bit taller than me…” 

“Greyish Hovermutt?” 
“Yeah!” 
“Matter a fact, I saw ‘im over at Fudnut’s Bakery 

trying t’ get some food this afternoon. Looked pretty 
hungry. Might still be there.” Kreek began to politely 
usher them toward the door.  

“Thanks so much,” Lian took his cue and tugged 
Root along. 

They were almost out when Root, looking back one 
last time, caught sight of something that stopped her dead 
in her tracks.   

The Miist of Kalliope! 
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37 

IT’S A SIMP! 

 
 

ou take care now,” Kreek began snuffing out 
the orb lamps. 

Root didn’t answer. She was locked, pouring her eyes 
over the flask. Same sparkling gems, golden leaves, 
skyward hands. And in its centre, a red jewel of 
unsurpassed beauty. There could be no mistake. It was 
the treasured Miist! The real one! 

By pure chance she had caught its reflection in the 
mirror. Now her eyes crossed the room to Kalliope’s 
larder chest where the actual Miist stood. According to 
the reflection, it was tucked in the back. But, looking at 
the spot, there was no Miist to be seen.  

Root looked in the mirror again. The Miist was right 
there, its long, elegant neck prominently poised in the 
back, behind a small wooden cup. She turned to the 
chest. The wooden cup was there, clear as day, but the 
Miist was unmistakably gone. 

Lian yanked her away as she glared back and forth, 
trying to reconcile the riddle.  

At the door Kreek stood, freshly emboldened, and 
faced them. “If you…if you see Popky again,” he 
swallowed, “please, tell her I said ‘hello’.” 

“We will,” Lian promised, pulling Root up the stairs. 

“Y 
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“G’bye.” 
Outside she wrenched herself from Lian’s grip and 

grabbed him by the shoulders. “I saw it!” 
“Saw what?” 
“The Miist! I saw the Miist of Kalliope! The real one!” 
“What? Where?” 
“Well, here’s where it gets strange. I saw it in the 

mirror in Kalliope’s Cookery. In the reflection it was on 
the larder chest. But when I looked at the actual chest it 
wasn’t there!” 

Lian, to Root’s utter dismay, shrugged his shoulders. 
“You musta just imagined it.” 

“I did not! I saw it there! It was right in the reflection. 
Maybe it was made invisible on the table…” 

“Then it wouldn’t be reflected in the mirror, would 
it?” Lian reasoned. 

“Okay then, o worldly one, what do you think?” 
Lian had no idea. He was tired and just wanted to eat 

something. 
“Lian,” Root pulled him back. “It was the Miist.” 
He saw the fire in her eyes. “Okay,” he conceded. 

“We’ll stop into a Word Pantry.” 
 
***** 
 
At the museum’s Hover stalls, Pilsnips had lathered 

himself to near hysterics.  
“What is it, boy?” Lian asked. “Have you got a 

scent?” 
Pilsnips howled and leaped toward a side alley, where 

what he smelled had just appeared. Root and Lian saw it 
to be a rider on Hovermutt. 

“It’s Dwyn!” Root cried. 
Their Bondmate looked shaken and exhausted. He 
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was tucked low on Hanah, who clipped full gait, shooting 
down another alley. That’s when they saw someone else, 
also at break neck speed, following him. 

They leapt to their own Hovers. In no time they were 
tearing past Popky’s house, noticing every window shutter 
locked up tight, a clear indication that visitors were no 
longer welcome. Dwyn raced down Hipple Street where 
he stopped at its dead end.  

“Dwyn!” Lian called. 
He turned around. Even in the darkened corner, Root 

could see his face was lit in humble relief. Her resent fell 
away. He looked desperate to tell them something, but his 
chaser foiled communication, bursting into sight and 
racing toward him. 

Dwyn swerved Hanah back, scaled the wall to its top, 
and was gone. Root and Lian lurched forward. Arriving at 
the roof they found there was no roof. Instead, they 
tipped a stone wall that skirted a sweeping outdoor 
carnival, in full operational swing. 

“There he is!” Lian pointed to Dwyn, dodging amid 
the throng. 

They whisked down into the packed stands. Root 
clipped what she thought was a sky lantern on a string, 
but was in fact a little girl’s FloatPet named Drifter. 
Drifter tore after Root, taking the little girl with him. 
Root managed to dodge Drifter by way of a perfectly 
timed honey pretzel, something the FloatPet deemed 
much more interesting. 

Unfortunately, Root lost Dwyn in the process. She 
promptly made use of a high post and scanned from its 
advantage. No Dwyn, but she spied Lian in glum 
approach. “See ‘im?” 

“No.” 
They attempted another search, hoping Pilsnips could 
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pick up Dwyn’s scent again, but noise and competing 
aromas frustrated their efforts. When the carnival came to 
its gradual end and the spectator stands emptied, they had 
to admit defeat. 

“I wonder who was chasing him?” Root pondered out 
loud. 

“I dunno. Kreek said he was pretty hungry.” 
Root looked at Lian. “You think he stole some 

food?” 
Lian shrugged. “I dunno. Maybe.” 
Root sighed. “How many breaths left?”  
“Plenty. C’mon!” 
 
***** 
 
Root was expecting a building much like the Copper 

Quill, a housing of shelves, tables and bins. But, true to 
Dwyn’s description, a Word Pantry really was an actual 
pantry, a book wardrobe in the middle of the street. A 
warm, glowing streetlamp posed beside it. 

In the cramped interior, surrounded by book spines, 
Lian summoned, “Domestic Design. Mirrors.”  

The book Root had pulled immediately changed its 
title from Cooking with Cadavers to Erminska’s House of 
Fashion. Every book, in fact, shifted to reflect the new 
category. Lian found a few of interest and soon he and 
Root were back in the street. They found shelter in a park 
where Lian Stamped a couple of benches into bedding. 

It was a nice enough evening. The rain had traveled 
on, leaving a star specked sky. Root watched a hedge of 
red flowers turn up their petal’d skirts while Lian propped 
the Pantry books under his head and closed his eyes. 

“Hopefully these’ll give us some insight into that 
Miist reflection.” 
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Unlike Lian, Root’s toiling brain found no slumber 
under the pale moon. The day’s memories began to trek. 
She wondered aloud. “Maybe it was Loathsbin. Probably 
wants his Miist back and sent a nasty Squawnch to trail 
Dwyn.”  

“Maybe,” Lian said. “Maybe it was the…I mean, 
maybe Krism left Jorab and came back for it.” 

Instantly Root’s anger flared. “It wasn’t Krism!” 
“How do you know for sure?” 
Root didn’t know why she felt so certain. But, to 

think the other way, felt wrong. 
“Look,” Lian said, “I know you like him and all but 

the fact is…” he took the plunge, “…he’s been raised by 
cruelty, Root, grown and groomed to serve the Murk 
Lord. One doesn’t just get over that and go sip tea in a 
garden. There’s truth to the saying evil begets evil.” 

“But he’s not serving Kakos anymore!” 
“Because he became so drained and Cold from 

service that Kakos could no longer use him. Not because 
he chose to leave.” 

“But he did in the end, he left! They all left!” 
“Yeah and you know what will happen to them? They 

won’t fit in and half of them will go back to Kakos. The 
other half will rebel and live like pathetic street criminals; 
thieving, marauding, even killing.” There was something 
in Lian’s voice that betrayed a terrible pain. “Or have you 
never heard of the Deathlings?”  

Root knew of the Deathlings, the name given those 
who were lobbed between both sides of the war: Kakos, 
who stole them and demoralized them and the rest of 
Lanlynne, who called them Tints and shunned them if 
they returned. They had rebelled in a parade of violence. 

She sighed. There was no point arguing with Lian. His 
beliefs would never see an exception, even as it lay on the 
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bench next to him. She thought of the Aunts and how 
close she was to her own angry rebellion, if not for 
Fledger, who had a heart that overflowed. Krism, she 
guessed, had known no such grace.  

She thought of Lian’s words: Evil begets evil. But 
Root knew something else altogether. Love begets love.  

 
***** 
 
Root woke to find herself being shaken by Lian. He 

was wild with elation. “It’s a Simp!”  
She rubbed her eyes and tried to focus. His face, still 

an obnoxious shade of green, was way too close for her 
liking. “What?” she said at last. 

He heaved a book entitled Decorative Deception at her 
chest and pointed to a page. 

“It’s a Simp!” He repeated with a triumphant nod. “I 
should’ve known!” 

Root was too groggy to focus on small print. “Just 
give it to me in lay terms.” 

“Well,” Lian took up an excited pace, “some people 
are just born with them, the luck of the draw I guess 
and…yes, this would totally explain her odd behaviour!” 

“Whose?” 
“Popky’s!” 
“What?” Root was now awake enough to be 

impatient. “I’m not following you. What’s a Simp?” 
“A Simp is like a person’s shadow-self, a monster 

version of them.” 
“Okay. So, what do they do?” 
“Well, they try to oppose your conscience, sort of like 

the demon on your shoulder. Most Simps are 
manageable, more a nuisance than anything, but there 
have been examples of Simps overtaking their owners and 
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becoming monstrous.” 
“And you think Popky has one?” 
Lian opened to a page in the book and read aloud. 

“Signs that a Simp has taken over may include loud 
hissing noises from areas of the owner’s home…” 

Root gasped. “Popky’s tea kettle! You mean she was 
really talking to her Simp?” Lian nodded. Root grew 
excited. “Well, that would explain why she called off the 
wedding to Kreek, wouldn’t it? Her Simp was taking over. 
Maybe even its idea.” 

“Right.” 
“Can’t owners break away from their Simps?” 
Lian read from the book again. “Simps live in the 

owner’s constant reflection. Nevertheless, many people 
have led normal lives, keeping their Simp in check,” he 
glared at Root, “by removing any and all reflective 
devices!” 

Root leapt up. “Oh my goodness. All those mirrors.” 
“Yup.” 
“Whoa…” 
“I know,” Lian nodded. “But wait. It gets better!” He 

returned to the book. “Normally no one but the owner 
can see their Simp in a reflection. But when a Simp gains 
power, it begins to distinguish itself. These distinctions 
are very subtle and often go unnoticed, but a keen 
observer may notice subtle discrepancies in reflections.” 

Root eyes widened. “Oh my goodness! The Miist in 
Kalliope’s mirror! She had a Simp, too!” Root leapt from 
the bench. “That was her and Popky’s life long secret. 
Wait! That means Kalliope’s Simp has the Miist.” She 
looked at Lian. He nodded with matching wide eyes. “But 
why?” 

“I’m not sure, but I think we need to pay another visit 
to Popky Malegoris.”  
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This was an obvious, albeit dreaded truth. By the 
sound of Lian’s description, a Simp, being powerful and 
monstrous, wasn’t something necessarily visitable. 

They woke their befuddled Hovermutts and set off 
once more in the direction of the disturbing house of 
mirrors. 
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38 

TRUTH BE TOLD 

 
 

he street where Popky lived had not lost its floral 
charm in the dark of night. Popky’s house was no 

exception. It was strange to see the pretty evening shades 
welcoming them when there loomed something entirely 
different inside. Lian and Root tripped up the path to the 
door. 

The Knocker managed a quick ‘gong’ before Lian 
stifled it. Fortunately no slumber was broken, even as the 
echo tore down the street. They exhaled and waited. For 
some time there was no movement, then a light turned 
on.  

“Who’s there?” came Popky’s timid voice behind the 
door. 

“Uh, Miss Popky?” 
“Yes.” 
“Uh, this is Root, SmitherWeed’s friend.” 
“It’s the middle of the night.” 
“Yeah, I’m really sorry but uh…I think I left 

my…earring at your house.” 
There was a long pause and then a cough of 

muttering that made Lian and Root grope for courage. 
“You need it now?” Popky said at last, her voice 

strained. 

T 
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“Well,” Root scrambled, “it’s a…very…um…special 
earring…it…”  

“She’s deaf without it!” Lian blurted. 
Root looked at him. He shrugged. 
Popky’s mutters waxed into an itching debate.  
“Please, Miss Popky,” Root pressed. “I’ll only be a 

second.” 
A beam of light once again unzipped the door. Popky 

looking drained of colour as she forced her best ‘fish 
hooks’. “Come in.” 

“Thank you,” Root and Lian stepped inside. 
“I’ll…” Popky seemed to fight against her own 

words, “I’ll make tea.” She joined the hiss in the kitchen 
while Root and Lian held back. 

“We’ve got to be sure,” Root whispered. “C’mon.” 
They tiptoed toward Popky’s muffled murmuring. 

Lian held Root’s sleeve as they rounded the corner and 
came to a devastating halt. The whole center wall of the 
kitchen was one enormous mirror. Popky’s dark parallel 
world was right there in front of them. 

Root noticed first and whispered to Lian, “The 
flowers!”  

Lian followed her gaze to a bright bouquet of tulips 
on a table. Only, in the mirror’s reflection, the flowers 
were dead, hanging dark and wilted like strangled 
shadows. The mirror also reflected a fruit bowl of rotting, 
worm-filled pears, whereas the actual fruit bowl was filled 
with light golden fruit. 

Popky swung around, stupefied to see them. Fear 
swam in her eyes. “What…what’re you doing in here?” 

Root gulped. “I just…I couldn’t see my earring in the 
front room so I--” 

A hiss came from the mirror but nothing was seen.  
Popky started toward them. “Out. Out of here!”  
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She grabbed Lian and pushed Root with militant 
urgency. 

“It’s okay, Popky,” Root cried. “We know about your 
Simp.”  

Popky froze in her tracks. Terror streaked across her 
face.  

“And I saw the Miist in Kalliope’s mirror,” Root 
continued, “We know she had a Simp too. That was your 
secret.” 

Popky winced as if something scraped at her brain. 
The spasm then simmered into cold dismissal. “Did you 
find your earring, then?”  

“No, but we--” 
“Good, then I think you’d better leave now.” 
Root braced herself. “But the Miist. I saw it in 

Kalliope’s mirror. Her Simp has it. Do you know why?” 
Popky snapped. She snarled with a faculty both inside 

and outside of her body. “What’s it to you, krip?”  
Her head whirled. She squeezed her eyes against a 

terror only she could see. They watched her face struggle 
to find itself again. 

“It’s her Simp,” whispered Lian, still clutching Root’s 
sleeve. “It’s trying to take over.” 

They searched the mirror. There was nothing visible 
and yet they knew something lurked, ugly and raging. It 
did not want them there. It was hiding something. And 
Root had a feeling it was of grave importance.  

“Our friend found a Miist, Popky.” She spoke clear 
and cautious. “It was the exact same bottle but with a 
black stone in its center instead of a red one.” 

Popky flinched. “A black stone?” Her normal voice 
had returned, and with it a sense of shock. “Are you 
certain?” 

“Yes,” Root nodded. “It was black.” 
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Popky’s eyes blazed at the mirror with a mix of 
horror and anger. As if she’d been struck, she gasped and 
recoiled into a corner. “Please, you must go!” she begged. 
“I can’t help you. Please, just leave me alone!” She 
covered her ears and sunk to the floor. 

Root faced the sprawling glass wall. “Stop it! Leave 
her alone! Can’t you see you’re hurting her?” The hiss 
seemed to laugh. “I know you’re there! Hiding like a 
coward!”  

She walked toward the invisible monster. The bowl of 
fruit in the reflection exploded with warning, sending her 
crashing back into Lian. 

“Listen to me!” Popky cried. “You have no idea what 
you’re dealing with! Just go and leave me, leave us, alone! 
I…we know nothing!” 

Root looked at Popky, trying to locate the woman 
inside the horror-filled eyes. “Are you sure, Popky? Do 
you really want us to go?”  

Popky hesitated and, for a second Root thought she 
might reconsider, but she nodded and her shoulders sunk 
even lower. 

“C’mon.” Lian took Root’s arm and cast Popky a 
final glance. “We’ll find our own way out.” 

As they approached the front entrance, they could 
hear feuding and hissing and sobbing. Lian took the 
handle and called a quick ‘goodbye’. The door slammed.  

But no one had left.  
Lian turned to Root, put his finger to his lips and 

mouthed, “Sh. Listen.” 
They stood statue’d, while tidbits of Popky’s strange 

muttering reality came to them. 
“You told me it was destroyed!” she snapped between 

sobs. The hiss returned, but Popky railed over it. “What 
do you mean it may have survived? You don’t 
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remember?” 
Lian and Root tuned their ears and leaned in closer.  
“Please. I’m sorry,” Popky’s burst of courage had 

wilted. “You’re right…you’re always right. It’s just 
that…” The hiss rose into a low growl. Popky’s voice 
shriveled. “I’m not whining, I’m just…” she was barely 
audible. Root and Lian strained for sound. “If it is the 
black one…”  

The growl surged with a might that sent the entire 
house into a tremor. Lian and Root anchored each other 
while Popky lashed against it.  

“That’s not true! Kalliope was my friend!” Grief taxed 
her voice. “She did not leave me! She left her Simp! 
Something I could never do, even though she begged me! 
And now she’s dead! Murdered! Oh, that poor boy, that 
poor child!” 

Root and Lian looked at each other. Dwyn! 
“He must be in danger!” Root whispered.  
There was no choice. They had to go back. 
Popky was still scrunched on the floor. When she saw 

them, she jumped to her feet. “What’s going on? What’re 
you…?” 

The Simp’s wrath rumbled from the mirror, rattling 
cups and plates and the very tiles underfoot. 

“What danger is our friend in?” Root tried to ignore 
the withered flowers now singeing to ash in the murky 
glass wall. 

“Please, you must go!” Popky begged. 
“We’re not going anywhere until you tell us about the 

black Miist!” Lian asserted his best look of defiance. 
Popky’s childlike eyes darted back and forth between 

them and the haunting creature of her home. It was clear 
she wanted to help, but fear immobilized her.  

“Popky, please,” Root begged. “We need your help. 
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Something killed Kalliope, your friend. Don’t let it kill 
ours too.” 

Popky checked. Here was a chance to make amends. 
She stood, motionless, pulled to extinction by two 
opposing forces, lost in a duel against herself. But 
something happened. Something clicked. She looked at 
her Simp.  

“No, they must know the truth!” 
Savage fury ruptured from the mirror. Root and Lian 

ripped Popky from its menace, down the hall, and into 
the front room.  

They yanked every mirror from the walls and shelves, 
crashing them to the floor until Popky was clear of the 
demon’s sight. Only the surging storm in the kitchen 
remained. It was enough. They sat on each side of Popky, 
in her stiff sofa, a sea of broken glass at their feet. 

Popky swallowed hard and began. “Kalliope 
desperately wanted to use her Pyre to help in the war but 
her Simp lashed against it.” 

The squall amassed from the kitchen into the hall, 
where Lian flung its mirrors into the same crashing 
oblivion. 

Popky breathed and continued. “She knew that to 
join the allies she had to do the impossible: break free of 
her Simp. It was extremely dangerous. You cannot kill 
your Simp. Doing so would also kill yourself - we are so 
enmeshed. So she discovered a way to trap her Simp 
instead.”  

The Simp thundered again. Popky turned from the 
roiling kitchen and faced them squarely. “She did it. I 
don’t know how, but she trapped her Simp and then left 
everything behind. Including me. I was hurt…and lonely, 
especially after leaving Kreek.  

“Kalliope of course became the great Master of the 
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Miist. And over the years I became resentful. My Simp 
convinced me that she’d betrayed us. That her power had 
made her arrogant. I…I couldn’t see her goodness 
anymore.” 

Popky’s face contorted with untold grief. “She’d 
come home for a brief visit. Her last one. I refused to see 
her. I was certain that she was a threat, that she would 
turn on the allies the way she had turned on her own 
Simp, the way she had turned on me.  

“That night, my Simp told me that she was going to 
give the power of her Miist to Kakos. She had become, as 
suspected, a traitor.” 

Popky closed her eyes hoping it would make the 
confession easier. “I was the only one who could stop 
her. I could get to her house through the Simp world. I 
switched Kalliope’s Miist with her Simp’s so that Kalliope 
would take the reflected one, the fake, to Kakos instead 
of the real one. I thought I was doing something right, 
something good for Lanlynne. I didn’t realize what I’d 
done until I heard the tragedy of the Black Hills and it 
was too late.” Shattered, Popky hung her head and wept. 
“It tricked me…I didn’t know the Simp Miist would be 
just like a Simp…equal opposite power.” 

Root gasped. “So, because Kalliope’s Miist brought 
healing and life…” 

“…her Simp’s brought destruction and death,” Lian 
ended her sentence. “The Black Hills.” 

“Yes.” Popky’s sorrow was inconsolable.  
“Oh no! Dwyn!” Root leapt up. “He’s got the Simp 

Miist! If he pulls that stopper!” She turned to Popky, 
“The real Miist, can it reverse the Simp’s, like an 
antidote?” 

“I…maybe…I think so…” 
“Lian, you’ve got to go find Dwyn!” Root cried. 
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“But…” 
“Pilsnips can track him!” 
“What’re you gonna do?” 
“I’m gonna get the real Miist!” 
Lian hesitated, then nodded and ran out the door. 
Popky lifted her red and swollen face. Her eyes were 

pools of regret, but from them Root could see a flicker of 
hope. 

“Follow me,” she said at last. 
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39 

A MONSTER 

 
 

opky led Root to the front door. After a pause 
she threw herself past the threshold to the 

outside. The air was fresh. Foreign. She siphoned it in, 
filling her lungs to full.  

“Kreek has been taking care of my garden all these 
years.” She cupped an orange rose that had snuck over 
the railing. Salty rivulets lingered on her cheeks. Root 
tried her best to be patient, but her whole body was 
screaming for action. 

Finally Popky firmed up. “My Simp appears wherever 
I look. When I return to the house, I will go into the 
kitchen and find it there. I’ll distract it while you go, as 
quietly as you can, down the hall and into the last room. 
In it you will find a small hand mirror on the dresser. 
Simply point your finger in and it will take you to the 
Simp world.” 

Root thought the words ‘take you’ had an unpleasant 
stab to them. How exactly would it do that? Would it 
hurt? Where would she end up? 

As if reading Root’s mind, Popky continued, “You 
may feel a sort of floating sensation, but it will be 
painless. You will end up in the exact same room, only it 
will be of the Simp’s world.” 

P 
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“I’m ready,” Root said, feeling entirely not ready. She 
broke for the hall. 

“Root!”  
She turned back. 
Popky’s eyes had darkened. “Be careful…I’m a 

monster.” 
 
***** 
 
The moment Popky entered the kitchen, Root heard 

the terrible hiss return.  
“No, I didn’t!” Popky sputtered. “I tricked them into 

leaving the house. They’re gone now! Yes, I’m sure! I’m 
sorry. Please forgive me! I won’t do it again…” 

Root padded silently down the hall, careful to avoid 
any reflecting devices, and entered the farthest room. 
From a white dresser, she picked up the hand mirror. She 
held her breath and pointed her finger.  

With a whoosh she was sucked off her feet and 
floating. Warped images of the same room soon came 
into focus, but it was now in shambles and heavy with 
gloom. Before her knees could absorb the landing, she 
was on the floor with a thump. 

“What’s that?” came a ragged bark from the kitchen. 
“What? I heard nothing!” Root recognized Popky’s 

voice. 
“You! You tricked me!” 
Root heard steps pounding toward her. 
“Root! Run!” Popky screamed. 
Root bolted for the door but it slammed in her face. 

She turned back and started in horror. The monster was 
before her, a grotesque, deformed version of Popky, 
double her size, panting and leering in victory. Popky’s 
normally tidy dress was a rag, her voice a scraping, ugly 
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croak.  
“I don’t recall taking visitors.” It drew closer, a terror 

about to pounce. 
“Oh, th-then I guess I’ll be on my w-way.” Root 

clutched the door handle, but it took on the form of an 
eyeball in her hand. She jumped back, throwing the 
hideous thing to the floor. 

The Simp’s throaty laugh trembled the room. “What? 
So soon? Why, we haven’t even had a drink!” 

Root turned back to see the creature, one eye missing, 
reclining in a chair. A silver tray hung in mid-air between 
them. Two steaming silver goblets sat atop. The Simp 
gestured toward them. “Help yourself.” Black beetles 
trickled from its smile. 

Root knew this was no tea party and half expected the 
goblets to detonate at any moment. As she approached, a 
familiar, suffocating odour seeped into her nostrils. 
Poison. That was the Simp’s game. She sniffed again. It 
was the same poison the Squawnches had used on her leg. 
She probably wouldn’t have even noticed its subtlety save 
for the clear memory that still rented her brain. 

But which goblet was the safe one? She 
hesitated…wait a minute. The Tree Tears. They were still 
in her body. Jorab said they would last for weeks. The 
poison would not affect her. 

Hopefully… 
It was a risky decision, but in the end, she chose the 

cup from which the poisonous fumes drifted. Perhaps she 
could fake death and get away when the Simp was not 
looking. The Simp eyed her with a crooked smirk, then 
gestured the second cup to its chair. 

“This’ll teach her a lesson,” Root heard it say.  
But there had been no movement of its lips. Had it 

spoken? Had she imagined it? This was just like the 
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incident with Kor, when she was certain he’d threatened 
Hanah. A strange realization came over her. Could she? 
Was it possible?  

“To Popky,” the Simp lifted the goblet to its mouth, 
adding, “May she rest in peace.”  

This time Root was sure its lips had not moved, but 
the fact was flung aside with a gasp. The Simp’s words 
had made contact, stunning her with horrified realization. 
She lunged at the Simp. 

“Nooooo! Yours is poisoned too! You mean to kill us 
all!” 

The goblet fell before any drink was taken, but now 
Root was thrashing against the sinewy flesh of this 
monster. With one hand, the Simp lifted her by her 
throat. 

“Very good,” it hissed. “But she will die for her 
betrayal! And so will you.”  

Root struggled in its grip, but was no match against 
the Simp’s enormous strength. Her only aid, the call of 
the BeanBug, was gone, hastily forgotten in the truss pack 
with Lian. The Simp squeezed. Root felt strength 
abandoning her.  

And then, in uncanny replication, the Simp’s hand 
swung up and smacked itself in the head. Its other hand 
dropped Root and grabbed its mangled hedge of hair. 
The Simp shrieked, powerless against its own inward 
attack, just as Kor had been. 

In the distraction, Root tore from the room and raced 
down the hall. But her escape was dashed by a new trick 
of the monster. She looked down. Her feet were running, 
but the floor trundled beneath them, getting her nowhere. 
The Simp collected it like a coil of rope, drawing her ever 
closer. Once in range, it lunged. Root just managed to 
dodge its claws. 
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She veered low and raced for the kitchen, where she 
saw Popky, in hysterics, on the other side of the vast 
mirror.  

“Look out!” Popky screamed.  
Too late. The Simp was on Root with savage strength, 

pinning her against the wall. “Now then, thank you for 
the visit but I’m afraid it’s time to go.” The Simp’s forked 
tongue eased out and stiffened into a blistering red poker. 
The searing heat began to scald Root’s bare throat. 

Crash! 
Popky had sent a stack of plates smashing to the 

floor. They shattered in both worlds and were enough to 
distract the Simp. Root broke free, this time skidding for 
the front room. Broken mirrors still strew across the 
floor. She grabbed a shard, wheeled around and held it up 
as the Simp entered. 

The Simp checked and turned its face as if it were 
blinded. As unexpected as this was, it was a welcome 
reprieve for Root, whose racing heart felt like it would 
explode. She kept the shard pointed.  

The Simp fortified and resumed its advance, though 
Root could sense that it was hesitating, its eyes carefully 
avoiding the shard. Root risked a glance at it. What was 
going on here? 

 “Mustn’t look at it…Mustn’t look.” She heard the 
Simp repeat. Again, without movement of the lips.  

Root cocked her head, realization dawning in her. 
The Simp drew in, its breath a wheezing gurgle close 

enough to feel. Root knew that any second it would… 
And it did. 
Its monstrous weight was already midair when Root’s 

wrist flicked up to reveal the flattened surface of the 
shard. The Simp jarred in its tracks, seized by its own 
reflection. A guttural shriek invaded the room. The sound 
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was more than Root could bear, but there was no way she 
was letting go of that shard. 

She watched, stricken, as the Simp’s face decayed into 
a coagulated horror. The arms and legs went the same 
way, the torso too swelled and curdled. With steady 
screeching and writhing, the whole of the demon fell into 
putrid annihilation, to be sucked into the shard like a 
vacuum, bowling Root over with the force. 

And then there was only silence.  
Root trembled from head to toe. She looked into the 

shard’s reflection. Though she saw only the stark 
exhaustion of her own face, she knew Popky’s Simp was 
in there.  

With no time to waste, she staggered out the door. 
 
***** 
 
Popky’s Simp yard was drained of colour. Dingy 

corners and patchwork shadows had turned its flowers 
into gloomy watchers. The street was the same, a ghostly 
replica of Fellows. Deserted and smudged. The road 
corroded into a rut of mud that tried to trip Root as she 
raced to Kalliope’s museum. 

 
***** 
 
The real Miist was exactly where Root had first spied 

it, gleaming behind the wooden cup. She grabbed it. The 
hair on her head lifted off. She caught her breath as her 
blood swelled in its power. 

And yet, with the contact came also a foreboding. As 
if Théall had shivered. As if she’d awoken something dark 
and ancient. Dread crawled into her heart. She let go of 
the Miist. What was she getting herself into?   
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The faces of her loved ones seeped through the murk 
like the precious candlelit windows of the Copper Quill 
and she knew she had no choice. She stuffed the fear 
away, grabbed the Miist, and jabbed her finger into the 
mirror.  

No turning back now. 
Woosh! She was back in the real Fellows, facing a 

very surprised Kreek Nobly. “What the…how’d you get 
here?” he stuttered, leaping from his chair. 

“Kreek, listen to me. You gotta go see Popky!” 
“Popky? Why? What’s wrong? Is she okay?” 
“She’s fine…now. But she needs you. And here, give 

her this.” She handed him the wrapped shard. “Tell her 
it’s her…host. She’ll know what I mean.” 

Kreek grabbed his cloak. “Oh, I saw your friend. He 
was headed to Mortem Woods. I warned him about those 
woods but he wouldn’t listen.” 

“Which way?” Root asked. 
“East.” Kreek pointed. 
Root nodded as both tore off in opposite directions. 
 
***** 
 
A lavender sunrise was beginning to leak over the 

rooftops. In its miracle of light, Stogie found Root. He 
swept her onto his back, allowing her to collapse into his 
soft fur. 

She could see the vast mangled nest that was Mortem 
Woods and understood Kreek’s concerns. Nevertheless, 
she stowed the Miist and urged Stogie onward.  

Mortem Woods despised them. Within a few feet of 
it, their sunlight was choked and, further on, it pillaged 
their air. Dwyn’s cries cut through the gloom and sent 
Root’s heart into spasms. She charged into a clearing of 
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deadened logs. There he was, with Lian! And a third 
person: Dwyn’s chaser.   

They were in a three-way battle over the Black Miist. 
Root leapt off Stogie and ran. She was just within 

reach when the bottle loosed from their grip. Lian and 
Dwyn stooped to catch it, but fell short. The stranger 
dove with amazing agility, but the bottle landed on a 
stone. 

And the stopper fell away. 
It was, by far, the most terrifying sound Root had 

ever heard. Immediate stone cold silence. When it broke, 
a devastating force ruptured the woods, sending any 
nearby creatures into the treetops, dead before they 
returned. A seething, toxic Miist oozed from the bottle 
and preyed upon the land like a tsunami. Everything in its 
path withered to ash and molder.  

Root, Lian and Dwyn ran faster than life had ever 
granted before. Trampling the jagged, rough ground, 
Root tried to simultaneously rifle her pocket for the real 
Miist. She looked back. The black poison was gaining on 
them, taking down whole trees, disintegrating boulders.  

She gripped the real Miist and pulled it into light. At 
the same time a branch snared her foot. She stumbled 
forward. The Miist flew from her grasp and rolled down 
an embankment, at least a hundred yards away. 

Root went to dive for it but a hand stopped her. It 
was Dwyn. His eyes had merged terror into resign. Root 
looked behind him. The black Miist was just too fast. Its 
touch was at hand. She had no chance. She turned to 
Lian. His eyes conveyed the same surrender.  

It was over.  
She swallowed, knowing they were right. Here, in this 

end, with death’s kiss upon them, she held out her hands. 
Dwyn took hold of one, Lian the other. All they could do 
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now was stand ajar and wave grace in. Be silent. And love. 
The black Miist rose over them, a fury of ruin.  
Root squeezed her eyes shut. “Brave to the bone, 

brave to the—” 
Boom! The slaughterous Miist blew asunder. They 

flew air bound, landing broken, warring against terror. 
Root felt her joints tearing and her shriek lost to the 
fumes. The Miist trampled over her as it made its way 
toward further annihilation.   

Half blind, feeling death’s imminence, she spied the 
real Miist in a mossy hold, bruised but intact. She reached 
for it. Her hand convulsed, shrinking to bone, but she 
stretched…stretched crumbling fingers toward the 
stopper. 

Alas, darkness slipped its hand. She fell back, laid 
breath down, and awaited the end. 

Awaited the end. 
Awaited the end.  
Astounding lavender light shattered the trance. It rose 

in defiant sinew, a god’s drink that collided bodily with 
the black Miist.  

A shock wave quaked the earth and capped in the sky. 
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40 

WITS 

 
 

oot opened her eyes. Light streamed in from a 
large window and the delicate scent of lilies draped 

in the air. She was far from Mortem Woods, in a bed, 
alive.  

She lifted the heavy, pounding thing that was her 
head, and looked around with blistered eyes. She stirred 
her limbs, the fingers, the toes. None were missing. Her 
heart beat a steady rhythm. Yes, she was indeed alive. 
But…was she the only one?  

 Her anguished skull struggled to resist dropping back 
to the pillow. “Where…is…everyone?” Her voice 
scabbed in her throat. “Where’s…” 

“Sh…you need to rest, little Root.” His voice was 
sunshine, a welcome medicine. He sat at the end of her 
bed, though she could only make out a shape. 

“Jorab?” 
“Yes,” he answered, and she felt the smile with it. 
“Lian and Dwyn…Stogie.” 
“Fine. All fine.” 
“The…Miist?” 
“Yes…congratulations.” 
“Can I see them?” 
“They are sleeping as you should also…” 
“No, I’m not,” Dwyn’s gunky throat squeaked. 

R 
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Lian coughed from across the room. “Me neither.” 
“You’re okay!” Root cried, cracking open the cut on 

her lip. 
“I guess so…” Lian tried to sit up. “I feel like I died.” 
“You very nearly did,” Jorab said gravely. 
“Is everything alright?” Someone had entered though 

Root could not make out whom. “I heard noises. Are 
they alright?” 

“They are quite fine, Popky. But perhaps some of 
your delicious Chorm will be of service.” 

“Oh, yes, indeed. I’ll be right back.” 
Another voice chimed in, “Please, allow me to help 

you with that, m’lady.” Root recognized Kreek Nobly’s 
splendidly happy tone. 

“Thank you,” Popky chirped like a dainty little bird. 
“That would be lovely.” 

Root wiped thick mucous from her eyes, hoping it 
would help her to see. 

“Here.” Jorab placed what felt like a wet, warm cloth 
in her hand. “It’s Winker’s Leaf. Place it on your eyes. It 
will help.” 

She did as she was told, feeling the warm tingle 
underneath her fingers while Jorab distributed the same 
to the boys.  

When her sight was bearably restored, Root realized 
they were in Popky’s house, in the room at the end. Only, 
it was radically different. A fresh, fragrant breeze drifted 
through the open window. Its blind had been removed, 
allowing the sun to spread bright fingers into every long 
neglected corner. Cheerful gladiolas adorned the 
windowsills and there was not a single mirror in sight. 

It was hard to believe such a room had once been the 
container of appalling terror. With a start, Root 
remembered the Simp’s capture. “The Shard!” 
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“Sealed and transported where it will no longer be of 
concern,” Jorab reassured. “Indeed, shall be a source of 
study where I suspect the gratitude of thousands of Simp 
sufferers will be won.” 

Lian’s smile broke across the room. “How’d you do 
it, Root?”  

“I think I…well, I know I did…I mean…well, it may 
sound weird but I somehow heard its thoughts.” 

“In the same way you heard Kor’s?” Jorab asked. 
Root looked at him in surprise. “You knew?” 
“I suspected. When you were adamant he had spoken 

his threat to Hanah, I wondered. Very often, especially in 
the beginning of this kind of Pyre, the person thinks they 
simply imagined it. It takes a few times before they realize 
they had heard it…in their mind. Often it begins with the 
animals, who are much more conductive. Your Tagit and 
Ghast, for instance.” 

“Woah!” Lian said, “You have a Wits Pyre, Root! 
 “Yes, a very powerful Ember,” Jorab added. 
“Wait!” Dwyn craned a bruised head toward Root. 

“You can read my mind?” 
“Actually no, I can’t.” She turned to Jorab. “Why 

can’t I read Dwyn’s mind?” 
“Ah, Wits is tricky. It only works in those that have 

it.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“There are three forms: Gaze, Yield, and Touch. You 

used Gaze when you read the Simp and Kor’s minds. But, 
the reason you could read them is because they had Wits 
as well.” 

Root cringed. “You mean Kor has Wits too?” 
“Yes, but I suspect he may only have Yield Wits, 

which means he can only be read. This is the most 
common form and can be the most challenging for 
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obvious reasons, especially if one is unaware.” 
“You mean Kor doesn’t know he has Yield Wits?”  
“Perhaps seeing that you had reacted to his mere 

thought, he is now aware, which would serve him well.” 
“So let me get this straight,” Root dragged her body 

upright. “With Gaze, one can read another’s thoughts and 
with Yield one’s thoughts can only be read?” 

“Yes,” Jorab said. “And if one is gifted with the full 
form of Wits, called Touch, one has complete capacity to 
communicate within the mind. And much, much more.” 

“So, I could have full-blown Touch Wits?” Root’s 
smile went wide. 

“Perhaps. Unfortunately you won’t find out until you 
come across someone else with Touch, which is rare, 
indeed.”  

Popky and Kreek returned with trays of steaming 
Chorm and scones. All was distributed bedside and when 
the couple sat, Kreek laying a hand over Popky’s, Root 
noticed a sparkling new ring upon the lady’s finger. Her 
heart sighed. 

In the break Dwyn turned to his friends. “Can I start 
a new list?” They laughed, but his eyes were earnest. “I 
shouldn’t’ve taken off like that. But I wasn’t bailing, I 
swear. I saw someone sneak in our room and take some 
stuff that night and, without thinking, I tore off after him. 
That’s what I was chasing in the forest when Betty was 
tailing me. I ambushed him just outside of Fellows and 
got the stuff back. But he chased me all the way to 
Mortem Woods. That’s when Lian showed up and 
explained the black Miist.” 

“Oh yes, thank you for reminding me,” Jorab clapped 
his hands together. “Popky, would you be so kind?” 

“Of course.” Popky retrieved a small jar and tipped 
from it a clump of something grey and cloudy. It spilled 
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over her hand like thick, sticky fog, but she kept it intact 
as she handed it to Dwyn. 

“What’s this?” he cringed, keeping it at bay. 
Jorab’s grin twinkled. “It’s your shadow.” 
“What?” The shadow fell into Dwyn’s lap. 
“It would seem that one of our participants, Miss 

Hilly Punyun, had placed an Enslaving Stamp on you, 
Dwyn, or rather your shadow.” 

“No way!” Lian pitched into outrage. “She actually 
enslaved Dwyn’s own shadow to do her dirty work?” 

“I don’t like what I’m hearing!” Dwyn held his hands 
in the air as if the shadow was a deadly virus not to be 
touched. 

Jorab continued. “My brief analysis determined it to 
have been Enslaved since day one of the Find.” 

“Let me get this straight,” Dwyn was not impressed 
in the least. “Hilly Punyun enslaved my shadow so that it 
would detach from me and work for her?” 

“Relaying information…” Jorab confirmed. 
“Spying!” Lian clarified. 
“…And trying to gain the Miist for her own Bond, 

yes.” 
“Stealing!” Lian again clarified. 
“A deed that will require careful scrutiny by the 

finding Jury, and just rewards no doubt,” Jorab assured. 
“It better!” Dwyn squirmed in his bed, not at all 

certain he wanted the murky thing back.  
“Careful now Master Puffler. You’ll want to reattach 

it once we get back to the House of Gubelyn.” Jorab 
seemed to find his dilemma quite amusing. 

“Here, sweetheart.” Popky helped Dwyn fold his 
shadow into a neat, manageable stack. 

“So, that’s how she got Sir Heart’s book!” Lian began 
to replay events over in his head. “And that’s why she was 
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back here in Fellows. Dwyn’s shadow told her we had the 
Miist!” 

Root too was remembering. “I bet that’s how she 
knew to go to the secret library in the first place!” 

“I can’t believe I was being chased by this!” Dwyn 
tried in vain to tuck his shadow back into the jar. 

“So, it wasn’t Krism!” Root exclaimed. Lian and 
Dwyn looked at her but her expression wasn’t lofty. 
Indeed she was delighted and admittedly they were too. 

Jorab stood and held a kind gaze upon the Bond. 
“Congratulations on your victory, dear Valadors,” he said 
with full heart. 

They looked at each other. They had done it! They 
had found the Miist of Kalliope.  

Joy met them in the bones. 
“Well now, I’m afraid I must insist that our dear 

guests be left to their much needed rest,” Popky 
announced. 

“And I insist you follow your own prescription,” 
Kreek added. “I am veritably yours in service m’lady.” He 
bowed low while Popky’s cheeks flushed a sweet pink.  

“How can I rest with this thing sticking all over me?” 
Dwyn snapped. 

“Here, let me,” Lian leaned over, shaking his head.  
Root watched them bicker as Lian’s attempt to help 

actually made it worse. Soon enough he was peeling 
Dwyn’s shadow off himself too.  

Jorab paused at the door with a glint in his eye, “Well 
done, little Root.”  

Root froze. His words had not come from his mouth. 
He had not audibly spoken to her. She goose-bumped as 
her heart cartwheeled in her chest. Jorab was halfway 
down the hall, but she knew he was smiling too.  
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41 

DOUBLE-DEALINGS 

 
he return trip to the Shack was highlighted by the 
privilege of Jorab’s company the entire time. He 

knew his way around Lanlynne well, every path, town, 
building and, most importantly every short cut. 

Presently, he led them down the same well-worn path 
Root and Dwyn had taken from the muster point so long 
ago. This day, however, patchworks of orange, gold and 
red stitched along green, the first promptings of autumn. 

They rested at the clearing where the magnificent 
Mammoth Rock had first been spied. In the blush of 
day’s end it held the same breathless majesty.  

At the top of Mammoth Rock the Bond came upon a 
most unexpected reception: a troupe of Dominion 
Badges. They had been waiting for the Valadors and were 
now keen to offer escort. Jorab was firmly relieved of his 
Roving post and the truss pack, with Miist in its care, was 
put into the hands of the lead Badge.  

Root could see a storm brewing in Jorab’s eyes but he 
complied and affectionately left the Bond at Guardian’s 
Gate.  

“What’re Badges doing here?” Root whispered to the 
boys. They shrugged, reflecting the same dread in their 
eyes, as the Badges led them across the bridge. 

At the Shack, an exuberant Master Gubelyn had 

T 
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Elgart take the Hovers while he paraded the Valadors 
indoors and urged them to ready for the victory 
ceremony. 

Many familiar faces paused to acknowledge their 
arrival. From them Root spied a pair of scornful eyes. 

 “Well,” Kor sneered. “If it isn’t Karbunkulus, the 
pus-filled boil.” 

Though tempted to rub her win into his bony, smug, 
face, Root chose to ignore him. She was still disturbed by 
the Badges and wanted to talk to Dwyn and Lian about it. 
Unfortunately, they were already swept into the crowd 
and disappearing from view.  

She was tempted to catch them up, but thought it 
better to discuss in private, once all were settled. A bath 
wouldn’t hurt either. She nearly swooned in the memory 
of her orange clawfoot and picked up her pace.  

Reaching her door, she was assailed by her Knocker. 
“Welcome to the House of Gubelyn!” The little Brute 
thrust its clawed hand forward, crimping her fingers. 
“Home of the finest hospitality and…” 

“…the plumpiest beds. Got it!” Root said.  
The Knocker humphed and followed her inside “You 

have one message.”  
Not missing a beat, it dropped the note just before 

she reached it. She scowled and snatched it from the 
floor.  

 
Dear Valadors, 
 
You don’t know me, but I most certainly have heard of you! 
Recently the Keepers of the Black Hills told me of an 
extraordinary event and I wanted to share it. Here are 
Martika’s own words: 
 
“As soon as the truth of Kalliope’s Miist arrived to the Hills, 
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it was as if a great shadow peeled back, setting the land ablaze. 
Our enduring soldiers brimmed with Light and rose, no longer 
creatures of time. The sound of their laughter shaped wild flower 
from the grave. All wept in the miracle of their release at last. 
 
When I spied Norbert, his spine unfurled, his hair as a breeze, 
a smile from sea to sea, I called out, ‘Farewell, my friend!’ and 
he called back, his voice like thunder, ‘Farewell, dear Keeper. 
Send faith to my beloved. Tell her how I made it, how I 
returned to Théall and shall love her as wind and stars now.’ 
 
Then the sunset took him, and all into its peace. Now the 
grasses sparkle where headstones once worried the land. No 
longer the Black Hills, but the Hills of Light.” 
 
Thank you dear Valadors. My heart can rest now, knowing 
my Norbert is Home at last. 
 
With deepest love and gratitude, 
 
Miss Lulu Swane 
 
A certain tranquility settled over Root. She sighed and 

soaked in the forgotten comforts of her room. She set 
ladder to bed and climbed, oozing with anticipation. It 
did not disappoint. Her body sunk, earthly, into 
flocculent sheets. Her lids closed. Every muscle 
surrendered.  

 “Earlier than expected,” her little pig Klok yawned, 
“Welcome back, I suppose.” 

“Thanks, Horologe.” She scratched his snout and 
noticed he didn’t seem to mind.  

Her Knocker appeared, “You have guests.” 
She swung from her bed, eager to see her Bondmates. 

“Good. We have to talk about those Badg—” She 
stopped as Dwyn and Lian pushed Milden Ibbbs’ pink 
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round face into view. 
“Milden!” Root embraced her friend as his face went 

pinker. “How nice to see you!” 
“You too. You look…very pretty.” 
“Tell her,” the boys said, flanking him. 
“Tell me what?” 
Milden looked at her and swallowed a mouthful of 

nerves. 
“Tell her what you just told us,” Dwyn nudged him. 
“But I told you by accident.” 
Root’s smile faded. “What’s going on?” 
“What are they going to announce at the ceremony 

tonight, Milden?” 
“But I wasn’t s’posed to tell,” Milden whimpered. 

“My dad’ll kill me.” 
“I’m gonna kill you,” Dwyn threatened. “If you don’t 

start talkin’!”  
“Okay, okay!” Milden turned his flustered face to 

Root. “Kor Bludgitt got a Miist.” Root’s jaw dropped. “I 
know,” Milden continued. “And the worst part is, he 
bought it from another Bond.” 

“What?” Lian blinked. “You didn’t tell us that part.” 
“It’s true. He paid another Bond to give theirs to 

him.” 
“What a crock!” Dwyn said. “That’s gotta be against 

the rules!” 
Root was gone in a flash, down the hall, leaving all 

three to ingest her smoke. She marched all the way to the 
west wing and was about to knock on Mordge’s door 
when the blobbed body of Gruel galumphed out. He 
looked entirely perturbed. 

“Gruel!” Root attempted to catch the fat, warty toad, 
but was checked by the shrill squawk of Hyvis Punyun. 
Now she knew why Gruel had made his escape.  
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“I don’t believe it!” the woman bellowed. “My Hilly 
would never do such a thing and besides there’s no 
proof!” 

“I found her with Dwyn’s shadow myself, Hyvis,” 
came Jorab’s patient voice. 

“That doesn’t mean my Hilly did it!” 
“How else can you explain her being privy to 

information that was not at her disposal?” Mordge asked 
with much less tolerance than Jorab. 

“Maybe she has Wits, did you ever think that?” Hyvis 
Punyun was not known for backing down. Especially 
when her back was up. 

“With all due respect,” Jorab said. “I consider myself 
to be quite knowledgeable in the arts of Wits and have 
witnessed no such properties in your daughter.” 

“Well, then we’ll just have to accept that she has a 
very keen intuition! My Hilly is not a cheater! And besides 
there are more important things to worry about, like that 
Tint! I am appalled that you would allow one in here, 
Jorab. Have you no shame? After the Deathling attacks of 
late, one would surely expect a wiser decision from you!” 

“Krism was not a part of the attack, Hyvis,” Mordge’s 
voice was brittle in its charge. “He was with Jorab and 
then under my care. And I can assure you he has been no 
trouble.” 

“No trouble? No trouble? He was a servant of the 
Murk Lord, in case you forgot! He’s a Tint! Without 
conscience! You just wait. Both of you. You’ll regret such 
a careless decision!” When there was no response Hyvis 
skidded her wheels. “Now, if you will excuse me, I wish 
to speak with Studaben!” 

Root heard her marching toward the door and 
panicked. Once more, the whizzing curl of Gruel’s 
tongue snapped. Hyvis barged into the hallway, took one 
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look at the enormous toad and scowled before storming 
down the hall. 

Mordge and Jorab collected at the door. “He will side 
with her, you can be sure,” Mordge said, directing Jorab 
back inside. “The last thing we need is Hyvis Punyun 
throwing another wrench into this mess.” 

“Agreed, but we’ve got more dire things to worry 
about, like where he’s taken the Miists.” 

The door closed and Root was blasted out of the 
toad’s mouth. “At least give me warning when you do 
that!” 

There was a fair amount of wiping and grumbling 
before her hand lifted to the door. She would demand 
Mordge and Jorab tell her what’s going on. She would tell 
them of Kor’s cheating. She would vouch for Krism. 

She would do none of the above. A sound had 
stopped her cold. A sweeping resonant gong from the 
Shack’s bell tower.  

It was time for the ceremony. 
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42 
 

JUST REWARDS 

 
 

ll along the stairs there echoed a great rush of 
feet and chatter, Dwyn slid down the railing, 

although with his shadow not quite fully attached, the 
descent was rather awkward. 

“Hey look! Even Puffler’s shadow wants nothing to 
do with him!” Kor punch-lined to the glee of those 
around. 

Dwyn landed with a thud, next to Root and Milden. 
“Sit with me!” Milden insisted, grabbing hold of 

Root’s arm, and she Dwyn’s.  
They spotted Lian and reached to link him too, but 

the look on his face showed no interest whatsoever. He 
was, they soon realized, in a serious discussion with his 
father, whose displeasure was palpable. 

“I’ll see ya inside,” Milden whispered and scurried off. 
Lian slumped in the tyranny of Lord Blick’s speech. 

Only on the word Go did he finally lift his eyes to see his 
father marching away. 

“What’s wrong with him?” Root asked. 
“He’s angry ‘cause I used the BeanBug. Apparently I 

was the only one who did. Perish the thought that Lord 
Blick’s son should need the help of a Brédin!” 

A 
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“But it was a Naskaw!” Dwyn argued. 
“You don’t have to tell me. But he thinks that ‘cause 

we were with the Keepers…‘you had the entire Holy 
Realm at your disposal,’ ” Lian’s imitation of his father 
was spot on. 

“Sorry, Lian.” Dwyn said. 
“Let’s just go.” 
They walked straight past the stained glass doors into 

the garden, which was once again dressed for 
enchantment. Many were already gorging themselves, 
which stoked the Valadors’ hunger. They scanned for 
their old table and were miffed to see Hilly Punyun sitting 
at it. In her finest roseate glitter. Root clutched Dwyn, 
curbing his compulsion to clobber.  

“Over here!” Milden waved them to his table.  
Once seated with both Hilly and Lord Blick out of 

their sights, they began to succumb to their appetites. It 
was a succulent feast, spiced with adventures that would 
make Sir Heart swoon. Milden recounted his Bond’s 
encounter with Whisper Disease (a downward spiral into 
madness) and dangerous Mountain Kroks. Milden’s 
Bondmate, Tompy Fibler, a thin boy who seemed to have 
a permanent cold, even had the gash in his right leg to 
prove it. This, of course led to a series of show-and-
shares, each receiving their rightful oohs and aahs and 
nods of admiration.  

In the Grand Spark Willow, Root spied Mordge and 
Jorab sitting alone, whispering and sweeping grim eyes 
across the courtyard. Next to them Hyvis Punyun ran a 
blathering jaw. The last course of the evening, a glistening 
mound of custard cream was placed in front of her. She 
inhaled it and those of her surrounding guests. When she 
was finished, she dobbed her lips and stood. 

The courtyard fell silent.  
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Hyvis cued a band and had the lights dimmed save 
for a glaring path that caught her grand promenade to the 
podium.  

“Thank you. Thank you!” she gushed. “You’re too 
kind. This is a very, very exciting evening. Tonight I have 
the honour of announcing the victors of Clade Find, 
Bagnio Galitus! 

“Yes indeed, we sent our clever Bone Grits out to 
find the Miists of Kalliope and six Bonds returned, having 
pulled them from their lost graves! Remarkable! And in 
record time no less!”   

While the room beamed, Root kept a close watch on 
Mordge and Jorab. The stewing faces of her mentors gave 
no sign of rollicknateousness whatsoever. 

Hyvis continued. “Now then, before I announce our 
heroes, allow me to once again acknowledge those who 
worked long and hard to ensure the Find’s success. I 
would like to thank Master Gubelyn for his continued 
commitment to our comfort.” 

A sluice of grateful cheers threw itself upon Hillewur 
Gubelyn, who smiled affectionately. 

“And Grotius Vulcherk who generously sponsored 
this evening’s ceremony.”  

Vulcherk cracked a smile that looked as though it 
took the rest of his face off guard. 

“Once again,” Hyvis swept the courtyard with 
tinseled eyes, “we greatly appreciate the enormous efforts 
that were made on this Find.” 

Root squirmed in the knowledge that Kor’s Bond had 
made no effort at all, save for the wielding of cold hard 
cash. 

Hyvis traded her lilt for a dramatic warble. “And now, 
the winners!” She tore at a large red parchment with a 
golden seal. The percussionist in the band caught her cue 
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and rolled his drum. Hyvis cleared her throat. “The Blue 
Knights!” Cheers detonated as a Bond sprang to its feet. 
“Well, come on up, now. Don’t be shy!” 

The Blue Knights soared to the stage, waving and 
slapping hands that flew into their path.  

Hyvis continued. “The Chernbrights!”  
Another Bond bounced into place beside the Blue 

Knights. 
“Kor’s Kings!”  
It took all Root had in her to clap respectfully as Kor 

made a gross embellishment of his winnings all the way to 
the stage. Flinkus actually lifted Kor up on his shoulders. 
Oh, if only Root’s foot could have found its way into 
their path. 

“Mekruzela!” Hyvis warbled. 
Milden tried to downplay a smile, but his eyes could 

hardly contain their joy. 
“You turd!” Dwyn gave him a friendly thunk on the 

shoulder. “Good on you!” 
Milden positively beamed as he and his Bondmates 

took to the stage.  
“The Valadors!”  
Root, Lian, and Dwyn leapt to their feet and joined 

Milden to a position very opposite Kor. 
“And finally, the sixth and last Bond to return with 

the Miist of Kalliope…”  
Again, the drum rolled.  
Interminably.  
“The Pinks!” 
Root was sure her jaw crashed all the way to the 

underworld. Hilly and the Pinks screeched so loud that 
ears surely bled. Dwyn shook his head with clenched fists. 
Lian was not surprised at all. 

On the stage, the Pinks pushed past the other Bonds 
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and took position front and center. Hyvis beamed at 
them with guzzling eyes as the audience cheered. 

It was the firm voice of Jorab that finally restored 
order. “If I may have a final word,” he began and was 
given instant reception. “I too would like to offer my 
deepest appreciation for all efforts that were made in the 
name of this Find. Tonight many of you are walking 
away, having not found the Miist of Kalliope, but never 
forget the greater rewards you found along your journeys: 
courage, kindness, loyalty and wisdom. As Lord Blick said 
upon your arrival, there is no loss here. You have gained 
clarity as to your true gifts and are now released to their 
call. Please stand as we honour you now!” 

The remaining Bonds stood as applause shook the 
ground beneath their feet. When it faded, Jorab clasped 
his hands and spoke again. “As you may recall, at the first 
briefing those many weeks ago, there was a certain 
promise of reward. You may present your coins now.” 

The winning Bonds made a dash for pockets where 
coins were plucked and pulled and shaken into view. 
Root’s Reward Coin fell easily into her palm. She curled 
eager fingers around it. 

“Now then, before you redeem your coin, please take 
into consideration the following: Rewards are the work of 
a just Ember, which is to say, they are befitting and 
entirely unique to their recipient. Their bestowal, as was 
stated, is of great personal benefit. All one need do is ask 
for its gift.’” 

Anticipation squirmed on the stage. The Bonds drank 
his words with wild, expectant gulps. Their coins heated 
in the squeeze of palms. 

“Thus,” Jorab’s eyes painted a broad stroke across the 
stage. “It is strongly suggested your exchange be done in 
quiet privacy, where appreciation and humility may be 
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best served.” He smiled amusedly at the ensuing groans. 
“Once again, highest congratulations to you all.” 

His withdrawal was trailed with disappointment as 
coins were returned to pockets. But a band broke in and 
swept their impatience aside with its jovial celebration. 
There would be time for rewards later. For now, it was 
time to party. The greater goals of Jorab’s mention, 
courage, kindness, wisdom, had truly been achieved. 
There was celebration to spare.  

Tables swiftly parted for dancing and a handful of 
girls lined up to ask Dwyn for one. It was a joyful 
unfolding that pinned Root and Lian to the sidelines.  

“How on Earth did Hilly manage to get the last one?” 
Root wondered aloud. 

Lian shrugged. “Hilly Punyun and her mother are well 
known for getting what they want at any cost. And as 
long as I’ve known them there have been many costs.” 

 They scooped cups of SweetSap from a drifting tray 
and watched the dance floor fill.  

“Where are you going on the break?” Lian asked. 
“Well, now that I’m kindled I’m gonna help Fledger 

at the Copper Quill. I can stock and bind easy now and 
I’m gonna learn how to Stamp some of those amazing 
book designs like they did in Perderly. Customers will line 
up out the doors!”  

Finally, she thought, she could repay him. She could 
make the old scribe shop young again so that Fledger 
would never hang his head over his coffer box again.  

A howl erupted to their right. Root and Lian turned 
and saw Hilly clutching at her hair. 

“It’s her coin!” Pidge cried. “It turned into a tiara!” 
She pointed to Hilly’s head where a sparkling new tiara 
had been placed only moments before. Only now the 
tiara was clamped and tight and warping with spectacular 
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showmanship into a pair of pink demon horns, both of 
which shimmered in proud protrusion from her forehead.  

Hyvis shrieked and toppled tables to get to her 
daughter. She didn’t soothe her daughter. She didn’t wipe 
the whimpering girl’s tears. She threw a soup-stained 
napkin over Hilly’s head and pulled her from public sight. 
In their wake, more than a few not-so-nice words were 
thrown at Mordge and Jorab, whom Root noted, seemed 
rather amused for the first time this evening. 

Evidently Hilly wasn’t alone in her haste. The 
temptations of the Reward Coin were also lost to Kor, 
whose conceit had prevailed. 

“Hey look at mine!” he broadcast with deafening 
pride, displaying his Just Reward for the admiration of all. 
His coin had turned into an Eggory. And inside this 
Eggory was none other than Kor, dressed like a king and 
waving from an ornate throne. 

It was enough to make Root want to throw up. But, 
just as she was to turn away, she saw the Eggory cloud 
over and his image fade away. With a smug smile, Kor 
shook the Eggory to make himself reappear, but now his 
kingly dress and throne were missing. He narrowed his 
eyes and shook it again. This time he was on all fours 
inside its glass encasement. In a fit of anger he rattled the 
Eggory once more. When it settled, he and everyone else 
saw that inside its bounds there stood a mudly, squealing 
piglet.  

The courtyard shook with laughter. Kor hid the 
Eggory under his shirt and retreated, with a scowl, into 
the shadows.  

Root remembered Jorab’s words. He had said the 
reward would be something of utmost benefit, which she 
now realized, would include a hard lesson, whether it was 
accepted or not. She grasped the coin in her pocket, 
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feeling a nervous pulse. What reward did it have in store 
for her? 

“I can’t take it,” This was Dwyn beside her now. “I’m 
gonna look.” He was referring to his own coin. 

“Right now?” Root asked with worried eyes.  
“No, no,” he smiled. “I’m not that stupid. Be right 

back.” He turned to leave, then paused. “If I don’t come 
back, it’s not good.” And he was off. 

Root and Lian waited for an interminable length of 
time. They began to think the worst when Dwyn was 
spotted through the crowd, prancing toward them, 
waving a long weave of leather in his hand. 

“What is it?” Root asked. 
“It’s a Kin Braid,” he said, “When I was little and I 

was crying because my parents were gone, Miss Pramley 
at the Nest gave me one. She said it represented the 
weaving of new family.  It had twenty strands, one for 
each of us in the Nest. But look at this one.” He pointed 
along the intricate crisscrossing. “Four strands. One for 
me; one for you, Root and one for you, Lian. You’re my 
family now.” As they beamed, he added. “Hanah’s the 
fourth. This is gonna be her new collar!” 

“Well, as long as we’re sharing.” Lian offered up a 
strange pyramidal object and a sheepish smile along with 
it. 

Root’s mouth hung in surprise. “You redeemed yours 
already?”   

“Sorry,” he shuffled. “I went when they were setting 
up the dance.” 

While Root shook her head in disbelief, Dwyn 
slapped a proud hand on his Bondmate’s back. “Let’s see 
it then.”  

Over the past many weeks, Lian had demonstrated 
himself to be the most stoic of the Valadors, but his 
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reward had pulled, not only an initial gasp from him, but 
now a crack in his voice as he explained, “It’s a game my 
sister and I used play when I was little. It always loosened 
me up, she said. But the thing is, we made it up. No one 
knew of this game but us two. And now,” he smoothed 
fingers over the precious pyramid, “it’s…right here.” 

Dwyn turned to his friends. There were no words. He 
held out his hand but instead of flattening theirs over, the 
three collapsed into a hug that said it all. Friends for life. 
When it broke, Dwyn leaned in to milk another one. 

“We’re gonna see you in a week,” Root said. 
“Ya,” Dwyn turned to Lian. “Stop being so clingy.” 
Lian shook his head, now used to the routine. 
The momentum of their satisfaction, poignant and 

wondrous as it was, stalled with the arrival of three girls. 
They rushed Dwyn and pulled him to the dance floor. 
With an exuberant smile and a farcical thrust of hips, he 
called his friends to join him.   

“And there’s my cue to go,” Lian cringed. 
“What? You’re going already?” 
“I don’t do dances. They’re breeding grounds for 

interrelations, which, as you know are ill advised.” 
“The Find is over, Lian,” Root laughed. 
“Wisdom, my friend,” Lian tapped his temple. 

“Wisdom.”  
He turned efficiently and was gone, leaving Root 

standing quite alone and self-conscious. Over time, she 
watched the party shift into a casual gathering where a 
great many adventures were shared. Indeed, the Find 
seemed to have birthed sagas that would endure for 
generations. 

For some reason, Root remained an observer, feeling 
no desire to sip of the tales. Instead she decided to take a 
stroll. She left unnoticed and, after a few minutes, found 
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herself staring into the mystical eyes of Kalliope. To her 
great appreciation, the statue had been restored, all 
indignities cleaned away. 

In the quiet, Root pulled her Reward Coin into the 
starlight. It flashed with promise. And price. Jorab’s 
speech returned, reminding her of the reward’s personal 
touch and, moreover, its benefit. She decided to put her 
trust in both. She squeezed the coin. “Please give me my 
just rewards” 

Movement. She opened her fingers and saw the coin 
tremble and stretch into something long, flat and wide. 
She blinked as its very matter transformed from metal to 
paper. A flourish of words spilled across the page. Her 
eyes widened with joy - it was a pardon! A bonafide, legal 
pardon! She was free! There was nothing to fear anymore. 
She could visit Fledger now and walk right past Shade 
Howl’s prison house. She clutched the reward to her 
chest. 

Beside her, Kalliope the Beloved bore witness. Root 
showed her the coin’s gift and basked in the statue’s silent 
approval. 

“I am most certain she would have adored you.” 
Jorab approached. “She was apparently a very good 
troublemaker.” He winked and sat on the statue’s base. 
“Aaaaah, the cool breeze of eventide. Another summer 
on its way out.” 

Root tucked her pardon away and sat with him, 
enjoying the moment’s hush. After a time, she looked at 
him. “How come the jury let Hilly stay, Jorab? And Kor? 
He didn’t even have to do anything for it.”   

“It is not your concern how others act, but that your 
own actions are in alignment.” Jorab regarded her fondly. 
“Don’t expend your energy on competition, Root. There 
is none. Yours was to do on this quest the same as you 
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would in your life. And how can you get to the business 
of living when you live the business of others?”   

As usual, his words struck at common sense. But 
something else was bothering Root. “Is everything okay, 
Jorab?” she asked. “I mean…those Badges and—” She 
stopped herself. She wasn’t sure how he’d take to her 
having eavesdropped behind Mordge’s door.  

“Everything is as it is.” 
“But what about the Clade? Is it in trouble? What if-” 
 “Do not be afraid, little Root. You have more in you 

than you know.” Here he took her hand and turned it 
palm up. 

Root looked. Her Ember Etch had settled at last. It 
was an oval shape, deep red with many facets that looked 
to both draw in and reflect light. 

“What is it?” 
“It’s a carbuncle,” Jorab smiled and looked her 

straight in the eyes. “One of the strongest gemstones in 
the world.” 

The heart of little Miss Root Karbunkulus swelled 
right then and she beamed as if she’d swallowed the 
whole sun.    
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43 
 

THE BRATJACKER 

 
 

ou have visitors!” Root’s Knocker declared. 
She rolled over and squinted her eyes. “It’s 

barely morning!” The door swung open and two Badges 
stepped into her room. She shot upright. “What’s going 
on?” 

“Root Karbunkulus?” 
“Y-yes.” 
“The Guardian would like to see you.” 
Root’s heart thumped. “The Guardian? But this isn’t 

Dominion jurisdiction.” 
“We will wait outside as you change your clothes.” 
 
***** 
 
Root had made sure to pocket her Pardon and other 

important things as she dressed. Just in case. Now she 
followed the Badges down the silent hall to the stairs, 
where they climbed to the highest floor of the Shack.  

The Badges stopped outside a door and gestured for 
her to enter. She swallowed and turned the handle. The 

“Y 
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room on the other side was very plush and very official 
looking, with a spectacular vista of the grounds far below. 
There were ornate chairs and rugs and a massive desk 
with corners that rolled with gold.  

Root looked upon a giant painting of the Guardian in 
a bright plum-coloured suit with a lime top hat. Below the 
painting sat the actual Guardian, with the same cat-like 
grin.  

“Miss Karbunkulus. Do come in. A pleasure to meet 
you in person!” Studaben Picklepug stood and gestured to 
a chair across from him. “Please have a seat.”  

Root’s feet felt leaden as they walked her to the chair.   
Picklepug watched her with tented hands. “Your 

deeds in the Clade have not gone unnoticed.” 
“Where are Mordge and Jorab?” 
“They are occupied at the moment.” The Guardian 

leaned back in his chair, staring at her for some time. She 
felt squeamish under his scrutiny. “Well,” he said at last. 
“I’ll just cut to the chase. Miss Karbunkulus, you 
demonstrated extraordinary service these past few weeks. 
And as such, I, the Guardian of Lanlynne would like to 
offer you a permanent position within the Dominion’s 
governance.” 

“Excuse me?” Root blinked. 
“I am now the Chief Juror of the Clade of 

Acquisitions, where I shall dedicate myself to the finding 
of Lanlynne’s lost. I speak not only of artifacts such as 
the Miist, but of the kind of things that can free a 
country! My Clade shall be given opportunities untouched 
since the days of Kneebone Grayshank! Indeed my top 
Bone Grits shall live the very luxury that he lived when he 
mastered the Find and sat amongst monarchs.” 

Root had learned long ago to never override her 
heart’s warning with logic. Logic would not have told her 
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that the space behind his eyes was as black as the Aunts.   
He seemed to pick up on her hesitation. “You will 

find payment to be very generous, indeed.”  
Root didn’t care. She knew who this man was and the 

terrible deeds that stuck to the bottom of his shoes. His 
bribe was hollow. Without Mordge and Jorab, it was as if 
the Jobbery had risen up and caged her again. 

She chose her words carefully, “Um…thank you very 
much, sir. I’m um honoured. But…” she picked at the 
skin on her finger. “I’m afraid I will have to decline.” 

The Guardian looked taken aback. He pulled himself 
up with astonishment. “My dear, you’re from Shade 
Howl, are you not?” 

Root nodded. 
“Perhaps you didn’t hear me correctly. I am offering 

you a way out of your station. Do you understand what 
that means?” 

“I…I do, but…” Root looked at him squarely. “I just 
want to go home and…train my Pyre. Who knows, 
maybe I’ll become a Wits Master and…” 

“Wits Master?” 
“It’s my…Pyre.” 
“The becoming of a Wits Master takes years, decades 

of dedicated training. Not to mention a great deal of 
money.” 

“I…just have to trust.” 
Picklepug balked. “Trust won’t get you far in Shade 

Howl. Now listen, I want you to think about it, take your 
time. You can stay here in the citadel. And when you’re 
ready, we can talk again. What do you say?” 

He laid the contract in front of her. She stared at the 
line where she was supposed to sign, right below his 
signature… 

 
Studaben Rolf Picklepug 
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Root’s very breath froze.  
Rolf. 
She saw her finger tracing down Fledger’s dictionary, 

along the words that started with ‘R’. It stopped and 
brought one of them into stark relief. 

 
Rolf: from rodulf, meaning…wolf. 
 
Root looked at the Guardian. Instinct surged and 

cycloned through her, loosing a shock of understanding 
in her chest. He was the Wolf!  

In this pinpoint of knowing, the door burst open. 
Root wheeled around and was amazed to see, once again, 
the Finks standing before her. They had managed to 
catch Brecken at last and now flung him to his knees.  

He trembled and clutched one of his hands. Root 
gasped. The hand was a wilted thing in a sickly blue cast. 
She jumped to her feet and fell back against the wall, her 
heart and mind battling for breath.  

 “Not now you fools!” Picklepug shrieked.  
Stan and Gus gulped and back-peddled in a host of 

apologies. Brecken seized the moment and butted his 
head into Stan’s nose. A moment later Gus was shoved 
into the Guardian and Brecken was breaking free. Before 
Root could speak, Brecken had his arms around her waist.  

He was still clutching her when he dove out the 
window.  

Root’s scream plummeted, long and deafening with 
the fall, faster and faster toward the ground. She closed 
her eyes as wind sped in a cold stream through her hair. 

And then something caught her, the very air itself, it 
seemed. And she was floating, literally floating. Was this 
death? Had she passed into Spirit? She peeked an eye 
open, dreading the sight of her broken body on the 
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ground.  
“Guess y’didn’t know I had a Buoyancy Pyre,” 

Brecken said.  
She opened her second eye and found Brecken’s 

sheepish smile. He was alive, as was she, and he wasn’t 
joking. He was defying gravity. His cells or skin or feet or 
whatever, had become like sky and now held them, 
drifting in a gentle breeze, with all of Mammoth Rock 
sprawling below. 

 “Heya Fartfaces!” Brecken called to the window, 
where the Finks stood with raised fists and a flurry of 
curses. 

Root smiled. And then she laughed out loud. She and 
Brecken had somehow managed to dodge them yet again.  

“I think the Guardian’s the BratJacker,” Brecken said 
as he steered them farther and farther from the reaches of 
danger. 

“Y’don’t say,” Root answered, already envisioning the 
look on Fledger’s face when she tells him. 

She kept an eye on the quilting of land below, 
expecting Badges to swarm any minute. But there was 
only the great lake and the coppering trees. Perhaps the 
BratJacker had given up at last. He had Mammoth Rock 
to himself now, after all. 

She looked at Brecken. “So what’s he want you for? 
The Crawlers?” 

“Naw, he just wants my head in a noose. Guess he 
doesn’t like the lop-sided eyes and demon horns I always 
give him.” 

Root was struck with realization. “You’re the one 
doing that to all the Dominion posters!” 

“Yup. You should see my latest masterpieces. I gave 
his nose a big, black wart and put nice, curly worms 
coming out of his ears.” 
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Root’s laugh echoed off the cliff of Mammoth Rock 
as they dipped and skipped with the wind over evergreen 
crowns and sepia hills. 

“Where to?” Brecken asked at last. 
“The Copper Quill. Fledger will know what to do.” 
“Y’think he’ll know what to do about this thing in my 

hand?” 
“Yup.” 
He’ll do more than that, Root thought. He’ll lead a 

revolt. With Mordge and Jorab. And Root and Lian and 
Dwyn would help. Together they would put things right. 
They would save the Clade and, better yet, Lanlynne 
itself. 

“Y’think he’ll have sandwiches?” Brecken asked. 
“Uh huh.” 
“And toe clippers?” 
“Sure.” 
“And extra underwear?” 
“No. Watch out for that tree.” 
“Oh. Sorry.” 
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THE MARROW BIND 

 
 

ot wanting to attract attention, especially from 
the likes of local Badges, Root had Brecken drop 

her off on the corner of Snoutgut and Skew. Shade Howl. 
The same, yet not. Brecken promised to meet her at the 
Copper Quill later.  

After he got fresh underwear.  
Which Root didn’t really need to know, but she was 

in too much of a hurry to argue.  
She drew air into her lungs, glad to be back on solid 

ground. The Copper Quill was on the other side of town. 
She walked swiftly and warily, reminding herself of the 
precious parchment in her pocket. The Pardon. It was 
real. She would be okay. 

After a while she came upon the Jobbery’s iron gates. 
She walked past with her head up, reminding herself that 
she and her friends would reunite soon. She would tell 
Lian and Dwyn all about the Guardian. She’d tell Mordge 
and Jorab. And, of course Fledger. Together they would 
put things right. They would help her get Stogie too and 
bring him home. 

N 
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By the time she reached Olden Way and crossed Fat 
Quail Square, she had claimed her new story, one with a 
Wits Pyre. Freedom. Tea. 

As she drew in closer to her beloved little scribing 
shop, her skin ignited. A wave of nausea seized her. The 
Copper Quill was a broken pile of bones. 

“Fledger!” she cried and pushed herself to the door. It 
was off its hinge. The windows were shattered. 

Once inside, Root fell to her knees.  
If one were to have come upon this lonely street in 

Shade Howl one would have stopped to notice the 
collapsed scribing shop and, enticed by the cries through 
its windows, they would have drawn up to see a stricken 
girl frantically overturning books and tables and dishes. 

They would have been curious as to her panic and 
what the object was that she so desperately sought as to 
leave tears in such a flood. They would have eventually 
left, shaking their head, not knowing that the girl would 
forge on, even as the moon rose high and the search was 
in vain. Fledger was nowhere to be found.  

Eventually, in the dead of night, panting and 
stuporous, Root stopped and did what Fledger would 
have suggested she do long before: step back. She inhaled 
deeply and forced her mind to detangle and ask the 
important questions. Number one: Who could have done such 
a thing? 

An image flashed. Studaben Picklepug. The Guardian 
of Lanlynne. The BratJacker.  

As if on cue, a pain shot through her. She cried out 
and grasped her wrist. 

Her wrist. No. 
She trembled. And slowly lifted her hand into the 

moonlight. The moon’s beams licked the tender skin. 
Root gasped. The bones! They were glowing! She spread 
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her fingers wide. The moon held firm, sending her hand 
into a blaze of blue. 

He had her. The BratJacker had her. 
Root would have collapsed in that moment. She 

would have sunk into the wood and debris and hung her 
last hope. But a fleck of orange and black dropped from 
above, flapped about and landed on Root’s shoulder. 

“Wingbit,” she whimpered.  
The little bat squeaked and nipped at Root’s ear. 

When there was no response, Wingbit nipped again. Root 
knew Fledger’s beloved pet would not let up until she got 
to her feet. It was the needling encouragement she 
needed. She pushed any remaining strength into her legs. 
She staggered about, grabbing what she could: books, 
food, tea and…she stopped…  

It was her Ember Stamp. Her cherished Birthday gift. 
She held it up with longing. But it was not the kind of 
longing she once had. Not a wish for magic. It was an 
ache for the past, for the moment when the Stamp first 
landed in her palm, when Fledger was there with soft, 
paternal eyes. She turned the Stamp over. Her head tilted 
as she spied, for the first time, a name lovingly engraved 
along the base: TOBIN REESE FLEDGER 

Root’s heart collapsed. All this time she thought the 
Clade had worked the Stamp as her Ender Gift. But it 
had been Fledger’s bestowal. He had selflessly given Root 
the Ember Stamp that was meant for his son, had his son 
lived.  

Something fierce erupted in Root’s chest. She 
straightened and steeled her jaw.  

“C’mon.” She held a shoulder for Wingbit, who 
flapped over and tucked close to the warm curve of her 
neck. “We’re going to find Fledger.” 

She walked out the door and didn’t look back. 
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